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Preface

The increasing complexity of  manufacturing systems as well as the overall demands
for flexible and fault-tolerant control of production processes stimulates (among many
others) two key emerging technologies that are already making an important
breakthrough in the field of intelligent manufacturing, control, and diagnostics. These
two paradigms are:
•� the holonic approach based on the event-driven control strategy, usually aimed

at modular control systems that are directly physically linked with the
manufacturing hardware equipment, and

•� the multi-agent approach developed in the area of distributed  information
processing.

The research communities working in both these fields are approaching the problem
of intelligent manufacturing from different viewpoints and, until recently, to a certain
extent, in an independent way. We can however observe quite a clear convergence of
these fields in the last few years: the communities have started to cooperate, joining
efforts to solve the painful problems involved in achieving effective industrial
practice. We can see convergence in the terminology, standards and methods being
applied.

The shift in the focus of holonic research over the last five years is  significant:
Whereas Phase I of the HMS (Holonic Manufacturing Systems) Consortium  project
was aimed primarily at low-level real-time control and resulted, for example, in the
IEC 61499 standard for real-time function-block oriented holonic control, the
proposals for Phase II of this consortium are much more concentrated on  agent-based
control solutions, including knowledge management methods, simulation tools and
standards developed by the multi-agent community within the framework of the FIPA
consortium activities. The best evidence of this trend is the title and contents of the
recently published book

M.S. Deen (ed.): Agent-Based Manufacturing – Advances in the Holonic Approach,
Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, 2003

On the other hand, the multi-agent community realizes to a much wider extent than
before that one of the most challenging areas for the application of the agent-based
information and decision-making systems is the field of intelligent manufacturing.
More and more agent-based systems have started to appear in the manufacturing
domain,  for simulation, production planning and scheduling goals, and for
reconfiguration purposes. In the latter, coalition formation and teamwork planning
methods are often applied for this purpose. This trend is strongly supported by the
challenging visions of virtual manufacturing and virtual enterprises. The other
important emerging challenge is the opportunity to consider each product or
semiproduct as an agent/holon – this vision is supported by, for example, the recent
results of the AUTO-ID initiative aimed at integrating RFID tagging technology with
a global information network.

We should stress that the convergence mentioned above is catalyzed mainly by real
industrial needs: a very high flexibility in changing production plans and schedules,
real-time fault detection and reconfiguration capabilities, as well as allowing
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autonomous subsystems to be easily integrated with various kinds of communication
networks are stressed more and more. Satisfying these more complex and demanding
requirements needs an exploration of knowledge-intensive solutions as well as the
leveraging of the current communication and database technologies. The holonic and
multi-agent ideas support  trends towards higher degrees of local autonomy connected
with larger volumes of knowledge “owned” locally in the control elements, and
towards more powerful processors (capable of running real-time, ladder-logic types of
code as well as higher-level code written, for example, in C++ or Java in parallel) and
Web-enabled devices.

Many topics important for agent-based manufacturing are still in the early stages of
their research. This is the case in, for example, semantics and ontologies (it would be
desirable to use technologies similar or compatible to those in the Semantic Web area,
but this seems to be currently more than difficult), or applying holarchy principles in
the agent-oriented solutions.

We hope that the first three HoloMAS workshops held under the DEXA-event
umbrella (HoloMAS 2000 in Greenwich, HoloMAS 2001 in Munich and HoloMAS
2002 in Aix-en-Provence) helped to bridge the gap between the holonic and multi-
agent communities. The interest of both the camps has been increasing and because
we have seen  there is a chance to cover the whole scene, we  decided to transform the
HoloMAS workshop into a conference, the 1st International Conference HoloMAS
2003 within the framework of the DEXA 2003 event. We are very thankful to the
DEXA Association (Linz, Austria) for supporting the conference idea from the very
beginning and to the EU Centre of Excellence MIRACLE at the Czech Technical
University of Prague for general support.

We are very glad to declare that 43 papers were submitted, prepared by the most
important research bodies engaged in holonic and agent-based manufacturing world-
wide to HoloMAS 2003. The PC chose 29 papers to be presented and included in this
volume. They contain the most representative results of the corresponding research
inside and outside the HMS consortium and provide an excellent overview of the
current situation in this subject’s research field.

The HoloMAS 2003 conference created an excellent, highly motivating
environment, and helped to integrate the community. We believe that it contributed to
a better clarification of the goals and to a more efficient coordination of the research
in this subject field. The conference also aimed to serve as a display window of
holonic and agent-based manufacturing research, offering information about the state-
of-the-art to specialists in neighbouring, knowledge-processing research fields
covered by the DEXA multi-conference event.
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The Holonic Manufacturing Systems Program began with an abstract concept of
holons. Phase 1 provided a foundation for the development of generic technologies
and their application. The results of Phase 2 are establishing the feasibility of using
holonic systems for the control of devices and manufacturing work cells. It is
demonstrating the potential to control many types of distributed systems ranging from
physical equipment to supply chains. This expanded scope is reflected in the Phase 2
work packages specifically aimed at the integrated application of holonic technologies
using the same fundamental architecture for device, work cell, factory and supply
chain levels. Holonic system architectures have attracted interest by researchers
throughout the world [29-33]. HMS provide modern enterprises with the capability to
integrate modern manufacturing and supply chains, and offer a graceful migration
path from current legacy systems to next generation fully distributed manufacturing
systems. The final outcome of the research program will be software tools, software
standards, and architectural approaches for holonic systems, proven through
industrially driven test-beds. It is expected that these will form the basis of future
software technologies through commercialization of the research.
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Abstract. This paper describes a mechanism to ensure safe behaviors of
Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMSs). The change from low-variety high-
volume to high-variety low-volume production requires highly flexible and
adaptive manufacturing systems. HMSs, in which decisions are made through
cooperation among holons (autonomous and cooperative manufacturing enti-
ties), fulfill this requirement by exploiting full abilities of individual elements
while eliminating various bottlenecks that exist in conventional systems. How-
ever, highly adaptive features induce non-deterministic behaviors of systems,
and this makes it difficult to adopt HMSs as primary bases of manufacturing
systems. In order to apply HMSs to large and complicated applications, mecha-
nisms that make HMS behaviors more predictable are essential. An HMS safety
ensuring mechanism proposed here is one of the attempts to make HMSs more
predictable.
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Many HMS application systems have been developed already [2]-[4]. These applica-
tion systems range from high-level management systems, such as manufacturing
scheduling and machining/assembly process planning, to low-level control systems,
such as discrete and continuous process control, path planning for transfer machines
and robot motion planning. Although many of them are experimental ones, substan-
tial advantages are reported concerning system reconfiguration and incremental sys-
tem development. However HMSs still have drawbacks regarding use in more com-
plicated applications, and therefore, current HMS applications are limited to small or
simple ones, despite the advantages of HMSs for developing large and complex sys-
tems. The reasons are, firstly, there is not a powerful cooperation algorithm yet, and
secondly, cooperative behavior of elements is less predictable than that managed by
central mechanisms. Especially, this unpredictability becomes serious problems for
manufacturing systems that require highly safe behaviors. To make HMS architecture
more practical for the lager and more complicated manufacturing systems, the fol-
lowing issues must be addressed.
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Configurations and algorithms of holons in both application and safety layers can be
changed independently of the other layers. Application holons are required only to
declare their safety variables and methods in order to modify safety conditions. Re-
configurability automatically brings about the easy incremental development of
manufacturing systems, i.e. both application and safety holons can be easily added
and modified, e.g. different manufacturing systems can be incorporated into the
system safely by only adding declarations of safety variables and methods in rele-
vant holons.

3   Prototype System Development

A simple experimental program, a valve controller, has been developed in order to
evaluate the proposed architecture. As shown in Fig. 3, the valve controller opens and
closes valves attached to pipes according to conditions of tanks that are connected to
pipes. Here, one of chemicals S, T or U is supplied to tank-X and tank-Y, and mixing
S with U is inhibited. Then, open/close operations of valves must satisfy the follow-
ing constraints to safely control the whole system, i.e. 1) valve A/B must be closed
when valve C/D is closed and the level of tank-X/Y exceeds the maximum limit, 2)
valve C/D must be closed when valve D/C is open and tank-X and Y contain chemi-
cals S and U, or U and S, respectively.

It is not difficult to imbed mechanisms to check these constraints into application
holons if application holons are developed from scratch and safety constraints do not
change during operations. However, usually already existing application holons are
reused. Also constraints for safe behaviors are changed during operations: for exam-
ple, when the system is extended to treat chemical V, which is inhibited to mix with
T, valve C must be closed also when valve D is open and tank-X and Y contain
chemicals T and V, or V and T, respectively. In these cases, it is not easy to imbed
new constraints correctly into application holons. Designers are prone to make mis-
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takes in environments where safety constraints are tightly connected to application
procedures and are distributed over various application holons.

Fig. 3.  Valve control system

The experimental system resolved this difficulty by preparing 4 kinds of safety
holons as follows.

*� Chemical holon: corresponds to an individual chemical and maintains a list of
chemicals that are not mixed with it.

*� Tank holon: corresponds to an individual tank and maintains names of chemicals
that it contains, its maximum level and the names of its output valves.

*� Pipe holon: corresponds to an individual pipe and maintains names of chemicals
that flow within it.

*� Valve holon: corresponds to an individual valve and maintains a list of inputs
resources (tanks or pipes) and output resources.

Here an application holon, which manipulates valve A or C, declares variable A or
C as safe variables, respectively. When the application holon tries to open valve A,
safety holon A is invoked automatically, then A allows to open the valve only when it
is confirmed that tank X will not overflow. This confirmation is carried out by asking
the tank level and state of valve C to safety holons X and C, respectively, which are
connected to A, as shoun in Fig.4.  In the case when the application holon tries to
open valve C, the safety holon C is invoked to confirm that constraint 2) is satisfied.
This is carried out through 2 steps, i.e. C asks names of chemicals that pipe P and
tank X contain to safety holons X and P, which are connected to C, and then checks
that mixing two chemicals is allowed by asking safety holons corresponding chemical
names that are answered by X and P, i.e. safety holon S, U or T.

Figure 5 shows an implementation structure of safety holons appear in Fig.4. Ap-
plication holons in the application layer are implemented as C++ objects. On the other
hand, safety holons in the safety layer are implemented as JDPS [7] objects and allo-
cated over distributed computers connected through Ether-net. In the figure, safety
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holn C is replicated because it relates to the critical variable/method, and the system
can avoid the most serious situations even when several computers have broken.
However, because the same safety holons are replicated, the system cannot avoid
accidents caused by program errors in safety holons.
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fore both sizes and computational load of safety holons are not major obstacles for
adopting the proposed mechanism. Namely, safety holons have comparable sizes and
computational load as usual programs. However, the delay of communication among
application holons and safety holons is the disadvantage that cannot be neglected, i.e.
in the current implementation, 5 m seconds are required for a single message sending
and answer receiving cycle between an application and a safety holons when they are
located at the same computer, and usual safety ensuring processes consist of several
cycles. Therefore it is applicable to only a system, of which response time is more
than 100m seconds. When message exchanging holons are located at different com-
puters, a single message exchanging cycle requires 15m seconds, but in this case,
multiple message exchanging cycles can be carried out in parallel, and the proposed
mechanism works well without decreasing the performance seriously. Neither the
network traffic is a serious issue. In usual applications even in the most pessimistic
cases, the number of messages exchanged among holons may be less than the twice
of that exchanged in the system without the safety mechanism.

4   Conclusion
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Abstract. In this paper we present a general specification for a real-time
transformation interface for Holonic Control Devices. This interface is intended
to provide the logical linkage between the two worlds of agents and machines,
which is needed to realise truly holonic systems.

1  Introduction

Agents manipulate information; machines manipulate the physical world.  Without an
effective real-time interface between these two worlds, agents and machines will
continue to exist and operate largely apart as they do today. This paper describes an
architecture for this interface based on a third world: that of control. A detailed
specification for this architecture is currently being developed by the Holonic
Manufacturing Systems Consortium [10].

In the next section, we introduce this real-time interface and contrast it with non-
real-time interfaces in multi-agent systems. In section 3, we consider the real-time
interface problem in more detail and introduce our layered architecture. This
architecture is then described in more detail in section 4. Finally, we conclude with a
summary and some thoughts on our future work in this area.

2  Background

The concept of a real-time interface between the soft world of agents and the physical
world of machinery is tied closely to some fundamental ideas in holonic systems and
holonic manufacturing systems. By definition, “holons” contain both an information
processing part and a physical part [10]. Moreover, “holonic systems” are essentially
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adaptive agent-machine systems. The real-time control interface problem is therefore
a concern for those wishing to apply holonic concepts to manufacturing and other
areas. Not surprisingly, the Holonic Manufacturing Systems Consortium [12] has a
work group devoted to Holonic Control Devices (HCD). Although approaches
developed by this group would be applicable to a larger area than manufacturing, an
even wider application focus would be desirable.

It is the need to link, even integrate, between the information world and the
physical world that distinguishes� ���� 4��/� -5�� /�'��-���/� /3-')�(��-� �6�-�/�

�//3�'-67� -5�� #56�'
�� 2���� �4� /�
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��-6�� FIPA now has work groups
involved in the manufacturing production and scheduling areas [22]. As the necessity
for solving the real-time control interface problem becomes even more apparent, we
anticipate that additional research groups will emerge with activity in this area. One
thing is certain: there can be no large-scale deployment of adaptive agent-machine
systems until the real-time interface problem is solved.

2.1   Holonic Control Devices

As illustrated in Figure 1, the scope of this work is limited to HCDs associated with
holonic agents [6,17,18] occupying the lowest layer of a manufacturing holarchy.
This includes those features necessary to enable the physical holons to enter into
negotiations about the performance of manufacturing tasks and to mutually
coordinate the performance of those tasks. Such features include: (i) the ability to
locate, join, leave and participate in cooperation domains for the performance of
manufacturing tasks, (ii) the ability to reason about manufacturing tasks and their
relationships to distributed control applications, and to acquire and share knowledge
related to such reasoning, and (iii) the ability to issue appropriate management
commands to dynamically modify existing applications to perform new tasks or to
recover from abnormal operations

2.2   Interface Agents

As noted previously, in order to realise truly holonic systems a real-time interface is
required to effectively integrate the worlds of agents and machines. The notion of
interfacing domains with very disparate world-views and knowledge representations
is not new to agent systems. In fact, a considerable amount of research has been
conducted on the development of interface agents (IAs) that are typically used to
allow people to interact with agent-based systems. Although the specific design of
IAs may differ from system to system to system, they tend to share the same basic
characteristics as noted by Laurel [15]: (i) agency, (ii) responsiveness, (iii)
competence, and (iv) accessibility.

In her definition of “agency”, Laurel notes that interface agents must be “...
capable of understanding our needs and goals in relation to them (either explicitly or
implicitly), translating those goals into an appropriate set of actions, and delivering
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the results in a form that we can use”. Although this definition is expressed in terms
of a human/agent system interface agent, the definition is still quite useful for our
agent/machine interface. For example, the higher-level agents at the organisation level
in Figure 1 will express their needs and goals in a much more abstract form than the
physical holons are capable of understanding (e.g., “I need to expedite order A35”).
These needs and goals must be translated to a set of actions that is understood at the
machine level (e.g., “AGV #3 report your current location”), then delivered in a form
that the higher-level agents can use (e.g., “order A35’s expected completion time is
tomorrow at 15:30”).
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Fig. 1. Position of physical holons in a manufacturing holarchy.

At the machine level, agents have clear temporal restrictions (i.e., both hard and
soft real-time constraints), and as a result, must dedicate their time to specific real-
time activities. For example, Raja and Lesser [20], classify real-time agent activities
into three main activities: domain activities, control activities, and meta-level control
activities. Domain activities include the executable primitive actions that achieve the
high-level tasks required at the organisation level. Control activities are classified as
either those activities that choose the high-level goals and set constraints on how to
achieve them (i.e., scheduling activities) or those activities that facilitate cooperation
with other agents in order to achieve the high-level goals (i.e., coordination activities).
Finally, meta-level control activities are those activities that optimise the agent’s
performance (e.g., through appropriate processor allocation).

By definition, agents and holons are responsive entities [24,10]. In the case of
software agents, responsiveness is typically defined in terms of an agent’s ability to
respond to the user. However, in holonic systems and HCDs in particular,
responsiveness has a deeper meaning; not only are these systems required to respond
to the user, they must also respond to events in the physical world of machinery.
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Because of the real-time nature of these physical devices, this responsiveness is also
defined in terms of the HCD’s ability to manage soft and hard real-time tasks that are
periodic or aperiodic in nature. Although a considerable amount of work has been
conducted in this area for classic, centralised control systems [1], this area is only
recently being investigated for real-time distributed control systems [7,21].

Laurel [15] defines “competence” in terms of the domain or environment in which
the IA operates and points out that these agents “... must possess (or be able to
generate) both meta knowledge and multiple representations”. The domain or
environment of competence is clearly the domain holonic systems domain of
information/physical agents where competence is broadly defined in terms of
autonomy and cooperation [10]. More specifically, the meta knowledge (or
knowledge about the problem solving domain) HCD interface agents must possess
can be thought of in terms of a “process abstraction”, or an understanding of the
capabilities of the HCD and how these capabilities can be exploited by higher-level
agents. As well, if truly dynamic and intelligent fault monitoring and recovery is to be
achieved [3], the physical holons must be aware of their capabilities and limitations in
this area (e.g., homogeneous and diverse redundancy strategies and fail-safe modes)
and also how to access high-level assistance when they are not capable of recovering
from a failure.

The interface agent’s ability to deal with multiple representations is a key aspect of
responsiveness. As Brennan [4] notes, an IA should “... increase the odds that the user
and the system will be able to communicate effectively and that ambiguities in one
representation will be disambiguated by another ...”. Clearly, this is a very important
characteristic of our HCD interface, since it is responsible for reconciling the
representations of the higher-level agent world and the lower-level control world.

Closely related to this is the requirement for accessibility. Conceptually, this means
that the user should be able to predict the IAs behaviour in given situations. On the
surface, this is made difficult in an HCD because of the different representations at
the agent/control levels. For example, to obtain scheduling information at the
organisation level, a group of HCDs may have to be accessed. Each of these holons
would only have a partial picture of the schedule and would also be focused on
detailed tasks such as feedback control and vision processing. Although the higher-
level agents need to predict the final delivery of the product they are tracking, it is not
important that they predict the detailed behaviour of each HCD (e.g., the precise
trajectory of an AGV).

In the next section we describe a general model for a transformation interface for
Holonic Control Devices. The interface agents within this model are intended to
address the basic characteristics of interface agents described above and provide these
capabilities in a real-time environment.

3  The Transformation Interface

Although there has been a considerable amount of work on holonic and agent-based
approaches to the upper (planning and scheduling) level of control [19] very little
work has been done on applying these techniques to the lower, real-time control level.
In order to integrate these two areas together, a generic interface between the high-
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level agents and the low-level control functionality is required. As a result, two basic
approaches may be taken to implement the control solutions.

First, higher-level software agents could be integrated with controllers that support
extant control functionality such as controllers based on IEC 61131-3 [14]. The role
of interface agents in this case would be primarily to provide accessibility. In other
words, the interface should allow higher-level software agents to monitor the status of
the control functionality and also facilitate these agents in their reasoning about
process improvement, and in the case of latent faults, recovery strategies. Similarly,
interface agents should allow program units at the control level (e.g., IEC 61131-3
function blocks) to access data in an appropriate format (e.g., set points, deadlines,
etc.).

A second approach involves integrating the higher-level software agents with
controllers that support distributed real-time control. For example, given the
distributed, event-based characteristics of the IEC 61499 model [16], there is the
potential to go beyond accessibility to the realisation of a multi-layered, real-time
intelligent control system. In particular, the notion of agency at the control level
becomes more relevant with the use of IEC 61499 function blocks [2]. For example
with this model, some of the fault recovery functionality that would be handled at the
higher software agent level could potentially be handled by IEC 61499 holonic
agents.

As is shown in Figure 2, both approaches require a transformation interface
between the upper-level software agents and the lower-level control functions. The
authors are currently investigating both approaches in order to allow for a generic
interface definition. This will permit both current (i.e., IEC 61131-3) and future (i.e.,
IEC 61499) control specifications to interoperate inside an HCD. This transformation
interface will also need to include interactions with simulated physical systems and
with provision for adequate security at both the software agents and the control
functions levels.

As a consequence of this initial activity there is a need to establish a migration path
from existing systems based on IEC 61131-3 to distributed intelligent control at the
physical device level based on IEC 61499. In particular, an IEC 61499-based HCD
has the potential to offer well-defined, function block-based open interfaces to the
agent-based high-level control layer to allow reconfiguration of the control
applications. These applications are portable (runtime code independent) and
interoperable through well-defined communication function blocks, not only within
one controller but also among diverse controllers. The control applications are linked
to the processes via IEC 61499 service interface function blocks (SIFB), which
ensures independence from low-level implementation details of communication links
and protocols. For more information on the IEC 61499 specification (and function
block types), please refer to Lewis [16] or IEC TC65/WG6 [13].

Agent systems are now being standardised through organisations such as FIPA. As
well as a generic specification for a transformation interface, there will be the need for
a specific specification relative to standards such as FIPA that would allow the
software agents to interact in the high-level information domain. In summary, the
transformation interface will be composed of three fundamental components: (i) the
low-level interface, (ii) simulation interface, and (iii) an interface to agent standards
such as FIPA. In the next section, we take a closer look at the HCD transformation
interface.
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Fig. 2. The HCD transformation interface.

4  The HCD Architecture

Figure 3 shows a more detailed version of the Holonic Control Device Architecture.
In this section we describe the different layers and their purpose.

The Deliberative layer is two fold: (i) application domain specific functionality and
(ii) generic functionality. The former functionality corresponds to a set of user-
defined functions that are made available to the agent/holon instances inside the HCD
throughout function calls. The latter functionality corresponds to a set of generic
decision-making components that act as the nervous system of the HCD instance for
decision making. As is illustrated in Figure 3, there are four generic decision making
modules: Planner, Process Model, Execution Control, and Diagnostics.

The Planner component carries out the construction of control-action steps for the
HCD instance. It also negotiates with other HCD instances, which can be local or
remote, via an agent communication language (e.g., FIPA, KQML, etc.). This
decision-making module can be thought of as the core component that provides the
HCD with “holonic” capability (i.e., autonomous/cooperative behaviour). As well, it
is one of the components of the HCD interface architecture that contributes to the
HCD meeting Laurel’s [15] definition of “agency”: i.e., the planner “translat(es) …
goals into an appropriate set of actions”.
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Fig. 3. The HCD architecture.

As was noted previously, an important characteristic of interface agents related to
“competence”, is that they should possess meta knowledge (i.e., knowledge about the
problem solving domain). This is the primary role of the Process Model, which
carries out a local model simulation (which can be a mathematical expression that
quantifies performance metrics) of input data to quantify the current control step
performance, thereby evaluating present execution states or forecasting near future
states.

The Execution Control component coordinates the execution of control action steps
thereby carrying out the HCD plans, which are built and committed by the planner
during the inter-HCD instance negotiation. This is a further refinement of the
planner’s functionality, which results in the higher-level goals being translated into a
form that can be used at the control level. This interface is not just one-way however
(i.e., high-level to low-level); it also reacts to changes of state in the control layer via
event monitoring.

Finally, the Diagnostics component carries out a local self-assessment activity to
verify the correct operation of the hardware attached to the HCD and/or HCD
instances. As noted previously, this capability of an HCD interface is closely tied to
the deeper meaning of responsiveness of real-time systems. In these systems,
correctness is synonymous with timeliness. As a result, it is necessary that we have an
element of the HCD that is responsible for verifying that deadlines are met, and if not,
that corrective action is taken.
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The Deliberative Layer communicates with the other layers throughout the
device’s data table via a Data Table Access Common Interface (DTACI). The Data
Table Layer is the state data repository for the HCD instances. In its most basic form,
the DTACI can be thought of as being similar to input and output image tables of a
conventional programmable logic controller (PLC) [23]. Similar to a conventional
image table, each HCD instance has a private section of the DTACI memory for
storage. However, rather than just providing access to the PLC control logic during
the scan cycle, both Deliberative and Control layers can read/write data from/to the
DTACI.

The Control Functions Layer is the user defined application logic that controls the
activities of the physical hardware or process that is attached to the HCD. Although
this figure shows IEC 61131-3 function blocks, any of the IEC 61131-3 languages for
programmable logic controllers (i.e., IL, ST, LD, SFC, LD) could be used to specify
the control logic. As well, distributed intelligent devices at the physical layer can also
be supported at this layer by the IEC 61499 model. The control application should be
capable of sending agent messages (e.g., ACL) to the deliberative layer.

Finally, the Physical Layer represents the hardware (actuators and sensors) and
process entities that are controlled by the HCD. The Simulation Layer is the
simulation of the physical hardware and process entities. This additional layer will
allow larger-scale HCD implementations to be tested, and also provide us with the
opportunity to interface with recent simulation efforts for benchmarking alternative
multi-agent approaches (e.g., the work by Cavalieri [5]).

Both the Physical and Simulation layer communicate with the HCD through a
Control and Information Data Access Common Interface (CIDACI). Currently, two
closely related approaches are being investigated to implement this interface, (i) data
table, and (ii) function block adapters. The first approach, shown in Figure 3, involves
a shared data table that can be read from and written to by both the deliberative and
the control functions layers. This approach was presented at the Holonic
Manufacturing Systems HMS-21 plenary meeting [12]. A second approach that is
currently being investigated is to use function block adapters (FBA) as proposed by
Heverhagen and Tracht [11]. Currently, their approach is intended to provide an
interface between Real-time Unified Modeling Language (RT-UML) capsules and
IEC 61131-3 function blocks. In other words, RT-UML capsules provide the interface
on the object or agent side (i.e., the deliberative layer) while IEC 61131-3 function
blocks would provide the interface on the control function side. The advantage of this
approach is that, function block adapters in combination with Heverhagen and
Tracht’s FBA language, provide a means to unambiguously express the interface
mapping. Additionally, the FBA approach appears to be particularly well-suited to the
IEC 61499 model. This is a result of the close correspondence between the RT-UML
capsule stereotype and the IEC 61499 basic function block [9] as well as a potentially
simpler implementation with IEC 61499 service interface function blocks on the
control side.
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5   Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we provided a general overview of a real-time interface architecture for
Holonic Control Devices. This real-time interface is a very hard problem and its
solution will require both new approaches and adaptation of existing techniques. The
hardest part of the problem occurs when configurations of physical machines,
components, and their linkages change. Such “dynamic reconfiguration” situations
can only be handled with today’s techniques when the changes are few, simple, and
occur slowly. Truly dynamic reconfiguration in which both agent and machine worlds
change rapidly and extensively, with changes in each spurring and influencing
consequent changes in the other, are well beyond our existing capability. This
problem will need to be solved before we can design and maintain adaptive agent-
machine systems on any significant scale.
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Abstract. Holonic and agent-based paradigms are very suitable in the
development of distributed manufacturing control systems, taking advan-
tage of their modularity, decentralization, and ability to support dynamic
and complex system design features. However, the integration of manu-
facturing resources within the holonic manufacturing control applications
remains a problem, because no efficient standard allows an easy, trans-
parent and essentially independent integration. This paper proposes an
integration process that allows the integration of automation resources
independently from the holonic control application, using some concepts
derived from the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) applica-
tion protocol and implemented over a distributed object platform.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, in order to face stochastic and volatile environments, manufacturing
systems must exhibit increasing agility. This implies the corresponding control
application must also adapt to the occurrence of unexpected disturbances, very
likely through dynamic and distributed structures.

The Holonic Manufacturing System (HMS) paradigm seems a promising ap-
proach to support these actual and emergent requirements. HMS translates to
the manufacturing world systemic concepts developed by A. Koestler concern-
ing living organisms and social organizations, mainly that complex systems are
hierarchical systems formed by intermediate stable forms, being simultaneously
a part and a whole [1]. In industry, the word holon, which illustrates this hybrid
nature, represents the manufacturing components and activities, such as ma-
chines, products and parts. Their behavior is determined by their cooperation
with other holons, as opposed to being determined by a centralized mechanism.

Due to the heterogeneous manufacturing environment, it is hard and cum-
bersome to develop holonic manufacturing applications that integrate manu-
facturing resources, because the holonic application is highly dependent of the
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resource interfaces, normally developed one-of-a-kind. The solution requires a
standardized integration process that makes transparent the interface between
the holonic manufacturing applications and the manufacturing resources. Some
relevant approaches, such as the MMS protocol and the OPC (OLE for Process
Control), do not cover integrally the manufacturing resource characteristics and
complexity, and do not support the independency between the control and the
integration domains.

Our approach to the problem is the re-use of the basic MMS concepts over a
distributed object based platform, thus forming a set of objects that are invoked
remotely by the holonic control application. These objects are always the same
on the client side (i.e. the controlling application), but are customized in the
server side (i.e. the controlled programmable manufacturing device), according
with the resource details.

In this paper, initially a holonic manufacturing control architecture is briefly
described, which demands for a transparent resource integration in order to sup-
port heterogeneity and interoperability. In section 3 an overview of available
technologies to support the resource integration is presented, while section 4
describes the proposed resource integration mechanism based in the virtual re-
source concept and in a client/server distributed object platform. In the last
part, the implementation of two virtual resources, one for a programmable logic
controller (PLC) and other for an industrial robot, that validates the proposed
approach, is described.

2 Holonic Manufacturing Control System

The ADACOR (Adaptive Holonic Control Architecture for Distributed Manu-
facturing Systems) architecture, proposes a new holonic approach for flexible
manufacturing systems control, focused on distributed manufacturing shop floor
control, and facing the dynamic and agile adaptation to disturbances. The ar-
chitecture is based on a set of autonomous, intelligent and co-operative entities,
designated by holons, to represent the automation factory components, aim-
ing to support the distribution of skills and knowledge. These manufacturing
components can be both physical resources (numerical control machines, robots,
programmable controllers, etc) and logic entities (products, orders, etc), grouped
in the following main types of holons: product, task, operational and supervisor
[2]. The operational holon type represents the physical resources and comprise
the physical manufacturing resource, capable of performing manufacturing op-
erations and the Logical Control Device (LCD), which acts as an agent, and
contains: inter-holon interaction mechanisms to support negotiation and coor-
dination with other holons, manufacturing control functions that regulate the
behavior of the holon aiming to pursuit its goals, and intra-holon interaction
mechanisms to support the interaction between the physical manufacturing re-
sources and the LCD.
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The internal architecture for a generic LCD belonging to an ADACOR holon,
Fig. 1, comprises a local knowledge base and three main components: decision
(DeC), communication (ComC) and physical interface (PIC) components [3].
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Fig. 1. Internal Architecture for an ADACOR Agent

The physical interface component provides the mechanisms to integrate the
manufacturing resources. Since the manufacturing factory is a heterogeneous en-
vironment, with the distributed holons and the automation devices placed on a
wide variety of interoperable control platforms, a crucial point when holonifying
manufacturing components, such as robots and machine-tools, is the connec-
tion between the software part of the holon and the physical manufacturing
resource. As the local resource controllers have mostly closed architectures it
is necessary to develop wrappers to hide the details of each resource controller
and supplies primitives that represent the functionality of the physical manu-
facturing resource [4]. Thus, the PIC component comprises the mechanisms for
the interaction with the physical devices that makes transparent the access to
manufacturing resources from the holonic control application, and independent
the control application from the integration domain.

3 Manufacturing Resource Integration Technologies

As referred, the integration of manufacturing resources into holonic and agent-
based applications assumes a crucial aspect, requiring mechanisms that make
transparent and independent the control application from the details of local re-
source controllers. Moreover, FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents)
[5], which aims to produce standards for the interoperation of heterogeneous
software agents, does not present, at the moment, specifications to support the
integration of physical resources, in spite of the effort to introduce new speci-
fications that support manufacturing requirements, through the FIPA Product
Design and Manufacturing working group.
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MMS, which defines the application layer of the ancient MAP (Manufactur-
ing Automation Protocol) protocol, provides a platform capable to interconnect
various industrial devices supplied by different suppliers. MMS brought together
many IT and manufacturing specialists to define a common framework for de-
veloping communication support between industrial computerized equipment,
under the ISO 9506 international standard [6]. The basic concepts of the MMS
protocol are a client-server mechanism and the VMD (Virtual Manufacturing
Device) model. The VMD, associated with every real manufacturing device, is
an abstract model of the server application, which maps the functionalities of the
real device, and offers all services concerning itself and its related abstractions,
mainly: domains, variables, program invocations and events. This set of objects
and generic services can be applied to a large set of manufacturing devices, such
as robots and numerical control machines [7]. However, the technology vendors
do not closely follow the MMS standard, since certain functionalities have dif-
ferent implementations depending of the machine vendor and the underlying
network. This missed adhesion by the vendors to the standardization associ-
ated to the high price of this technology retracted the expansion of the MMS
technology in the market.

Some research teams introduced the idea to use the MMS concepts com-
bined with a distributed object platform technology to integrate the manufac-
turing resources. The approaches presented in [8,9] use the MMS concept over
the CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) distributed object
technology, with successful results. The real-time constraints in the industrial
manufacturing world requires real-time response, being the CORBA technol-
ogy and the classical TCP/IP not adequate. The ReTINA model has been used
within the Jonathan distributed environment [10], in order to support applica-
tions subject to real-time functioning [11].

Another available technology is the OPC, which is based on Microsoft’s
OLE/COM technology. It allows software in the form of software components to
interoperate regardless of where they are located [4]. The OPC servers, OLE/
DCOM compliant, offer an automation interface, which allows to design PC-
based clients that import real time automation data using standard Windows
applications. The Windows proprietary scope remains an important limitation of
this approach for the heterogeneous environments; however, some available tools,
such as J-Integra [12] and Bridge2Java [13], allow to overcome this problem.

IEC 61499 standard [14,15] is an approach for the easy and quickly inte-
gration of large re-configurable systems, defining a way to model the control
and execution of algorithms in distributed control systems, being encapsulated,
reusable software modules. Within this model, the ancient function block con-
cept is re-introduced in order to make a clear distinction between the event and
the triggered algorithms, making easier the verification of time properties [16].
A function block, which is the fundamental unit of software encapsulation and
reuse in IEC 61499, encapsulates the control algorithm with physical interfaces,
communications, human interfaces, monitoring and diagnostics, and information
technology-based services.
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At the moment some low level programmable controllers, such as PIC’s and
PLC’s already support the IEC 61499 standard, which makes adequate this ap-
proach for the resource integration by the direct communication between the en-
tities. However, for the low level programmable controllers that do not support
yet IEC61499, and essentially for the communication between high level pro-
grammable controllers such as robots, numerical control machines and PLC’s,
which is the main focus of the paper, IEC 61499 is not yet a solution for the
resource integration.

From the preceding, it is clear there is a need for a low cost approach that
could support transparent interfaces for physical manufacturing resources, and
allows easy integration of these resources into holonic control applications. The
use of light MMS concepts combined with distributed object paradigms seems a
suitable approach to make transparent the resource integration from the agent-
based or holonic control system.

4 Resource Integration Approach

Our ADACOR approach to transparent resource integration within holons is
taking advantage of the OO-MMS mechanism for communication between any
client and a Virtual Machine Device server [8]. The scheme is displayed in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Invocation of Remote Services using the Virtual Resource concept

Next, the main concepts of the schema, mainly the virtual resource and the
client-server model, will be deeply analyzed.

4.1 Virtual Resource

The server part in the proposed mechanism is the virtual resource, inspired by
the VMD concept from the MMS protocol [6]. It acts as an abstract machine
that represent the functionality of the real manufacturing device and its local
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controller, supplying primitives to be invoked remotely by the client part. The
virtual resource components can be re-used for additional and new applications,
since the manufacturing resources are independent from the control application.

The virtual resource is developed for each physical device according the spec-
ifications of the machine vendors and comprises a set of objects that maps the
services of manufacturing resources. The use of MMS specifications in the defini-
tion of services is important in order to standardize the approach, but due to the
complexity of these specifications, a sub-group of services were defined, closest
as possible to the MMS specifications, in order to make things easier and lighter.
These services are grouped in re-use libraries, such as the VR Support, Variable
Handling, Program Handling and Events, as represented in Fig. 3, which shows
some services that provide the interaction with the physical manufacturing de-
vices.

- int connect()
- String identify ()
- String status()
- ...

VR Support

- int read (variable, type)
- int write  (variable, type, value)
- List getNamedVariables ()
- ...

Variable Handling

- int subscribeEvent(event)
- EventHandler notifyEvent ()
- ...

Events

- int download (program, location)
- int start (program)
- int stop()
- ...

Program Handling

Fig. 3. Re-use Libraries of Services Provided by the Virtual Resource

The objective, input parameters and return values of available services are
always the same, making transparent the development of the holonic or agent-
based manufacturing applications from the particular details of each resource,
improving the ability to support the heterogeneity.

The interaction between the physical manufacturing resource and the virtual
resource is also dependent of the communication platform, such as serial link,
fieldbus networks and TCP/IP protocol or different connectivity’s applications
developed under OPC technology, ActiveX components, etc.

4.2 Client-Server Model

The second main concept in the proposed mechanism is the client-server model.
The LCD device acts as a client part accessing to the real manufacturing resource
by invoking remotely the primitives that represent services in physical resource.

The industrial manufacturing environments are characterized by its hetero-
geneity, with the distributed processing resources, i.e. computers, industrial con-
trollers and automation devices, running in distinct platforms, such as Windows,
Linux and AS400. This heterogeneity requires the use of distributed object plat-
forms to support the interoperability between the clients (operational agents)
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and virtual resource components. The available technologies to support the dis-
tributed object platform are mainly the CORBA, DCOM (Distributed Common
Object Model) and RMI (Remote Method Invocation) [4].

CORBA is based essentially in the Object Request Broker (ORB) concept
(also designated as software bus or middleware), which allows a local client
to invoke methods on a remote platform as if it were local. In order to mask
remoteness and networking details, the middleware platform installs end points
(stub and skeleton) on the client side and on the server side. The behavior is
very close to the Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) mechanism; however, a RPC
is offered by a dedicated server, while ORB methods are attached to a client
and a server can handle many client. This mechanism requires an independent
Interface Definition Language (IDL) for describing interfaces and generating
stubs for various target languages, and an object registering mechanism and
object locating schemes for unambiguous referencing and easy object access. Java
IDL, which is part of Java 2 platform, allows IDL specifications to be compiled
into Java interfaces so that java programs can work with a CORBA compliant
ORB. Java IDL enables distributed Java applications to transparently invoke
operations on remote network services using the industry standard OMG IDL
(Object Management Group Interface Definition Language) and IIOP (Internet
Inter-ORB Protocol) defined by the OMG consortium. The main advantage of
CORBA is to allow object interaction independently of the source language and
the execution platform.

Like CORBA, the Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is conceptually
similar to the RPC, providing a means of communicating between Java applica-
tions using normal method calls, and offering the capability for applications to
run on different computers. The RMI uses also skeletons to connect the server to
the RMI framework, stubs that act as a proxy server in the client’s environment,
and a registring mechanism to store the location and name of the server object.
The major advantages of RMI are its better performance and instead of using
an idl file as the interface, it uses a normal java class as interface allowing to
pass any java object as arguments.

IBM and Sun, with the cooperation of the OMG, jointly developed RMI over
IIOP, so called RMI-IIOP, which joined together the interoperability of CORBA
and the easy development of RMI. The implementation of the interface platform
using RMI-IIOP was the easiest, being necessary to execute two main actions:
compile the RMI code with the -iiop option, which generates the stub and tie
components, and to start the naming service, using the same procedure as for
the CORBA implementation.

The choice of the distributed object platform should take in consideration the
easy mapping of MMS-based services, the easy integration with programming
environment, the ability to support heterogeneity and the real-time constraints.
In the experimental implementation section several platforms will be tested and
a comparative analysis will be made.
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5 Experimental Implementation

Our approach is validated through the integration of two different automation
resources within a generic operational holon: a CPM1 PLC from Omron, which
is accessed by a RS232 asynchronous line, and an industrial robot IRB1400 from
ABB, accessed through TCP/IP using an ActiveX component.

In order to make easier the access to physical manufacturing resources, our
goal is to have a common client, which is the operational holon, independent from
the resource controller details and using the same generic methods to access to
the automation resource services, such as the start, stop and read methods.

ORBs over TCP/IP

VR-PLC ��VR-Rob

O
pH

-P
LC

serial
link

O
pH

-R
ob

TCP/IP

Fig. 4. Conceptual Architecture for the Prototype

The prototype, as illustrated in Fig. 4, uses a heterogeneous system environ-
ment, and comprises two virtual resources running in Windows XP platforms
and customized for each physical resource, one client running in the Windows
2000 platform and another client running in a Linux platform. In order to test
the interface between the client and virtual resource components were tested
different approaches, namely using the CORBA, RMI and RMI-IIOP platforms.

5.1 Development of Virtual Resources

The development of virtual resources, a task for integration specialists, encom-
passes, for each manufacturing resource, the implementation of the methods
available on the client side and described in section 4.1. The client ignores the
details of this implementation and each developed virtual resource can be re-used
by other similar resources or other holonic control applications.

Since it is intended to integrate two different automation resources, two vir-
tual resources were developed, one for the PLC and another one for the industrial
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robot. These two servers implement the same services in a different way according
the specificities of each resource. In order to illustrate the proposed approach, the
implementation of the start service in both virtual resources will be described.
In the client side, whatever the resource to be accessed, the invocation always
conforms the same template and looks like this:

int ret=resource.start(programName);

where resource is the identifier of the virtual resource that represents the real
automation device that is intend to access.

The virtual resource for the programmable logic controller CPM1 is devel-
oped according the communication protocol defined by the device [17] and using
the serial link for the physical communication with the PLC. The implementa-
tion uses the javax.comm package, available at http://java.sun.com, to sup-
port the communication between a java application and an automation device.
The code related to the implementation of the start service is illustrated bellow.

public int start(String progName){
int returnCode=-1;
...
returnCode=Write2PLC("@00SC03");
return(returnCode);

}

The primitive essentially writes to the PLC a string containing the run com-
mand using the Write2PLC method, which comprises the message sending to
the resource and the wait for the return code. The primitive returns the result of
the command execution, returning null in case of success, or a positive number
in case of an error.

The development of the virtual resource for the industrial robot was harder
than in the previous case, mainly because of the manipulation of the ActiveX
component [18]. Since the ActiveX components are adequate for Windows envi-
ronments, it was necessary to convert the ActiveX component to a java package,
using for this purpose the Bridge2Java tool [13]. The start service for the indus-
trial robot is summarised bellow.

public int start(String progName){
...
try {

returnCode=h.s4Run ();
returnCode=h.s4ProgramLoad(prgID,progName);
returnCode=h.s4Start(prgID,procedure,nOfCycle,runMode);

}
catch(IOException ioe){returnCode=determineErrorType();}
return (returnCode);

}

After the declaration of variables, three commands are executed: s4Run that
turns on the robot motors, the s4ProgramLoad that loads a specified program
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to the robot controller and the s4Start that starts the execution of the loaded
program. The primitive returns null in case of success or a positive integer in
case of an error.

5.2 Analysis of Experimental Implementation

Based in the experimental implementation it is possible to extract some conclu-
sions about the proposed approach for the resource integration. First of all, the
resource integration problem become easier since the same holon can access to
different manufacturing resources without the need of re-design and re-program,
increasing the independency between the control and integration domains. The
change or modification in a specific manufacturing resource environment does
not affect the control application domain, which continues to invoke the services
in the same way.

The second advantage is concerned to the easy development of the virtual
resource by integrators and factory automation specialists, which only concen-
trates in the resource controller details and communication platform, without
the need to know details about the control domain.

The third advantage is related to the ability to support heterogeneous en-
vironments due to the client-server model. During the experimental implemen-
tation, different distributed object platforms where tested. The results for the
execution of the read service are summarized in Table 1. In Table 1 the VR
parameter is concerned to the time spent by the virtual resource to execute the
specified service, and the C-S parameter is related to the time spent in the in-
teraction between the client and the server. From the experimental results it is

Table 1. Experimental Results

CORBA(ms) RMI(ms) RMI-IIOP(ms)

OpH-PLC
VR 41.18 41.03 41.86
C-S 3.43 2.13 3.31

OpH-Rob
VR 12.11 11.75 12.5
C-S 3.41 2.24 3.30

possible to extract some conclusions related to the behavior of the interface plat-
forms. First, it is possible to verify the independency between the automation
devices and the interface platforms: the execution of the service at the virtual re-
source is independent from the interface platform, and the interaction between
the client and the server for each interface platform is independent from the
type of automation device. Next, it is possible to compare the different interface
platforms. CORBA presents better interoperability between ORB vendors than
the RMI interface, since the latter is a Java-to-Java mechanism that limits the
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scope of its application. On the other hand, RMI presents the easiest interface
development and better communication performance, illustrated by the C-S pa-
rameter in Table 1. RMI-IIOP presents an intermediate value of communication
performance, but overcome the RMI interoperability problems.

6 Conclusions

The heterogeneity of industrial manufacturing environments is one of the most
important challenge for the distributed manufacturing control systems. The in-
tegration of manufacturing resources with the holonic manufacturing control
applications remains a problem, because no efficient standard allows an easy,
transparent and essentially independent integration.

This paper has proposed an integration approach relying on a unified object-
oriented model of the various manufacturing resources, in order to give indepen-
dence to the holonic or agent-based control applications. The virtual resource
concept and the client-server model, inspired by the MMS standard, have been
used. In this way, the resource integration problem is reduced to the customiza-
tion of the server side, where it is necessary to develop virtual resources accord-
ing to each manufacturing resource specifications and details, which will supply
primitives to be invoked remotely by the operational holons.

The proposed approach has been validated: connections between a holonic
application and two industrial devices with very different specifications and com-
munication protocols (a programmable logic controller and a robot) were realized
and the performances evaluated.

In future work, guidelines for systematic development of virtual resources
will be developed, particularly in cases with non standardized protocol.
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Abstract. The paper presents a comparison of available JAVA-based agent
development tools (platforms) with respect to the specific requirements of
agent-based manufacturing control solutions. We discuss the use of agents, as
high-level decision-making entities, in combination with the low-level real-time
control based on IEC 1131-3 or IEC 61499 standards. The need to run agents,
written in JAVA language, as well as the agent platform runtime environment
inside existing PLC-based automation controllers is stressed. From this
viewpoint, we identify particular attributes which the agent platform should
fulfill, like FIPA interoperability, small memory footprint, cost, and security.
For selected agent platforms – JADE, FIPA-OS, ZEUS and JACK – we present
the results of  benchmarking aimed at the speed of the message sending among
agents, which might be a crucial property in real-time applications.

1   Introduction
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Over the past ten years researches attempted to apply the agent technology to
various manufacturing areas such as supply chain management, manufacturing
planning, scheduling and execution control. This effort has led to the development of
a new concept, the Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS) [16], based on the ideas of
holons presented by Koestler [11] and strongly influenced by the requirements of
industrial control. Holons as basic building blocks of holonic systems are defined as
autonomous and cooperative units with decentralized control [16]. The autonomy
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means the ability of managing the “local behavior” – each holon is equipped with a
knowledge about its local goals which are then solved during the routine operation
locally without centralized control. However, in some situations a holon may not be
able to accomplish a particular task – in such a case the holon can ask for cooperation
the other holons. Inter-holon communication also occurs for example when a global
plan of a factory changes and thus the assignment of new local tasks to holons is
needed.

At the lowest RT-control level, the main characteristics of holons is their linkage to
the physical manufacturing devices – these holons have to be able to read data from
sensors and send control signals to actuators. Currently, the low-level RT control is
usually carried out by IEC 1131-3 programs (mainly ladder logic code) running on
industrial PLC-based automation controllers. In the future, it is planned to replace this
standard with a new one developed within the holonic research – the IEC 61499
known as function blocks (extension of the IEC 1131-3 function blocks). Since both
standards fit well RT control purposes, non of them address the higher level aspects of
holons acting as cooperative entities capable of communication, negotiation and high-
level decision making. This is the reason why the multi-agent systems technology is
currently beeing widely adopted by the holonic community [12], naturally shifting its
attention to emerging agent-based manufacturing systems [3].

As one of the first results, a general architecture, shown in Figure 1, that
encapsulates the low-level RT control subsystem with high-level agent component
into a single structure, called holonic agent, has been presented in [13].
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management service interface function blocks.

It is obvious, that for real industrial deployment, particularly where high-degree of
robustness is required, the use of PC(s) for running agent-components of holonic
agents is not safe and also not possibly feasible for certain types of control systems.
The only acceptable solution is to run holonic agents as wholes directly within PLC-
based controllers. One controller can host one or more holonic agents, but not all of
them – they have to be distributed in reasonable groups over several controllers and
allowed to communicate with each other either within a single controller or among
different controllers. It is expected, that the inter-holon communication will be
standardized. The main reason is that these holonic agents could be involved in global
communities of company agents where they can e.g. directly participate in production
planning or supply chain management negotiations. The communication standards
provided by the FIPA organization [8] seem to be the best suitable candidate for
implementing the inter-holonic communication.

The major issue of such a solution is to extend the current architecture of PLC
controllers in such a way that they are able to run software agents written in a high-
level programming language in parallel with the low-level control code and also
provide the interface for interactions between these two layers. The programming
language in which the software agents should be implemented can either be C++ or
JAVA. However, there are many reasons to prefer the JAVA language to be the target
one. One of its advantages is the portability of JAVA programs which the user
develops independently of hardware platforms or operating systems – the same
application can run either on a PC with Microsoft Windows or Unix/Linux or on a
small device like personal digital assistant (PDA) or a mobile phone with Windows
CE, Symbian or other operating system with JAVA support. Another reason to choose
JAVA is that currently there is a large number of JAVA-based agent development
tools available, either as commercial products or also as open-source projects.
Moreover some of them are fully compliant with the FIPA standards.

2   Agent Development Tools Characteristics

Basically, the agent development tool, often called an agent platform, provides the
user with a set of JAVA libraries for specification of user agent classes with specific
attributes and behaviors. A kind of a runtime environment that is provided by the
agent platform is then used to actually run the agent application. This runtime
environment, implemented in JAVA as well, particularly ensures transport of
messages among agents, registration and deregistration of agents in the community
(white pages services) and also registration and lookup for services provided by
agents themselves (yellow pages services). Some other optional tools can also be part
of the agent platform runtime, for instance a graphical viewer of messages sent among
agents etc.

The implementation of JAVA-based agents into the automation controllers
obviously requires such an agent platform runtime being embedded into the controller
architecture. Since used as a background for the real-time holonic agents, there are
specific requirements on the properties of the agent platform, such as a speed,
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memory footprint, reliability etc. The evaluation of available JAVA agent platforms,
presented in this paper, has been conducted in order to find out to what extent they
fulfill these criteria and therefore which ones are the best suitable for the purposes of
manufacturing control.

2.1   FIPA Compliancy

Compliancy with the FIPA standards has been recognized as a crucial property
ensuring the interoperability of holonic agents not only at the lowest real-time control
level (allowing e.g. communication of different kinds of holonic agents hosted by
PLC controllers from different vendors) but also the interoperability between holonic
agents and other agents at higher levels of information processing within the
company, e.g. data-mining agents, ERP agents, supply chain management agents and
so on.

FIPA specifications address several aspects of agent systems development, not
only the inter-agent communication that follows the Agent Communication Language
[4] based on the speech act theory [15]. How the agents should be organized and
managed within the agent community is covered by the agent management
specifications. Two mandatory agents have to exist in each community for this
purpose. The AMS (Agent Management System) agent provides the white pages
services, i.e. holds the names and contact addresses of all existing agents. The DF
(Directory Facilitator) agent serves as yellow pages services, i.e. the agents can
register their own services with DF that they offer to the community and then the
other agents can look up for those with particular services. The FIPA specification of
the message transport protocol (MTP) defines how the messages should be delivered
among agents within the same agent community and particularly between different
communities. For the latter case, the protocol based on IIOP or HTTP ensures the full
interoperability between different agent platform implementations. It means that the
agent running e.g. on the JADE agent platform can easily communicate with agent
hosted by the FIPA-OS platform etc.

2.2 Costs

From the cost point of view, the agent platforms that are currently available can
basically be divided into two categories – free and commercial ones. Majority of the
free agent platforms are distributed under a kind of an open source license (e.g. GNU
Lesser General Public License) which means that you are provided with the source
codes and allowed to modify them. This is an important characteristics since the
integration of the agent platform into the PLC-based controllers certainly requires
some modifications to be done, e.g. due to different version of JAVA virtual machine
supported by the controller, the specifics of the TCP/IP communication support or
other possible issues and limitations.

On the other hand, in the case of commercial products the cost in order of
thousands USD per each installation e.g. can considerably increase a total cost of the
agent-based control solution where a large number of PLC controllers, PCs and
possibly other devices running agents are expected to be deployed. Moreover, the
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source codes are not available so that all modifications of the platform that needed to
be done in order to port it to another device has to be committed to the company
developing the agent platform.

2.3 Memory Requirements

An issue that have to be taken into account is usually a limited memory available for
user applications on the controller. Within the RAM memory of the controller, which
can e.g. be about 4 to 8 MB, the agent platform runtime environment, the agents
themselves and also the low-level control code (ladder logic) have to fit inside. There
are also smaller PLC-like devices that can have only 256KB of memory available,
what would be a strong limitation factor for integrating the runtime part of the agent
platform. Fortunately, the agent platform developers, especially in the
telecommunication area,  are seriously interested in deploying agents on small devices
like mobile phones or personal digital assistants (PDAs), that is on devices with
similar memory limitations. Due to this fact, for some of the agent platforms their
lightweight versions have been developed, usually implemented in Java2 Micro
Edition (CLDC/MIDP) [9]. It has been documented [2], that the memory footprint of
such an agent platform runtime can be less than 100KB, i.e. small enough to fit well
within the memory capacity limits of majority of small mobile devices and thus the
PLC-based automation controllers as well.

2.4 Message Sending Speed

The last factor considered in this evaluation is the speed of the message sending
between the agents. It has already been argued that the holonic agents are expected to
be used for real-time control applications where a fast reaction can be a vital
characteristics. In Figure 1, a direct communication channel between RT control
subsystems of neighboring holons is conceded but it obviously breaks the autonomy
of holonic agents. If we are not willing to accept such a violation, communication at
the agent level is the only allowable way of interaction among holonic agents. Thus
the agent platform runtime, carrying out such interactions, should be fast enough to
ensure reasonable message delivery times (i.e. in the order of milliseconds or tens of
milliseconds).

We have conducted a series of tests to compare the message sending speed of
different agent platforms. Detailed information about the benchmarking testbed
configuration and the speed measuring results can be found in Section 3.

2.5 Summary

Table 1 gives an overview of majority of currently available agent development tools
with respect to the properties discussed in previous paragraphs. A security attribute
has been added as a property of the agent platform ensuring secure communication
(usually via SSL), authorization, authentication, permissions etc. The � sign indicates
that an agent platform has a particular property meanwhile � sign marks that such a
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property is missing. If a ? sign is used, there is no reference to such a property in
available sources and it can be assumed, that the platform does not have it.

As can be seen in Table 1, there are lightweight versions of actually three agent
platforms. First two of them, both open source, are LEAP – Lightweight Extensible
Agent Platform (�����������	���������	��) as a J2ME version of JADE and
MicroFIPA-OS (�������������������	����������) as a lightweight version of
FIPA-OS. There should be a lightweight version of GrassHopper called GrassHopper
MicroEdition available at the GrassHopper website (see [5]), but currently there
is no sign of such an edition there. At the Tryllian web pages
(������������������	�����
������	����������������	���
���������������������) a lightweight ADK runtime environment based on
Java2 Standard Edition is mentioned, but it does not seem to be a different ADK
version targeted to small-footprint devices.

Regarding the FIPA compatibility, only JADE, FIPA-OS, ZEUS and Comtec
Agent Platform (this one unfortunately comes with a poor English documentation)
have full FIPA compliancy embedded in the core. The GrassHopper platform
becomes FIPA compliant only with a special plug-in – FIPA Addon provided as the
open source under GNU General Public License (the license of the GrassHopper itself
does not allow to use it for any commercial purposes). Also the JACK agent platform
needs a plug-in called FIPA-JACK to become FIPA compliant. This add-on is being
developed at the RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia and can be freely
downloaded from �����������	��������������������������	�� website.
The ADK is partially FIPA compliant – it implements a subset of FIPA message
performatives but support for neither agent management nor message transport
protocol has been implemented.

The Java Agent Services (JAS) have also been included in Table 1. However, this
project is aimed at the development of the standard JAVA APIs (under the
���� ������ namespace), i.e. a set of classes and interfaces for the development of
your own FIPA-compliant agent-based systems. From this perspective, JAS cannot be
considered as a classical agent platform, since it doesn’t provide any runtime
environment that could be used to run your agents (either on a PC or possibly on an
automation controller).

The JINI technology [10] has not been considered in this evaluation either.
Similarly to JAS, JINI is a set of APIs and network protocols (based on JAVA
Remote Method Invocation) that can help you to build and deploy distributed
systems. It is based on the idea of services providing useful functions on the network
and the lookup service that helps clients to locate these services. Although JINI
provides a solid framework for various agent implementations (see e.g. [1]), it cannot
be regarded itself as an agent platform.

3 Message Sending Speed Benchmarks

It has been discussed earlier, that a speed at which the messages are exchanged among
agents can be a crucial factor in agent-based real-time manufacturing applications.
Thus we have put selected agent platforms through a series of tests where the message
delivery times have been observed under different conditions.
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 In each test, so called average roundtrip time (avgRTT) is measured. This is the
time period needed for a pair of agents (let say ! and �) to send a message (from ! to
�� and get a reply (from � to !). We use a JAVA "������	������#���$���%&
method which returns the current time as the number of milliseconds since midnight,
January 1, 1970��-.����0��1�(#�1(/��(����/#01���,2�1.��!*�)��1�4.�������#��2�5��/��
(������(;���������(55�������,�14����1.������(;��1(/������1.�������1(/������(��0��(��1.�1
��/(��(�������#���(�(��������1�,��/��1�2� ����.��C� 1.�� 1(/�*)��(�� (��/��1�2�7�/����
7%/�����#���(�)����1.��.���4�������5()0��1(�������1.���#���1(�)��2�1�/�����4�;��
(1��������(�2�,�����;���,2���#��1(�)���/����)���D�.��)����;�����1(/����7����1(/���(�
�0��1��1(�)��������/#01(�)�1.���;���)��5��/�����1.��1�(����

��� ���� ,��� ����� (�� -�,��� �
� 1.���� �(55����1� �0/,���� �5� �)��1� #�(��� .�;�� ,���
����(�������7��)��1�#�(�� �!����4(1.�7����/����)����D�.��)��
�7���)��1�#�(��� �!'�
�'
�!(��(
�E
�!')��')��4(1.�7���/����)����D�.��)���4(1.(�����.�#�(�� ���� 5(����2
7����)��1�#�(����!'��'
�!(��(
�E
�!'))��'))��4(1.�7��/����)���#���#�(��������;��

5������.��5�1.�������5()0��1(����14���(55����1�4�2���5��D��01(�)�1.��1��1�������##�(���
"��1.��������� 1��1
� 1.��!��)��1�5��/����.�#�(������������/����)��1�� (1������0�1��#��1
���� 4.��� �� ��#��2� (�� ����(;��
� 1.�� ��0��1�(#� 1(/�� 5��� 1.(�� 1�(��� (�� ��/#01���� "1� (�
��#��1��� (�� 1.�� ��/�� /������ !*1(/��� �!� (�� 7���F7��F7�� ������(�)� 1�� �0/,��� �5
�)��1��������51���1.��!*1.���0��1�(#�(��5(�(�.��
�1.���;���)�����#�����1(/��(����/#01��
5��/�����1.��1�(�����-.��	��������1��1��(55����(���0�.���4�2�1.�1�1.��!��)��1�5��/����.
#�(������������!�/����)���1�����1����������1.���4�(1��0�1(������!���#�(���5��/������
����(;����"��,�1.�1.�������
�4.�������1.���)��1�#�(�������5(�(�.��
�5��/�1.�(�����0�1��1.�
1�1����;���)����0��1�(#�1(/��(����/#01���

���1.���)��1�,������2�1�/�������(�1�(,01���(�� 1.�(����10��
����� 1.���)��1�#��15��/�
#��;(���1.��#���(,(�(12�1���(�1�(,01���)��1�������;�������/#01�����.��1������4��������0�
�)��1�� ��� ��;����� �)��1� #��15��/�� ���� #��1�� �5� 1.�� ��/�� #��15��/�� 4(1.(�� ���
��/#01���� -.0�� 5��� ���.� #��15��/
� 1.���� �(55����1� ���5()0��1(���� .�;�� ,���
����(������� �(�������)��1�� �0��(�)��������.��1�4(1.(�������)��1�#��15��/
� �((�� �)��1�
�0��(�)� ��� ���� .��1� ,01� 4(1.(�� 14�� �)��1� #��15��/�� �(���� 4(1.(�� 14�� A�;�� �(�10��
���.(����$�A���� ����� �(((���)��1���(�1�(,01������ 14��.��1���-.���(�1�(,01(��� (�� ���1
14��������4����,;(�0��2������,2���#���1(����5�1.��!����)��1�#�(���

-.���;������,���./��	����0�1������#�����1���(��-�,������=�/(���1.�1�1.�����0�1��5��
������� 1��1������ (��/(��(��������6/�9�4.(���5���	�������� 1��1(�)���������6�9�.�;��,���
0����� �(55����1� #��1������ 0���� ,2� �)��1� #��15��/�� 5��� 1.�� (�1��*#��15��/
��//0�(��1(������������/��1(������A�;��=�"��=�/�1����1.���"�;���1(����5���A���
����"��*G�
�-?�F"��5���H�>������>���5���A�?I�

-��)(;����/��1��.�(������1�(��
�14�����1(0/�""�#���������,�������/#01�����0��(�)
8�����3� ��%8��+�/�/��2��4(1.�J(���4�� ����� ���� A�;��� ��I� ;7���7K�7�4���
0����

��/�� �5� 1.�� 1��1�
� ��#��(���2� (�� 1.�� ����� �5� 7��� �)��1�
� 4���� ��1� �0�����50��2
��/#��1��� /�(��2� ,���0��� �5� ��//0�(��1(��� ������� ��� ������� ������1��� 4(1.� 1.�
����1(����5� �)��1���-.���������� �#��1(�0����2� 5���"��*G������H�>��#��15��/��� ���
/��	���,2�������2/,���
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������������)�����(;��2�1(/�����0�1��5��������1����)��1�#��15��/��

����� 1����#����1� ��#�����1�1(��� �5� 1.���� ���0�1�� (�� 1.�� 5��/� �5� ,��� �.��1�� (�
��#(�1���(��()0������-.����51�.�����(���#(�10���(�����.���4�������#�����1��1.�����(��
1��1�4(1.������)��1�#�(��4.(���1.���().1�.�����(���#(�10���������#�����1��1.�����(���1��1
4(1.� 1����)��1�#�(����-.�� 5(��1� ��4� ��#�����1�� 1��1�� �0���������.��1
� 1.�� ������� ��4
������#�����1��1��1��0��������������.��1�,01�4(1.(��14��A��������1.��1.(�����4��.�4�
���0�1���5�1��1(�)����14��.��1��

4 Conclusion

�;��0�1(���#�����1���(��1.(��#�#���)(;�������;��;(�4��5�4.�1��)��1���;���#/��1�1����
�����0����1�2��;�(��,�������.�4����1.�2�5(1�1.���#��(5(����:0(��/��1���5�/��05��10�(�)
���1�����##�(��1(����
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Abstract. In the manufacturing world, globalisation leads to a trend
towards the reduction of batches and product life cycle, and the increase
of part diversity, which are in conflict with other requirements, such as
the cost reduction achieved with higher productivity. Thus, the chal-
lenge is to develop flexible, agile and intelligent management and control
architectures that satisfy the referred requirements. The holonic man-
ufacturing and the agent-based manufacturing approaches allow a new
approach to the manufacturing problem, through concepts such as mod-
ularity, decentralisation, autonomy and re-use of control software com-
ponents. ADACOR, one of the holonic architectures recently proposed,
defines a set of autonomous and intelligent holons aiming to improve the
performance of control system in industrial scenarios characterised by
the frequent occurrence of unexpected disturbances. The formal mod-
eling and validation of the specifications of the ADACOR-holons and
of the interactions between these holons to implement the manufactur-
ing control functions is of critical importance. In this paper, a formal
methodology is introduced and applied to model the dynamic behaviour
of the ADACOR-holon classes.

1 Introduction

The emergent requirements of global markets are leading the manufacturing
world to the reduction of batches and product life cycle, and the increase of part
diversity, which are in conflict with other important requirements, such as the
reduction of costs, achieved normally with higher productivity. A Flexible Manu-
facturing System (FMS) aims to fill the gap between the mass production, which
guarantees high productivity, and the dedicated NC machine production, which
guarantees high flexibility and customisation. A FMS is a production structure
that comprises a set of workstations, such as machine tools, storage facilities,
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and robots, interconnected by a transport and materials handling system, and
controlled by a supervisory control system.

The flexibility and performance of FMSs depend not only of the individual
components, i.e. workstations, storage facilities, etc., but also of the flexibility
and performance of the embedded control system [1]. The manufacturing control
systems are concerned with coordinating the manufacturing resources to make
the desired products. The main functions presented in the manufacturing con-
trol system can be split into: process related functions (process planning) and
resource allocation related functions. The resource allocation comprises the fol-
lowing main functions: resource allocation planning (scheduling), resource alloca-
tion plan execution (dispatching, monitoring, diagnosis, reaction to disturbances,
etc.) and pathological state handling (deadlock handling, etc.). The scheduling
determines an optimal route with respect to some performance criteria, and the
plan execution performs the final assignment of resources to the orders, based
on the actual state of the manufacturing system and the schedule plans. The
pathological state handling intends to keep the system in a safe state and/or
recovers it from undesirable states.

The manufacturing systems are typically heterogeneous environments, com-
prising heterogeneous hardware components and software applications, with dis-
tributed functions, knowledge and skills, which are required to cooperate in order
to achieve common goals. The control system should be therefore be based in dis-
tributed and autonomous entities, expandable, being possible the addition of new
components without the need of re-design, re-programming and re-initialisation
of the other components, and re-configurable, adapting dynamically to config-
uration changes, without stopping or re-starting the process. Additionally, the
manufacturing systems are complex non-linear systems, since the occurrence of
a disturbance causes non-linear impact in the system. For this reason, their oc-
currence may have severe impact in the performance of manufacturing systems,
being also necessary to improve the system performance in terms of response to
change. All these necessary facilities lead to the concept of agile manufacturing
systems.

The challenge is to develop new flexible, agile and intelligent management and
control architectures that address the above referred problems and requirements.
The holonic manufacturing and the agent-based manufacturing approaches that
have been introduced in the manufacturing domain by several research teams,
such as referred in [2,3,4,5,6,7], allow a new approach to the manufacturing prob-
lem, through the concepts of modularity, decentralization, autonomy and re-use
of control software components. One of the holonic architectures proposed dur-
ing the last two years is the ADACOR (Adaptive Holonic Control Architecture
for Distributed Manufacturing Systems) architecture [8], which defines a set of
autonomous, self-organised and intelligent holons in order to improve the per-
formance of control system in industrial stochastic scenarios, characterised by
the frequent occurrence of unexpected disturbances.

The formal modeling and validation of the structural and behavioural spec-
ifications of the ADACOR-holons and the interactions between these holons to
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implement the manufacturing control functions assumes critical importance. In
this paper, a formal methodology to model the behaviour of the ADACOR-holon
classes is discussed and applied.

This paper is organised as follows: First, Section 2 discusses the need for
a formal methodology to model the specifications of holonic control systems.
In Section 3 it is described the specifications and modelled the behaviour of
ADACOR-holon classes using Petri Nets (PN) modelling tool. Finally, Section
4 rounds up the paper with conclusions and an overview of planned further
developments related to the approach presented here.

2 Formal Methodology

In order to formalise the structure and the behaviour of the holonic manu-
facturing control systems, and to validate its behaviours and particularity to
analyse the co-operation and interaction between the distributed holons, aiming
to understand and synthesise the structure and behaviour of the system, it is
important to count with a formal modelling methodology.

The proposed methodology for the formal modelling of holonic applications,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, combines the UML (Unified Modelling Language) and the
PN modelling tools. UML [9] is an object oriented based modelling tool, that
is adequate to model the structure and the static aspects of a manufacturing
system. In the proposed formal methodology, the static aspects are modelled
using mainly the class diagrams, which shows the classes of objects in the system,
the attributes and methods for each class, and the relationships between the
objects.

Manufacturing Control
System Modelling

Flexible Manufacturing
System

Static aspects using
UML class diagrams

Formal Modelling Methodology

��
�����
�
�
�

1 1 1..*1

1
0..1

1

0..1

0..1
1

1..*
1

Dynamic behaviour
using Petri Nets

Fig. 1. Modeling a Manufacturing Control System
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The modelling of the dynamic behaviour of the system requires a formal
tool that captures characteristics like concurrency or parallelism, asynchronous
operations, deadlocks, conflicts or resource sharing, which are inherent to FMS
[10]. Additionally, it is crucial that the formal modelling tool has the capability
to validate the behavioral characteristics of these event-driven systems, as also
the analysis of other important aspects, such as the deadlock detection and the
performance analysis.

The UML modelling tool doesn’t support efficiently the modeling of the dy-
namic behaviour aspects and the formal validation of these specifications. On the
other hand, the PNs is a formal modeling tool, both graphical and mathemat-
ical, that seems adequate to model and analyse the structure and the dynamic
behaviour of complex event-driven systems with high distribution degree. In
comparision with UML, the PN formalism allows to design the control system
behaviour, but also to validate and verify the behaviour of the system, based
in mathematical background embedded in the PN formalism. In this sense, the
proposed methodology uses the PN formalism to model the dynamic behaviour
of the holonic manufacturing control system. More details about PN theory and
mathematical fundamentals are out of the scope of this work. We recommend
the readers to consult the following references [4,12,13].

In industrial manufacturing applications, the PN models become highly com-
plex and difficult to handle. This leads to the definition and application of dif-
ferent types of High-Level Petri Nets, depending on the area of application, i.e.,
modelling and qualitative analysis, quantitative/performance analysis, modelling
of big complex manufacturing environments, supervisory control code genera-
tion, etc. [1,14,15].

In the following, a kind of PN tailored for production management and con-
trol modelling purposes, proposed in [12], will be used to model the dynamic
behaviour of the different holon-types defined in ADACOR holonic architecture,
allowing to get a comprehensive formal view of the structure and behaviour of
these holon-types.

3 Modelling the Holons Dynamic Behaviour in ADACOR
Architecture

The ADACOR architecture proposes a holonic approach to introduce the dy-
namic and agile adaptation to disturbances in flexible manufacturing systems [8].
Aiming to support the distribution of skills and knowledge, the architecture is
based on a set of autonomous, intelligent and co-operative entities, designated by
holons, to represent the factory components. These distributed components can
be both physical resources (numerical control machines, robots, programmable
controllers, etc.) and logic entities (products, orders, etc.). According to the gen-
eralization concept of the object-oriented paradigm, the ADACOR architecture
groups the manufacturing holons into product, task, operational and supervisor
holon classes [16].
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The dynamics and behaviour evolution of a manufacturing control system
will be modelled through the modeling of dynamic behaviour of each individual
holon class in the system using PNs, with the places representing the state of
the holons when executing activities and the transitions representing the trigger
of actions and the synchronization between holons or between threads within a
holon. The tokens in those PN models can represent resource states, parts in the
system or logical control.

3.1 Product Holon Model

Each product is represented by a product holon that contains all knowledge re-
lated to the product and is responsible for the process planning. The product
holon receives orders to execute products, which can be customer orders from
customer entities or forecast orders based in historic information in case of pro-
duction to stock. To execute the products, the product holon require the infor-
mation about the BOM (Bill of Materials) that specifies the product structure,
and the process plan required to execute the product, that should be provided
in the product data model, created by the engineering department during the
product design phase.

In functional terms, which PN-model is illustrated in Fig. 2, the product
holon start its execution entering in a state waiting for new product orders.
These new orders will generate a new thread to handle the execution of each
order, continuing the product holon waiting for new orders, being able to process
simultaneously several product orders.

p1: ready
to startt2:order a

product

p2

p6: thread
finished

t5: end
of thread

p5: wait for the
end of task holon

p4: verify availability of
raw materials or parts

t4: all parts available
t7: is missing
parts or raw
material

p7: invoke sub-
product holons

p8

t8:wait for the
availability of all
parts or raw material

t9

n : production
capability

t6

t3:elaborates alternative
process plans

- Task Holon (TH) in
   execution
- learn from data
  provided by TH

1

p3

1n

1

n

t1: start

Fig. 2. Product Holon Behaviour Model
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In each thread, initially it is elaborated several alternative plans for the exe-
cution of the product, based in the knowledge related to the operations routing
and in the available resources in the system, indicating for each operation a set
of alternative resources to execute it, sorted by the confidence degree on concrete
resource to execute it. Then it is verified if the required parts or raw material are
available on the storage system, interacting with the operational holon responsi-
ble for the storage management. If the raw materials or parts are not available,
the product holon interact with other product holons to request the execution
of sub-products, according the product structure. When all sub-products or raw
materials are available it launches a task holon that will be responsible for the
supervision of the manufacturing order leading to the product execution.

After launching a new task holon to deal with the execution of the manufac-
turing order, the thread will wait for the conclusion of the manufacturing order.
At this moment, the task holon notifies the product holon providing the relevant
information concerning the execution of the part (for example the process plan
used, the start and end dates, etc.). These data should be carefully analysed,
allowing from the execution of the manufacturing order, to learn to elaborate
more efficient and accurate process plans. The process plans generated in the
future will take into consideration penalties to the resources that in previous
operations had failures, delays or operations with low quality, and rewards to
the resources that executed with success previous operations.

3.2 Task Holon Model

Each available manufacturing order is represented by a task holon, which is
responsible for the control and supervision of the manufacturing order execution
and contains the dynamic information. The task holon functions comprise the
order decomposition, resource allocation planning and resource allocation plan
execution, as illustrated in the PN-model of Fig 3.

Initially, the task holon requests a pallet and material to the transport and
storage system. According to the production type, the pallet may can contain
several parts of the same material or contain all necessary parts to execute the
final part.

In the resource allocation process, the task holon announces the operations
belonging to the manufacturing order, by interacting with available supervisor
and operational holons, deciding the allocation of each operation according the
bids received.

After allocating all operations, the task holon will start the execution of oper-
ations, interacting with the operational holons, even if the allocation is provided
by the supervisor holons. For each operation it is necessary to prepare the oper-
ation to be executed. This preparation involves the transportation of the parts
to the machine where the parts will be processed, and the execution of set-ups
in the machine, if necessary. Before requesting the execution of transport of the
part to the machine, the task holon should ask if the machine can accept to
receive the part that will be transported (for example, to avoid deadlocks due
to no space in the machine buffer).
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Fig. 3. Task Holon Behaviour Model

When both processes, the transportation of the part and the execution of the
set-up, are completed, the task holon can start the execution of the operation,
notifying the operational holon. Once the operation is started, the control is given
to the operational holon, and the task holon waits for the end of the operation.
The described procedure for one operation is repeated for all operations that
belong to the process plan of the manufacturing order.

After the execution of all operations, the task holon request the transporta-
tion of the part to the storage system and releases the pallet. The task holon
finishes its execution transferring to the product holon, the relevant information
about the product execution, such as the start and end dates.

3.3 Operational Holon Model

The operational holons represent the physical manufacturing resources, such as
operators, robots and numerical control machines, managing its behaviour ac-
cording the resource goals, constraints and skills, and optimising its schedule
agenda, Fig. 4.
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After initialising its components and registering its capacity and skills in the
appropriated supervisor holon, according to the organisational structure, the op-
erational holon behaviour acts as a reactive server, in the sense that it is waiting
for new operations (proposed by the supervisor holon or by the task holons)
and it has the possibility to execute monitoring, scheduling and disturbances
handling.

The sub-behaviours are handled asynchronously using threads, so that the
execution of one process doesn’t block the execution of another process; for ex-
ample, when monitoring the execution of an operation, the operational holon can
handle the announcement of new operations or execute scheduling. The monitor-
ing, disturbance handling and scheduling activities are performed concurrently.

The operation allocation is analysed, the acceptance of the operation al-
location being decided according the autonomy factor and the actual agenda
capacity. In case of acceptance, the operation is stored in the agenda, waiting
for the appropriate moment to start the operation execution. According to the
availability of the buffer and the state of the machine, the next operation is
selected, based in the local scheduling.
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The preparation of the execution involves the transportation of the part to
the machine and the execution of a set-up if necessary. The set-up aims to endow
the machine with the required tools and fixtures to execute the operation, and
in case of need to execute a set-up, the operational holon deals directly with the
operational holon that represents the team that executes the set-ups. After this
phase, it is started the execution of the operation.

When the operation finishes, the resource returns to the idle state being able
to initiate the execution of another operation, and the part is removed from the
machine to the next machine, according to the resource allocation plan.

3.4 Supervisor Holon Model

The product, task and operational holons are quite similar to the product, order
and resource holons, presented at the PROSA reference architecture [2] . The
supervision holon presents different characteristics from the staff holons defined
in PROSA, introducing coordination and global optimisation in decentralised
control approaches, coordinating several operational and supervisor holons. In
normal operation, the supervisor holon coordinates the activity of the holons
under its domain, while when a disturbance occurs, these holons may have to
find their way without the help of the supervisor holon.
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Fig. 5. Supervisor Holon Behaviour Model

The supervisor holon is also responsible for the group formation and their
dynamic evolution according the environment context, based in pre-defined clus-
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ters of holons, combining synergies, aggregating skills and offering the combined
services to external entities in the manufacturing system. These groups can be
formed to build a shop floor, a manufacturing cell, or a machine equipped with
a set of tools, assuming the supervisor holon the role to coordinate each group.

The behaviour model of the supervisor holon acts simultaneously as a server
and a client: as a server waiting for requests and as a client generating optimised
schedules that are sent to the operational holons, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

The request to elaborate optimised schedules can be generated from the
announcement of an operation, from the need to optimise the actual schedule
after the end or disruption of an operation, or from the need for re-scheduling
due to a disturbance. After achieving a schedule, the new scheduled operations,
and the allocated operations that had modifications in schedule parameters due
to the new schedule, are proposed to the appropriate operational holons and to
the task holons.

The decision-making activity is related to the actions associated to monitor-
ing, scheduling and disturbance handling, presenting more complexity than to
the one presented at operational holons due to the need to handle with aggre-
gated lower holons knowledge and skills. As the supervisor holon co-ordinates
several operational and/or supervisor holons, it manages the group of holons
under its coordination domain, aggregating the skills and capacity of the oper-
ational holons, when they join to the group.

4 Conclusions

The flexible manufacturing systems are complex and stochastic environments
requiring the development of flexible, agile and intelligent management and con-
trol architectures that support the small batches, product diversity, high quality
and low costs imposed by global markets. One of these intelligent management
and control architectures is ADACOR.

The ADACOR holonic architecture aims to improve the performance of con-
trol system in scenarios characterised by the frequent occurrence of unexpected
disturbances, defining four main holon classes: product, task, operational and
supervisor holons. Each of these holons presents characteristics of autonomy,
cooperation and intelligence, allowing to implement an intelligent distributed
control system.

In this paper, it is used a kind of Petri net, tailored for production man-
agement and control modelling purposes, as a formal methodology to model the
behaviour of the ADACOR-holon classes in a bottom-up approach. The individ-
ual model of each holon uses special temporised transitions to model activities
execution, that can be exploded into a more detailed and refined level. These
sub-models, according the degree of refinement, are the different software control
modules of the hardware, i.e., a formal representation of the holons.

The edition, simulation, qualitative and quantitative (performance) analysis,
and formal validation of the structural and behavioural specifications of the
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ADACOR-holons and their interactions, is one of the complementary works to
the approach proposed here and it can be found in [17].

A brief overview of the latest works published in the area (see e.g. [18,19])
allows to identify a set of weak points in using the PN-formalism proposed here
and other similar extensions of this tool. This is particularly true if the sys-
tem presents many instances of the same component (e.g., n resources need n
operational Holons). In this case, the model will be increased (structure and com-
ponents) in a non-controllable manner. In our opinion, the use of High-Level PN,
such as those proposed in [20], allows to reduce this complexity, by compress-
ing the representation of states, actions and events, to overcome the identified
limitations and to support more complex and bigger coordination scenarios.
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Abstract. With the growing usage of the world-wide ICT networks,
agent technologies and multiagent systems are attracting more and more
attention, as they perform well in environments that are not necessarily
well-structured and benevolent. Looking at the problem solving capac-
ity of multiagent systems, emergent system behaviour is one of the most
interesting phenomena, however, there is more to multiagent systems de-
sign than the interaction between a number of agents: For an effective
system behaviour we need structure and organisation. But the organisa-
tion of a multiagent systems is difficult to specify at design time in the
face of a changing environment.
This paper presents basic concepts for a theory of holonic multiagent
systems to both provide a methodology for the recursive modelling of
agent groups, and allow for dynamic reorganisation during runtime.

1 Introduction

A multiagent system (MAS) consists of a collection of individual agents, each
of which displays a certain amount of autonomy with respect to its actions
and perception of a domain. Overall computation is achieved by autonomous
computation within each agent and by communication among the agents. The
capability of the whole MAS is an emergent functionality that may surpass the
capabilities of each individual agent [19,20]. An extremely useful feature in terms
of reduction of complexity for the designer of a MAS is that an overall task can
be broken down into a variety of specific sub-tasks, each of which can be solved
by a specific agentified problem solver.

Jennings notes that ”the development of robust and scalable software systems
requires autonomous agents that can complete their objectives while situated in
a dynamic and uncertain environment, that can engage in rich, high-level so-
cial interactions, and that can operate within flexible organisational structures”
[9]. Agents acting in organisational structures can encapsulate the complexity of
subsystems (simplifying representation and design) and modularise its function-
ality (providing the basis for rapid development and incremental deployment).
Organisations are social structures which have mechanisms of conflict resolution
resulting from previously resolved problems or conflicts [7]. They institutionalise
anticipated coordination, which is especially useful for medium- and large-scale
applications that require limitation of the agents’ communication behaviour.

V. Mař́ık, D. McFarlane, P. Valckenaers (Eds.): HoloMAS 2003, LNAI 2744, pp. 71–80, 2003.
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With this work, we provide some terminology and theory for the realisation of
dynamically organised societies of agents. The central concept for our endeavour,
which has been iteratively tested, developed, and applied in a series of projects
over the course of several years, is the holonic multiagent system. According to
Arthur Koestler [12], a holon is a self-similar or fractal structure that is stable
and coherent and that consists of several holons as sub-structures. Koestler gives
biological examples. For instance a human being consists of organs which in
turn consist of cells that can be further decomposed and so on. None of these
components can be understood without its sub-components or without the super-
component it is part of.

Many distributed problems exhibit an inherent structure and we need to
mirror this structure in the structure of the relationship between (agentified)
problem solvers. For this purpose in a holonic multiagent systems, an agent that
appears as a single entity to the outside world may in fact be composed of many
sub-agents and conversely, many sub-agents my decide that it is advantageous to
join into the coherent structure of a super-agent and thus act as single entity —
just as the swarm of a certain species of fish sometimes takes on the appearance
of a (much bigger) fish. We call agents consisting of sub-agents with the same
inherent structure holonic agents.

Section 2 gives a formal definition of multiagent systems in general. In Section
3, we extend this to a formal definition of holonic multiagent systems building
on previous work in this area [5,6,8], and highlight the diversity of groupings
(links of varying nature between agents and recursion) that are possible with
this concept. Section 4 compares the notion of holonic multiagent systems to
holonic manufacturing systems.

2 Abstract Specification of Multiagent Systems

For any software system, it is common practice to distinguish the static spec-
ification of the system from its runtime instance. While concepts and theories
for the static specification of software systems are reasonably well-understood,
concepts and theories for the specification and analysis of the dynamic behaviour
of a software system are by far not as sophisticated. This is especially true if
we look at MAS, in which self-organisation is an important aspect. This makes
MAS different from systems that are designed according to a more traditional
software development paradigm.

We assume that there is some infrastructure which supports the agents in the
process of self-organisation. For example, the FIPA1 initiative has established
standards for such infrastructures in an open environment. This paper takes a
more abstract point of view, which assumes that there is an agent directory
service (ADS) which allows the agents to find out how they can contact other
agents that currently exist in the system. This means that we require that the
ADS provides at least a white pages service, where agents can inquire the ad-
dresses of other agents. Other services like yellow pages, i.e. the information on
which services are offered by specific agents, may also be provided by the ADS.
1 See http://www.fipa.org/
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However, this and possibly other more general services could also be introduced
by other specialised agents of the MAS.

To describe a concrete MAS for a given application domain, we specify
a set of prototypical agents. This static description of the MAS is given by
MASprot := (Aprot, ADS), where
Aprot is the set {A1, . . . , An}, n ∈ N of prototypical agents, instances of

which can be dynamically introduced into the system. These agents
are the potentially available problem solvers, where several instances
of a specific prototypical agent can be created.

ADS is a specialised prototypical agent providing an agent directory service.
We assume that instances of this finite set of agent types can be dynamically

introduced into the MAS that executes (i.e. works on a specific problem) in a
given application domain.

The process of problem solving starts with the initial agent system

MASinit = (Ainit, ADSinit) where

Ainit = {A1
1, . . . , A1

k1
, . . . An

1 , . . . , An
kn

}, k1, . . . kn ∈ N and

∀Ai
j ∈ Ainit : Ai � Ai

j ∧ Ai ∈ Aprot.

Ai � Ai
j (read “Ai is instantiated by Ai

j”) denotes that Ai
j is an instance of

the prototypical agent Ai. This means that Ai
j inherits its behaviour and initial

knowledge from Ai but may also have additional knowledge (like for example its
unique identification which can be used as an address to communicate with Ai

j).
Note that the explicit introduction of ADSinit does not necessarily mean

that the MAS is closed in the sense that the system engineer is in control of all
parts of the system. We can assume that ADSinit represents some ADS, which is
already available and which has the state of ADSinit at the time when the first
agent of the part of the system that is under the control of the system engineer
is started. Along the same line of reasoning we can assume that some of the
agents in Ainit were also not designed by the software engineer but represent
agents that are available in the open environment. Let us without loss of gen-
erality assume that Aopen = {A1

1, . . . A
1
k1

, . . . Am
1 , . . . Am

kl
} for some 1 ≤ m < n

represents the set of these agents. The specification for the corresponding proto-
typical agents A1, . . . Am is likely to be incomplete in the sense that the system
engineer who designs Aprot only needs to have the information about A1, . . . Am.
This is actually needed for the rest of the agents in Aprot to use services that
are offered by the former set of agents.

From MASinit the dynamic MASt evolves as

MASt = (At, ADSt) where

At = {A1,t
1 , . . . , A1,t

l1
, . . . An,t

1 , . . . , An,t
ln

}, l1, . . . , ln ∈ N and

∀Ai,t
j ∈ At : Ai � Ai,t

j ∧ Ai ∈ Aprot.
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� (read “is transformed into”) denotes � ◦ �∗ which means that we have
Ai � Ai

j where Ai
j ∈ Ainit and Ai

j �∗ Ai,t
j where � denotes the transformation

of Ai
j by a single step of computation.

The computation goes on while the agents send and receive messages. New
agents may be introduced and some of the active agents may be terminated.
Each agent has a unique address, which an agent can make accessible to all
other agents by registering with the ADS agent. All agents automatically know
the identification of the ADS agent.

3 Holonic Multiagent Systems

Multiagent systems represent a new problem solving paradigm [1], where the
difficult specification at design time of how a problem should be solved, is all
well come by the interaction of the individual agents at run-time and the idea is
that the solution of a given problem emerges from this interaction. Looking at
nature, an ant hive is a well-known intuitive case, which demonstrates emergent
problem solving behaviour :It is impossible to explain the overall behaviour
of an ant hive just by the behaviour of an individual ant and the removal of
even a significant part of the hive and does not necessarily influence the overall
behaviour. Though some parts of the hive seem to be more important than
others. Although interesting results have been presented using this approach to
problem solving, emergent problem solving behaviour has also been criticised to
provide inefficient or even undesirable results.

Divide and conquer is a widely accepted problem solving paradigm of com-
puter science. Here, a centralised problem solving entity accepts a task, separates
it into sub-tasks and distributes these sub-tasks to decentralised problem solvers.
The problem solvers produce solutions for the sub-problems and send these so-
lutions back to the centralised problem solver which integrates the solutions of
the sub-problems into an overall solution for the original task. This approach
to problem solving is of course much more structured than the pure emergent
problem solving paradigm. The contract-net protocol [17] is a widely-accepted
problem solving model in based on the divide and conquer model, where the
centralised problem solving entity, called the manager for the task, separates the
overall task into sub-tasks. The manager uses a bidding procedure (a first price
sealed bid auction) to find the most appropriate decentralised problem solver for
each of the sub-problems. The integration of the solutions of the sub-problems
into an overall solution is again done by the manager. This procedure can be
recursively nested, i.e. the decentralised problem solvers can again use the con-
tract net model to find a set of further problem solvers who are able to solve the
given sub-sub-task.

3.1 Definition of a Holonic Multiagent System

The concepts of fractal and holonic system design in manufacturing were pro-
posed to combine top-down hierarchical organisational structure with decen-
tralised control, which takes the bottom-up perspective [18,3]. Although it is
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possible to organise holonic structures in a completely decentralised manner,
for efficiency reasons it is more effective to use an individual agent to repre-
sent a holon. In some cases, one of the already existing agents is selected as the
representative of the holon based on a fixed election procedure. In other cases
a new agent is explicitly introduced to represent the holon during its lifetime.
Representatives are called the head of the holon, the other agents in the holon
are called body. In both cases, the representative agent represents the shared
intentions of the holon and negotiates these intentions with the agents in the
holon’s environment as well as with the agents internal to the holon. Only the
head communicates with the outside of the holon. The binding force that keeps
head and body in a holon together can be seen as commitments [16].

Using the formalisation of Section 2, the set H of all holons in MASt is
defined recursively:

– for each a ∈ At, h = ({a}, {a}, ∅) ∈ H, i.e. every instantiated agent consti-
tutes an atomic holon, and

– h = (Head, Subholons, C) ∈ H, where Subholons ∈ 2H\∅ is the set of holons
that participate in h, Head ⊆ Subholons is the non-empty set of holons that
represent the holon to the environment and are responsible for coordinating
the actions inside the holon. C ⊆ Commitments defines the relationship
inside the holon and is agreed on by all holons h′ ∈ Subholons at creation
of the holon h.

A holon h behaves in its environment like any other agent in At. Only at closer
inspection it may turn out that h is constructed from a set of agents. As any
head of a holon has a unique identification, it is possible to communicate with
each holon by just sending messages to their addresses. Given the holon h =
(Head, {h1, ..., hn}, C) we call h1, ..., hn the subholons of h, and h the superholon
of h1, ..., hn. The set Body = Subholons\Head (the complement of Head) is the
set of subholons that are not allowed to represent holon h. Naturally, holons h′

are allowed to engage in several different holons at the same time, as long as this
does not contradict the sets of commitments of these superholons. We will now
outline a treatment of C, a more detailed coverage of this topic can be found in
[15].

3.2 Holonic Organisation

For the implementation of a holonic multiagent system, we need to turn to more
fine grained issues concerning the commitments that define the intra-holonic re-
lationship. Let us look at some general possibilities for modelling holonic struc-
tures. The following notions differ in the degree of autonomy the subholons have
and cover the spectrum from full subholon autonomy to a complete lack of au-
tonomy.

A holon as a set of autonomous agents. At one end of the spectrum is a model
which assumes that the subholons are fully autonomous agents with their pre-
defined architecture and the superholon is just a new conceptual entity whose
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Fig. 1. A holon as a set of autonomous agents.

Fig. 2. Several agents merge into one.

properties are made up by the properties of the subholons. Figure 1 displays
this constellation. In this case no agent has to give up its autonomy, and the
superholon is realised exclusively through cooperation among the subholons.
The most transparent way of cooperation for this is an explicit coordination by
commitment via communication, i.e., agents negotiate over joint plans, task dis-
tribution or resource allocation. If commitments can not be established through
communication, implicit coordination can be achieved in two ways: either, the
holons are designed such that a goal directed common behaviour emerges from
the behaviour of the sub-agents, or some subholons are able to represent goals
and intentions of other agents and reason about them; thus, they coordinate
their actions without or at least with little communication.

The representation of a holon as a set of autonomous agents is in a sense just
another way of looking at a traditional multiagent system. The holon entity itself
is not represented explicitly as a piece of code. In this case, holonic structures are
only a design aid for structured agent-oriented programming. This is formally
described as holon h = ({A1, A2, A3, A4}, {A1, A2, A3, A4}, Cautonomous).

Several agents merge into one. The other extreme of the design spectrum termi-
nates the participating sub-agents and creates a new agent as the union of the
sub-agents with capabilities that subsume the functionalities of the sub-agents
(see Figure 2). In this case the merging agents completely give up their auton-
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Fig. 3. A holon as a moderated association.

omy but they may be re-invoked when the superholon is terminated. Naturally,
this is a new atomic holon h = ({A}, {A}, Cmerge).

The realisation of this approach assumes procedures for splitting and merging
holons that lead to the creation of a new agent. For agents of the same kind with
an explicit representation of goals and beliefs (e.g., BDI agents) merging can be
achieved by creating an agent with the union of the sub-agents’ beliefs and goals
provided consistency. Especially for a heterogeneous sets of agents this can be
intractable and in either case may not be very desirable.

A holon as a moderated association. The two solutions above are extremes and
only useful in very specific circumstances. Hence, we shall propose a continuum,
the border lines of which are the two above architectures. Consider a hybrid
way of forming a holon, where agents give up only part of their autonomy to
the superholon (cf. Figure 3). From a software engineering point of view (in
terms of reducing complexity) it is advisable to allow only for a single head
which represents the superholon to the rest of the agent population (to reduce
coordinational effort). Its competence may range from purely administrative
tasks to the authority to give directives to other subholons. Furthermore, the
head may have the authority to plan and negotiate for the holon on the basis
of its subholons’ plans and goals, and even to remove some subholons or to
incorporate new subholons. Figure 3 visualises this approach with an example
resulting in a holon h = ({A1}, {A1, A2, A3, A4}, Cassociation).

Several ways to determine the head are possible. Either, a new agent is cre-
ated for the lifetime of the holon, or one of the members of the holon takes the
role of the head and gains the additional functionality. Or, either one member of
the holon is pre-destined for the leadership or an election procedure is needed to
promote one of the agents to leadership. Depending on the application domain,
the competence of the representative may vary: the resulting structure can range
from a loosely moderated association to a authoritative, hierarchical structure.
However, the members of the superholon are always represented as agents, and,
hence, we do not lose the capability to solve problems in a distributed fashion.

This approach allows for an explicit modeling of holons, a flexible formation
of holonic associations, and a scalable degree of autonomy of the participating
agents that are subject to negotiation and make up the commitments Cassociation
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of the superholon (for a more detailed discussion see [15]). The most challenging
problem in this design is the distribution of individual and overall computation
of the holonic multiagent system.

4 Holonic Multiagent Systems vs. Holonic Manufacturing
Systems

Although similar in name, there are several important differences between
holonic multiagent systems as proposed here and holonic manufacturing systems
as presented in the literature (e.g. [4,14]):

– Modelling the recursion of agent grouping is an integral part of holonic mul-
tiagent systems. Mirroring the complex composition of a task, holonic agents
can engage in a complex nested structures and nested structures of arbitrary
depth are possible and meaningful (depending on the complexity of the task).
This is not the case for holonic manufacturing systems.

– Holonic manufacturing systems make no assumption about the internal ar-
chitecture of the head of a holon, it is only required to act as the control
unit. For holonic multiagent systems however, the head is required to possess
agent properties (cf. [21]).

– The head of holonic multiagent systems are not required to co-ordinate the
work of a physical resource, but instead co-ordinate the work of several
information agents that exist only virtually (information agents collaborating
for increase of efficiency, to combine competencies or resources, to resolve
bottlenecks).

– Holonic manufacturing systems use a market metaphor to design inter-holon
co-ordination. Research on holonic multiagent systems is concerned with
choosing long-term partners (and is thus related to coalition formation) as
well as researching the diversity of possible organisational structures [11].

– In a holonic multiagent system, a holon is not a piece of code. It is merely
a concept that is realised by commitments between agents (which exist as
code) to maintain a specific relationship concerning goals and has as a result
an emergent structure between agents.

While this shows the conceptual differences, it does not rule out the application
of holonic multiagent systems to the manufacturing domain, which we have done
successfully in several industrial projects.

5 Applications

The proposed theory has been iteratively tested, developed, and applied in a
series of projects over several years with a big variation in requirements. In one
domain (flexible manufacturing) agents form holons because they have different
abilities and can only as a group achieve the task at hand [5]. A second example
(train coupling and sharing) demonstrates that even in a setting where we have
agents with identical abilities holonic structures can be beneficial [13]. Several
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other projects focused on special aspects of holonic modelling (e.g. RoboCup [10],
Socionics [15]) The most striking application that used the presented approach
to holonic multiagent systems is the TeleTruck system, which was designed
to do order dispatching in haulage companies [2].

In this system, the basic transportation units (trucks, trailers, drivers, chas-
sis, and containers) are modeled by agents which temporarily form holons that
represent vehicles for the execution of transportation tasks. The vehicle holons
are headed by a special agent that is equipped with planning capabilities. All
the vehicle holons and the agents representing currently idle transportation units
form a super-holon that represents the whole transportation company. The head
of the company holon, called the company agent coordinates the interaction with
the user and communicates with other companies that employ the TeleTruck
system. Agents representing transportation units are autonomous in their deci-
sion to participate in a vehicle holon. Participating in the holon however restricts
the autonomy of the subholons for this time span, since they have to execute the
sub-tasks allocated to them. The agents forming a vehicle holon cooperate in
order to pursue the goal of executing a set of transportation tasks. Sometimes,
even different vehicle holons cooperate for a task. A vehicle holon is able to
transport the cargo, which none of its components could do on its own.

6 Conclusion

The paper presents a general framework for holonic multiagent systems, whose
advantage is threefold. First, the model preserves compatibility with standard
multiagent systems by addressing every holon as an agent, whether this agent
represents a set of agents or not. The complexity of a group of agents is en-
capsulated into a holon represented by its head, the number of agents involved
in the holon becomes irrelevant for other agents communicating with it. Sec-
ondly, holonic multiagent systems are one way to introduce recursion into the
modelling of multiagent systems, which has proven to be a powerful mecha-
nism in software design. Of course a holonic multiagent system is more than
just the recursive decomposition into its agents, as we have solved the addi-
tional structure preserving problem. Third, there is no restriction to a specific
or static association between agents, so it leaves room to introduce a variation
of organisational concepts, which can dynamically change at run-time. There is
no comparable programming construct that would support the design of such
systems in a purely object-oriented programming approach.
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Abstract. Market-based approaches have a long tradition in supporting of task-
assignment multiagent systems. Such systems consist of customer agents with jobs
to assign, and provider agents that have the resources to perform these jobs. Jobs
can be complex in the sense that they require the collaboration of several provider
agents. We present a set of organisational forms of collaboration between firms
that have the potential to increase performance through the structure they impose.
This gain of structure, which comes with a loss of autonomy of the individual
agents, is especially valuable in settings where communication has to be limited.

1 Introduction

The central setting for this paper is a market of two kinds of agents, customers and
providers. The customer agents have jobs they want to be done by provider agents. These
jobs may require more types of resources than a single agent can provide, hence providers
need to collaborate. All agents are self-interested entities that do not necessarily have a
common goal; we allow them to be designed and owned by different parties, which limits
the possibilities for global control in this setting. In addition, we assume that provider
agents do not know anything about the future orders of the customers.

If the system contains a large set of agents or the jobs to be assigned require the
collaboration of many providers, assigning the jobs with standard auction systems is very
time consuming and methods to improve the performance of the system become more
important. If the same type of job needs to be assigned many times or parts of the jobs are
the same over and over again, the system is be more efficient if this repeating structure
on the demand side is reflected by an anticipating structure on the side of the provider’s.
That is, providers who are successful at completing a job should form relationships
that facilitate long-term teamwork. This provider grouping can be formalised by the
concept of organisation. Organisations are social structures that provide processes for
conflict resolution, which results from previously resolved problems or conflicts [7].
They institutionalise anticipated coordination, which is especially useful for medium-
and large-scale applications that require the limitation of the agents’ communication
behaviour.

Jennings writes that "the development of robust and scalable software systems re-
quires autonomous agents that can complete their objectives while situated in a dy-
namic and uncertain environment, that can engage in rich, high-level social interactions,
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and that can operate within flexible organisational structures" [11]. Agents acting in
an organisational structure can encapsulate complexity of the subsystems (simplifying
representation and design) and modularise functionality (providing the basis for rapid
development and incremental deployment).

To model these aspects, we use the concept of a holonic agent or holon as introduced
in [6,8]. The concept is inspired by the idea of recursive or self-similar structures in
biological systems [13]. A superholon consists of parts called subholons, which in turn
may be superholons themselves, thus introducing recursion as a modelling technique.
Any holon that is part of a whole is thought to contribute to achieving the goals of this
superior whole. To the outside, each holon is represented by a distinguished head which
co-ordinates the activities of the holon. Apart from the head, each holon consist of a
(possibly empty) set of other agents, called body agents. The holonic agent may have
capabilities that emerge from the composition of its agents and it may have actions at
its disposal that none of its agents could perform alone. Body agents can give up part
of their autonomy to the holon to enhance it’s overall performance. Committing to the
participation in a holon, agents limit their possible future actions and therefore give up
part of their autonomy. The degree to which they give up their autonomy is not fixed
in advance but depends on the circumstances and is subject to negotiation between the
agents participating in a holon. The least sacrifice of autonomy can be seen in holons
forming a loose federation of agents. The long-term commitment in this form is actually
so low that agents need to negotiate their coordination on a case-by-case basis. The
federation is at one end of the autonomy spectrum and does not differ significantly from
conventional multiagent systems (it merely institutionalises preference structures). At
the other end of the spectrum, agents can give up all of their autonomy and merge into a
single agent. Between the two extremes, there can be hybrid forms of different nuances.

However, up to this point little work has been done to elaborate these nuances. The
contribution of this paper is to define a number of such hybrid forms motivated by
inter-organisational networks found in human societies (Section 2) and investigate their
properties with respect to the autonomy of involved agents (Section 3).

2 Organisational Networks

2.1 The Matrix of Delegation – A Grammar for MAS Organisation

Recent work on delegation (see e.g. [4] for an extensive treatment) shows that this is an
interesting concept highly relevant for multiagent systems. The mechanism of delega-
tion makes it possible to pass on tasks (e.g. creating a plan for a certain goal, extracting
information) to other individuals and furthermore, it allows for the specialisation of
these individuals for certain tasks (functional differentiation and role performance, etc.).
Representing groups or teams is also an essential mechanism for social processes of
organisation, coordination and structuring. We distinguish two types of delegation: task
delegation and social delegation. We call the procedure of appointing an agent as repre-
sentative for a group of agents social delegation.

Social delegation is in several respects different from the well-known task delega-
tion. For example it involves a possibly long-term dependency between delegate and
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represented agent, and the fact that another agent speaks for the represented agent may
incur commitments in the future, that are not under the control of the represented agent.
Social delegation is more concerned with the delegate performing a certain role, than
with producing a specified product. In holonic terms, representation is the job of the
head, which can also be distributed according to a set of tasks to different agents. Just
like fat trees (multiple bypasses to critical communication channels) in massive parallel
computing, distributing the task of communicating to the outside is able to resolve bot-
tlenecks. This makes social delegation a principle action in the context of flexible holons
and provides the basic functionality for self-organisation and decentralised control.

Thus, we believe it is justified to differentiate two types of delegation: task delegation,
which is the delegation of (autistic, non-social) goals to be achieved and social delegation,
which does not create a solution or a product but represents a set of agents. Both types of
delegation are essential for organisations, as they support independence from particular
individuals through task and social delegation.

Table 1. The delegation matrix showing two modes of delegation and four mechanisms for per-
forming each mode. Theoretically, every combination of mode and mechanism is possible in
multiagent organisation.

Task Delegation Social Delegation
Economic Exchange
Gift Exchange
Authority
Voting

Given the two types of delegation, it remains to be shown been how the action of
delegation is performed. We observe four distinct mechanisms for delegation (see also
Table 1):
(i) Economic exchange is the standard mode in markets: the delegate is paid for the
delegated task or representation. In economic exchange, a task is exchanged for money,
where the parties involved assume that the value of both is of appropriate similarity.
(ii) Gift exchange, as an important sociological mechanism [1], is a deliberate deviation
from the economic exchange. The motivation for the gift exchange is the expectation
of either reciprocation or the refusal of reciprocation. Both are indications about the
state of the relationship between the involved parties. This kind of exchange entails risk,
trust, and the possibility of conflicts (continually no reciprocation) and the need for an
explicit management of relationships within an agent. The aim of this mechanism is to
accumulate strength in a relationship that may pay off in the future.
(iii) Authority is a well known mechanism, it represents the method of organisation used
in distributed problem solving. It implies a non-cyclic set of power relationships between
agents, along which delegation is performed. However, in our framework authority rela-
tionships are not determined at design time, but they are the result of an agent deciding
at runtime to give up autonomy and to allow another agent to exert power.
(iv) Another well-known mechanism is voting, whereby a number of equals determine
that one of them is the delegate by some voting mechanism (majority, two thirds, etc.).
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Description of the mandate (permissions and obligations) and the particular circum-
stances of the voting mechanism (registering of candidates, quorum) are integral parts
of the operational description of this mechanism and must be accessible to all partici-
pants.

As suggested in Table 1, all four mechanisms work for both types of delegation: for
example, economic exchange can be used for social delegation as well as for task dele-
gation. This set of mechanisms is not necessarily complete, however, many mechanisms
observed in human organisations that seem not to be covered here, are a combination of
the above mechanisms.

2.2 The Spectrum of Organisational Forms

In general, we allow agents to be members of several organisations at the same time. In
order to unambiguously determine which organisation is responsible for an incoming or-
der, this general rule is restricted to all organisations an agent is engaged in being created
for different types of orders. We will now describe (building on the matrix of delegation
from the previous section) seven different forms of organisation and non-organisation for
MAS in the order of increasing coupling between agents along a spectrum. Organisations
may differ as agents interact either in a cooperative, in a competitive or in a authoritarian
way (c.f. for example [14]) The names for the different forms are derived from the types
of firms that are typically investigated in the field of organisational sociology.

Single, Autonomous Agents: This form of coordination is not particularly relevant but
it provides the theoretical starting point, with fully uncoupled agents. All agents that
provide services do not interact with each other to accomplish their tasks, the only
interaction is between providers and customers.
Market: In the market-style interaction, agents exchange jobs directly and there is some
kind of payoff (here represented as money). This does not necessarily imply that agents
build a relationship or an organisation in the strict sense, as interaction is short term,
case by case based. The provider agent that re-delegates parts of a job acts as the holon
head for this specific job.
Virtual Enterprise: The virtual enterprise is a temporary network of legally independent
companies to share skills, costs and access to each other’s market. Virtual enterprises
promise to offer the best of both worlds, flexibility and economy of scale. They are
networks of legally and economically independent enterprises, each concentrating on its
core competencies and out-sourcing the rest, modelled on the best-of-breed organisation.
The virtual enterprise appears and acts like a single enterprise to the outside has to do
world [2]. Moreover, there is no physical institutionalisation of central management
functions. The contract defining the relationship between the participating enterprises
is deliberately left loose, in order to facilitate quick formation and greater flexibility in
re-organisation. In our model, a virtual enterprise consists of provider agents with equal
rights, there is no single designated head agent. A virtual enterprise is product-specific.
Each member agent may accept jobs, but must start a new internal auction for each of
its subtypes among its partners. This member agent becomes the head of the virtual
enterprise for this specific job, other members may be heads of the holon for other jobs.
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There is no specific profit distribution other than the normal negotiation in the course of
the internal auctions.

Alliance: An alliance as an organisational type is different than the virtual enterprise be-
cause of a long term contract between the participants that regulates a closer cooperation
[9]. The relationship between the companies is formalised by a contract, which is the
result of negotiation between the different companies. Alliances are not fully integrated
economically and legally, therefore the profit distribution for all internal transactions is
regulated in advance. Alliances are founded in order to create at least one new product.
As the companies are only partially integrated they usually supply other products apart
from the alliance as well. Thus, they are generally allowed to join other organisations
apart from those which produce the same product as the alliance. As alliances are in
some way legally integrated they need to appoint at least one CEO (representative),
which is done by voting. The representation of the alliance incurs valuable reputation
and contact to customer agents, hence it implies (economic) power. Quitting of one of
the agents with many customer contacts may cause loss to the organisation, as customers
may prefer to interact with the provider agent they already are acquainted with, no matter
in which organisation it is in. To decrease the incentive to join the alliance solely for this
purpose and for the stability of the organisation, and a focal participant, who is, due to
his already powerful position, not reliant on this increase in reputation, is appointed by
social delegation through voting to represent the alliance. The profit is distributed among
the head (representative) and all body agents necessary for performing the task by using
economic exchange and gift exchange. However on creation of the alliance agents agree
on a ratio (which is in our case fixed by the designer) that describes how profit is split
between the head agent and the body agents that are involved in performing the task.

Strategic Network: Strategic networks differ from virtual enterprises in that they use
stronger legal contracts, and feature a hub firm that sets up the network, and takes
pro-actively care of it [10]. The hub firm in a strategic network is usually significantly
larger than the other members of the network. It coordinates activities in the strategic
network, but the members retain their legal independence and autonomy. This network
arrangement allows a participating firm to specialise in those activities of the value chain
that are essential to its competitive advantage, reaping all the benefits of specialisation,
focus, and, possibly, size. The time frame and financial volume are usually larger than
in the case of virtual enterprises, but firms have still the right to leave the network.

In our model, strategic networks consist of a head agent and body agents. If an
incoming order matches the product of the strategic network, the rules that apply to
the receiving agent discriminate whether it is the head or a body agent. Body agents
may not directly accept a call for proposals (cfp) from outside, but must bounce it.
Bouncing means that they refuse the order, but they send the name of their head inside
the refusal message so the sender can resend the cfp to the head instead. The semantics of
bouncing is that the head of the organisation is the one responsible for the organisation’s
interaction to the outside and all inter-organisational communication must be channelled
through him. Heads can accept orders from the outside. They know about their body
agents’ schedules and resources, and can instruct them to do a job at any given time.
Strategic networks are product-specific, so multiple memberships are allowed. The profit
distribution is according to a fixed ratio.
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Group: Groups are formed from enterprises that retain their legal independence, but are
bound by contract to the authority of the central firm. Here, we mean group as the organ-
isational structure of a firm as in "Bertelsmann group", not in the socio-psychological
meaning of "team". In contrast to the strategic network, no multiple memberships are
allowed, and usually there is no exit option for subordinate firms. All economic activ-
ities are focused on the group and subject to directions from the head enterprise. The
interdependency between the firms is found in an authoritative hierarchy.

In our model, an agent who is a member of a group is not allowed to be a member
of any other organisation. Body agents have to bounce incoming orders. Head agents
may order body agents to do a specific job. This inclusion of all economic activity in the
group results in the head agent always being up-to-date about its body agents’ resource
allocations. The head agent retains all the profit for orders completed by the group. Every
round, it pays a fixed amount of money to each body agent.
Corporation: A corporation is the result of the complete inclusion of all legal and eco-
nomic aspects of the original companies into a new entity. This organisational form marks
the other extreme of the spectrum between market and hierarchy. Companies merging
into a corporation give up all their autonomy. The process is usually not reversible; once
inside a corporation, the former status cannot be regained. In the business world, the pro-
cess of merging usually happens when a large company assimilates a much smaller one.
We model corporations by letting the head assimilate the resources of its body agents.
After the assimilation, the body agents are removed from the simulation. The head then
acts like a normal single agent, except that it does not form new organisations.

We presented here multiagent organisations starting with the most autonomous form
and proceeded to the one with least autonomy. The model provides a framework for the
agents’ decision at runtime. In theory, each agent can choose, depending on the situation
in the MAS, whether it is in its interest to change its current status.As each organisational
type has advantages and disadvantages, it may well be that a transition is not beneficial
in the light of the current market situation.

2.3 Synopsis

Before we discuss the effect of the model on agent autonomy, we will explain the
summarising table of the critical features of the organisational forms. Table 2 gives
a synopsis on the organisational types, it characterises organisational forms in terms
of their properties: the mechanism for task delegation (TD), social delegation (SD),
membership limitations (M), profit distribution (PD), and the role of the holon head
(HH).

Membership limitations can have the value "limitation on product", which means
that the agent is free to choose other organisations to join, as long as they do not use the
same set of resources. This parameter can also denote that there is no limitation (as in
the market) or that an agent is only allowed to be a member of one single organisation
(as with the group).

Profit distribution is on a per job basis using economic exchange, a fixed ratio between
head and body agents (e.g. 20:80), or a fixed income which is paid by the head to the
body agents regardless of the number of jobs performed (in this case, variable costs are
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Table 2. Overview of the five types of holonic organisation. Rows specify for each type the
dependence introduced (Dep), membership limitations (M), the mode of profit distribution (PD),
the role of the holon head (HH), and the protocol used (P).

Market Virtual Enterprise Alliance Strategic Network Group Corporation
M No Limitation Limitation Exclusive Exclusive N/A

Limitation on Product on Product Membership Membership
PD Case by case Case by case Regulation Fixed Income N/A N/A
HH One/All All One One One One
TD Economic Economic/ Economic/ Authority Authority N/A

Exchange Gift Exchange Gift Exchange
SD Economic Economic/ Voting Authority Authority Authority

Exchange Gift Exchange
P HCNCP HCNCP DCP DCP DP None

paid by the head plus a fixed income chosen by the designer). The details of the fixed
ratio and fixed income must be agreed on at the time of creating the organisation. There
is no profit distribution in the corporation, because the original agents have merged into
a single entity.

The role or number of the holon heads (HH) for the market is to some extent up to in-
terpretation:Although there is only one job per holon and only one agent communicating
and coordinating for this holon, all agents in the system are allowed to accept jobs and
then engage in coordination and communication. In the virtual enterprise all agents can
receive incoming jobs and redistribute them. All other forms allow only a single point
of access to the outside world. As shown in the table, depending on the organisational
type we use three different protocols. The mechanisms for task delegation (TD) and for
social delegation (SD) have been described in Section 2.1. We will come back later to
the protocol used for task-assignment internal to the organisation (P).

3 Implications of Organisational Structure on Agent Autonomy

According to Castelfranchi [3], autonomy is not only a quantitative dimension (a question
of more or less), but divided into several dimensions and it directly corresponds to (the
lack of) dependence in some aspect. Some of these dimensions map precisely to the
differences between organisations in our discussion. Along the spectrum we will now
identify the dimensions of autonomy that are given up in the different organisational
forms. Our theoretical starting point are the single, non-cooperating agents, which are
fully autonomous.

Skill and resource autonomy: The agent that enters a pure market relationship divides
a job and re-delegates those parts it cannot perform by itself. Therefore, it is dependent
on the skill and resources of other agents, and thus loses skill and resource autonomy
(emphasised words correspond to Castelfranchi’s terminology).
Conditional autonomy: When creating the virtual enterprise the agents specify which
compound product this organisation is designed for. Entering the organisation implies
that the agent commits to provide its resources for this compound product and that any
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incoming orders will only be shared with other agents in the organisation. Hence, it may
only collaborate with other agents under the condition that the result of this collaboration
is not of the same type as the product of the organisation.Agents cannot arbitrarily choose
collaborators, and therefore give up conditional autonomy.
Representational autonomy: The creation of an alliance requires the election of a
single representative, which will fully take over communication to the outside of the
organisation. No other agent is allowed to accept orders from other agents, they may not
represent themselves, and hence lose representational autonomy.
Goal dynamics autonomy: Agents in a strategic network must announce the cost func-
tion and are subordinates to a single representative, which has the power to order them
to perform tasks. This means that they cannot fully influence their own set of goals, and
they lose goal dynamics autonomy.
Planning autonomy: The representative of a group has complete knowledge of the
schedule of its subordinate agents. Therefore, it is not necessary to communicate for
determining an agent that can perform a task. Planning can be done centrally by the
representative, which then merely informs subordinates about when to perform which
task. These agents have lost planning autonomy.
Processing autonomy: When agents have merged into a corporation agent, they give
up individual computational resources and lose the last remaining autonomy, namely
processing autonomy.

It is worth noting that each form of organisation builds on the previously described
form, and introduces new dependencies corresponding to a loss of autonomy of the
body agent. Therefore, we can speak of a total ordering of the organisational type and
hence, a spectrum of organisational types.

This discussion is not just academic, but it has practical impact: As the basis for
task-assignment we apply the Holonic Contract Net with Confirmation Protocol (HC-
NCP). The HCNCP (see Figure 1) uses the standards of the Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents (FIPA) as a reference (cf. [5]). It extends Smith’s contract-net proto-
col (CNET) [15] and avoids the problem of committing too early, which often leads
to sub-optimal outcomes in the CNET, and can be applied in a cascading manner (for
more detailed discussions see [12]). In the best case, the HCNCP requires six mes-
sages between a contractor and a contractee to assign a job. The HCNCP is used for
inter-organisational communication, market interaction, and intra-organisational com-
munication in the organisation form virtual enterprise. However, if agents are inside an
alliance or a strategic network the initiator of an intra-organisational task-assignment
protocol can save sending a cfp as a consequence of the loss of representational auton-
omy It can directly proceed to the request for confirmation of being able to perform
the task (Direction with confirmation protocol, DCP, cf. Figure 2). Although there is an
authority relationship between representative and all other agents, they may still be a
member of several organisations, and hence, the schedule of an agent is not fully known
by the representative. In the group however, this is the case, and therefore a further
part of the task assignment protocol can be saved (Direction protocol, DP, cf. Figure
3). Obviously, the different protocols have implications on the overall communication
effort and are a direct result of the different levels of autonomy. In order to evaluate our
organisational structures, we started an empirical study of the communication patterns
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Fig. 1. The Holonic Contract-
Net with Confirmation Proto-
col (HCNCP) which is used
as the default protocol for ef-
ficient and cascading task as-
signment.

Fig. 2. The Direction with
Confirmation Protocol
(DCP) which is used in
the strategic network, saves
the announcement of cost
proposals.

Fig. 3. The Direction Proto-
col (DP) which is used in
the group, makes use of the
knowledge of the initiator
and the authority relation-
ship.

inside of each of these organisations given a fixed task. In a round-based simulation,
customers were created to announce a task that can consisted of three sub-tasks of types
A, B, and C. For each organisation we tested one scenario, which contains 20 provider
agents for each of the three types, each type occurring with production costs 4, 5, and
6 (a total of 180 provider agents). There are 60 customer agents emitting one order of
type ABC each round. In each configuration, all occurring organisations are of the same
form. Each organisation has three member agents, one for each of the three task types.
One member agent has cost 4, one cost 5, and one cost 6. Each experiment ran for one
hundred rounds. In this setting the aforementioned differences result in a diversification
of the amount of communication required by each organisational form for solving the
same task-assignment problem. For this setting, the number of messages for the virtual
enterprise (ca. 14000) is higher than that for the strategic network (ca. 4200), which
in turn is higher than that for the group (3.200). Corporation scenarios have the lowest
number of messages (ca. 2200). The number of messages for agents in a pure market
relationship is one order of magnitude higher (ca. 256000).

4 Conclusion

Multiagent systems have the power to model forms of collaboration inspired by real
world organisations in a natural fashion and we contributed by laying out a framework
of different organisational forms relative to the following parameters: mechanisms for
task and social delegation, membership, profit distribution, number of representatives and
protocol for task-assignment. This theory of how agents of different capabilities can be
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tied together is inspired by well-known sociological descriptions of inter-organisational
networks and involves a distinct description of dimensions of autonomy and dependence
agents have in these networks. While increasing coupling between agents increases
performance in terms of numbers of messages, this coupling comes at a price. It requires
the loss of skill/resource autonomy, goal dynamics autonomy, representational, planning,
but be and finally, processing autonomy. So, the choice of an organisational form for a
concrete application not only depends on the performance requirements but also on the
necessity of privacy and the extent to which local decision-making is a requirement, a
decision that involves considering a complex trade-off.
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Abstract.  This paper extends our earlier work on the fault-tolerant HMS ar-
chitecture and its operational model in which we also proposed an operational
strategy called the temperature model. This framework allows holons to exer-
cise their full autonomy, individualism and adaptability as their primary behav-
iour but it implicitly enables the HMS to exhibit its characteristic features, viz.
flexibility and robustness as an emergent behaviour resulting from the primary
behaviour. The paper presents a simulation study of this HMS environment in
order to demonstrate empirically, the benefits of holonic cooperation. Our
simulation model is characterised with an unprecedented number and mix of
tasks, and random faults on manufacturing holons as is expected for a realistic,
error-prone manufacturing environment. Experimental results generated from
this simulation have shown how some performance metrics of the HMS con-
verge to within the expected tolerance.

1   Introduction

A holonic manufacturing approach distinguishes itself from the rest of manufacturing
approaches by offering considerably higher degrees of flexibility and robustness.
Flexibility in the context of a Holonic Manufacturing System (HMS) refers to its
ability to accommodate low-volume, high-variety production requirements. Robust-
ness ensures that the manufacturing system reacts and adapts dynamically to adverse
events during operation. Such events include transportation delays, lost communica-
tion messages, mechanical faults on production equipment and unprecedented new
requirements, to mention a few. The HMS environment is therefore expected to toler-
ate disruptions, and therefore maintaining the desired level of throughput and reduc-
ing production overheads and waste. In the HMS context, flexibility and robustness
can be regarded not only as characteristic operational features but also performance
benchmarks of Holonic Manufacturing Systems.

In order to achieve these operational objectives, Holonic Manufacturing Systems
are modelled such that a number of holons cooperate using an appropriate strategy to
solve and control the distributed manufacturing tasks. Each holon is an autonomous
entity with social characteristics such as communication, cooperation, etc. Because
individual holons can possibly have their own individualistic goals, such as maxi-
mising their utility or profit, cooperation strategies are carefully designed so that the
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goals of the cooperating system as a whole can be reasonably satisfied while holons
are pursuing their individual goals. This paper extends our earlier work on the fault-
tolerant HMS architecture and its operational model in which we also proposed an
operational strategy called the temperature model [1]. This framework allows holons
to exercise their full autonomy, individualism and adaptability as their primary be-
haviour but it implicitly enables the HMS to exhibit its characteristic features, viz.
flexibility and robustness as an emergent behaviour resulting from the primary be-
haviour. As a matter of fact, this HMS environment is a highly distributed system
with unprecedented non-linear interactions between holons.

Studying the operational behaviour of a highly distributed system characterised
with non-linear interactions is not trivial because interactions can be computationally
intractable. In general, when large numbers of cooperating agents (or holons in HMS)
use adaptive rather than optimising strategies, predicting the consequences of dy-
namic interactions becomes too difficult for mathematical tools to yield satisfactory
results in limited time [2].  In other words, we cannot effectively study an ideal HMS
by using mathematical formalisms. The usual practice (in studying autonomous multi-
agent systems) is to specify some simple rules on how agents should behave and in-
teract, and then observe in a simulation, the emergent properties that occur at the sys-
tem level. We have therefore adopted this approach to studying the fault-tolerant
HMS environment. Our simulation model is characterised with an unprecedented
number and mix of tasks and random faults on manufacturing holons as is expected
for a realistic, error-prone manufacturing environment. Experimental results gener-
ated from this simulation have shown how the measures of effectiveness and robust-
ness converge to within the expected tolerance.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the
fault-tolerant HMS environment which forms the basis of our simulation model. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the simulation study and presents a summary of the experimental re-
sults.  Section 4 concludes the paper.

2   Fault-Tolerant HMS Environment

Because the fault-tolerant HMS model used as a basis for this simulation study has
been extensively covered in our earlier papers: [1], [3], [4] and [5], we shall only pre-
sent here its brief overview, for the completeness of this paper. We will emphasize on
three main elements: the application model, co-operation model and the operational
model. Note that we have deliberately disregarded discussing the intrinsic design and
implementation of individual holons as we are more interested on the operational be-
haviour of the cooperating system, in this paper.

2.1   Application Model

The HMS philosophy requires distribution, autonomy and co-operation of manufac-
turing resources in order to achieve the desired levels of flexibility, adaptability and
robustness. This requires modelling the manufacturing process hierarchy (with their
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respective resources, i.e. holons, as a distributed system of co-operating holons. Each
major production entity in the shopfloor, e.g. an individual machine or a group of ma-
chines, warehouses, turntables, conveyor belts, automated guided vehicles, humans,
etc., can be modelled as skill holons. Skill holons of the same (or redundant) skill ca-
pability are often grouped together into a skill class and are referred to as twins, with
each class having one minder holon which is responsible for the welfare of the twins.
There are several advantages of introducing twins into the production environment.
First, twins can be used to process jobs in parallel in order to enhance throughput.
Second, twins can be used to undertake jobs orphaned by broken down twins in order
to minimise the impact of malfunctions. And third, twins can equally share the work-
load among themselves so that none of them can become overloaded. These are im-
portant features for a fault-tolerant HMS.

In order to support these features, an ideal HMS shopfloor would be organised
such that twins can transfer jobs between each other via a suitable transportation link,
e.g. a conveyor belt or an automated guided vehicle. It is also possible for a skill
holon to have more than one skill, and hence belong to more than one skill class.
Having multiple skills is another important HMS feature required for enhancing flexi-
bility, which is highly desired for the production of low-volume, high variety mer-
chandise, with minimum reconfiguration overheads.

2.2   Cooperation Model

Co-operation is a process through which holons interacting via a Co-operation Do-
main (CD) execute dependent activities of a joint task. The CD is a physical infra-
structure through which a family of skill holons interacts and shares information. Be-
cause the CD does not explicitly support the dynamic interactions of cooperating
holons and the relevant task execution information, we prefer to use a higher-level in-
frastructure known as a Co-operation Block (CB).

The CB is a logical structure denoting a dynamic alliance between holons interact-
ing through a CD. Every CB has a co-ordinator holon and at least one member holon
or cohort. The co-ordinator of each CB is responsible for receiving tasks from exter-
nal users or other holons and decomposing them into appropriate subtasks, initiating
negotiations for scheduling or rescheduling, and monitoring the execution by han-
dling the dynamic task constraints and disruptive events (in co-operation with co-
horts). Several CBs may be formed dynamically, each for one joint task and have a fi-
nite life equal to the duration of the task for which they were formed, i.e. a CB is a
dynamic entity, created for the execution of that task and destroyed when the task is
completed.

2.3   Operational Model

The operational model is mainly concerned with the dynamic interactions between
holons, communication strategies and the processing of tasks (scheduling, execution
and rescheduling). These concepts are briefly discussed below.

Task scheduling
In the ideal HMS world, scheduling is done in real time, and hence requires real-time
data from co-operating holons. This can be achieved by using the Contract Net proto-
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col [6], which is the most popular interaction strategy for co-operative systems. For
each task, the relevant co-ordinator decomposes it into relevant subtasks and initiates
negotiations with cohorts for scheduling, i.e. assign each activity to specific skill
holon along with timing constraints. The coordinator can start by inviting bids from
potential cohorts for the entire set of activities and then construct the preliminary
schedule based on the proposed start times and precedence constraints. The schedule
consisting of earliest-start (ES) times and a latest start (LS) times, can be calculated
by using the following well-known algorithm [7]:

{ } vhyys¸¼xq@THh`@T xvxw þ�þ�þ� += and

{ } whyys¸¼xqxvGTHvÿxwGT þ�þ�þ� −=

where d(k) = the duration of activity k, i(k) = an array of previous activities, and j(k)
= an array of next activities. This algorithm generates a matrix for each activity with
{[ES, LS], [EF, LS]} where

þ�xqGTGA +=   and  þ�xq@T@A +=

After finalising the preliminary schedule, the coordinator must ask all successful
bidders (cohorts) to confirm their prescheduled times. If the prescheduled time is un-
acceptable, a newer or approximate bid must be submitted from that class via the
minder, iteratively until an acceptable time is found. In effect each iteration affects all
succeeding activities (forward-chaining), which must be allocated new times as ap-
propriate. In the event that no suitable time is found for a particular activity, the co-
ordinator might abort the scheduling session to start afresh or invoke an alternative
decomposition. This approach to scheduling dependent activities cooperatively was
developed during the course of this study, and we have called it an incremental
scheduling strategy.

Ideally, each skill holon may decompose their activities into a lower levels as
suitable for processing but they do so with their full autonomy and discretion without
involving the coordinator.

Operations Scheduling
The fact that each twin bids for its own activities obliges them to maintain their own
local schedules and execution statuses. These can simply be interpreted as a sequence
of operations required for completing various activities, each from possibly a different
task. Should it be necessary to reschedule these operations locally in order to satisfy
internal or external requirements, this can be done discreetly so as to minimise dis-
ruptions at a higher level. In fact, since each activity/operation has an ES and LS as
lower and upper time limits, respectively, a new time, t can be assigned to a particular
operation, such that ES ≤ t ≤ LS. The difference between LS and ES is known as slack
time in Operations Research literature.
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Execution
Whenever the task schedule becomes due, the coordinator, minder and the responsible
twin will initiate execution. Execution of task schedules is conditional so that prece-
dence constraints can be effectively enforced. An activity cannot begin execution
even when the schedule is due unless its precondition is true, which signifies that a
predecessor activity has been completed. For activities without precedent constraints,
preconditions are determined externally. On completion of each activity, the twin
executes its end condition by sending a precondition to all its dependent activities.

Sending and receiving preconditions is crucial for the conditional execution of
tasks because if any of messages is lost, the execution chain breaks down and all ac-
tivities on the chain would be blocked.  It is therefore imperative that a very robust
messaging infrastructure is used for real-time communications and message exchange.

Temperature Model and Rescheduling
In the study of thermodynamics, it is well known that if two objects are placed in
thermal contact with each other, the temperature of the warmer body decreases while
the temperature of the cooler body increases, until a common temperature is reached
somewhere between the two initial temperatures. At this temperature, the two objects
are said to be in thermal equilibrium, i.e. the two objects cease to have any energy ex-
change due to differences in their temperature.

We have used these concepts as a metaphor to describe a rescheduling strategy for
HMS applications. Temperature is used to gauge the load levels of individual holons
as follows: overloaded holons are regarded as ‘hot’ (or ‘infinitely hot’ if broken), and
idle or underloaded holons are regarded as ‘cold’ or 'cool' respectively. According to
the principles of thermodynamics, hot twins will seek to dissipate their heat towards
cooler twins and vice versa, thus sharing their workload and leading the system into
equilibrium, i.e., uniform workload distribution. In the HMS environment temperature
is induced by run-time delays due to breakdowns, overloads, etc. A formal description
of the model using three basic concepts of thermodynamics, viz., relative heat, tem-
perature and latent heat can be found in [1].

3   Simulation Study

The overall aim of the simulation is to show quantitatively the operational behaviour
of the envisaged HMS environment as outlined earlier. Firstly, we have estimated the
system robustness – by rescheduling activities orphaned by broken down twins and
those affected by delays due to precedence constraints, and therefore minimising the
impact of malfunctions, i.e. the HMS tolerates disruptions and recovers gracefully
from malfunctions. In effect, some tasks which would otherwise have faced lengthy
delays can be completed earlier than expected (see Section 3.1).  Secondly, we have
shown how rescheduling can improve the utilisation of individual holons, by using
time slots which could otherwise be wasted (see Section 3.2). A useful by-product of
our simulation study is the relationship between transfer costs and waiting costs,
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which can be used to predict the operational costs of the system for a given period of
time. This measure is discussed in Section 3.3.

We have presented below a summary of the experimental results based on a hypo-
thetical testbed with seven skill classes, each with five twins. Each twin calculates its
variable parameters, for example, the number of slots, anticipated breakdown se-
quence, etc., with respect to the given simulation length. Twin slot size ranges from
120 seconds to 360 seconds. We have also simulated a fairly complex mix of task de-
compositions with random arrivals at their respective coordinators for scheduling.
The results below are compared over ten simulation runs, each with a length of 28400
seconds (7.9 hours), hence the large figures. The latter were necessary for drawing
conclusive results. Note that all numeric values have been arbitrarily chosen to illus-
trate a typical manufacturing case.

3.1   Improvement on Completion Times

There is an interesting comparison of prescheduled completion against the actual
completion times. Here prescheduled completion includes all the actual delays and the
actual completion refers to the completion after applying the temperature model. We
have exaggerated the random arrivals and failures so that the significance of the
model can be clearly pronounced. Fig. 1(a) shows an exaggerated delay of nearly
6000% on prescheduled completion time but the fault tolerant model improves the
completion time by, γ ≈ 57% as shown in Fig. 1(b).

3.2   Utility Gain with Temperature Model through Recovery and Cooling

We compared the number of slots that received jobs under normal operation to the
number of slots that received jobs as a result of rescheduling in order to establish
whether the temperature model brings about a significant improvement. Over ten
simulation runs, the temperature model improves the utilisation of skill holons by a
constant value for a fixed set of parameters (system configuration).

Fig. 2 shows the total number of slots that would have been used without resched-
uling in tandem with the number of slot that were used after rescheduling with the
temperature model for ten simulation runs. These results show that the ratio of the two
variables is a constant. If i and I represent the number of idle slots with and without
rescheduling respectively, we can estimate the ratio between the two as: β = i/I. Based
on the random arrivals and random malfunctions used for the simulation runs, from
Fig. 2, β = 34%, which is a huge improvement in the utilisation of the system. How-
ever, the magnitude of this factor is entirely dependent on the arrival and failure rates.
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Fig. 1(b). Gamma  ≈  57%  over 10 simulation runs.

3.3   A Comparison of Waiting and Transfer Costs

It is also possible to compare the waiting costs vs. transfer costs per class or the entire
system, per operational session in order to establish relationship between these two
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quantities. The ratio, say, δ = transfer costs/waiting costs, can be used to extrapolate
both waiting costs and transfer costs if all other parameters in the system are kept
constant or in a fixed range. Alternatively, δ  may be used to determine the amount
time a particular task can wait without incurring undue cost.  The simulation results
comparing transfer costs vs. waiting costs over ten runs are shown in Fig. 3. Note that
waiting costs are relatively higher than the transfer costs as discussed earlier but the
ratio between the two quantities is constant for a given set of simulation parameters.
In this particular case (Fig. 3), • is constant (≈ 29%) over 10 simulation runs.
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Fig. 2. Number of slots used without rescheduling vs. with rescheduling

4   Conclusion

It is apparent that the fault-tolerant HMS model introduces significant computational
overheads but these are negligible in comparison to the physical operations in the
HMS environment. In addition, because waiting costs in production are relatively
higher than transfer costs, the latter can always be offset by the benefits of reschedul-
ing. The model shows significant robustness and tolerance to random faults without
compromising the ability to dynamically schedule multiple tasks and improve the
throughput continually. We have used purely random numbers to simulate a hypo-
thetical manufacturing testbed but the results are strikingly conclusive. Because the
model is computationally intensive and highly dependent on messages, it is impera-
tive that a very reliable messaging mechanism is used. We used Java for these ex-
periments but we experienced lots of lost messages. Many activities incurred unneces-
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sary delays due to missing information. Certainly, this had some effect on our final
statistics but the patterns are clearly evident.
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Abstract. Intelligent software agents are a promising approach to improve
information logistics in manufacturing enterprises. This paper deals with the
application of agents in the area of process planning and production control.
Thus, enterprises will be able to fulfil the requirement of flexible, reliable and
fault-tolerant manufacturing. Fulfilment of these requirements is a prerequisite
for successful participation in modern business alliances like supply chains and
virtual enterprises. Thus, agent-based improvements of information logistics
enable enterprises to face the challenges of competition successfully. Current
research activities focus on the development of agent-based systems for
integrated process planning and production control. They led to the “IntaPS”
approach, which is presented in this paper. Furthermore, the integration of
different agent-based systems in context of collaborative manufacturing in
supply chains will be discussed.

1� Introduction

Modern manufacturing is in need of flexible and adaptive concepts for process
planning and scheduling to meet market requirements. However, today’s industrial
products are often characterized by a high complexity of design, functionality and
necessary manufacturing and assembly processes. This situation provides the
opportunity for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) to improve their
competitiveness within global economy if they are able to adapt to changing
environments quickly. They may participate in supply chains and form virtual
enterprises to fulfil specific customer demands. Thus, the ability to process necessary
information efficiently is of increasing importance, e.g. in case of manufacturing
complex and sophisticated products, where process planning and scheduling turn into
knowledge-intensive tasks. Thus, so-called “information logistics” is one of the
crucial factors for business success of enterprises.

A promising approach to achieve the goal of flexible manufacturing is the
application of intelligent agents. They represent a modern area of research in
Distributed Artificial Intelligence. Since they are able to collaborate and to solve
problems in a distributed manner, they are often used for complex tasks, which can be
hardly solved monolithically. In these domains agents gain great benefit. This paper
presents the approach to improve in-house information logistics in the field of process
planning and scheduling by application of intelligent software agents and integration
of in-house agent application into an agent-based supply chain scenario.
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2� Current Situation in the Real World

2.1 Successful Supply Chain Participation Demands Effective Manufacturing

Enterprises have to meet several requirements such as providing a specified product at
a defined time to the customer reliably. Especially in supply chains, customers will
switch to other contractors for their orders in future if their requirements are not met,
e.g. by repeated delivery delay. Thus, unfulfilled requirements will weaken the market
position with a lasting influence. From a holistic point of view (“top-down”), supply
chains as a whole are as efficient as the weakest “link”, respective the most inefficient
enterprise. Thus, each enterprise aims to reach a high economic viability and to
become a strong, reliable link of the supply chain. Therefore, it is important to take all
necessary organisational measures to keep estimated manufacturing costs and due
dates as well as to meet contracted product quality. One of these organisational
measures deals with improvement of internal information logistics, because
availability of information is a crucial factor for modern enterprises.

This challenging situation is enforced not only by dynamic behaviour of the supply
chain itself but also by other trends in modern product design and manufacturing. It
effects internal structures of the enterprise (bottom-up point of view). For example,
customers demand highly customised products even in serial production (mass
customisation) which leads to a large number of variants. Thus, modern
manufacturing systems must handle several products and variants with small lot sizes
simultaneously. Furthermore, modern products are characterized by a high complexity
of design and take advantage of an integrated design of mechanical, electrical and
information processing components (mechatronics). In this context, manufacturing
processes need to be improved as well. Thus, improvements of internal information
logistics are not only a demand resulting from the holistic point of view of the supply
chain as a whole. From a bottom-up point of view, these improvements are necessary
for every modern manufacturing system, too.

2.2   Changing Requirements in Process Planning and Shop Control

Current changes in the economic environment of enterprises affect the their
infrastructure of information technology. Among others, systems used for Computer
Aided Process Planning (CAPP) are affected by this trend. Some enterprises try to use
integrated enterprise resource planning systems (ERP systems) for this purpose, but
most ERP systems are based on centralised system architectures, e.g. SAP R/3, which
is used by approximately one third of the companies questioned in a survey described
later in this paper. A centralized approach may be suitable for mass production or
products with low or medium complexity. In this case, however, straightforward
methods for standardised communication meet the moderate demand for co-
ordination of the production system. However, these systems may reach their
limitations e.g. for the production of goods with increased manufacturing technology
requirements and enlarged product complexity combined with small batch sizes and
heterogeneous orders. Due to the centralised and monolithic architecture, these
systems offer insufficient capabilities for modelling dynamic structures. Nevertheless,
modelling dynamic behaviour is necessary for a reliable production and flexible
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reaction to internal disturbances (e.g. machine breakdown, missing devices and tool)
or external disturbances caused by the market, e.g. changed customer behaviour [1].
Furthermore, structures of companies and production systems are also characterised
by “long term” dynamic behaviour.

Since it is supposed that decentralised systems are able to handle dynamic
behaviour more efficient than centralised approaches, IFW carried out a survey to
determine the state of decentralisation in industrial enterprises in Germany. 75
companies from branches like mechanical engineering, automotive industry and
supplier for automotive industry (individual or batch-job production mostly) filled out
a questionnaire concerning their efforts to decentralise managerial and manufacturing
functions and their corresponding IT infrastructure. Approximately a quarter
answered at each case: (a) “decentralisation is no subject of interest”, (b) “projects for
decentralisation are planned”, (c) “projects are in progress”, and (d) “projects had
been carried out”. Most decentralisation projects aim at reduction of lead time, higher
flexibility and robustness or cost reduction. Known obstacles are lack of worker
motivation to support decentralisation measures and shortage of manpower for
planning and executing decentralisation projects for example. Despite these obstacles,
most companies are satisfied with the results of decentralisation: 37% stated that the
goal of their projects are fulfilled. Only 3% stated that they missed all of their goals.
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Fig. 1. Results of a survey on decentralisation in small and medium sized enterprises

The measures taken by the companies deal with shifting tasks to the shop floor
(Figure 1a), rearrangement of machines and resources at the shop floor and
introduction of team production as well as further education of the workers for
example. Another question dealt with the CAPP systems used for process plan
generation (Figure 1b). Approximately 32% of the companies use the PP module of
the SAP R/3 system for process plan generation, 21% use other commercial systems
like “Camos enginObjects” for this purpose. A very notable result is the fact that a
quarter of all interviewed companies uses a proprietary software tool for process
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planning and 20% perform this task without computer support. A similar situation
characterises the IT infrastructure for production control systems (Figure 1c). It is
noteworthy that more than one-third of all interviewed companies use proprietary
software (22%) or no software (17%) for this purpose. These survey results emphasise
the proposition of a lack of appropriate software tools to support necessary tasks like
distributed process planning and production control. Thus, the assumption is affirmed
that there is a strong need for new information technologies and tools.

3� The Idea of Integrated Process Planning and Scheduling

3.1 Current Problems in the Manufacturing Domain

As mentioned above, two main requirements for future information systems in
manufacturing arise: (a) these systems must be suitable for implementation in
decentralised organisational structures at the shop floor, and (b) these systems must
provide all necessary services to operate a flexible shop floor with manufacturing of
highly customised products. Thus, the ability to perform product-related process
planning as well as scheduling and manufacturing execution simultaneously is a
crucial factor for future information systems in the manufacturing domain.

Although current requirements demand for a holistic view of process planning and
production control, the traditional approach of separating planning from execution
results in a gap between the involved systems, which implies loss of time and
information. The current situation is characterised by several disadvantages, e.g.
conventional static process plans take mainly technological aspects into consideration.
However, economical aspects (e.g. capacity, resource load) remain disregarded.
Furthermore, urgent process plan modifications, which may become necessary due to
unexpected events (e.g. machine breakdown), are carried out at shop floor level,
which will lead to feasible, but not to optimal results. Furthermore, complexity of
manufacturing processes and knowledge, which is necessary for process planning,
increases due to new manufacturing technologies. Despite the fact, that this
knowledge is available at shop floor level (e.g. by well trained machine operators), it
often takes a long time until it is available at a centralised process planning group.
Thus, advantages innovative manufacturing technologies, remain unused.

3.2 Known Approaches to Bridge the Gap

Integration of Process Planning and Production Control
The aim of integration of process planning and production control functionality is
well known for several years. Since the end of the 1980ies, several research projects
worked on this problem, but most of these projects based on centralised system
architectures and used approaches like bulky, non-linear process plans, e.g. the EC
joint-research projects FLEXPLAN and COMPLAN [2, 3]. Current research activities
use flexible process plans for scheduling of flexible manufacturing systems or apply
AI techniques to improve the procedure of process planning [4]. A very interesting
approach (“EtoPlan”) is presented by Kals, Zijm and Giebels [5].
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Application of Software Agents in the Manufacturing Domain
A very promising approach deals with intelligent software agents, which will improve
information logistics in the decentralised manufacturing domain since software agents
are suitable to implement distributed systems in particular. Most of current
applications of multi-agent based concepts aim at scheduling problems. For example,
the “MAPS” system [6] comprises functionality for middle-term and short-term
scheduling as well as an interface to communicate with a commercial PPC system
(“Production Planning and Control”). Another interesting approach is realised by the
“ExPlanTech” system [7], which enhances the approach of performing scheduling
with intelligent agents toward aspects of product configuration and inter-enterprise
collaboration.

Another important application is the design of “Holonic Manufacturing Systems”
(HMS). A “Holon” is an autonomous and co-operative building block of a
manufacturing system. It consists of an information processing part, and can also
contain a physical processing part or even a human being. Thus, the concept of holons
has a wider scope than a pure intelligent software agent. Furthermore, a holon can be
part of another holon which leads to the presence of hierarchies (called “holarchies”).
An overview of holonic scheduling technologies is given by L. Bongaerts [8].

3.3 Agent-Based Approach of IntaPS

Ongoing research activities at the IFW focus on application of agent technology in the
area of process planning and production control in order to bridge the gap in
information flow discussed above. These activities led to the IntaPS approach of
integrated, agent-based process planning and scheduling. An outline of the IntaPS
system architecture is shown in figure 2. It consists of two substantial components,
which link together information systems of earlier stages of product development and
resources on the shop floor. One component realises a multi-agent system (MAS)
enabling decentralised planning on shop floor level, the other component performs
rough level process planning tasks.

Decentralised Components on Shop Floor Level
The implementation of decentralized planning unit on the shop-floor level is based on
three different types of agents: resource agents, order agents, and service agents. Each
relevant resource of the production system (machine tools, transportation devices,
staff, virtual resources like information systems, etc.) and its environment is
represented by a resource agent. Resource agents provide local knowledge bases of
the associated resources. Furthermore, legacy information systems (e.g. CAM systems
for NC code generation) may be integrated into the system architecture using resource
agents “wrapping” these information sources.

Order agents are representing orders which have to be manufactured. Due to its
autonomy and pro-activity, an order agent is able to recognize internal and external
disturbances and to react appropriately. Order agents optimise their behaviour using
utility functions representing their individual goals. Different order agents vary in
divergent weights of goals within their utility functions: An order agent representing a
rush order will rate the goal “finished on scheduled due date” higher than the goal
“using cost-efficient manufacturing processes”, for example. An order agent
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representing a stock order should prefer the opposite weight of goals. Since lead times
in production of high-sophisticated products may be very long compared to mass
production and boundary conditions may change significantly, orders are represented
by agents, not as passive objects resources have to work on. Service agents are used
for human interaction, transparency and maintenance purposes.

Fig. 2. Basic Architecture of the IntaPS Approach

The detailed process planning and scheduling takes place co-operatively within an
electronic marketplace. Order agents and resource agents interact according to a
three-phase model. Starting with a “negotiation phase” required manufacturing skills
and due dates as well as capabilities and capacities are communicated. Suitable
sequences of manufacturing operations result from auctions between appropriate
partners. The optimal sequence of operations is accepted as detailed plan. The second
phase is called “verification phase” and ensures the feasibility of the detailed plan.
The order agent examines continuously whether its detailed plan is executable under
the current conditions. Changing situations (e.g. machine breakdown) cause agents to
analyse the consequences and to identify those parts of their detailed plans which are
affected. If necessary, the order agent enters a “re-negotiation phase” and tenders
parts of the detailed plan for a new auction. The re-negotiation phase leads to an
improved alternative detailed plan which substitutes the previous plan. Afterwards the
verification phase is resumed and lasts until the order is finished.

Centralised Rough-Level Process Planning Component
Centralized rough level planning pre-processes incoming data and generates a rough
level process plan. These data are geometrical or technological information about the
product (e.g. from CAD systems), further organisational information related to
products and orders (e.g. from PDM or ERP systems) as well as information
concerning the current shop floor situation. Order agents are synthesised with respect
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to these information and initialised with a rough level process plan. This plan contains
information only, which the agent is not able to recognise from the environment by
itself (e.g. constraints between manufacturing operations). Thus, order agents obtain a
maximum scope for allocation of suitable resources and time slots for manufacturing.
Since product-related information are extracted from PDM systems and contained in
the rough-level process plan and products are not regarded as active part from point of
view from the shop floor, the IntaPS architecture is not in need of a specific product
agent like used in PROSA-based systems. Nevertheless, IntaPS can be integrated in
holonic systems (e.g. for supply chain management) using a PROSA architecture and
inquire product-related information from product holons instead of PDM systems.
Furthermore, the centralized part of the IntaPS architecture provides a graphical user
interface for interaction with the system.

Distribution of Tasks between Centralised and Decentralised Components
Centralized CAPP approaches perform all necessary tasks for process plan generation
at a single location (e.g. in a single instance of the CAPP program). In distributed
system architectures these tasks should be distributed among the involved software
components. Since the benefit of multi-agent systems results from emergent
behaviour through efficient communication, the strategy for system design should be
to make the single agent as complex as necessary but also as simple as possible. The
following table lists typical activities which have to be carried out in process
planning. The abbreviation behind each activity names the responsible entity:

1.� Determination/design of raw part RLPP
2.� Identification of machining tasks RLPP
3.� Divisions/sequencing of machining operations (RLPP / ) OA – RA
4.� Selection of machine tool OA – RA
5.� Selection of cutting tools RA
6.� Selection of machining parameters RA
7.� Estimation of time and cost RA
8.� Generation of NC code *
9.� Documentation of process plan OA – RA / SA

RLPP stands for “Rough-level Process Planning” carried out by the centralised
component (e.g. analysing CAD models of the product and manufacturing feature
identification based on ISO 14649 “STEP-NC”). Sequence of machining operations
and selection of machine tools are results of negotiation between order agents and
resource agents (OA – RA). Known restrictions for sequencing are implied in the
formal description of identified machining tasks generated by the RLPP (indicated by
(RLPP/)). While calculating bids and offers during negotiation, resource agents
evaluate their ability to perform requested machining tasks (indicated by RA). Thus,
complete process plans (from the point of view of orders) and loading status (from the
point of view of resources) are result of negotiation. Since human users of planning
systems like IntaPS like to have a “bird-eyes view” over the shop floor situation in a
whole, service agents (SA) are used to gather information and to visualise them at the
user interface at users request. The activity of NC code generation is marked with an
asterisk (*), since the performing entity depends on the organization of the individual
company. If the company uses shop-floor-oriented programming procedures (SOP),
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the respective functionality has to be integrated into the resource agents. If a
centralized CAM department generates NC code, this department itself may be
represented by a resource agent and other resource agents use its offered services.
Some additional tasks performed by process planning groups in enterprises are not
covered by functionality of the IntaPS system, e.g. processing bill of materials (map
design part list to manufacture/assembly bill of material), inspection planning (while
inspection stations are not represented yet by resource agents), and consulting service
for product design group to achieve a proper “design-for-manufacturing”.
Nevertheless, the planner will be able to spend more time on these additional tasks
due to time-saving generation of process plans and less efforts for manual interaction
in case of re-planning.

4� IntaPS Approach on Its Way to the Real World

4.1 Prototype Implementation and Current Developments

At the moment, the JAVA-based IntaPS prototype implementation are realised using
the FIPA-compliant ‘JADE’ agent platform [9]. In addition to standardised
components of the agent platform, further enhancements (e.g. adaptive
communication protocols and knowledge representation) are part of the IntaPS project
[10]. Nevertheless, the prototype system is still under development. Current
enhancements deal with topics to improve suitability of the approach for real-world
manufacturing systems mostly. One of these topics is the introduction of hierarchical
structures in order to realise semi-autonomous production structures like
manufacturing islands (real as well as virtual). Currently, IntaPS is using a resource-
oriented shop floor model where negotiations only take place between resource agents
and order agents directly. In future, order agents will negotiate with resource agents
representing groups of machines (manufacturing islands). Co-ordination within these
groups may realised by additional multi-agent systems. In this context, IntaPS will
gain benefit from holonic concepts of hierarchical production structures. Furthermore,
hierarchical structures will be used for representation of more complex products and
assemblies as well. Handling hierarchical structures enables not only more detailed
modelling of cooperative manufacturing but also integration of the (intra-enterprise)
prototype system into more complex (inter-enterprise) supply chain scenarios.

4.2 Realising Agent.Enterprise

An inter-enterprise supply chain scenario like mentioned above is Agent.Enterprise.
The Agent.Enterprise scenario is an initiative of the special interest group on
“Information Systems in Manufacturing Logistics” (SIG Manufacturing Logistics) of
the German priority research program 1083 “Intelligent Agents in Real-world
Business Applications”. The IntaPS project is part of this research program and
involved into development of Agent.Enterprise together with four other research
projects [11]. Two of these research projects focus on supply chain aspects: SCM
scheduling (DISPOWEB project) as well as tracking and tracing of supply chains
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(ATT project). Three projects deal with application of agent technology in the
participating enterprises of the supply chain with a special focus on integration of
process planning (IntaPS project), reliability and robustness (KRASH project), and
batch production of semiconductors (FABMAS project).

Each project implemented a prototype multi-agent system to conduct specific tasks
in order to fulfil individual project requirements. Furthermore, necessary processes in
supply chains were analysed and modelled. Thus, interfaces were designed between
involved systems: DISPOWEB receives customer requests and performs planning and
scheduling on supply chain level based on status information enquired from MAS on
enterprise level (represented by IntaPS, KRASH, and FABMAS respectively). MAS
on enterprise level simulate execution of customer orders while these orders are
tracked by ATT. Each involved MAS has an interface agent which is able to
communicate with agents of its own MAS as well as other interface agents within
Agent.Enterprise. Communication between interface agents is based on (sometimes
iterated) sequences of standard FIPA protocols and a supply chain ontology tailored
for this scenario [12]. Since the MAS reside on agents platforms all across Germany
(Bremen, Frankfurt, Karlsruhe, Ilmenau, and Erlangen), Agent.Enterprise utilises the
AgentCities infrastructure including directory facilitator and exchange of FIPA ACL
messages using the HTTP MTP. Current developments are dealing with
enhancements in synchronisation of distributed MAS and interfaces to further MAS in
order to make Agent.Enterprise an open platform e.g. to test MAS in manufacturing
as part of the AgentCities network.

5� Summary

This paper presents the approach of integrated agent-based process planning and
scheduling to bridge the gap between planning and execution on shop floor level.
Thus, enterprises will be enabled to perform more flexible and robust manufacturing
processes. Furthermore, improved information logistics and application of
decentralised approaches like multi-agent systems in IT infrastructure fit to today’s
requirements of decentralised organisational structures in modern enterprises. Due to
the approach of IntaPS, capacity information and due dates will be taken into
consideration for early stages of process planning. On the other hand, process
planning knowledge will be used for short term scheduling decisions at the shop floor.
Therefore, problems will be eliminated which result from time-delayed return of
manufacturing knowledge and capacity data or other lacks of information flows e.g.
from the use of static process plans. The presented approach of the IntaPS project and
its prototype implementation contributes to these ongoing developments. In addition,
IntaPS is involved in a joint research program building up the Agent.Enterprise
scenario. Agent.Enterprise brings together multi-agent system on enterprise level as
well as on supply chain level. Since these multi-agent systems are able to interact
along the whole supply chain, Agent.Enterprise will point out the feasibility of agent
technology in large-scale scenarios.
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Abstract. Scheduling problems, e.g., a job-shop scheduling, are classical NP-
hard problems. In the paper a two-level adaptation method is proposed to solve
the scheduling problem in a dynamically changing and uncertain environment.
It is applied to the heterarchical multi-agent architecture developed by
Valckenaers et al. Their work is improved by applying machine learning tech-
niques, such as: neurodynamic programming (reinforcement learning + neural
networks) and simulated annealing. The paper focuses on manufacturing con-
trol, however, a lot of these ideas can be applied to other kinds of decision-
making, as well.

1   Introduction

8¸û³vûÃ¸Ã²��²³rhq'�v·¦¼¸½r·rû³� v²�h xr'�¼r¹Ãv¼r·rû³�s¸¼�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�rû³r¼¦¼v²r²
³uh³�ûrpr²²v³h³r²�syh³�hûq�syr`viyr�¸¼thûvªh³v¸û²��yvsr�y¸ût�yrh¼ûvût�¸s�r·¦y¸'rr²�¸û�³ur
¸ûr� uhûq�� hûq� vûs¸¼·h³v¸û� hûq�·h³r¼vhy� ¦¼¸pr²²vût� ²'²³r·²�Zv³u� hqh¦³v½r�� yrh¼ûvût
hivyv³vr²� ¸û� ³ur� ¸³ur¼ uhûq� b��d� Uur� ¦h¦r¼ ¸Ã³yvûr²� hû� h³³r·¦³� ³¸� rûuhûpr� ³ur� ¦r¼�
s¸¼·hûpr�¸s�hû�htrû³�ih²rq�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�²'²³r·�i'�Ã²vût�hqh¦³h³v¸û�hûq�·hpuvûr
yrh¼ûvût� ³rpuûv¹Ãr²��6 ³Z¸�yr½ry�hqh¦³h³v¸û�·r³u¸q� v²�¦¼¸¦¸²rq� ³¸� ²¸y½r� ³ur� ²purq�
Ãyvût�¦¼¸iyr·�vû�h�q'ûh·vphyy'�puhûtvût�hûq�Ãûpr¼³hvû�rû½v¼¸û·rû³��D³�v²�h¦¦yvrq�³¸
³ur�ur³r¼h¼puvphy�·Ãy³v�htrû³�h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r�qr½ry¸¦rq�i'�Whypxrûhr¼²�r³�hy��b�(d��Zuvpu
Zh²�vû²¦v¼rq�i'�s¸¸q�s¸¼tvût�hû³²��Av¼²³��³ur�trûr¼hy�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût�¦¼¸iyr·�v²
qr²p¼virq�hûq�v³²�p¸·¦yr`v³'�v²�uvtuyvtu³rq��6 ²u¸¼³ vû³¼¸qÃp³v¸û�³¸�³ur�hq½hû³htr²�¸s
·Ãy³v�htrû³� ²'²³r·²� v²� tv½rû� hûq� ³ur� QSPT6� h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r� ¸½r¼½vrZrq� vûpyÃqvût� v³²
v·¦¼¸½r·rû³�Zv³u�·¸ivyr�htrû³²��hû³²ù��T¸·r�¦¼¸¦r¼³vr²�¸s�ûrÃ¼¸q'ûh·vp�¦¼¸t¼h·�
·vût� h¼r� hy²¸� qr²p¼virq� hûq�� svûhyy'�� hû� hqh¦³h³v¸û�·r³u¸q� v²� ¦¼r²rû³rq�Zuvpu�Zh²
h¦¦yvrq�³¸�h ·Ãy³v�htrû³�²'²³r·��D³�v²�ph¦hiyr�¸s�²¸y½vût�³ur�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût�rssv�
pvrû³y'�hûq�Zv³u�t¼rh³� shÃy³� ³¸yr¼hûpr� Uur�h¦¦yvphivyv³'� hûq� ³ur� rssrp³v½rûr²²�¸s� ³ur
¦¼¸¦¸²rq�·r³u¸q�h¼r�vyyÃ²³¼h³rq�i'�³ur�¼r²Ãy³²�¸s�r`¦r¼v·rû³hy�¼Ãû².
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2   Scheduling

TpurqÃyvût�v²�³ur�hyy¸ph³v¸û�¸s�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²�¸½r¼ ³v·r�³¸�¦r¼s¸¼·�h�p¸yyrp³v¸û�¸s�w¸i²�¸¼
³h²x²��Uur�¦¼¸iyr·�¸s�²purqÃyvût�v²�v·¦¸¼³hû³�vû�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût)�ûrh¼�¸¦³v·hy�²purq�
Ãyvût� v²� h ¦¼r�¼r¹Ãv²v³r� s¸¼ ³ur� rssvpvrû³� Ã³vyvªh³v¸û� ¸s� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr²� hûq� urûpr� s¸¼ ³ur
¦¼¸sv³hivyv³'�¸s�³ur�rû³r¼¦¼v²r� H¸¼r¸½r¼� ·Ãpu�¸s�Zuh³�Zr�phû�yrh¼û�hi¸Ã³�²purqÃyvût
phû�ir�h¦¦yvrq�³¸�¸³ur¼ xvûq²�¸s�qrpv²v¸û�·hxvût�hûq�³ur¼rs¸¼r��v²�¸s�trûr¼hy�¦¼hp³vphy
½hyÃr�

2.1   Job-Shop Scheduling

Pûr�¸s�³ur�ih²vp�²purqÃyvût�¦¼¸iyr·²�v²�³ur�²¸�phyyrq�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût��Xr�irtvû
i'�qrsvûvût�³ur�trûr¼hy�w¸i�²u¸¦�¦¼¸iyr·)�²Ã¦¦¸²r�³uh³�Zr�uh½r�ÿ w¸i²�E�2�ºE���E!��«�
Eÿ±�³¸�ir�¦¼¸pr²²rq�³u¼¸Ãtu�· ·hpuvûr²�H�2�ºH���H!��«��H·±��Uur�¦¼¸pr²²vût�¸s�h
w¸i�¸û�h�·hpuvûr� v²�phyyrq�¸¦r¼h³v¸û��Uur�¸¦r¼h³v¸û²�h¼r û¸û�¦¼rr·¦³v½r� �³ur'�·h'
û¸³� ir� vû³r¼¼Ã¦³rqù� hûq� rhpu�·hpuvûr� phû� ¦¼¸pr²²� h³� ·¸²³� ¸ûr� ¸¦r¼h³v¸û� h³� h ³v·r
�ph¦hpv³'�p¸û²³¼hvû³ù��@hpu� w¸i�·h'�ir�¦¼¸pr²²rq�i'�h³�·¸²³�¸ûr�·hpuvûr�h³� h ³v·r
�qv²wÃûp³v½r� p¸û²³¼hvû³ù� P qrû¸³r²� ³ur� ²r³� ¸s� hyy� ¸¦r¼h³v¸û²�� @½r¼'� w¸i� uh²� h� ²r³� ¸s
¸¦r¼h³v¸û�²r¹Ãrûpr²)�³ur�¦¸²²viyr�¦¼¸pr²²�¦yhû²��¸)�E� Q�Púù��Uur²r�²r¹Ãrûpr²�tv½r
³ur�¦¼rprqrûpr�p¸û²³¼hvû³²�¸s�³ur�¸¦r¼h³v¸û²��Uur�¦¼¸pr²²vût�³v·r�¸s�hû�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�¸û�h
·hpuvûr�v²�tv½rû�i'�¦)�H�`�P S��Zuvpu�v²�h ¦h¼³vhy�sÃûp³v¸û��9Ãr�qh³r²�h¼r�tv½rû
s¸¼�r½r¼'� w¸i)�q)�E� S���q�Evù� v²� ³ur� ³v·r�i'�Zuvpu�Zr�Z¸Ãyq� yvxr� ³¸�uh½r�Ev� p¸·�
¦yr³rq�vqrhyy'��D³�v²�û¸³�rh²'�³¸�²³h³r�¸Ã¼�¸iwrp³v½r²�vû�²purqÃyvût��Uur'�h¼r�p¸·¦yr`�
hûq�¸s³rû�p¸ûsyvp³vût��Brûr¼hyy'��Zr�phû�²h'�³uh³�³ur�¸iwrp³v½r�v²�³¸�¦¼¸qÃpr�h�²purq�
Ãyr�³uh³�·vûv·vªr²��¸¼�·h`v·vªr²ù�h ¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr�·rh²Ã¼r�s� Zuvpu�v²�Ã²Ãhyy'�h sÃûp�
³v¸û�¸s�w¸i�p¸·¦yr³v¸û�³v·r²��r�t�)�·h`v·Ã·�p¸·¦yr³v¸û�³v·r��·rhû�sy¸Z�³v·r��·rhû
³h¼qvûr²²��ûÃ·ir¼ ¸s�³h¼q'�w¸i²��r³p�ù� Uur¼rs¸¼r ³ur�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût�v²�hû�¸¦³v·v�
ªh³v¸û�¦¼¸iyr·�

2.2   Complexity of Scheduling

Uur�trûr¼hy�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût�v²�h ½r¼'�p¸·¦yr`�¦¼¸iyr·��Ds�Zr�²Ã¦¦¸²r��r�t���³uh³
r½r¼'�w¸i�p¸û²v²³²�¸s�r`hp³y'�· ¸¦r¼h³v¸û²�hûq�rhpu�·hpuvûr�phû�q¸�r½r¼'�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�
³urû�³ur�²vªr�¸s�³ur�²rh¼pu�²¦hpr�v²��ÿ�ù·��UuÃ²��v³�v²�û¸³�¦¸²²viyr�³¸�³¼' r½r¼' ¦¸³rû³vhy
²¸yÃ³v¸û��û¸³�r½rû�vû�ph²r²�²Ãpu�h²�ÿ 2 !��hûq�· 2 ���irphÃ²r�r½rû�vû�³uv²�ph²r�³ur
²vªr� ¸s� ³ur� ²rh¼pu� ²¦hpr� v²�·Ãpu� yh¼tr¼ ³uhû� ³ur� ûÃ·ir¼ ¸s� ¦h¼³vpyr²� vû� ³ur� xû¸Zû
Vûv½r¼²r���@`pr¦³�s¸¼ ²¸·r�²³¼¸ûty'�¼r²³¼vp³rq�²¦rpvhy�ph²r²!��³ur�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût
v²�hû�IQ�uh¼q ¸¦³v·vªh³v¸û�¦¼¸iyr·�b�#d��D³�·rhû²�³uh³�û¸�¦¸y'û¸·vhy�³v·r�hyt¸¼v³u·

1 6pp¸¼qvût�³¸ 6¼³uÃ¼ @qqvût³¸û��Hh³ur·h³vphy�Uur¸¼'�¸s Sryh³v½v³'ù�³ur�ûÃ·ir¼�¸s�¦h¼³vpyr²
vû ³ur xû¸Zû�Ãûv½r¼²r v²�§�"��#($�Â���&(�hûq��!��ù���§�&�!%$��Â����©"�

! Gvxr�²vûtyr�¸¼�q¸Ãiyr�·hpuvûr�·hxr²¦hû���·h`v·Ã·�yh³rûr²² ¦¼¸iyr·².
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r`v²³²� ³uh³� hyZh'²� tv½r²� Ã²� ³ur� r`hp³�¸¦³v·hy� ²purqÃyr�� Ãûyr²²" Q� 2 IQ��H¸¼r¸½r¼�
³ur¼r v²�û¸�t¸¸q�¦¸y'û¸·vhy�³v·r�h¦¦¼¸`v·h³v¸û�¸s�³ur�¸¦³v·hy�²purqÃyvût�hyt¸¼v³u·)
Xvyyvh·²¸û� r³� hy� b!!d� th½r� ³ur� sv¼²³� û¸û³¼v½vhy� ³ur¸¼r³vphy� r½vqrûpr� ³uh³� ²u¸¦�
²purqÃyvût�¦¼¸iyr·²�h¼r�uh¼q ³¸�²¸y½r�r½rû�h¦¦¼¸`v·h³ry'��Uur'�²u¸Zrq�³uh³�vs�s �³ur
¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr�·rh²Ã¼rù�v²�³ur�·h`v·Ã·�p¸·¦yr³v¸û�³v·r��8·h`ù� ³urû�vs�h �¦¸y'û¸·vhy
³v·rù� üh¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼ Zv³u� 1 $�#�r`v²³²�s¸¼ ³ur�w¸i�²u¸¦�¦¼¸iyr·�³urû�v³�v·¦yvr²�³uh³
Q�2 IQ��7rphÃ²r�¸s�³ur²r�¦¼¸¦r¼³vr²��³ur�w¸i�²u¸¦�²purqÃyvût�uh²�rh¼ûrq�³ur�¼r¦Ã³h�
³v¸û�¸s�irvût�û¸³¸¼v¸Ã²y'�qvssvpÃy³�³¸�²¸y½r�

3   Multi-agent Systems

Hhû'�qvssr¼rû³�h¦¦¼¸hpur²�²Ãpu�h²�vÿ³rtr¼�¦¼¸t¼h··vÿt�b�$d� Ght¼hÿtvhÿ�¼ryh`h³v¸ÿ
b#d��i¼hÿpu�hÿq�i¸Ãÿq�hyt¸¼v³u·² b�"d� b!d��²v·Ãyh³rq�hÿÿrhyvÿt b��d��trÿr³vp�hyt¸�
¼v³u·²�b"d�b%d� ÿrÃ¼hy�ÿr³Z¸¼x²�b(d� ¼rvÿs¸¼pr·rÿ³�yrh¼ÿvÿt b!"d��r³p��uh½r�irrû�³¼vrq
s¸¼ ²¸y½vût� ³ur� w¸i�²u¸¦� ²purqÃyvût� ¦¼¸iyr·�� Uu¸Ãtu�� ²¸·r� ¸s� ³ur·�� r�t��� vû³rtr¼
¦¼¸t¼h··vût��uh½r�ryrthû³�·h³ur·h³vp²�³ur'�²phyr�r`¦¸ûrû³vhyy'�hûq�h¼r�¸ûy'�hiyr�³¸
²¸y½r� uvtuy'� ²v·¦yvsvrq� þ³¸'´� vû²³hûpr²�� P³ur¼²�� ²Ãpu� h²� trûr³vp� hyt¸¼v³u·²�� uh½r
²¸·r�¦¼¸·v²vût�r`¦r¼v·rû³hy�¼r²Ãy³²�iÃ³� v³� v²�û¸³�pyrh¼ u¸Z�³¸�¦Ã³� ³ur²r�h¦¦¼¸hpur²
vû³¸�h qv²³¼viÃ³rq��·Ãy³v�htrû³ù�²'²³r·��6²�Zr�²³h³rq�irs¸¼r��¸Ã¼�¸iwrp³v½r� v²� ³¸�¦¼¸�
¦¸²r�hû�hqh¦³v½r�r`³rû²v¸û�³¸�h ¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'�qr²vtûrq�ur³r¼h¼puvphy�·Ãy³v�htrû³�h¼puv�
³rp³Ã¼r��7rs¸¼r�Zr� p¸û³vûÃr� ¸Ã¼ vû½r²³vth³v¸û� ¸û� w¸i�²u¸¦� ²purqÃyvût�� yr³� Ã²� tv½r� h
²u¸¼³� ¼r½vrZ�¸û�·Ãy³v�htrû³� ²'²³r·²� vû�trûr¼hy� hûq� vû�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût��6pp¸¼qvût� ³¸
7hxr¼�b�d��hû�htrû³�v²�ih²vphyy'�h ²rys�qv¼rp³rq�²¸s³Zh¼r�¸iwrp³��D³�v²�hû�¸iwrp³�Zv³u�v³²
¸Zû�½hyÃr�²'²³r·�hûq�h�·rhû²�³¸�p¸··Ãûvph³r�Zv³u�¸³ur¼�¸iwrp³²�yvxr�³uv²��Vûyvxr�h
y¸³� ¸s� ²¸s³Zh¼r�� Zuvpu� ·Ã²³� ir� ²¦rpvsvphyy'� phyyrq� Ã¦¸û� ³¸� hp³�� ³ur� htrû³� ²¸s³Zh¼r
p¸û³vûÃ¸Ã²y'�hp³²�¸û�v³²�¸Zû�vûv³vh³v½r��Dû�h�ur³r¼h¼puvphy�h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r��htrû³²�p¸··Ã�
ûvph³r�h²�¦rr¼²��û¸�sv`rq�·h²³r¼�²yh½r�¼ryh³v¸û²uv¦²�r`v²³��rhpu�³'¦r�¸s�htrû³²�v²�Ã²Ã�
hyy'�¼r¦yvph³rq�·hû'�³v·r²��hûq�ty¸ihy�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�v²�ryv·vûh³rq��6q½hû³htr²�¸s�³ur²r
ur³r¼h¼puvphy�·Ãy³v�htrû³�²'²³r·²� vûpyÃqr)� ²rys�p¸ÿsvtÃ¼h³v¸ÿ��²phyhivyv³'�� shÃy³� ³¸yr¼�
hÿpr��r·r¼trÿ³�iruh½v¸Ã¼��hûq�·h²²v½r�¦h¼hyyryv²· b�d��P³ur¼�hÃ³u¸¼²�pyhv·�³uh³�³ur
hq½hû³htr²�¸s�ur³r¼h¼puvphy�h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r²�hy²¸�vûpyÃqr�¼rqÃprq�p¸·¦yr`v³'�� vÿp¼rh²rq
syr`vivyv³'��hûq�¼rqÃprq�p¸²³ b!�d��b&d��b$d��b�%d��b�©d�h²�Zryy��Uuv²�h¦¦¼¸hpu�v²�Ã²rsÃy
s¸¼ ·hûÃshp³Ã¼r¼²�Zu¸� ¸s³rû� ûrrq� ³¸� puhûtr� ³ur� p¸ûsvtÃ¼h³v¸û� ¸s� ³urv¼ shp³¸¼vr²� i'
hqqvût� ¸¼ ¼r·¸½vût� ·hpuvûr²�� Z¸¼xr¼²�� ¦¼¸qÃp³� yvûr²�� ·hûÃshp³Ã¼r¼²� Zu¸� phûû¸³
¦¼rqvp³� ³ur� ¦¸²²viyr� ·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût� ²prûh¼v¸²� hpp¸¼qvût� ³¸� Zuvpu� ³ur'� Zvyy� ûrrq� ³¸
Z¸¼x�vû�³ur�sÃ³Ã¼r�

3.1   The PROSA Architecture

QSPT6��qr½ry¸¦rq i'�Whû�7¼Ã²²ry r³�hy��b!�d� v²�h u¸y¸ÿvp ¼rsr¼rûpr�h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r�s¸¼
·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�²'²³r·²��D³�v²�h ²³h¼³vût�¦¸vû³�s¸¼ ³ur�qr²vtû�hûq�qr½ry¸¦·rû³�¸s�·Ãy³v�
htrû³�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�p¸û³¼¸y��Uur�²³¼Ãp³Ã¼r�¸s�³ur�h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r�vqrû³vsvr²�³u¼rr�xvûq²�¸s

3 Which is the largest unsolved problem in complexity theory, however we have a strong
intuition that the two sets are different.
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htrû³²� �u¸y¸û²ù� ³urv¼ ¼r²¦¸û²vivyv³vr²� hûq� ³ur�Zh'� ³ur'� vû³r¼hp³� Uur�ih²vp�h¼puv³rp�
³Ã¼r�p¸û²v²³²�¸s� ³u¼rr� ³'¦r²�¸s�ih²vp�htrû³²)�¸¼qr¼ htrû³²��vû³r¼ûhy� y¸tv²³vp²ù��¦¼¸qÃp³
htrû³²� �¦¼¸pr²²� ¦yhû²ù�� hûq� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³²� �¼r²¸Ã¼pr� uhûqyvûtù�� Sr²¸Ã¼pr� htrÿ³²
p¸¼¼r²¦¸ûq�³¸�¦u'²vphy�¦h¼³²��¦¼¸qÃp³v¸û�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²�vû�³ur�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�²'²³r·��yvxr)
shp³¸¼vr²��²u¸¦²��·hpuvûr²��sÃ¼ûhpr²��p¸û½r'¸¼²��¦v¦ryvûr²��·h³r¼vhy�²³¸¼htr²��¦r¼²¸û�
ûry��r³p�ù��hûq�p¸û³hvû�hû�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�¦¼¸pr²²vût�¦h¼³ ³uh³�p¸û³¼¸y²�³ur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr��Q¼¸q�
Ãp³�htrÿ³² vûpyÃqr�³ur�¦¼¸pr²²�hûq�¦¼¸qÃp³�xû¸Zyrqtr�³¸�rû²Ã¼r ³ur�p¸¼¼rp³�¦¼¸qÃp�
³v¸û��Uur'�hp³�h²�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�²r¼½r¼²�³¸�¸³ur¼�htrû³²��P¼qr¼�htrÿ³²�¼r¦¼r²rû³�h�³h²x ¸¼
w¸i� vû� ³ur�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût� ²'²³r·��Uur'� h¼r ¼r²¦¸û²viyr� s¸¼ ¦r¼s¸¼·vût� ³ur� h²²vtûrq
Z¸¼x�p¸¼¼rp³y'�hûq�¸û�³v·r�

3.2   Ant Colonies

Hhû'� h¦¦¼¸hpur²� vû� ·Ãy³v�htrû³� ²'²³r·²� Zr¼r� vû²¦v¼rq� i'� ur³r¼h¼puvphy� iv¸y¸tvphy
²'²³r·²�²Ãpu�h²�Zh²¦�ûr²³²� iv¼q sy¸px²� sv²u�²pu¸¸y²� Z¸ys�¦hpx²� ³r¼·v³r�uvyy²�hûq�hû³
p¸y¸ûvr²�� Whypxrûhr¼²� r³� hy�� b�(d� ¦¼r²rû³rq� h� p¸¸¼qvûh³v¸û� hûq� p¸û³¼¸y� ³rpuûv¹Ãr�
Zuvpu�Zh²�vû²¦v¼rq�i'�s¸¸q�s¸¼tvût�hû³²��Uur'�vqrû³vsvrq�³ur�xr'�hpuvr½r·rû³�¸s�³uv²
iv¸y¸tvphy� r`h·¦yr)� yv·v³rq� r`¦¸²Ã¼r� ¸s� ³ur� vûqv½vqÃhy²�� p¸·ivûrq� Zv³u� ³ur� r·r¼�
trûpr�¸s�¼¸iÃ²³�hûq�¸¦³v·vªrq�¸½r¼hyy�²'²³r·�iruh½v¸¼� Dû�³urv¼ Z¸¼x�³ur�rû½v¼¸û·rû³
Zh²� htrû³vsvrq� hûq�·hqr� v³� ¦h¼³� ¸s� ³ur� ²¸yÃ³v¸û��Uur�QSPT6� ¼rsr¼rûpr� h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r
Zh²� h¦¦yvrq� ³¸� ²r¦h¼h³r� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr�� y¸tv²³vp�� hûq� ¦¼¸pr²²� p¸ûpr¼û²� hûq� ûrZ� ³'¦r� ¸s
htrû³²�Zr¼r�vû³¼¸qÃprq��phyyrq�hû³²��Zuvpu�h¼r�·¸ivyr�hûq�³ur'�th³ur¼�hûq�qv²³¼viÃ³r
vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�vû�³ur�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�²'²³r·��Uurv¼�·hvû�h²²Ã·¦³v¸û�v²�³uh³�³ur�htrû³²�h¼r
·Ãpu�sh²³r¼�³uhû�³ur�v¼¸ûZh¼r�³uh³�³ur'�p¸û³¼¸y��hûq�³uh³�·hxr²�³ur�²'²³r·�ph¦hiyr�s¸¼
s¸¼rph²³vût��6trû³²�h¼r�sh²³r¼�hûq��³ur¼rs¸¼r��phû�r·Ãyh³r�³ur�²'²³r·¶²�iruh½v¸¼�²r½�
r¼hy�³v·r²�irs¸¼r�³ur�hp³Ãhy�qrpv²v¸û�v²�·hqr��TpurqÃyvût�vû�³uv²�²'²³r·�v²�q¸ûr�ih²rq
¸û�y¸phy�qrpv²v¸û²��@hpu�¸¼qr¼ htrû³�²rûq²�hû³²�·¸½vût�q¸Zû²³¼rh·�vû�h�½v¼³Ãhy�·hû�
ûr¼� Uur'�th³ur¼ vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�hi¸Ã³� ³ur�¦¸²²viyr� ²purqÃyr²� s¼¸·� ³ur� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³²
hûq�³uhû�³ur'�¼r³Ã¼û�³¸�³ur�¸¼qr¼�htrû³�Zv³u�³ur�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û��Uur�¸¼qr¼�htrû³�pu¸¸²r²
h� ²purqÃyr� hûq� ²rûq²� hû³²� ³¸� i¸¸x� ³ur� ûrrqrq� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr²��6s³r¼ ³uh³� ³ur� ¸¼qr¼ htrû³
¼rtÃyh¼y'� ²rûq²� hû³²� ³¸� ¼ri¸¸x� ³ur� ¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'� s¸Ãûq� ir²³� ²purqÃyr�� irphÃ²r� vs� ³ur
i¸¸xvût� v²�û¸³� ¼rs¼r²urq�� v³�r½h¦¸¼h³r² �yvxr� ³ur�¦ur¼¸·¸ûr� vû� ³ur�hûhy¸t'�¸s� s¸¸q�
s¸¼tvût�hû³²ù�hs³r¼�h�Zuvyr��A¼¸·�³v·r�³¸�³v·r��³ur�¸¼qr¼�htrû³�²rûq²�hû³²�³¸�²Ã¼½r'�³ur
¦¸²²viyr� ûrZ� �hûq� ir³³r¼ù ²purqÃyr²�� Ds� ³ur'� svûq� h� ir³³r¼ ²¸yÃ³v¸û�� ³ur� ¸¼qr¼ htrû³
i¸¸x²�³ur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²�³uh³�h¼r�ûrrqrq�s¸¼ ³ur�ûrZ�²purqÃyr�hûq�³ur�¸yq�i¸¸xvût�vûs¸¼�
·h³v¸û�²v·¦y'�r½h¦¸¼h³r²�

3.3   Adaptive Approach

Uur�·Ãy³v�htrû³�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�²'²³r·�vû²¦v¼rq�i'�s¸¸q�s¸¼tvût�hû³²�v²�½r¼' ¦¼¸·v²�
vût��iÃ³�h²�³¸�³ur�²purqÃyvût�¦¼¸iyr·�v³�phû�ir�¼rth¼qrq�h²�h�s¼h·rZ¸¼x�¸ûy'��A¼¸·
Zuh³�Zr�²³h³rq�hi¸½r�¸û�³ur�p¸·¦yr`v³'�¸s�²purqÃyvût��v³�v²�pyrh¼�³uh³�r½rû�vs�³ur�·¸�
ivyr� htrû³²� h¼r� ·Ãpu� sh²³r¼ ³uhû� ³ur� v¼¸ûZh¼r�� ³ur'� phûû¸³� ²Ã¼½r'� r½r¼'� ¦¸²²viyr
²purqÃyr�� Uur'� ²u¸Ãyq� ²ryrp³� ²purqÃyr²� s¼¸·� hû� vûv³vhy� ²r³� s¸¼� vû½r²³vth³v¸û�� Uur'
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²u¸Ãyq�hqh¦³�³¸�³ur�pÃ¼¼rû³�²³h³r�¸s�³ur�²'²³r·�hûq�·hxr�tÃr²²r²�hi¸Ã³�³ur�¦¼r²Ã·h�
iy'�t¸¸q�²purqÃyr²��Ds�³ur�²'²³r·�puhûtr²��³ur'�²u¸Ãyq�r`¦y¸¼r ³ur�ûrZ�²v³Ãh³v¸û��Ds
³ur�²'²³r·�²³hivyvªr²� ³ur'�²u¸Ãyq�r`¦y¸v³ ³ur� vûs¸¼·h³v¸û� ³ur'�uh½r�th³ur¼rq�� Dû� ³ur
¦h¦r¼ Zr�¦¼¸¦¸²r�h�³Z¸�yr½ry�hqh¦³h³v¸û�·rpuhûv²·�Zv³u�³ur²r�¦¼¸¦r¼³vr²��PÃ¼ iry¸Z
h¦¦¼¸hpu�h¦¦yvr²�ÿrÃ¼¸q'ÿh·vp�¦¼¸t¼h··vÿt� �¼rvÿs¸¼pr·rÿ³�yrh¼ÿvÿt�� ÿrÃ¼hy�ÿr³�
Z¸¼x²ù hûq�²v·Ãyh³rq�hÿÿrhyvÿt�

4   Neurodynamic Programming

UZ¸�·hvû�¦h¼hqvt·²�¸s�·hpuvûr�yrh¼ûvût�h¼r�xû¸Zû)�yrh¼ûvût�Zv³u�h�³rhpur¼��Zuvpu
v²� phyyrq� ²Ã¦r¼½v²rq� yrh¼ÿvÿt�� hûq� yrh¼ÿvÿt� Zv³u¸Ã³� h ³rhpur¼�� Uur� ¦h¼hqvt·� ¸s
yrh¼ûvût�Zv³u¸Ã³�h� ³rhpur¼� v²� ²Ãiqv½vqrq� vû³¸�²rys�¸¼thÿv²rq��Ãÿ²Ã¦r¼½v²rqý� yrh¼ÿvÿt
hûq� ¼rvÿs¸¼pr·rÿ³� yrh¼ÿvÿt�� TÃ¦r¼½v²rq� yrh¼ûvût� v²� h þp¸tûv³v½r´� yrh¼ûvût� ·r³u¸q
¦r¼s¸¼·rq�Zv³u�³ur�²Ã¦¦¸¼³�¸s�h ³rhpur¼)�³uv²�¼r¹Ãv¼r²�³ur�h½hvyhivyv³'�¸s�hû�hqr¹Ãh³r
²r³�¸s�vû¦Ã³�¸Ã³¦Ã³�r`h·¦yr²��Dû�³ur�p¸û³¼h¼'��¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvût�v²�h þiruh½v¸¼hy´
yrh¼ûvût�·r³u¸q��Zuvpu�v²�¦r¼s¸¼·rq�³u¼¸Ãtu�vÿ³r¼hp³v¸ÿ ir³Zrrû�³ur�yrh¼ûvût�²'²³r·
hûq�v³²�rû½v¼¸û·rû³��Uur�shp³� ³uh³� ³uv²� vû³r¼hp³v¸û�¦¼¸prrq²�Zv³u¸Ã³�h� ³rhpur¼�·hxr²
¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvût�¦h¼³vpÃyh¼y'�h³³¼hp³v½r�s¸¼�q'ûh·vp�²v³Ãh³v¸û²��Xr�¼rsr¼�³¸�³ur
·¸qr¼û�h¦¦¼¸hpu�¸s�¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvût�h²�ÿrÃ¼¸q'ÿh·vp�¦¼¸t¼h··vÿt��irphÃ²r
q'ûh·vp� ¦¼¸t¼h··vût�¦¼¸½vqr²� v³²� ³ur¸¼r³vphy� s¸Ãûqh³v¸û� hûq�ûrÃ¼hy� ûr³Z¸¼x²� ¦¼¸�
½vqr�v³²�yrh¼ûvût�ph¦hivyv³'� Uur�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�¸s�h ¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvût�²'²³r·�v²�puh¼�
hp³r¼vªrq�h²�s¸yy¸Z²�b©d)

�� Uur�rû½v¼¸û·rû³�r½¸y½r²�i'�¦¼¸ihivyv²³vphyy'�¸ppÃ¦'vût�h�svûv³r�²r³�¸s�qv²p¼r³r
²³h³r²�

!� A¸¼�rhpu�²³h³r�³ur¼r�v²�h�svûv³r�²r³�¸s�¦¸²²viyr�hp³v¸û²�³uh³�·h'�ir�³hxrû�

"� @½r¼'�³v·r�³ur�yrh¼ûvût�²'²³r·�³hxr²�hû�hp³v¸û��h�pr¼³hvû�¼rZh¼q�v²�vûpÃ¼¼rq�

#� Th³r²�h¼r�¸i²r¼½rq��hp³v¸û²�h¼r�³hxrû��hûq�¼rZh¼q²�h¼r�vûpÃ¼¼rq�h³�qv²p¼r³r�³v·r
²³r¦²�

Uur� htrû³²¶� t¸hy� v²� ³¸�·h`v·vªr� ³urv¼� pÃ·Ãyh³v½r� ¦¼¸sv³ �¼rZh¼qù�� Uuv² q¸r² û¸³
·rhû�·h`v·vªvût�v··rqvh³r�thvû²��iÃ³� ³ur�¦¼¸sv³� vû� ³ur� y¸ût�¼Ãû��Dû�¸Ã¼ ²purqÃyvût
²'²³r·� ³ur� ¼rZh¼q²� h¼r� p¸·¦Ã³rq� s¼¸·� ³ur� ¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr� ·rh²Ã¼r²� ¸s� ³ur� hpuvr½rq
²purqÃyr²�

4.1   Markov Property

6û� v·¦¸¼³hû³� p¸ûpr¦³� vû� ¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³� yrh¼ûvût� v²� ³ur�Hh¼x¸½� ¦¼¸¦r¼³'�� Uur� rû½v�
¼¸û·rû³� ²h³v²svr²� ³ur�Hh¼x¸½� ¦¼¸¦r¼³'� vs� v³²� ²³h³r� ²vtûhy� p¸·¦hp³y'� ²Ã··h¼vªr²� ³ur
¦h²³�Zv³u¸Ã³� qrt¼hqvût� ³ur� hivyv³'� ³¸� ¦¼rqvp³� ³ur� sÃ³Ã¼r�� A¸¼·hyy'�� vs�Zr� qrû¸³r� ³ur
²³h³r�h³�³v·r�³�i' ²³��³ur�hp³v¸û�³hxrû�i'�h³ hûq�³ur�¼rZh¼q�¼rprv½rq�i'�¼³��Zr�phû�p¸·�
¦Ã³r�u¸Z�³ur�rû½v¼¸û·rû³�·vtu³�¼r²¦¸û²r�h³�³v·r�³�� ³¸�³ur�hp³v¸û�³hxrû�h³�³v·r�³��Ds
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³ur�²'²³r·�uh²�Hh¼x¸½�¦¼¸¦r¼³'��³ur�¼r²¦¸û²r�¸s�³ur�rû½v¼¸û·rû³�h³�³�� qr¦rûq²�¸ûy'
¸û�³ur�²³h³r�hûq�hp³v¸û�¼r¦¼r²rû³h³v¸û²�h³�³� 6�²³h³r�²vtûhy�uh²�Hh¼x¸½�¦¼¸¦r¼³'�vs�hûq
¸ûy'�vs)

ù�����������_��ù�_�� ��������� h²¼h²¼h²¼¼²²Qh²¼¼²²Q ³³³³³³³³³³³ −−++++ =====

s¸¼ hyy�²��¼��²³��h³ hûq�s¸¼ hyy�uv²³¸¼vr²�²³��h³��¼³��«���¼���²���h��� Dû�³uv²�ph²r�³ur�rû½v¼¸û�
·rû³�hûq�³ur�³h²x�h²�h Zu¸yr�h¼r hy²¸�²hvq�³¸�uh½r�³ur�Hh¼x¸½�¦¼¸¦r¼³'�b�&d��6�¼rvû�
s¸¼pr·rû³� yrh¼ûvût� ³h²x� ³uh³� ²h³v²svr²� ³ur�Hh¼x¸½�¦¼¸¦r¼³'� v²�phyyrq�h�Hh¼x¸½�9rpv�
²v¸ÿ�Q¼¸pr²²� �H9Qý�� Dû� ¸Ã¼ Z¸¼x Zr� ¦¼r²Ã¦¦¸²r� ³uh³� ¸Ã¼ ²'²³r·� ²³h³r²� ²h³v²s'� ³ur
Hh¼x¸½�¦¼¸¦r¼³'��Xr�·h'�²hsry'�h²²Ã·r�²¸��irphÃ²r�³ur�¸ûy'�³uvût�³uh³�·h³³r¼²�vs�Zr
Zhû³� ³¸�qr½ry¸¦�hû� vûp¼r·rû³hy� ²purqÃyvût�hyt¸¼v³u·�� v²� ³ur�pÃ¼¼rû³� ²purqÃyr�¸s� ³ur
¼r²¸Ã¼pr²��D³�v²�û¸³�¼ryr½hû³�u¸Z�³uv²�²purqÃyr�uh²�r½¸y½rq�

4.2   Temporal Difference Learning

Srvûs¸¼pr·rû³� yrh¼ûvût�·r³u¸q²�h¼r�ih²rq�¸û�h�¦¸yvp' s¸¼ ²ryrp³vût�hp³v¸û²� vû� ³ur
¦¼¸iyr·� ²¦hpr�� Uur� ¦¸yvp'� qrsvûr²� ³ur� hp³v¸û²� ³¸� ir� ¦r¼s¸¼·rq� vû� rhpu� ²³h³r�� A¸¼�
·hyy'� h�¦¸yvp'�v²� )�T�`�6 b���d h�·h¦¦vût��¦h¼³vhy�sÃûp³v¸ûù�s¼¸·�²³h³r�hûq�hp³v¸û²
³¸�³ur�¦¼¸ihivyv³'� �²��hù ¸s�³hxvût�hp³v¸û�h vû�²³h³r�²��6�½hyÃr ¸s�h�²³h³r�² Ãûqr¼ h�¦¸y�
vp'� �v²�³ur�r`¦rp³rq�¼r³Ã¼û�Zurû�²³h¼³vût�vû�²�hûq�s¸yy¸Zvût� ��³ur¼rhs³r¼�

∑
∞

=
++ ====

�
� ±_º±_ºù�

x
³x³

x
³³ ²²¼@²²S@²W γππ

π �

Zur¼r� � v² h ¦h¼h·r³r¼����� ����� phyyrq qv²p¸Ãÿ³�¼h³r�� �Ds� �2��� ³ur�htrû³� v² þ·'�
¸¦vp´��hûq�h²� h¦¦¼¸hpur²���� ³ur�htrû³�irp¸·r²�·¸¼r sh¼²vtu³rq�ù 6²� vû�·¸²³� ¼rvû�
s¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvût�Z¸¼x��Zr�h³³r·¦³�³¸�yrh¼û�³ur�½hyÃr�sÃûp³v¸û�¸s�³ur�¸¦³v·hy�¦¸yvp'

ú��qrû¸³rq�i'�Wú�¼h³ur¼ ³uhû�qv¼rp³y'�yrh¼ûvût� ú)

ù�·h`ù�ú ²W²W π

π
=

U¸� yrh¼û� ³ur� ½hyÃr� sÃûp³v¸û� Zr� phû� h¦¦y'� ³ur� ·r³u¸q� ¸s� ³r·¦¸¼hy� qvssr¼rÿpr
yrh¼ÿvÿt xû¸Zû�h²�U9� ù� qr½ry¸¦rq�i'�TÃ³³¸û�b�&d��6�½hyÃr�sÃûp³v¸û�W �²ù�v² ¼r¦¼r�
²rû³rq�i'�h�sÃûp³v¸û�h¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼ s�²��Zù��Zur¼r�Z v²�h�½rp³¸¼�³uh³�u¸yq²�³ur�¦h¼h·r�
³r¼² ¸s�³ur�h¦¦¼¸`v·h³v¸û�r�t���Zrvtu³²�vs�Zr�Ã²r�ûrÃ¼hy�ûr³Z¸¼x²��Ds�³ur�¦¸yvp'� Zr¼r
sv`rq��U9� ù p¸Ãyq�ir�h¦¦yvrq�³¸�yrh¼û�³ur�½hyÃr�sÃûp³v¸û�W h²�s¸yy¸Z²� 6³ ²³r¦� ³���
Zr�phû�p¸·¦Ã³r�³ur�³r·¦¸¼hy�qvssr¼rûpr�r¼¼¸¼�h³�²³r¦�³�h²)

ù��ù�� �� Z²sZ²s¼ ³³³³ −⋅+= ++ γδ

Then we compute the smoothed gradient:
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�ù�� −+∇= ³³Z³ rZ²sr λ

Finally, we can update the parameters according to:

�³³rZ αδ=∆

Zur¼r� v²�h�²·¸¸³uvût�¦h¼h·r³r¼�³uh³�p¸·ivûr²�³ur�¦¼r½v¸Ã²�t¼hqvrû³²�Zv³u�³ur�pÃ¼�
¼rû³ t¼hqvrû³� r³�� hûq� � v² ³ur� yrh¼ûvût ¼h³r� Uuv²� Zh'� U9� ù� p¸Ãyq� yrh¼û� ³ur� ½hyÃr
sÃûp³v¸û� ¸s� h sv`rq ¦¸yvp'�� 7Ã³�Zr�Zhû³� ³¸� yrh¼û� ³ur� ½hyÃr� sÃûp³v¸û� ¸s� ³ur� ¸¦³v·hy
¦¸yvp'�� A¸¼³Ãûh³ry'�� Zr� phû� q¸� ³uv²� i'� ³ur� ·r³u¸q� ¸s� ½hyÃr� v³r¼h³v¸ÿ�� 9Ã¼vût� ³ur
yrh¼ûvût�Zr�p¸û³vûÃhyy'� pu¸¸²r�hû� hp³v¸û� ³uh³�·h`v·vªr²� ³ur�¦¼rqvp³rq�½hyÃr�¸s� ³ur
¼r²Ãy³vût�²³h³r��Zv³u�¸ûr�²³r¦�y¸¸x�hurhqù� 6s³r¼ h¦¦y'vût�³uv²�hp³v¸û��Zr�tr³�h�¼rZh¼q�
hûq� Ã¦qh³r� ¸Ã¼� ½hyÃr� sÃûp³v¸û� r²³v·h³v¸û�� Uuv²�·rhû²� ³uh³� ³ur� ¦¸yvp'� p¸û³vûÃ¸Ã²y'
puhûtr²� qÃ¼vût� ³ur� yrh¼ûvût� ¦¼¸pr²²�� U9� ù ²³vyy� p¸û½r¼tr²� Ãûqr¼ ³ur²r� p¸ûqv³v¸û²
b�&d�

5   Adaptive Scheduling

I¸Z��Zr�phû� ¼r³Ã¼û� ³¸� ³ur�¦¼¸iyr·�¸s�²purqÃyvût�hûq�¦¼r²rû³�¸Ã¼ h¦¦¼¸hpu��6²�Zr
²³h³rq�irs¸¼r��Zr�¦¼¸¦¸²r�h�³Z¸�yr½ry�hqh¦³h³v¸û�v·¦¼¸½r·rû³�³¸�³ur�s¼h·rZ¸¼x qr�
²vtûrq�i'�Whypxrûhr¼²�r³�hy��b�(d��Dû³Ãv³v½ry'��³ur�sÃûp³v¸û�¸s�³ur�sv¼²³�yr½ry�v²�³¸�¼¸Ã³r
³ur�·¸ivyr�htrû³²��hû³²ù ²¸�³ur'�²u¸Ãyq�û¸³�uh½r�³¸�vû½r²³vth³r�r½r¼' ¦¸²²viyr�²purq�
Ãyr��T¸·r�¦¼r²Ã·hiy'�t¸¸q�²purqÃyr²�h¼r�²ryrp³rq�¸û�³ur�ih²v²�¸s�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�th³u�
r¼rq�¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'��Uur� ²rp¸ûq� yr½ry� ¸s� hqh¦³h³v¸û� p¸û³¼¸y²� u¸Z�t¼rrq' ³ur� ²'²³r·� v²�
·¸¼r�¦¼rpv²ry'��³ur�¼h³v¸�¸s�r`¦y¸v³h³v¸ÿ�hûq�r`¦y¸¼h³v¸ÿ�

5.1   Markov Decision Process

Av¼²³��Zr�vû½r²³vth³r�³ur�sv¼²³�yr½ry�¸s�hqh¦³h³v¸û��Srphyy�³uh³� ³ur�¸¼qr¼�htrû³²�h¼r�¼r�
²¦¸û²viyr�s¸¼ ³ur�¦¼¸pr²²vût�¸s�³ur�w¸i²�hûq�³ur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³²�p¸û³¼¸y�³ur�v¼¸ûZh¼r�
Xurû�hû�¸¼qr¼ htrû³� ²rûq²�·¸ivyr� htrû³²� �hû³²ù ³¸�th³ur¼ vûs¸¼·h³v¸û� s¼¸·� ³ur� ¼r�
²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³²� hi¸Ã³� ³ur� srh²viyr� ²purqÃyr²�� ³ur'� phûû¸³� vû½r²³vth³r� r½r¼' ¦¸²²viyr
²purqÃyr��²rr�³ur�¦h¼³�hi¸Ã³�³ur�p¸·¦yr`v³'�¸s�²purqÃyvûtù�hûq��³ur¼rs¸¼r��Zurû�³ur'
¼rhpu�h�qrpv²v¸û�¦¸vû³��³ur'�uh½r�³¸�pu¸¸²r�¸ûy'�²¸·r ¦¸²²vivyv³vr²�iÃ³�³ur'�²u¸Ãyq�û¸³
pu¸¸²r� hyy ¸s� ³ur·� r`pr¦³� vû� ph²r� ¸s� ¦¼¸iyr·²� ¸s� ½r¼'� ²·hyy� ²vªr��Xr� ²Ãttr²³� ³uh³
³ur'� Ã²r� ³ur� vûs¸¼·h³v¸û� th³ur¼rq� i'� ³ur� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³²�� Uur� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³²� phû
yrh¼û�³ur�¦¸²²viyr�t¸¸q�²purqÃyr²�¸s�³ur�hp³Ãhy�²³h³r�¸s�³ur�²'²³r·�hûq�¸ûy'�²rûq�hû³²
vû� qv¼rp³v¸û²� Zuvpu� h¼r ¦¼r²Ã·hiy'� t¸¸q�� @½r¼' ¼r²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³� phû� yrh¼û� u¸Z� ³¸
qv¼rp³�hû³²�¦h²²vût�v³��U¸�yrh¼û�³ur�¦¼¸·v²vût�²purqÃyvût�³¼hpr²�Zr�Ã²r�³r·¦¸¼hy�qvs�
sr¼rûpr� yrh¼ûvût��T³h³r�² ³uh³�Zr�Ã²r� s¸¼ qrpvqvût�Zuvpu�hp³v¸û� v²� ³¸�ir� ³hxrû� v²� ³ur
¼r·hvûvût�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�²r¹Ãrûpr�¸s�³ur�w¸i�³uh³�³ur�hû³�vû½r²³vth³r²�Zv³u�³ur�rh¼yvr²³�²³h¼³
³v·r��8¸û²r¹Ãrû³y'��³ur�²³h³r�²¦hpr�v²�Pþ�` S��6�¦¸²²viyr�hp³v¸û�h v²�³ur�²rûqvût�¸s�³ur
hû³�³¸�h ¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³�Zu¸²r�·hpuvûr�phû�¦¼¸pr²²�³ur�ûr`³�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�¸s�³ur�w¸i��³ur
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sv¼²³�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�¸s� ³ur�¼r·hvûvût�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�²r¹Ãrûprù��I¸³r� ³uh³� v³� v²�¦¸²²viyr� ³¸�²rûq
hû�hû³�³¸�³ur�²rûqr¼�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³�� �²��hù v²�³ur�¦¼¸ihivyv³'�¸s�³hxvût�hp³v¸û�h vû�³ur
²³h³r� ² vs�Zr�Ã²r�¦¸yvp'� ��Uur� ¼hûq¸·vªh³v¸û�¸s� hû³� ¼¸Ã³vût� v²� û¸³� ¸ûy'�ûrrqrq� s¸¼
r`¦y¸¼h³v¸û�iÃ³�v³�hy²¸�ury¦²�Ã²�³¸�h½¸vq�¦h³u¸y¸tvp�iruh½v¸¼�

6� qvssr¼rûpr� s¸¼·� ³ur� þpyh²²vphy´� Hh¼x¸½� 9rpv²v¸û� Q¼¸pr²²r²� v²� ³uh³� h� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr
htrû³�v²�û¸³�¼r²³¼vp³rq�³¸�²rûq�³ur�hû³²�vû�¸ûr�qv¼rp³v¸û�¸ûy'��Xr�³u¼rh³�r½r¼' �²��hù�h²
vûqr¦rûqrû³�¦¼¸ihivyv³vr²�hûq�v³�v²�¦¸²²viyr�³¸�³hxr�³Z¸�¸¼ ·¸¼r�hp³v¸û²�vû�h�²³h³r� Uuv²
v²�phyyrq�i¼hÿpuvÿt��UuÃ²��Zr�phû�r`¦y¸¼r�²r½r¼hy�²purqÃyr²��Ih³Ã¼hyy'��Zr�uh½r�³¸�ir
½r¼'�ph¼rsÃy�hi¸Ã³�³ur�i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼�Zr�Ã²r��¸³ur¼Zv²r�� ³ur�²'²³r·�p¸Ãyq�³Ã¼û�vû�
³¼hp³hiyr��Uuv²�Zh'�� ³ur�hû³²�·¸½r� s¼¸·�htrû³� ³¸�htrû³�hûq�²¸·r³v·r²� ³ur'�i¼hûpu�
Xurû� hû� hû³� ½v¼³Ãhyy'� vû½r²³vth³rq� h� ²purqÃyr� �v³²� ¼r·hvûvût� ¸¦r¼h³v¸û� ²r¹Ãrûpr� v²
r·¦³'ù�� v³� p¸·¦Ã³r²� ³ur� ¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr�·rh²Ã¼r� ¸s� ³ur� hpuvr½rq� ²purqÃyr� hûq� ³urû� v³
²³h¼³²�³¼h½ryvût�ihpx�³¸�³ur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³²�hûq�³ur�¸¼qr¼ htrû³�³uh³�²³h¼³rq�v³�³¸�²Ã¦�
¦¸¼³�srrqihpx��Uur�srrqihpx�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�v²�p¸··Ãûvph³rq�qÃ¼vût�³ur�ihpx�³¼h½ryvût
¦¼¸pr²²��Uur�¼rZh¼q²�s¸¼ ³ur�U9� ù�¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvût�·rpuhûv²·�h¼r�p¸·¦Ã³rq
s¸¼·� ³ur�hpuvr½rq�¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr�·rh²Ã¼r²�� Ds�hû�hû³�h¼¼v½r²�ihpx�h³� h� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³
Zur¼r�³ur¼r�Zh²�¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'�h�i¼hûpuvût��³urû�v³�Zhv³²�Ãû³vy�hyy�¸s�³ur�¸³ur¼�hû³²�h¼¼v½r
ihpx�� hûq� ³uhû� ¸ûy'� ³ur� hû³�Zv³u� ³ur� ir²³� ²purqÃyr� ³¼h½ry²� ihpx� ³¸� ³ur� ¦¼r½v¸Ã²� ¼r�
²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³�� ³ur� ¸³ur¼²� ³r¼·vûh³r� �yr³� Ã²� phyy� ³uv²�Ãÿi¼hÿpuvÿtù��@½r¼'� ³v·r� hû hû³
h¼¼v½r²�ihpx�h³�h�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³��v³�tv½r²�h�¼rZh¼q�hpp¸¼qvût�³¸�³ur�²purqÃyr�³uh³�Zh²
vû½r²³vth³rq��Uur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³�Ã²r²�³uv²�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�³¸�yrh¼û�³ur�¸¦³v·hy�²purqÃyvût
¼¸Ã³r²�¸s�³ur�pÃ¼¼rû³�²'²³r·��Tv·vyh¼y'�³¸�³ur�hÃ³u¸¼²�¸s�b�(d�Zr��³¸¸��h²²Ã·r�³uh³�³ur
htrû³²�Z¸¼x�·Ãpu�sh²³r¼�³uhû�³ur�v¼¸ûZh¼r�³ur'�p¸û³¼¸y��²¸�³ur'�phû�¼r¦rh³�³uv²�¦¼¸p�
r²²�²r½r¼hy�³v·r²�irs¸¼r�³ur�²'²³r·�puhûtr²��UuÃ²��s¼¸·�³ur�½vrZ¦¸vû³�¸s�³ur�htrû³²
³ur�²'²³r·�puhûtr²�½r¼'�²y¸Zy'�

5.2   Simulated Annealing

6³�³uv²�¦¸vû³�³Z¸�¹Ãr²³v¸û²�h¼v²r��ûh·ry'��u¸Z�Zr�²u¸Ãyq�²r³�³ur�i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼�¸s
hû³²�hûq�Zuh³�uh¦¦rû²� vs� ³ur�²'²³r·�puhûtr²4�Uur²r�¹Ãr²³v¸û²�h¼r hû²Zr¼rq�¸û� ³ur
²rp¸ûq�yr½ry�¸s�hqh¦³h³v¸û��6 ²v·Ãyh³rq�hÿÿrhyvÿt�·rpuhûv²· b�!d�p¸û³¼¸y²�³ur�þ³r·�
¦r¼h³Ã¼r´�¸s�³ur�²'²³r·��Zuvpu�v²�³ur�r`¦rp³rq�i¼hûpuvût�ûÃ·ir¼�¸s�hû³²�h³�h�¼r²¸Ã¼pr
htrû³��U¸�xrr¦�³uvût²�h²�²v·¦yr�h²�¦¸²²viyr��yr³�Ã²�²Ã¦¦¸²r�³uh³�³uv²�i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼
v²�r¹Ãhy�¼rth¼qvût�hyy�¸s�³ur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³²��8¸û²r¹Ãrû³y'��Zr�phû�qrsvûr�³ur�þ³r·�
¦r¼h³Ã¼r´�i'�U�2 @º �²��hù±�s¸¼�h�²³h³r ²��I¸³r�³uh³�³ur�r`¦rp³rq�ûÃ·ir¼�¸s�i¼hûpur²�v²
û¸³� ûrpr²²h¼vy'� hû� vû³rtr¼�� Ds� ³ur� ²'²³r·� puhûtr²�� ³urû�Zr� ¼hv²r� ³ur� ³r·¦r¼h³r� �³ur
r`¦rp³rq�ûÃ·ir¼�¸s�i¼hûpur²ù�³¸�s¸¼pr�³ur�²'²³r·�³¸�r`¦y¸¼r ³ur�ûrZ�²v³Ãh³v¸û��Ds�³ur
²'²³r·� ²³hivyvªr²� Zr� ²y¸Zy'� p¸¸y� ³ur� ²'²³r·� q¸Zû� i'� y¸Zr¼vût� ³ur� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r� ³¸
hpuvr½r�³uh³�³ur�htrû³²�r`¦y¸v³ ³ur�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û�³ur'�uh½r�th³ur¼rq��Xr�phû�puhûtr�³ur
³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r�i'�²v·¦y'�¼r²phyvût�³ur�¦¼¸ihivyv³vr²�

6y³u¸Ãtu�v³�v²�h�qvssvpÃy³�¹Ãr²³v¸û�vû�v³²rys�hûq�vû½r²³vth³vût�³uh³�Zh²�û¸³�³ur�·hvû
t¸hy�¸s�¸Ã¼ ¼r²rh¼pu��²¸·r�vqrh²�h¼r ¦¼¸½vqrq�¸û�u¸Z�³ur�²'²³r·�uh²�irrû�puhûtrq��Ds
hû�¸¼qr¼ htrû³�i¸¸x²�h ûrZ�²purqÃyr��³ur�²v³Ãh³v¸û�puhûtr²��iÃ³�vû�³uh³�ph²r�³ur�¸¼qr¼
htrû³�phû�vûs¸¼·�³ur�²'²³r·��³ur�¸³ur¼�¸¼qr¼�htrû³²ù�hi¸Ã³�v³��Hhpuvûr�²ù�·h'�i¼rhx
q¸Zû� ¸¼� h ûrZ�·hpuvûr�²ù� ·h'� irp¸·r� h½hvyhiyr�� iÃ³� vû� ³ur²r� ph²r²� ³ur� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr
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htrû³²�� Zuvpu� p¸û³¼¸y� ³ur� puhûtrq� ·hpuvûr²�� ²u¸Ãyq� vûs¸¼·� ³ur� ²'²³r·� hi¸Ã³� ³ur
puhûtr�²ù�� 7rphÃ²r� ¸Ã¼� yrh¼ûvût� hyt¸¼v³u·� phû� Z¸¼x� vû� ¼ryh³v½ry'� ²y¸Zy'� puhûtvût
û¸û�²³h³v¸ûh¼' rû½v¼¸û·rû³²�� û¸³� ¼rp¸tûvªvût� ²'²³r·� puhûtr²� q¸r²� û¸³� qv²h²³¼¸Ã²y'
rssrp³�³ur�Zu¸yr�²'²³r·��7Ã³�vs�Zr�phû�¼rp¸tûvªr�h puhûtr��Zr�phû�s¸¼pr�³ur�²'²³r·�³¸
·hxr�·¸¼r�r`¦y¸¼h³v¸û�

)LJ���� Uuv²� svtÃ¼r ²u¸Z²�h ¦¸²²viyr Zh' ¸s� hû³²� vû ³ur ²'²³r·� Uur' hyy ²³h¼³ s¼¸· hû�¸¼qr¼
htrû³� hûq ³ur' ½v²v³� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³² ¸ûy' Zuvpu h¼r� p¸y¸¼rq t¼h'��6³� hû htrû³� ³ur' p¸û³vûÃr
³urv¼�Zh' vû h qv¼rp³v¸û Zv³u�¦¼¸ihivyv³' ��²��hù��Sr²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³�¼h q¸r²�h û¸¼·hy ¼¸Ã³vût�iÃ³ h³
¼i�³ur¼r�v² h�i¼hûpuvût

6   Experimental Results

Dû� ¸¼qr¼ ³¸� ½r¼vs'� ³ur� hi¸½r� hyt¸¼v³u·�� r`¦r¼v·rû³²�Zr¼r vûv³vh³rq� hûq� ph¼¼vrq� ¸Ã³�
6y³u¸Ãtu� ³ur� r½hyÃh³v¸û� hûq� hûhy'²v²� ¸s� ³uv²�·r³u¸q� v²� sh¼� s¼¸·� irvût� ¸½r¼�� ²¸·r
¦¼ryv·vûh¼'�¼r²Ãy³²�h¼r�¦¼r²rû³rq�ur¼r��Dû�³ur�³r²³�¦¼¸t¼h·��³ur�hv·�¸s�²purqÃyvût�Zh²
³¸�·vûv·vªr� ³ur�·h`v·Ã·�p¸·¦yr³v¸û� ³v·r� �8·h`ù��Xr� uh½r� r`³rûqrq� ³ur� w¸i�²u¸¦
²purqÃyvût�¦¼¸iyr·�i'�p¸û²vqr¼vût�hy²¸�³ur�qv²³hûpr²�ir³Zrrû�·hpuvûr²��û¸³r�³uh³�³ur
qv²³hûpr�ir³Zrrû�³Z¸�·hpuvûr²�phû�ir�vûsvûv³r�h²�Zryyù��Xr�qvq�û¸³�Ã²r�hû'�sÃûp³v¸û
h¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼�vû�¸Ã¼�¦¼¸t¼h·��irphÃ²r�³ur�²³h³r�²¦hpr��¸s�¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�yrh¼ûvûtù�Zh²
¼ryh³v½ry'�²·hyy��u¸Zr½r¼��s¸¼ yh¼tr�¦¼¸iyr·²�¸ûr�phûû¸³�h½¸vq�Ã²vût�hû�h¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼
�r�t���ûrÃ¼hy�ûr³Z¸¼x²�h¼r�phûqvqh³r²�s¸¼ ²Ãpu�hû�h¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼ù� Uur�·r³u¸q¸y¸t'�¸s
³r²³vût�Zh²� h²� s¸yy¸Z²)� sv¼²³�� Zr�·hqr� hû� hq½hûpr� ²purqÃyr� i'� ²purqÃyvût� ¼hûq¸·
¸¼qr¼² Zv³u� ²v·¦yr� qv²¦h³puvût� ¼Ãyr²��Xr� qvq� v³� ³¸� trûr¼h³r� h û¸û�r·¦³'� ²purqÃyr�
Uurû�Zr�trûr¼h³rq�¸¼qr¼ htrû³²�³¸�tv½rû�w¸i²�hûq�³r²³rq�u¸Z�¹Ãvpxy'�³ur'�phû�svûq�h

• (s3,a31)

• (s3,a32)
:
:
:

• (s3,a3n3)

• (s2,a21)

• (s2,a22)
:
:
:

• (s2,a2n2)

• (s1,a11)

• (s1,a12)
:
:
:

• (s1,a1n1)

:

:
order agent

resource agents

rb

ra
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t¸¸q� �¸¼ ³ur� ¸¦³v·hyù ²purqÃyr�Zv³u� qvssr¼rû³� ¦h¼h·r³r¼ ½hyÃr²��Xr� hy²¸� p¸·¦h¼rq
¸Ã¼ ¼r²Ãy³²�Zv³u� ¸³ur¼ ²purqÃyvût� hyt¸¼v³u·²� �²Ãpu� h²� i¼hûpu� hûq� i¸Ãûqù��Xr� uh½r
³r²³rq�³ur�r`¦y¸¼h³v¸û���r`¦y¸v³h³v¸û�srh³Ã¼r²�¸s�¸Ã¼�hyt¸¼v³u·��h²�Zryy��Tvûpr�¸Ã¼�²¸yÃ�
³v¸û�v²�h ¼hûq¸·vªrq�hyt¸¼v³u·��Zr�uh½r�trûr¼h³rq�¸Ã¼ ¼r²Ãy³²��Zuvpu�Zr�¦¼r²rû³�ur¼r�
i'�h½r¼htvût�²r½r¼hy��Ã²Ãhyy'�h uÃûq¼rqù ¼Ãû³v·r�¸Ã³p¸·r²��Xr�hy²¸�tv½r� ³ur��²³hû�
qh¼qù qr½vh³v¸û�¸s�¸Ã¼�²h·¦yr²�

7DEOH��� Uuv²�³hiyr ²u¸Z²�h p¸·¦h¼v²¸û�ir³Zrrû qvssr¼rû³ ²purqÃyvût�hyt¸¼v³u·²� D³ ²u¸Z²�u¸Z
·hû' ²³r¦²�³ur' ¼r¹Ãv¼rq��²³r¦�2 ½v¼³Ãhyy' ¦Ã³³vût�hû ¸¦r¼h³v¸û�³¸ h ·hpuvûrù hûq�³ur ¦r¼s¸¼·�
hûpr�³uh³� ³ur' hpuvr½rq� Uur 7A v² ³ur þ7¼Ã³r�A¸¼pr´�hyt¸¼v³u· �v³� ³¼vr² r½r¼' ¦¸²²viyr�½h¼vh�
³v¸ûù��D³�v² ¸ûy' ²u¸Zû irphÃ²r s¼¸·�³uh³�p¸yÃ·û� ¸ûr phû ²rr�³ur�²vªr�¸s�²rh¼pu ²¦hpr�hûq ³ur
¸¦³v·hy�¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr��Uur 77 p¸yÃ·û ²u¸Z² ³ur qh³h�s¸¼�³ur�þ7¼hûpu hûq 7¸Ãûq´ hyt¸¼v³u·��D³
hyZh'² svûq²�³ur ¸¦³v·hy ²purqÃyr� Uur I9�Yù p¸yÃ·û²�²u¸Z�³ur qh³h s¸¼ ¸Ã¼ þIrÃ¼¸q'ûh·vp´
hyt¸¼v³u· Zv³u i¼hûpuvût shp³¸¼ Y��Uur�ûÃ·ir¼�¸s�v³r¼h³v¸û² v² hy²¸ ²u¸Zû��Xr uh½r�trûr¼h³rq
³ur� qh³h� s¸¼ ¸Ã¼ hyt¸¼v³u· i' h½r¼htvût ²r½r¼hy� ¼Ãû³v·r� ¼r²Ãy³² �s¸¼ rhpu ³'¦r� ¸s i¼hûpuvût
shp³¸¼ù

Xuvyr�³ur¼r h¼r ·hû'�Zh'²�³¸�p¸·¦Ã³r�qrpv²v¸û�¦¼¸ihivyv³vr²�s¼¸·�³ur�¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'
yrh¼û³�¼r³Ã¼û�r²³v·h³v¸û²�� vû�¸Ã¼� ³r²³�¦¼¸t¼h·�Zr�Ã²rq�h ¦h¼³vpÃyh¼�¸ûr��phyyrq�7¸y³ª�
·hÿÿ�qv²³¼viÃ³v¸ÿ��Xr�·¸qvsvrq� ³ur� ¸¼vtvûhy� s¸¼·Ãyh� ³¸� yr³� ³ur� ²'²³r·� uh½r� uvtur¼
�³uhû�¸ûrù�r`¦rp³rq�i¼hûpuvût�ûÃ·ir¼²��Cr¼r��Zr�i¼vrsy'�¦¼r²rû³��u¸Z�Zr�p¸·¦Ã³rq
³ur� ¦¼¸ihivyv³vr²� ¸s� ²rûqvût� hû³²� s¼¸·� ³ur� yrh¼û³� ½hyÃr� r²³v·h³v¸û²)� ²Ã¦¦¸²r� ³uh³� h
¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³�¼ uh²�r²³v·h³v¸û�s¸¼� ³ur�r`¦rp³rq�¼r³Ã¼û�½hyÃr� vs� v³� ²rûq²�hû�hû³�Zv³u
³ur� ¼r·hvûvût�¸¦r¼h³v¸û�²r¹Ãrûpr� ³¸� ³ur� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³�h h³� ³v·r� ³��Gr³�Ã²�qrû¸³r
³uh³�i'�Wh� ��³ù� Gr³�Ã²�qrû¸³r�³ur�i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼ i'� ��Ds�¸Ã¼�hv·�v²�³¸�·h`v·vªr ³ur
hpuvr½rq�¼r³Ã¼û�½hyÃr²� Zr�phû�p¸·¦Ã³r�³ur�¦¼¸ihivyv³vr²�¸s�²rûqvût�hû³²�s¼¸·�³ur²r
qh³h�vû�³ur�s¸yy¸Zvût�Zh'��û¸³r�³uh³� ³uv²�s¸¼·Ãyh�v²�²yvtu³y'�·¸¼r�p¸·¦yvph³rq�Zurû
Zr�p¸û²vqr¼ qv²³hûpr²�h²�Zryyù)

Q�²rûqvût�hû�hû³�³¸�hù
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Zur¼r� �v² ³ur�²¸�phyyrq 7¸y³ª·hÿÿ�³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r��Cvtu�³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r²�phÃ²r�³ur�hp³v¸û²
³¸�ir�hyy��ûrh¼y'ù�r¹Ãv¦¼¸ihiyr��G¸Z�³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r�phÃ²r²�h�t¼rh³r¼�qvssr¼rûpr�vû�²ryrp�
³v¸û�¦¼¸ihivyv³'�s¸¼ hp³v¸û²�³uh³�qvssr¼ vû�³urv¼ ½hyÃr�r²³v·h³v¸û� 6²�Zr�phû�²rr� uvtu
7¸y³ª·hûû� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r�hy²¸�phÃ²r²� ³ur� ²'²³r·� ³¸�·hxr�·¸¼r�r`¦y¸¼h³v¸û²��Uur� s¸¼�
·Ãyh�³uh³�Zr�²u¸Ãyq�Ã²r�vs�Zr�Zhû³�³¸�·vÿv·vªr ³ur�hpuvr½rq�¼r³Ã¼û�½hyÃr²��yvxr�vû�³ur
ph²r�¸s�·vûv·vªvût�8·h`��phû�ir�rh²vy'�p¸·¦Ã³rq�s¼¸·���ù��6²�Zr�²³h³rq�irs¸¼r��vû�¸Ã¼
³r²³� ¦¼¸t¼h·�Zr� hy²¸� p¸û²vqr¼� qv²³hûpr²� �³¼hû²¦¸¼³h³v¸û� ³v·rù� h²� Zryy� ir³Zrrû�·h�
puvûr²��Pûr�phû� sÃ¼³ur¼ ·¸qvs'� ³ur�7¸y³ª·hûû�qv²³¼viÃ³v¸û�i'�hqqvût� ³¼hû²¦¸¼³h³v¸û
³v·r�³¸�³ur�s¸¼·Ãyh��Ds�Zr�qrû¸³r�³ur�³¼hû²¦¸¼³h³v¸û�³v·r�ir³Zrrû�³ur�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�¼ hûq�h
i'�q�¼��hù��Zr�phû�·¸qvs'�³ur�s¸¼·Ãyh���ù�i'�hqqvût�³uh³�½hyÃr�³¸�³ur�³v·r�¦h¼h·r³r¼�
UuÃ²��Wh� ��³ù Zvyy�ir�Wh� ��³���q�¼��hùù��Pûr�¸s�¸Ã¼�sÃ³Ã¼r�¦yhû²�v²�³¸�²purqÃyr�³¼hû²�
¦¸¼³h³v¸û� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr²� ³¸¸� �²Ãpu� h²� 6BW²�� ³¼¸yyr'²�� p¸û½r'¸¼ iry³²ù� 8¸û²vqr¼vût� qv²�
³hûpr²�ir³Zrrû�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²��·hpuvûr²ù�v²�h�²³r¦�vû³¸�³uh³�qv¼rp³v¸û�
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)LJ�� �� Uuv²� svtÃ¼r ²u¸Z²� h p¸·¦h¼v²¸û� ir³Zrrû qvssr¼rû³ 7¸y³ª·hûû� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r²� 6`v² `
²u¸Z²� ³ur ûÃ·ir¼ ¸s� v³r¼h³v¸û²� Uur iyhpx yvûr �q¸Zûù ²u¸Z²� ³ur ir²³�hpuvr½rq�¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr
·rh²Ã¼r� ³ur t¼h' ¸ûr �Ã¦ù ³ur hp³Ãhyy' hpuvr½rq�¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr� Uur hyt¸¼v³u· ²u¸Zrq�¸û� ³ur
yrs³�uhûq�²vqr Ã²rq���"�h² 7¸y³ª·hûû�³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r� Uuh³ ·hqr ³ur hyt¸¼v³u· p¸û½r¼tr sh²³r¼� iÃ³
³ur�¦¼¸ihivyv³' ¸s pu¸xvût vû h y¸phy�·vûv·Ã·�v² hy²¸ uvtur¼��Uur�hyt¸¼v³u·�¸û ³ur�¼vtu³�uhûq
²vqr uhq ��( h² 7¸y³ª·hûû ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r�hûq ³uh³�·hqr�v³�³hxr�·¸¼r�¼v²x �v³�·hqr ·¸¼r�r`¦y¸¼h�
³v¸û²ù� D³ p¸û½r¼trq�²y¸Zr¼ iÃ³ v³ qvq�û¸³ pu¸xrq�vû y¸phy ·vûv·Ã·²� �7¸³u hyt¸¼v³u·²�uhq�!��
h² i¼hûpuvût shp³¸¼ hûq ��� h² yrh¼ûvût ¼h³r�ù�Xr� uh½r trûr¼h³rq ³ur²r svtÃ¼r² i' h½r¼htvût
¼r²Ãy³²�¸s�³Zrû³' ¼Ãû²

7   Concluding Remarks

Dû� ³ur� ¦h¦r¼� h ³Z¸�yr½ry� hqh¦³h³v¸û�·rpuhûv²·�Zh²� ¦¼r²rû³rq� ³¸� v·¦¼¸½r� ³ur� ¦r¼�
s¸¼·hûpr�¸s�h ¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'�qr½ry¸¦rq�·Ãy³v�htrû³�ih²rq�·hûÃshp³Ã¼vût�p¸û³¼¸y�²'²³r·�
Uur�²'²³r·�phû�yrh¼û�³ur�¼¸Ã³vût�¸s�·¸ivyr�htrû³²��phyyrq�hû³²��Zuvpu�th³ur¼ vûs¸¼·h�
³v¸û�hi¸Ã³� ³ur�¦¸²²viyr�²purqÃyr²�¸s�h ¦h¼³vpÃyh¼ w¸i�� Dû� ³ur�¦¼¸¦¸²rq�²'²³r·�³ur�¼r�
²¸Ã¼pr� htrû³²� ¼¸Ã³r� ³ur� hû³²�� Ur·¦¸¼hy� qvssr¼rûpr� yrh¼ûvût� v²� Ã²rq� s¸¼� yrh¼ûvût� ³ur
qv¼rp³v¸û²��¦¼¸ihivyv³vr²ù ¸s�³ur�¦¸²²viyr�t¸¸q�²purqÃyr²� Uur�i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼ ¸s�hû³²
v²� p¸û³¼¸yyrq� i'� ²v·Ãyh³rq� hûûrhyvût�� Uur�·hvû� hq½hû³htr²� ¸s� ³ur� hyt¸¼v³u·� h¼r h²
s¸yy¸Z²)
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�� Qh¼hyyry)�³ur�p¸·¦Ã³h³v¸û�¸s�²purqÃyr�v²�·h²²v½ry'�¦h¼hyyry)�hyy�¸s�³ur�¸¼qr¼ hûq
¼r²¸Ã¼pr�htrû³²�Z¸¼x�vûqr¦rûqrû³y'�

!� S¸iÃ²³)�³ur�²'²³r·�phû�uhûqyr�puhûtr²)�s¸¼ r`h·¦yr��³ur�p¸û²³hû³�yrh¼ûvût�¼h³r
·hxr²�³ur�²'²³r·�þs¸¼tr³´�¸yq�vûs¸¼·h³v¸û��V²vût�ûrÃ¼hy�ûr³Z¸¼x²�h²�sÃûp³v¸û
h¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼� hy²¸� ·hxr²� ³ur� ²'²³r·� ·¸¼r� ²³hiyr�� irphÃ²r� ¸ûr� ¸s� ³ur� Zryy�
xû¸Zû�¦¼¸¦r¼³vr²�¸s�ûrÃ¼hy�ûr³Z¸¼x²�v²�³uh³�³ur'�uh½r�t¼rh³�shÃy³�³¸yr¼hûpr�

"� D³r¼h³v½r)�³ur�hyt¸¼v³u·�phû�²Ã¦¦¸¼³�Ã²��²Ãi�¸¦³v·hyù ²¸yÃ³v¸û²�vû�²r³³hiyr�³v·r
²yvpr²��D³�¦r¼·hûrû³y'�³¼vr²�³¸�v·¦¼¸½r�³ur�¦¼r½v¸Ã²y'�s¸Ãûq�ir²³�²purqÃyr�

#� Ayr`viyr)� ¸ûr� phû� puhûtr� ³ur� Z¸¼xvût� ¸s� ³ur� hyt¸¼v³u·� i'� puhûtvût� ³ur
i¼hÿpuvÿt� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r ¸¼� ³ur� 7¸y³ª·hÿÿ� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r ¸¼� r½rû� ³ur� yrh¼ÿvÿt
¼h³r�

$� Ah²³� p¸ÿ½r¼trÿpr)� ³ur� ²¸yÃ³v¸û� ²³h³v²³vphyy'� svûq²� ³ur� ¸¦³v·hy� ²purqÃyr�·Ãpu
sh²³r¼�³uhû�³ur�þpyh²²vphy´�i¼hÿpu�hÿq�i¸Ãÿq�hyt¸¼v³u·�
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)LJ���� Uuv²�svtÃ¼r ²u¸Z²�h p¸·¦h¼v²¸û�ir³Zrrû qvssr¼rû³ i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼²� 6`v²�`�²u¸Z²�³ur
ûÃ·ir¼�¸s� v³r¼h³v¸û²�� Dû ³ur� yrs³� svtÃ¼r� ³ur�ir²³�hpuvr½rq ¦r¼s¸¼·hûpr�·rh²Ã¼r� v² ²u¸Zû��Uur
qvht¼h· ¸û� ³ur ¼vtu³�uhûq� ²vqr ²u¸Z²� ³ur ûÃ·ir¼ ¸s� ¼r¹Ãv¼rq� ²³r¦²� Uur hyt¸¼v³u· Zv³u� ³ur
yvtu³r²³ p¸y¸¼ uhq���$�h² i¼hûpuvût�shp³¸¼� ³ur qh¼xr²³ ¸ûr uhq #��� Uur ¸³ur¼ ³Z¸�uhq�!���hûq
"��� @½r¼' hyt¸¼v³u· uhq ��� h²� yrh¼ûvût� ¼h³r hûq� ��#� h² 7¸y³ª·hûû� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r� Xr uh½r
trûr¼h³rq�³ur²r svtÃ¼r²�i' h½r¼htvût�¼r²Ãy³²�¸s�h uÃûq¼rq ¼Ãû²

T¸·r� r`¦r¼v·rû³hy� ¼r²Ãy³²�� ³¸¸��Zr¼r� ¦¼r²rû³rq� vû� ³ur� ¦h¦r¼�� AÃ³Ã¼r� ¼r²rh¼pu� qv�
¼rp³v¸û�p¸Ãyq�ir�³¸�v·¦¼¸½vût�³ur�²'²³r·�i'�y¸phyvªvût�³ur�³r·¦r¼h³r�¸s�³ur�²'²³r·�vû
h�Zh'� ³uh³� r½r¼'� htrû³� ²u¸Ãyq� ir� ³¸� p¸û³¼¸y� v³²� ¸Zû� ³r·¦r¼h³Ã¼r��Xr� hy²¸� ¦yhû� ³¸
²purqÃyr� ³¼hû²¦¸¼³h³v¸û� hûq� ²³¸¼htr� ¼r²¸Ã¼pr²� Uur� ¦¼r²rû³rq�·r³u¸q�Zvyy� ir� ³Ãûrq
Zv³u� qvssr¼rû³� sÃûp³v¸û� h¦¦¼¸`v·h³¸¼²�� h²�Zryy�� Uur� h¦¦¼¸hpu� ³¸� ³ur� ¼rvûs¸¼pr·rû³�
yrh¼ûvût�¦¼¸iyr·�v²�²yvtu³y'�qvssr¼rû³�s¼¸·�³ur�pyh²²vphy�¸ûr��irphÃ²r�vû�³ur�²'²³r·�hû
htrû³�phû�³hxr�·¸¼r�³uhû�¸ûr�hp³v¸û�h³�¸ûpr��v³�phû�²rûq�hû³²�³¸�·¸¼r�³uhû�¸ûr�qv¼rp�
³v¸ûù�D³�v²�²Ã¦¦¸²rq�³uh³�³uv²�srh³Ã¼r�q¸r²�û¸³�hssrp³�³ur�yrh¼ûvût�hivyv³vr²�¸s�³r·¦¸¼hy
qvssr¼rûpr�yrh¼ûvût��u¸Zr½r¼��³uv²�·h'�ûrrq�sÃ¼³ur¼�vû½r²³vth³v¸û²�

$FNQRZOHGJHPHQWV�� Uuv²� Z¸¼x� Zh²� ¦h¼³vhyy'� ²Ã¦¦¸¼³rq� i'� ³ur� Ih³v¸ûhy� Sr²rh¼pu
A¸Ãûqh³v¸û�� CÃûth¼'�� B¼hû³� I¸�� U�"#%"!�� I¸�� U�#"$#&� hûq� ³ur� $³u� A¼h·rZ¸¼x
BSPXUC�Q¼¸wrp³�HQ6��B�S9�8U!������!(©ù�
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Abstract. Holonic Manufacturing Systems have emerged over the last decade
as strategy for manufacturing control system design to cope with rapid changes
in manufacturing environment. Resource and component agents integrated in a
holarchy are proposed in this paper to dynamically perform co-operative job
routing using a distributed algorithm based on the theory of constraints.
Members of the holarchy negotiate and compromise on the optimal production
flow in order to meet commitments made to each other. Being performed in a
distributed manner, the architecture can increase the agility and responsiveness
of an integrated system. This flexible structure has been implemented in an
open agent environment using JADE agent platform.� ,-�� #��.��/��
�� +����
���01���.�1-���'/0�1'����2#��'/��1������#�����1��������'�
0�����'��1-��#�#���

1� Introduction

The purpose of this work is to develop and study an agent based architecture for
reconfigurable manufacturing control which can adapt to continuous changes in the
manufacturing environment. The research methodology of this study is inspired in our
previous work on agent-based configuring of cooperative supply chains (CSC) [2] and
is mainly derived from the theory of constraints (TOC) [8], agent-based computing
[10] and holonic manufacturing systems (HMS) [4, 7]. The goal of the HMS approach
is to develop an architecture for highly decentralised manufacturing systems, built
from a modular mix of standardised, autonomous, co-operative and intelligent
components, in order to cope with rapidly changing environments. That is why agent
architectures is the natural way to implement intelligent information infrastructure for
HMS.

The paper deals with the problems of 3�+� ��01'�(� '�� -���'
� ��4'���/��1� ��� 1-�
�-�#).���� �4��� 5�
��16�� 1he use of agents for scheduling and control of
manufacturing systems has attracted attention of many research groups under
different perspectives both for traditional [5, 11, 14, 15] and holonic systems [3, 9, 12,
13]. This paper focuses more on computational issues of multi-agent implementation
of holonic agents with plug-and-play capability to enhance the control architecture. A
(����'
� �(��1)+����� ��
-'1�
10��� �.� 1-�� .�+�'
�1'��7����/+6� -���
-6� '�1�(��1'�(
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'��1��
���.� ��-����� In this paper, a control system is viewed as an arrangement of
decision-making and decision execution agents, pursuing their goals. These agents
operate by using their knowledge and perceived information about the manufacturing
environment to reason about what actions to take in order to satisfy local and global
objectives. To cope with the variety of interactions in dynamic organizational context,
an algorithm that enables organizational groupings to be formed incorporating
mechanisms to ensure groupings act together in a coherent fashion is described in this
paper. Finally, the proposed model is applied for the manufacturing control of the job
shop composed of two holarchies in distributed heterogeneous multiagent
environment using JADE agent platform. The case study deals with production of
hypothetic products.

2� Multi-agent Framework for Holonic Manufacturing

The conventional hierarchical structure of FMS is composed of machine, cell, and
factory levels with the corresponding control functions associated with each level
ranging from real-time control and operation to planning and scheduling functions at
the shop-floor level. This architecture encourages each level to become more
centralised and horizontally integrated. Basically, this structure is not compatible with
the ideal holonic infrastructure.

While working on the CSC configuring, we have defined a generic pattern which is
proposed to be applied as a basic holarchy pattern of the fabrication/assembly HMS
(Fig. 1) [2]. In this figure, holarchy fragments separated by the dashed lines
correspond to the tiers of the CSC as follows: raw materials, manufacturing,
assembly. As in the case of a CSC, these holarchies are dynamic virtual groupings of
holons joint together by the similarity of technological processes with the goal to
produce a final or intermediate products of AB type. Different types of composition
of these holarchies can be defined within a HMS.
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Fig. 1. Structure of a generic holarchy (for the space limits only some agents are shown)

Holons are identified according to the fundamental elements of a physical plant where
agents implement the logical part of the holon. As shown in [3], the physical objects
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of a manufacturing plant usually can be categorised into two general groups in terms
of their properties. One is the resource, which performs the manufacturing operations
and the other is the component, which accepts the manufacturing treatments.
Manufacturing control deals with creating routs for components according to their
process plan and assigning machines to fulfill operations over components. It is
supposed that there is no central control unit that could influence upon a choice of
other units. In this case, cooperation rules for the holarchy from the fig. 1 are defined
by the technological process as shown in the following sections.

2.1   Resource Agents

There is a set of n agents, M = {M1,...,Mn}. This set embraces the machine agents that
are present in the system. There is another set of q elements OP = {O1,...,Oq}
comprising all the different operations that can be executed by a machine. Each
operation Oi is defined by r features contained in a vector of real non-negative values
Vi = 〈vi

1,...,v
i

r 〉. Each vi

j represent operation parameters such as average time and cost.
There is a relation OM ⊆ M × OP which implies that, the same operation can be
offered by one or more machines. On the other hand, the same machine can be
designed to perform one or more operations (in a serial rather than parallel way). An
additional assumption implies that each Vi vector is linked only to the operation. That
is, it does not make any difference which machine performs an operation, the features
will not vary from one machine to another.

Machines can fail, this implies that some time must be invested in order to fix the
machine and put it on-line again. For simplicity, it can be considered that both failure
frequency and repair time are obtained according to a normal distribution and that the
same values hold for all machines. The values are: FAVG , which represents the average
time a machine works before a failure occurs, FSD is the standard deviation, TAVG and
TSD stand for the average time and standard deviation that it takes for a machine to get
fixed. Two functions are defined:

DF : FSD × FAVG → ℜ+ and DT : TSD × TAVG → ℜ+

There is also a set of m agents, S = {S1,...,Sm} denoting raw material storages.

2.2   Component Agents

Two types of component agents have been identified, raw materials (released from a
storage) and compound ones (spawn by another component). After the fusion of two
components, the integrated agents leave the system and a new agent is generated to
continue the process. Component agents work in pairs, hence, one of them is
responsible both for retrieving the success or failure state from the other component
involved in a composition, and of creating the compound agent.

Formally, there is a set of p agents, MP = {mp1,...,mpp}, where each mpi represents
a type of raw material agent. A .0�
1'��������→� �� ��10��� which storage supplies
what raw material. There is a restriction that each one of these must be provided by
one and only one storage. There is a special storage agent called Final Product
Storage (FPS). Its functionality is focused on a successful reception of final products
as well as suggesting upon request, the most urgent items to be produced. We suppose
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that this is the only agent with knowledge on product demand. This storage holds q
elements set FP = {fp1,...,fpq} where each fpi represents a product that this system is

able to generate. Products are organized according to a partial order �  such that

fp1�  fp2� ... � fpq-1� fpq. This expresses the different priorities for each product
manufacturing.

If needed, machine and storage agents can be organized according to a partial order
⊗ such that M1⊗M2⊗...⊗Mn. This expresses the way the group of machines and
storage feed and are fed with components; besides, it is also possible that machines
forming a group can work in parallel. The following constraints are applied: ¬∃ Mi

such that Mi⊗mpj and ∀Mi,mpj, M1⊗FPS, mpj⊗FPS, i.e., there are no machines
feeding raw material storages and the final product storage is always located at the
end of the holon template. According to the technological processes, a subset from
℘(MP) holds the possible combinations of intermediate products.

2.3   Technological Processes Composition

For each element from the FP there is a function defining a technological process TP:
FP→℘(℘(MP)×OP) such that TP(fp)={({mp1,...,mpp},O1),..., ({mp1,...,mpp},Oq)}.
Also, there is a partial order ⊕ expressing the way components must be processed or
assembled, from raw material to the final product. Technological processes are
consistent with templates configuration of machines and groups of machines. Thus,
there is a correspondence between partial orders ⊗ y ⊕ such that ∀({mp1,...,mpp},Oi)
⊕ ({mp1,...,mpp},Oj) it holds that Mk⊗ Ml where (Oi, Mk), (Oj, Ml) ∈ OM.

An additional set of p agents, P = {C1,...,Cp}, stands for the utility agents. The
technological process information is generated by an external utility agent. Another
two types of utility agents are agents of inference machines for deductive reasoning
and interface agents for results visualization. An inference machine is not necessary
related to production line issues; however, it was preferred to provide such
mechanism as an external service rather than embedding this capability in the agents.

3� Co-operative Control Algorithm

The negotiation approach developed in this article aims in finding the best
manufacturing treatment by resource agents for the component holons during their
lifecycle. This approach is based on the TOC [8], an approach introduced with the
aim of refocusing the way a company is conceived. So far, only related to
manufacturing and production lines concepts from the TOC are adapted to the MAS
approach. Special attention is given to the identification of ����������	
 ��������
comprising those resources whose capacity is at most the same as the demand. Bottle-
necks indicate the rhythm for feeding the system with raw materials. The important
issue is balancing product flow over the production line with the market demand. The
fact of keeping machines working all the day is not a sign of efficiency. It only
increases inventories of intermediate products.
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The negotiation algorithm is composed of different algorithms corresponding to the
type and role of the executing agent. Activities performed by the raw material agent
differ somehow from tasks assigned to those agents that enter in the middle of the
system operation. Since component agents work in groups, two type of roles have
been defined: initiator and responder. The corresponding algorithms for these roles
follow.

3.1   Algorithm for the Component Agent (Raw Material Initiator)

This algorithm starts in the time instant t and is repeated each ρbn time units.
1.�A raw material initiator is released.
2.�The component requests the final product storage for the next product that should

be manufactured. The answer depends on the priorities and current stock.
3.�The component requests the technological process required by the selected

product. This is a list of operations to be executed over the component that will be
stored in LTP, excluding the first one on which it will be joined with some other
component.

4.�While the size of LTP > 1 do:
a)� Take the next operation from the list.
b)� Negotiate with the machines offering such operation.
c)� Get processed: (i) if the result is successful, continue; (ii) else, notify the

storage that a new agent can be scheduled in order to compensate the failure.
This new agent will be created in t’ and the next raw material initiator gets
scheduled to t’ + ρbn where t’ is the current instant of time.

d)� If there is only one element in LTP, do:
i.� Request the creation of a partner component.
ii.� Take the next operation from the list.
iii.� Negotiate with the machines offering such operation.
iv.� Get processed.

e)� There are four possible outcomes.
i.�     Both components where successfully processed. A compound agent is

created. This agent and its partner leave the holarchy.
ii.� Both failed. The storage is notified to release a new agent. Both failed

agents leave the system.
iii.� This component was successfully processed but the other did not. The

agent requests a new partner and gets standby status waiting for the spare
part. If it fails as well, the request is repeated; otherwise, proceeds as in
c.i.

iv.� The other component was successfully processed but this one did not. The
agent notifies the storage and leaves the system. The other agent assumes
the role of initiator for the new spare part.

3.2�   Algorithm for Partner Component Agents (Component Responder)

Agents of this type are released with the information on which product they are
participating in. Thus, the sequence of steps is:
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1.� The component requests the technological process required by the selected
product excluding the first opertion in which it will be joined with the initiator.

2.� While the size of LTP > 1 do:
a.� Take the next operation in the list.
b.�Negotiate with the machines offering such operation.
c.� Get processed: if the result is successful, continue, else, notify the initiator.

3.� If there is only one element in LTP, do:
a.� Take the next operation from the list.
b.�Negotiate with the machines offering such operation.
c.� Get processed.

4.� There are two possible outcomes:
a.� Both components were successfully or unsuccessfully processed. Responder

component leaves the system since its partner is in charge of dealing with these
situations.

b.�The initiator component failed, but this one did not. Hence, it takes the initiator
role and gets idle status while waiting for the new spare part to arrive.
�i.� If the spare part is successfully processed, a compound agent is created. This

component and its partner leave the system.
�ii.� If the spare part failed, this component requests the respective storage for a

new partner.

3.3�   Compound Components and Spare Parts Algorithms

As the name implies, these components are the result of components composition.
Spare part agents are released with knowledge on what product they are participating
in. Also, they receive information about the location of the component already
waiting for them. The algorithm is basically the same as the algorithm for raw
material initiators. Two exceptions are made: there is no need to ask for what product
it will participate in and, the execution is out of the cycle that embraces the first
algorithm.

4� Open Agent Architecture

The above described model has been implemented in an open environment using
JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) as the agent platform [1]. Basic agents
include instances of all the agent types mentioned in Section 2. Also, two utility
agents were implemented. The first one is an output interface for results visualization,
which consists of a wrapper agent (WA) to the OpenOffice SCalc worksheet which
allows real-time statistical and graphical analysis during a simulation. The second one
is an inferences agent (used by component agents) in charge of feeding information
about technological processes. It consists of a WA to the SWI-Prolog interpreter
under which, a few rules concerning the OP set have been specified for this case of
study. The implementation focused strongly on the fact that, agents interaction is
based on services request and providing. Fipa-Request, Fipa-Query and Fipa-
Contract-Net protocols are intensively used during agents interaction [6]. The latter
one supports negotiations between machines and components.
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4.1   Implementation of the Negotiation Algorithm

The implementation was aimed to simulate the developed algorithms. The Scheduler
role is assigned to the bottle-neck machine. Also, this machine is in charge of starting
the simulation by requesting the release of the first and subsequent raw material
agents. This task is repeated according to the speed of the bottle-neck machine and is
registered on an internal counter representing the system’s time. Conversations
between machine and storage agents are engaged via the Fipa-Request protocol.

After the component agent is aware of what type of product must be produced, it
sends an ACL message to the Prolog WA. The content includes the type of
component and intended product type. The answer comprises two parts: a list of
operations the component needs to go through and the type of component required to
generate a compound item. From this point, the component engages in negotiations
with those machines capable of performing the next operation. Each machine sends
the time on which it will be available for processing. Agent’s choice is based on the
earlier moment from the received proposals. Fipa-Contract-Net protocol is used
during negotiation. The component agent estimates the time it may take him to reach
the assembly machine, the one where it will meet with another component. A Fipa-
request protocol is used for requesting a storage to release the required partner
(responder).

The responder agent repeats the process of querying the technological process to be
accomplished. Nevertheless, this agent already knows who is waiting for it and at
what time. By negotiating with the respective machines, the agent proceeds to
synchronize its arrival time with the initiator agent. Once both agents have completed
successfully their list of operations, the initiator spawns a new compound agent
representing the fusion of the two participants. As a consequence, these latter abandon
the system.

Machines are supposed to fail sometimes during the day. The affected component
is discarded and a new spare part is requested as soon as possible. The respective
partner re-synchronizes the arrival to an assembly machine and gets on idle at the
output buffer of the machine closest to the assembler.

4.2   Hardware Infrastructure

The project is entirely based on the JADE 2.6 platform and programmed in JAVA.
The system was codified and tested over the following heterogeneous hardware
platform (fig. 2): a Sun SPARCStation 5 holding the JADE platform GUI, a Sun Ultra
10 holding the Prolog wrapper, a Dell Optiplex PC (Pentium II) holding a holarchy, a
Dell PowerEdge Server (Pentium III) holding a second holarchy. Finally, two types of
computers were used for the results visualization agent (running OpenOffice): an IBM
PC (Pentium II) and a Toshiba portable computer (Celeron).

4.3   Experimental Results

Experiments were focused on two main objectives: first, to study the system’s
behavior under the proposed production model, and second, to evaluate the
implementation performance over the selected platform (JADE). The following
configurations were considered. Holarchy 1 is composed of a set of holonic agents
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comprising two raw material storages (S1 and S2), five machines and three
components. S1 feeds type A component agents to three machine agents: M1 and M2
performing O1 and O2 fabrication operations respectively while M3 is able to
perform the same operations as M1 and M2. S2 feeds type B components to M4 (the
holarchy’s bottle-neck), which is enabled with two types of alternative operations, O3
and O4. Finally, M5 assembles processed components from the above machines.
Holarchy 2 is a set of agents comprising one storage (S3) that feeds M8 (the bottle-
neck) able to fulfill two operations (O7 and O8). M6 and M7 receive and process AB
components from the first holarchy. They are parallel machines enabled to do the
same operation, O6. Finally, M9 assembles AB with C components and delivers the
result to a FPS.

Fig. 2. Implementation h���8����#�1.��/

Figure 3.a shows operation, idle and repair time for the eight machines obtained
during simulation. M1, M2 and M3 show a high idle time. The reason is that they
share common operations exceeding the system’s demand. A similar effect is found
for the pair M6-M7. However, the most important machine to consider is the bottle-
neck M8. It can be noticed that M8’s idle time is also high, an unacceptable
performance according to the TOC. M8 must stand as the machine that never stops,
unless a failure breaks the normal functioning. A high sensibility of M8 to failures of
the preceding machines processing B and AB components has been detected. In other
words, M8 reflects wasted time from failures in machines that operated over the B
component. However, this is also related to the chosen technological processes for the
experiments. The experiments showed remarkable low levels of inventory during the
simulation.

The second type of experiments was divided into three phases: all the agents
executed in the same computer (PC PowerEdge Server), a distributed approach over a
LAN (as shown in Figure 2), and a second distributed approach with the OpenOffice
WA connected through Internet from a distant country. The experiments included 6,
12 and 24 hours production program simulations for each modality. Figure 3.b shows
the relationship between the real production time and the simulation time. From the
beginning, it was noticed that the OpenOffice WA required intensive communication
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with the rest of the group (more than 9,000 messages for a day program). Due to this
reason, there was also a distinction between simulations with this agent present or
absent.
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Fig. 3. Experimental results: a) Machine operation, b) Platform performance.

The results show that all the simulations where the WA is absent, require
approximately the same time to finish. Yet, it comes up that when the WA is
considered, the time to process all the messages grows significantly. Network traffic
and distance among computer nodes are not considered. Finally, in the simulations
without graphic WA, it was found that the LAN experiment required less time to
finish. This is a clear effect of workload distribution. Nevertheless, it was also found
that in the Internet experiment, the time grew again with respect to the other
experiments.

5� Conclusions and Future Work

With successful cases in the field of manufacturing, the theory of constraints was
considered an adequate approach to be combined with HMS/MAS perspective.
According to this theory, a company must be optimized as a whole, it is no longer a
set of isolated components under collaboration. A global interaction plan is required
under which agents will collaborate (or compete) without forcing them to engage
relationships reducing their autonomy. This plan is negotiated by the resource and
component agents within each holarchy using a distributed algorithm.

Proposed architecture permits to create reconfigurable and scalable control system
when the manufacturing equipment or the production process is changed. Each time a
new product fpi is introduced in the holarchy, a resource holon is employed to
perform a new operation to achieve the plan. A new holarchy can be also composed
dynamically and temporarily if required by the fpi #���0
1'��� #��
���. The change
implemented by the holonic controller is to plug the software component of the
corresponding resource holon as well as to plug the software component of a new
product fpi into the holarchy controller. The manufacturing plan is immediately
changed without causing any side effects to the other parts of the system.

Currently, the system does not allow component agents to change their objectives
on the fly. A new component as well as its partner, are engaged with the same type of
product. However, the products are dynamically scheduled, as raw material initiators
enter the system. Additional analysis on how to locate a raw material agent triggering
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the composition of a final product is required. In the ongoing work, different control
strategies are studied. Current experiments are also focused on further investigation of
the interoperability issues with software modules that provide additional services for
agents. Finally, we will try to apply the methodology integrating this MAS into the
enterprises framework.
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Abstract. Changing customers’ behavior require a dramatic change for future
manufacturing control concepts. Emerging technologies for distributed
application, networking, and intelligent information processing pave the way to
reach economic lot size one manufacturing systems. Holonic Manufacturing
System provides an approach aiming at this objective. The approach proposed
in this work deals with the enhancement of Holons by Web Services for
seamless integration in business processes and facilitated reconfigurable shop
floor control.

1 Introduction

Customers’ desires of customized products force enterprises to strive economic lot
size one production. This ambitious objective requires high flexible production
systems as well as tight integration with product development and logistics.

Recent developments in different areas open new potentials. Cheap, approved and
network-compatible microprocessors allow equipping each resource on the shop floor
with local intelligence for information processing. Internet technologies and Internet
approaches deal with, among others, communication, interoperability and security of
distributed, networked, and loosely coupled applications. Picking up proper
technologies from different fields and merging them yield new chances.

Maximizing the return on invest is the fundamental requirement to production sites
or every investment a manager would agree on. From the engineers point of view this
requirement could be specialized into three categories: functional level, system level
and integration level requirements. Naming some important: functional level
requirements comprise real-time control, on-line diagnosis, in-process data access,
etc; system level requirements: efficient reusable engineering, dynamic
reconfiguration, scalability, extendibility of running processes, minimize system
downtime, handling of high volume and high variety production, etc; on integration
level: seamless integration with business processes, instant production data access,
and quickly changing set up in production. All facts together point towards agile
manufacturing.
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2   Holonic Manufacturing System Approach

A holonic manufacturing system (HMS) is a production system having cooperative
and autonomous characteristics. These characteristics are a consequence of the
system’s building components called holons. Holon is a term devised in [1] to denote
a system unit that is simultaneously whole (Greek: holos) and part (Greek suffix: on).
This concept implies a recursive structure of holonic systems, which should mean a
holon can be part of another holon or a holon can be a compound structure of holons.
Holons exhibit two main behavioral tendencies they are self-assertive and integrative.

Now bringing these abstract concepts to manufacturing control. A holon is an
autonomous and cooperative building block of a manufacturing system for
transforming, transporting, storing and/or validating information, and/or physical
objects [2, 3]. We will here emphasize the linkage of holons to physical units for
production and material handling. The typical characteristics of holons are autonomy,
the ability of cooperation and openness. We can imagine for example in
manufacturing plants typical candidates for holons are (mobile) robots, transport
carriers, assembly stations, machining centers and so forth.

Holons characteristics directly address the ubiquitous problem of system
reconfiguration in manufacturing. Fast reconfiguration in an economic way is a key to
be competitive and will be a mandatory key to stay competitive in future markets.
Fast reconfiguration obviously is a relative expression. It could be quantified as the
ratio of the sum of product design/change time, process redesign time, rescheduling
time, machinery set up time respectively set up change time, and information
distribution time for a customized product to the standard process time.

Figure 1 [4] shows the principal architecture of shop floor holons. They are
structured in three layers. The bottom layer is the physical layer comprising the shop
floor resource the mechanics, sensors and actuators. Sensor signals and actuator
commands are processed in the second layer the real-time control. On the top the
“intelligent” information processing unit, the intelligent software agent, is located.
Agent responsibilities are to pursue their committed goals through cooperation with
the other system units by communication, collaboration, negotiation, and
responsibility delegation. The more complex communication contents are the more
time it will take for processing. Our investigations exposed that time critical
communication between autonomous units or subsystems has to be coped directly
between the real-time controllers. Even the third, physical, layer represents a
communication channel, for example we could assume that certain tasks are triggered
by the arrival of a physical part at a physical processing unit. Thus holons shall be
able to communicate on all three layers.

3   Web Services

A Web Service represents a unit of business, application, or system functionality that
can be accessed over the Web. Web Services are applicable to any type of Web
environment, whether Internet, Intranet, or Extranet, whether with a focus on
business-to-consumer, business-to-business, department-to-department, or peer-to-
peer communication. A Web Service consumer could be a human user accessing the
service through a desktop or wireless browser; it could also be an application program
or another Web Service.
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A Web Service exhibits the following basic characteristics:
" A Web Service is accessible over the Web.
" Web Services communicate using XML messages over standard Web protocols.
" A Web Service exposes an XML interface description.
" A Web Service is registered and can be located through a Web Service registry.

Figure 2 shows the Web Service Model where three kinds of roles and the
performed operations can be identified. The roles are as follows [5]:

Service Provider: A service provider is the entity that creates the Web Service.
Typically, the service provider exposes certain functionality in their organization as a
Web Service for any organization to invoke. The service provider needs to do two
things to reach the full potential of a Web Service. First, it needs to describe the Web
Service in a standard format, which is understandable by all organizations that will be
using that Web Service. Secondly, to reach a wider audience, the service provider
needs to publish the details about its Web Service in a central registry that is publicly
available to everyone.

Service Requestor: Any organization, any entity using the Web Service created by
a service provider is called a service requestor. The service requestor can know the
functionality of a Web Service from the description made available by the service
provider. To retrieve these details, the service requestor does a search in the registry
to which the service provider had published its Web Service description. More
important, the service requestor is able to get the mechanism to bind to the service
provider’s Web Service from the service description and how to invoke that Web
Service.

Service Registry: A service registry is a central location where the service provider
can list its Web Services, and where a service requestor can search for Web Services.
Service providers normally publish their Web Service capabilities in the service
registry for service requestors to find a Web Service and then to bind it. Typically,
information like company details, the Web Service that it provides, and the details
about each Web Service including technical details is stored in the service registry.
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Fig. 1. Common architecture of shop floor holons
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In the Web Service model there are three operations that are fundamental to make
Web Services work – “publish”, “find”, and “bind”. To achieve inter-application
communication irrespective of the kind of language the application is written in or the
platform the application is running on, the following standards for each of these three
operations are defined:
" The WSDL (Web Service Description Language) is a standard that uses XML

format to describe Web Services. Basically, the WSDL document defines the
methods that are present in the Web Services, the input/output parameters for
each of the methods, the data types, the transport protocol used, and the end point
URL at which the Web Service will be hosted.

" UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration) creates a global,
platform-independent, open-framework to enable services to (1) discover each
other, (2) define how they interact over the Internet, and (3) share information in
a universal, Web-based business directory.

" A standard protocol for applications to bind to Web Services. The SOAP (Simple
Object Access Protocol) is a lightweight XML mechanism used to exchange
information between applications regardless of the operation system,
programming language, or object model.

The application scenario is based on following assumptions:
" Production plans with sequential/parallel branches are given, consisting of linked

production steps.
" The scheduling algorithm uses a short-term strategy, i.e. if a production step for

an order is about to be finished, the next step in the production plan is scheduled.
This minimizes the effort of re-scheduling complete schedules where large sets of
production steps are allocated.

" Machines have input queues, where physical workpieces are stored. The queue
somewhat decouples transport from machining, relieving the constraints of timely
delivery of workpieces. As soon as a workpiece arrives in the input queue for a
machine, no re-scheduling of the workpiece on this machine is possible.

The previously mentioned standards cover the first building block for the future
service-based e-business automation called “Service description and transport
binding”. Other building blocks are [6]:
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" Process description: The process describes the sequence or choreography of the
operations the services supports. Additionally, this building block describes
internal executable business processes that support the service’s public
collaborative process. Recently, there have arisen different XML-based standards
like WSFL, XLANG, BPML, or XPDL. The first attempt to force only one
international standard is the BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language
for Web Services) released end of July 2002 – that remains to be seen if
BPEL4WS will win out over the existing standards.

" Security: Security requirements include a combination of the following features:
authorization, authentication, confidentiality, non-repudiation, and auditing. Any
exchange of business information may require all, some, or no security features.
To achieve the different security goals, emerging XML-based standards like
XML Signature, XML Encryption, XKMS, SAML, or XACML were developed.

4 Shop Floor Holons Marrying Web Services Gives Birth to Shop
Floor Services

Shop floor services marries both concepts that of holons and that of Web Services. It
should keep the autonomy and smartness of holons and adds value by interfacing
these with a new consolidating standard for distributed applications based on Internet
technologies. This chapter will first present the shop floor service architecture, discuss
then interconnecting shop floor services to control processes, and concludes with
functional target areas and benefits.

4.1 Shop Floor Service Architecture

Figure 3 depicts the relationship between the building components. On the bottom
layer there are sensors, actuators and according mechanics. These are controlled by
the real-time control.

The real-time control layer encapsulates hardware and software for efficient, safe
and reliable control of the machine or mechanical components beneath. That
comprises a run-time environment for ready-made and customer programs and
algorithms, which are offered to higher level components for configuration or
parameterization. The HMS approach encourage the IEC 61499 [7] standard for
distributed control but there are no industrial products available right now. Present
systems rely on more or less IEC 61131-3 conform controllers. Both can be applied
on this layer. It influences the way of communication with the top-level components.
The IEC 61499 control concept bases on exchange of messages and events, which
also means it is easy to interact with other information processing units. IEC 61131-3
offers messaging but in an inconvenient way. These capabilities were added quite late
to the standard and were not a design principle from beginning. The established
standard for accessing data in currently used controllers is OPC, OLE for Process
Control [8].

The top layer offers the basic mechanical functionalities with their according real-
time control extended by information processing capabilities for smart behavior and
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integration on system level. These components could be derived from the agent’s
paradigm for example knowledge base, rule engine, scheduler, execution monitor, and
communication patterns for different negotiation or auction types. The high level
components could be scaled from simple production data access to full intelligent
software agent capabilities [9].

The big deal of the shop floor service approach is to offer all the above listed
features in a standardized way as Web Services to enterprise information systems and
manufacturing automation units for automation coordination and vertical integration.
It allows the homogenous integration of even single sensor information into holistic
process automation. Holistic process automation is here meant as integration of
typical business processes like order acceptance, supply chain coordination, payment
handling with shop floor automation components.

For the application of Web Services we need three additional software
components, a Web Service description, a web server and a Web Service run-time
environment.
" The Web Service run-time unit provides an environment for execution of Web

Services. In particular, it maps incoming SOAP requests to the appropriate
component or method, so it is responsible for launching the requested
functionality/-ies. At the same time it collects results and wraps them into SOAP
responses. The run-time environment also formulates SOAP requests if other,
non-local Web Services are involved on demand of underlying functions.

" The web server component is the main gateway for SOAP requests to be received
by the service provider. SOAP messages are represented in XML and are
transported via HTTP. A common web server communicates via HTTP protocol
and normally listens to port 80. That implies that SOAP requests can pass
through nearly all firewalls – accessibility from everywhere. The web server
receives SOAP requests and forwards them to the Web Service run-time
component.
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Fig. 3. Shop floor service architecture
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" A key thing, which has to be noticed, is that the WSDL file, the Web Service
specification file, resides on the web server at the device and could be maintained
according to the availability of particular functions. The UDDI server maintains a
valid copy of the WSDL file. Service requestors discover Web Services through
the UDDI registry.

A shop floor service can act either as service provider or service consumer.

4.2   Shop Floor Services Orchestration for Process Control

The preceding subchapter introduced a single service on the shop floor. To produce a
product or part proper-sequenced services are needed. Figure 4 shows an abstract
layer containing all information of the particular manufacturing process, the process
control layer. The process control specification can itself be a kind of high-level shop
floor service that constitutes through the orchestration of several basic services. A
process control service can be requested to initiate the accomplishment of a particular
manufacturing process. In the process control layer the sequence of all required shop
floor services are specified. For process definition there are several endeavors of
standardization running, to name the most important organizations: Business Process
Management Initiative (BPMI), Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) and the
Object Management Group (OMG) who are converging in defining process definition
languages.

The separation of process sequence information and process execution entities
emits two supporters of flexibility. If a new product or a product change is required a
new process control service has to be designed. That does not interfere the shop floor
services itself because they only offer their functionalities. On the other hand process
definitions allow deciding in process which shop floor service to request next
dependent on global process information.

Figure 4 sketches an example process where parts are requested from storage, then
transported to an assembly station and afterwards brought to an e.g. packaging station.
For transportation three automated guided vehicles are available. Which one will be
used is decided during the processes run-time depending on the vehicles current
workload and availability.
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Fig. 4. Vertical shop floor holon integration
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4.3  Building Holarchies

Design principles for software and complex systems require transparent structuring of
comprehensive functionalities. Holonic induct open hierarchies, holarchies, where
entities of arbitrary complexity integrate with others to higher level of complexity.

Figure 5 shall give an idea of clustering shop floor services in a compound to
fulfill a sub process. It is important to note that such a holarchy is dedicated to a
certain task or process. When same resources are involved in different processes they
will belong to several holarchies or compound shop floor services. It is easy to change
a holarchy in changing the process definition that includes the different types of
involved services as well as their sequences and triggers.

4.4 Functional Target Areas

The above mentioned features mostly address the problem of high flexibility, high
volume high variety production, facilities for automated reconfiguration of processes,
etc. There are a couple of additional outstanding benefits:
" Low cost access of automation devices from everywhere. Nearly no restrictions

caused by firewalls (SOAP over HTTP).
" Instant, remote and homogenous access of production and machine data for

monitoring, logging, analysis, visualization and diagnosis.
" Remote services maintenance; e.g. up- and download of control programs and

algorithms, parameterization, service configuration, etc.
" Scaleable local intelligence
" Seamless integration in business processes, in particular with business software.

In other words emancipation of business services with intelligent mechatronic
automation units.

" Forces stringent component oriented design and engineering of manufacturing
systems.

" Universal interfaces and service enactment
" Robustness on operative level through autonomous, intelligent units

7LGJ;A?

8J;FKHGJL

(KK?E<DQ

Fig. 5. Shop floor service orchestration
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5 Reference Implementation at the Odo Struger Lab Testbed

To convince industry it is not always the most important thing to come up with closed
theoretical elaborations. To gain attention and acceptance it is fundamental to present
running prototypes. At the University of Vienna a testbed for holonic and distributed
control was built up the last 3 years, which is a great chance to proof the proposed
concept.

Figure 6 illustrates the testbed and the system composition. It consists out of three
subsystems a storage system, a transport system, and an assembly system. Each is
composed out of a set of sub-systems or entities modeled as sub-holons. The service
access points of each system are the proxy holons, e.g. the transport manager holon,
that can receive job assignments. All holons can be accessed through their Web
service to e.g. collect data, query states, inquiry work load, etc. Inside a system holons
coordinate their behavior through negotiations. A superposed business process
requests the required tasks from the system.

Finally considering the applied technologies. Holons’ real-time controllers are IEC
1131 PLCs or self-developed embedded IEC 61499 controllers. For the agent
realization the ZEUS framework from British Telecom allowed rapid agent
implementation. To run the business process a workflow engine was extracted from
the open-source project OFBiz – www.ofbiz.org. Processes are defined in the XPDL
XML Process Definition Language from the WfMC Workflow Management
Coalition – www.wfmc.org.
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6   Conclusion

The prototype reveals the expected benefits of easy process modification respective
maintenance and robust task execution allowed through the deployed holonic
paradigm on the shop floor. It proofs the concept of integrating holonic shop floor
control with business processes via Web Services. It could be seen as a migration step
towards full the holonified enterprise.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach to Manufacturing Execution
Systems (MES) using Web Services technologies and protocols to integrate the
information from different sources to different destinations inside a holonic
environment. The approach is addressed to integrate systems in small and
medium manufacturing enterprises of Mexico when the use of commercial
management software is reduced due to high cost and poor adaptability to SME
from developing countries. A design of a MES Holon is presented in order to be
flexible to adapt on this kinds of SMEs. Based on the results derived from this
validation process of the model, whose first stage is expected to be finished in
September, 2003, the goal is to extend and transfer this model to three Mexican
SMEs to support its technological modernization.

1 Introduction

1.1  The Role of  Manufacturing Execution Systems in Production Environments

The concept of MES (Manufacturing Execution System) has acquired a huge
importance in today’s modern manufacturing industries.  As a matter of fact, MES has
a direct relationship with MTO (Make to Order) industrial environment (nevertheless,
this fact doesn’t discard MES usage in any other industrial environment).  Some
characteristics of MTO environments, such as the existence of an initial product
specification basis for product’s customization, and the need of acquire the ability to
apply fast changes to a customizable basis in order to conform  last-minute customer’s
order changes [1] make this systems specially suitable and profitable for MTO.  MES
is a relatively new concept, introduced in the 1990’s, and different authors have given
numerous definitions about it.  Some of the most complete of them, have been
developed by MESA (acronym for Manufacturing Execution Systems Association;
1997) and Mintchell (2001).  According to MESA, Manufacturing Execution Systems
deliver information that enables the optimization of production activities from order
launch to finished goods.  Using current and accurate data, MES guides, initiates,
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responds to, and reports on plant activities as they occur [2].  Under Mintchell’s point
of view, MES is a software-based application that grew up in the realm of planners to
help schedule optimum production runs, manage inventory, handle regulatory
databases and information, and other manufacturing planning chores [1].

Considering all reviewed definitions, MES has the following two characteristics:

•� It provides real time information about what is happening in the shop floor, for
managers (under a strategic approach), and for direct operation workers (under a
purely operative approach).

•� It is an information bridge between Planning Systems used in Strategic Production
Management (such as ERP) and Manufacturing Floor Control SCADA
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition).  It links the Manufacturing
Information System’s layers (Strategic Planning and Direct Execution) through the
adequate on – line managing and control of updated information related with the
basic enterprise resources:  people, inventory and equipment [3].

Fig. 1. MES role as an information bridge between Strategic Manufacturing Planning and
Manufacturing Floor Control

The enormous importance acquired by MES resides, in a significant percentage, on its
functionalities (implying people, inventory and equipment) and their interaction with
the compounding elements of the industrial plant environment.  Authors and
organizations, such as McClellan and MESA have given full and detailed descriptions
of these functionalities, independently of the industrial application branch of MES.
Some other authors, like Kaufmann [4] and Schenker [5] have emphasized some
special functionalities and technologies that suits specifically to Semiconductor
Industry and general SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises).  Some other authors,
like Fukuda [6] and Cheng et al [7] have developed important MES-next-generation
architecture models.  Nevertheless, none of them have proposed a radically different
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or non related functionality beyond MESA’s basic definition.  MESA has proposed a
hierarchies distinction for MES functionalities.  This hierarchy is divided in two
stacks:  Core Functions and Support Functions.  Core Functions include Planning
System Interface, Data Collection, Exception Management, Work Orders, Work
Stations, Inventory / Materials and Material Movement.  On the other hand, MES
Support Functions are listed as Genealogy, Maintenance, Time and Attendance,
Statistical Process Control, Quality Assurance, Process Data and Documentation
Management.  Interwave Technology forecasted some important trends related to
MESs immediate, mediate and long term future, concerning to manufacturing
enterprise collaboration and supply chain performance [8].

2  Holonic Theory Applied to Manufacturing Systems

A powerful reason motivating this research is the fact that integrated MES’s
(integrated suite of application systems) are sometimes regarded as monolithic,
insufficiently configurable, and difficult to modify [7].  These MES’s are designed
inside the frame of hierarchical computer control, which wouldn’t be suited in SMEs
environment.  Related with this, Duffie et al. (1986) propose a non-hierarchical
(heterarchical) system.  The core of this research centers on a series of design
principles that produce a system of cooperating, autonomous entities. These design
principles have been applied for the heterarchical control of a manufacturing cell [9].

It is extremely important to remember that, besides the external events, each SME
is constantly immersed in an instable production environment; due to their small size,
each SME possess distinctive characteristics such as a low complexity management,
low costs for manufacturing activities and a high dynamism.  Aiming especially at
this last characteristic and to the mentioned non-stable production environment, the
necessity of quick and full changes to overcome it successfully arises.  This necessity
can be satisfied through the application of modern manufacturing paradigms, such as
Holonic Theory [9].  Basic concepts related with the term holon were used initially by
Koestler (1967) as a way to describe an identifiable and indivisible part of a whole
system that possesses individual identity and is composed of sub-ordinate parts.  One
of these concepts, with a great relevance, is Holarchy, described as a stable, self-
contained system consisting of holons as building blocks.  Many applications and
interpretations of holonic concepts can be found in literature, comprising numerous
human disciplines.  It is important to remember too, that the strength of holonic
organizations (holarchy), is that it enables the construction of extremely complex
systems that are nonetheless efficient in the use of resources, highly resilient to
disturbances (both internal and external), and adaptable to changes in the environment
in which they exist.  All these characteristics can be observed in biological and social
systems [7].  This research pretends to integrate to Manufacturing Execution Systems
all the mentioned benefits that holonic structures grants.  Mentioned characteristics, in
the fields of organizational, technological, productive and information systems- are
not desirable but essential for all organizations survivorship, especially for those
facing a day-to-day highly changing environment, as is the SMEs case.

Important developments and theoretical models have been developed to achieve an
Agile Manufacturing Environment.  One of these models has been developed by
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Rahimifard [10], which consists, mainly in a practical representation of holonic
manufacturing systems, focused to SMEs and based on three research areas, namely a
holonic information network, a holonic production planning and control structure, and
holonic manufacturing workstations.  A significant contribution of this work is a
conceptual holonic representation of an IT supported SME, with three main holons:
an executive holon, in charge of the ultimate decision-making process within the
company; the business holon that covers administration activities such as order
processing, finance, costing, process planning and scheduling etc.; and the
manufacturing holon involving the implementation and monitoring of the production
plans produced by the business holon.

3  MES Model in SMEs Using Holonic Approach

In order to achieve a good comprehension of the holonic nature of the presented MES
model, it is important to mention some significant facts.  A typical Mexican SME
(especially in the metalworking sector), from a physical and communicative approach
is mainly visualized as an operation floor with automated but not integrated
machinery, such as lathe CNCs, mill CNCs, CMMs, etc.  In addition, this typical
Mexican SME has specialized software for the core operative activities, such as CAD,
CAD/CAM, etc., and for administrative and support activities, like accounting,
personnel managing, maintenance schedules, etc.

One of the pretended flexibility characteristics of this development aims toward the
adaptability among the MES Holon and the integrated or isolated elements described
previously.  This adaptability leads to the generation of the following two mutually
excluding configurations in the operation floor:

a)� An operation floor comprising partially isolated elements.  It is characterized by a
“Stand-Alone” MES (See Fig. 2 a), which is used under an informative approach,
and acts just as a data collector from the equipment’s information interfaces and
operative activities, in order to process, update, record and deploy strategic
information to the involved users.  In this case, not all its designed functionalities
work, just those informative such as Scheduling Simulation, Time and
Attendance, Quality Management, Performance Analysis and as a work order’s
pricing tool.  This functionalities and the information generated by them don’t
have any supervisory control character over machines.  This is a low financial
and technical investment option.  The machines and the computers containing
specialized software are communicated with the MES through a holonic
communication interface (HCI) for each one.

b)� On the other hand, our designed MES model can be seen, based on Rahimifard’s
concept (2002), as a holonic element inside a holonic information system (HIS),
as depicted in Fig. 2 b [10].  That is the reason why this Figure shows the
integration among three main holons:  Executive Holon, MES Holon (the
proposed Model) and Operation Floor Holon.  When it is integrated in a HIS, all
it’s designed functionalities are set aside, due to the fact that some of them have
regulatory character over the Operation Floor Holon and others have just
informative character concerning to the entire holons coupled to the HIS.  This
described condition can be considered as a MES full integration to HIS.  The
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holon in which this research is based, as it was said, is the MES Holon.  This
holon is in charge of all manufacturing administration activities  (but not of
ultimate decision-making process, because this function is done by the Executive
Holon), being some of them ERP’s info receiving (or Info Receiving directly
supplied by the Production Planner), Scheduling Simulation, Time and
Attendance, Control of Materials, Process Routing Management, Performance
Analysis, Quality Management and, as a link to the Operation Floor Holon
through the HIS, a Data Collect and Supply Interface.  The main holons and the
machines included inside Operation Floor Holon are integrated to the HIS
through a holonic communication interface (HCI) for each one.

In both configurations, the attention and efforts of this research are focused to the
MES Holon.  It is important to remark the fact that the adopted configuration depends
on SME’s decision concerning to financial investments and technical issues on
communication networks, HIS interface software required for each integrated
machine, desired integration level, etc. The Holonic character of the proposed MES
model is bestowed and explained by the following characteristics of the MES and the
system in which is immersed:

•� The first one is the heterarchical relationship among Executive Holon, MES
Holon and Operation Floor Holon in the case they are coupled to HIS (Fig. 2 b).

•� As depicted in Fig. 2 a, MES is a self contained entity, able to exist coupled or not
to a HIS.  When MES is not coupled to a HIS, it has just informative character
(historic and real time) and just its designed informative functionalities work.  On
the other hand, when the three main considered holons are coupled through a HIS,
they act as cooperative and integrated entities. Under this scheme, all designed
MES functionalities work.

Fig. 2. a)  MES "Stand-Alone" configuration:  MES acts just under an informative approach.  b)
MES full integration to the HIS
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3.1   Designed Functionalities for MES Holon

As can be seen in Figure 3, the Model for MES Holon Functionalities and their
relationship through information flows is shown in a conceptual form. These
functionalities are:

Fig. 3. General MES Holon Model Proposed for SMEs

−� Process Routing Management.  As inputs, it receives a State of Resources report
(this report, when displays critical numbers, acts as a trigger for production stop).
Besides that, it receives the basic information related with Work Orders, including
Order’s Priority Hierarchy, and some other features like Size, Product ID. Etc.
Some other information is required here, like Previous Order Progress, in order to
plan the Manufacturing Floor production sequence.  It’s outputs are directed to the
FMS – Operation Interface.  This outputs are Material Handling and Material
Management Orders (for general Material Control) and the required list of CNC,
Robot and General Machine Programs, in order to be retrieved by the
correspondent controllers.

−� ERP’s  Info Receiving or Planning System Interface.  This functionality acts as
an information gate, without significant info processing operations.  Strategic
information received includes Tentative Due Dates, BOP’s (Bills of Processes,
according to the received Work Order), BOM (attached Bill of Materials for the
Work Order) and, besides that, it receives the approvals for the MES Scheduling
Simulations (see “Scheduling Simulation” Functionality) from the Production
Planner or Manager (moreover, from the Planning System) as a trigger for the
required operations in order to finish a  Work Order.

−� Scheduling Simulation.  It acquires all the information related with the updated
state of resources (such resources are labor force, materials and equipment
availability) and, through a simulation procedure, it delivers forecasted state of
resources after work order completion and finishing time.  This information is sent
to the Planning System Interface, with a “for approval” status.

−� Exception Management.  This functionality is considered as a subsection of
Process Routing Management.  It manages all pre-programmed routines and
algorithms required when there is a non-normal condition in the system, such as
material scarcity, a down machine, status or date change in a work order, among
others.
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−� Performance Analysis.  It receives information from the Time and Attendance
during working sessions, from Material Control as a report of finished goods and
reworks, from Quality Management as dimensional or featuring non conformities
and, from Process Routing Management as the forecasted Work Order time and the
real processing time.  All this data is processed to compute a Performance
Analysis.  This Performance Analysis is computed order by order and globally,
after certain periods of time.

−� Quality Management.  It receives information from Quality Control Variables
from CTQ (Critical to Quality Variables) -in-Product and in-process Measurement
Devices. Its outputs are sent, mainly, to the Performance Analysis Functionality
and to the user’s interface through a Global Quality Report.

−� Time and Attendance.  Acquires data related with the Human Resources
Availability, in order to generate the adequate updated information related with
Operative Labor Force and it’s performance, necessary to worker’s dossier and,
mainly, to the Scheduling Simulation.

−� Control of Materials.  It plays a vital role.  This Functionality doesn’t only counts
and tracks inventory, but is in charge of all equipment related with Material
Handling and Movement.  Its inputs are Order’s Process Routing Order Features
(like Work Order size, Product ID, etc.), and Direct and Non Direct Materials state
of resources. Its outputs are, mainly, Material Handling Equipment (AGV’s,
conveyors, robots, pallets) execution orders, Warehouses Material releasing
permissions and Reports of State of Resources (Direct and Non Direct Materials).

−� Operation Interface or Data Collect and Supply Interface.   As the ERP’s  Info
Receiving or Planning System Interface, this functionality acts as an information
gate, without significant info processing operations.  It’s inputs are Digital signals
and variables, coming from different sensing and status devices, switches, etc.  All
of this signals are just derived in a standard format (as output) to the functionality
that needs them, like Quality Management, Control of Materials, Time and
Attendance and Process Routing Management.

3.2   Implementation Tools

Manufacturing enterprises are complex environments that require managing many
interrelated resources (e.g., human, supplies, machines, etc.). The proposed system
will be a building block in whole the spectrum of manufacturing management
systems, particularly in its integration to MRP II/ERP and quality control systems,
which includes its link with the supply chain. The technologies used in the
implementation will easy its deployment in different manufacturing environments
with different existent software and hardware platforms.

System integration has been approached by several proprietary and open
technologies [11].  Remote procedure call, message based and peer-to-peer
technologies have been successfully used to integrate common platform systems [12].
However, multiplatform systems have been difficult. A recent proposal to
multiplatform integration is to use Web Services technologies and protocols. Web
services use standard text based protocols for message description. In a Web service,
message description specifies the operations that can be requested, the necessary
parameters and the type of results produced. Message parsers are implemented in
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different programming environments and the corresponding operations executed. The
result is translated to a textual representation that can be parsed using any other
platform.  Such platform independent specification provides a mechanism that can be
implemented in different programming languages. The particular protocols used by
manufacturing units are translated to standard protocols that can be handled in a
uniform way by different implementation environments.

In order to reach the implementation of the MES Holon inside of a holonic
environment, it is necessary to have an architecture with the characteristics mentioned
above. Figure 4 show a proposal frame using  Web services mediators as HCIs to
implement the MES Holon.  To simplify the integration of systems from different
vendors, it will be required to develop interoperability protocols; these protocols will
be designed using XML and SOAP; WSDL will be used to simplify integration with
specific APIs that offer the different systems being interconnected.

Fig. 4.  MES Architecture using Web Services mediators

4  Application of Proposed MES Model

Micro, small, middle and big industry are or great importance in the economy and
employment both in industrialized countries and those with lower development level,
which is the case of  Mexico.  According to Economical Census, carried out by
Mexican government at the end of the 1990s decade, micro, small and middle
companies constituted the 99.6 % of Mexico’s industry Mexican companies are
immersed in macro-economic surroundings, national surroundings that are not stable,
therefore, the investment patterns cannot be stable.  The priorities of these companies
are not to have the latest technology, but to maintain a healthy economy.

4.1  Use of Information Technology (IT) in Mexican SMEs

Micro, small, middle and big industries are of great importance in the economy and
employment both in industrialized countries and those with lower development level,
which is the case of Mexico.  According to Economical Census, carried out by
Mexican government at the end of the 1990s decade, micro, small and middle
companies accrue to 99.6 % of Mexico’s industry. Mexican companies are immersed
in macro-economic surroundings and national surroundings that are not stable;
therefore, the investment patterns cannot be stable.  The priorities of these companies
are not to have the latest technology, but to maintain a healthy economy.
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The core software application for the Mexican companies is the management
packages, which amounts 64% of national market.  In this classification they are from
simple packages like Windows, to vertical applications like NOI, COI, HAMMOCK,
West Wind, Adam, among others.  Customized Software Development  (CSD) is the
second software application more important for Mexican companies, due to its
adaptability and low cost in comparison with robust solutions like ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning), CRM (Customer Relationship Management) or SCM (Supply
Chain Management) and because sometimes is the company’s IT department which
itself carries out the required software developments, in order to downsize costs and
due to their knowledge on the own specific company’s processes.  Nowadays, there is
a trend for Manufacturing Management software suppliers to cover and satisfy
demands on this technology for big industry in Mexico, which technological
investment in this area is less than 2% [1].  Therefore, the current strategies are
looking downstream and trying to fit the needs of medium, small and micro
companies.  From this we can derive that there is a need for specialized but
configurable low cost software.  Configurable and low cost MES software could be a
helpful information tool for SMEs, to improve their productivity and competitiveness.
This implies that no modules need to be sub profited (as it could happen with the use
by middle to down companies, of software designed for large companies).

4.2   The Application of MES in Mexican SMEs

As a research initiative to validate this Model, it is planned to apply it to three
representative SMEs located in the metropolitan area of Monterrey, Mexico, at the
end of 2003.  These three enterprises belong to the metal-mechanic and plastics
industrial branches.  General information about the enterprises is described in Table 1.
It is planned to customize this Model during it’s implementation, according to each
SME situation or condition.  The main conditions to be considered into this
customization are: human resources, economical resources and industrial operation
scheme.  The strategy defined in this technology transfer project for the
implementation is listed below, based in proposed MES implementation strategies
from MESA, Carnegie Mellon and Cheng et al:

1.� Perform Manufacturing assessments for key operations
2.� Apply diagnostics and tools during assessment phase.
3.� Identify the Manufacturing pain and the potential improvement areas
4.� Develop a Thorough Understanding of the Opportunity Areas
5.� Link the areas of opportunity to corporate benefits.
6.� Re-Design individual updated model according to each enterprise’s situation

or condition (human resources, economical resources and industrial
operation scheme).

7.� Begin Pilot MES Project and Assess Results Against a Baseline (this implies
an iterative assessment made by end users and designers).

8.� Make the Final Validation or Releasing.
9.� Close Project’s Documentation (this process is going to be iterative and

permanent in each stage of the project) [5] [7] [13].
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5  Conclusions

A MES Model for Mexican SME Industry with its functionalities, is presented.  This
proposal will allow to establish two integration configurations for the equipments and
main manufacturing resources, according to the financial and technological
investment of each SME.  The use of Web service technologies is proposed in order
to interconnect different Manufacturing and Production Planning Units getting
flexibility in order to customize the MES to SME´s necessities.  The low cost is
reached using standard PC platform.  The project will have a great impact on the
technology modernization of SME´s, because actually this kind of enterprises has not
access to this technology due the high cost and the complexity of the commercial
software.

Table 1. General information about SMEs in which the proposed MES Model is planned to be
applied

FEATURE SME 1 SME 2 SME 3
Industrial

branch and
Market

Metal – Mechanical
industry, dies fabrication.

Metal – Mechanical
industry, Mining, Iron
and Steel.

Rubber and Plastics,
Toys and Domestic
Electrical Appliances.

Human
Resources

Specialization
Level and /or

Quantity

Operation Workers: 30
Designers:  4
Programmers: 2

Engineers:  2
Technicians: 22
Buyers:  1
Sales:  2

Specialists in Plastic Mold
Design.

Core IT
and/or

Informatics
Technologies

Designing Software
(AutoCAD, Unigraphics,
Striker Die Maker System).

Designing Software
(AutoCAD).

Designing Software
(AutoCAD)

Operation
Scheme

MTO (Make to Order) MTO (Make to
Order)

MTO (Make to Order)

Main
Customers

•�GE Aircraft Engines,
Industrial Systems and
Power Systems

•�Lithonia Lighting
Mannesmann Sachs
Metalsa

•�Hamilton Beach

•�Mexican Federal
Electricity
Comission.

•�Imsa Signode
•�Rassini
•�Stabilit

•�Mattel
•�Mabe
•�Thomas & Betts
•�RTC Industries
•�Sinclair & Rush
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This paper deals with analysis of security threats and general requirements for
security infrastructure intended for FIPA compliant multi-agent communities and to
outline a potential solution for fundamental services. As fundamental services we
consider confidentiality, authentication, authorization, and message integrity service.
One of the most principal requirement to the proposed solution is that the solution
must remain FIPA compliant which means that every FIPA compliant agent should be
able to interact with agents using the proposed security architecture even without any
knowledge of that architecture and mechanisms; agents demanding for security can,
of course, refuse to communicate with non-authenticated agents, reject non-encrypted
messages, etc.

The proposed security mechanisms are intended to utilize existing FIPA agent
platform mediators as Agent Management System (AMS), Directory Facilitator (DF)
[4] to make these mechanisms transparent as much as possible and to avoid increasing
number of facilitators necessary to run agent platforms; moreover the new facilitators
implementing security mechanisms would in a great extent double that already
existing functionality.1
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This proposal is aimed mainly to “static,” i.e. non-mobile, agents but it should be
possible to extend the architecture about (rather non-trivial)2 support of security
services for mobile agents easily.

Frankly, the intention of this proposal is a consideration of design of generic,
scalable, reliable, and widely-applicable security architecture, approached from the
holistic point of view, for distributed and multi-agent systems. However, the goal of
this draft is not to reinvent a wheel but rather to employ well-known and proved
mechanisms.

Selection of used crypto-algorithms and protocols is based on the underlying
survey and overview of issues of network security stated in [14].
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Fig. 1. Active attacks: interruption, interception, modification and spoofing
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The most important of the above mentioned attacks are depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 2. Mutual service dependencies

Table 1. Attacks and their countermeasures

confidentiality authentication authorization integrity
eavesdropping yes
masquerading yes yes yes

reply attack yes yes yes yes
modification yes yes

denial of service
integrity corruption yes yes yes yes
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In addition to services described in paragraph 3 we introduce following extra
requirements for the proposed system:
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It seems reasonable to suppose an agent platform to be either secure or insecure, while
the decision about platform security and security policy is up to the platform owner,
see [13].
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Algorithm 1. Public key authentication algorithm

•� A  AMSA: IDA, IDB

•� AMSA  A: EKPub A [IDB, KPubB]

•� A  B: EKPubB [NA, IDA]

•� B  AMSB: IDB, IDA, EKPub AMS-B [NA]

•� AMSB  B: EKPriv AMS-B [IDA, KPubA], EKPubB [EKPriv AMS-B [NA, KA-B, IDA, IDB]]

•� B  A: EKPubA [EKPriv AMS-B [[NA, KA-B, IDA, IDB]], NB]

•� A T B, A  B: EK A-B [NB]

•� B T A
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Algorithm 2. Shared secret key authentication.

•� A  B: IDA, NA

•� B  AMS: IDB, NB, EKB [IDA, NA, TB]
•� AMS  A: EKA [IDB, NA, KA-B, TB], EKB [IDA, KA-B, TB], NB

•� A T B, A  B: EKB [IDA, KA-B, TB], EKA-B [NB]
•� B T A
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Fig. 3. Figure 3: Authentication cases. TKDC (Trusted Key Distribution Center) will be in our
case the Agent Management System (AMS)

For issuing access granting vouchers and maintenance of assignment of roles and
groups to particular agents the directory facilitator (DF) will be responsible.
Augmenting its responsibility in this sense is again natural as the DF according to the
FIPA specification [4] serves as yellow pages. In practice it means that the DF will
held information about services and their access lists14 (ACL) {<agent, service,
ACL>}, information about agents and their assignment to roles and groups {<agent,
role/group>} and information about assignment of ACLs and groups and roles
{<ACL, role/group>}. In addition, for authentication of the DF, which was selected
for registration of services by an agent, to that agent a special shared secret key will
be generated during the first registration. The whole process can be described by the
following algorithm:

Algorithm 3. Services registration and authorization.

•� B  DF: authenticate and register available services
•� DF  B: authenticate and send confirmation and generated shared

secret key
•� A  DF: authenticate and send request for the service and type of

access
•� DF  B: access granting voucher for A and authentication of A
•� B  A: authenticate and send access granting voucher for A together

with the requested service
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For the future we plan to extend capabilities of the access granting voucher about
possibility of forwarding that voucher to another agent. Such the extension will enable
to act agents on behalf of others. Rights of the forwarded voucher will be possible to
limit compared to the owner of the voucher. In conjunction with the extended trust
management and other services it will enable even to “trade” with such the vouchers.

Directory facilitator (DF) will serve even as the domain controller.

The problem with legacy system will be solved by access rights mapping at the
level of particular agents.

Fig. 4. Domain hierarchy and its trust management.

Except above stated requirements for domains we decided to extend functionality
of domains about the trust management (see notes). In addition we assume it would be
convenient to enable administrative splitting of domains to arbitrary number of sub-
domains. Such hierarchically settled domains will constitute a tree – Figure 4. Each
domain will be controlled by a special agent called domain controller (DC); due to the
hierarchical settlement every domain controller (except that in the root of the tree –
called the main domain controller) will have its superior controller which will be
responsible for propagation of groups and roles (unique within the whole tree), the
trust management, etc.  Names of domains will be also hierarchical; they will be
maintained by domain controllers as well.15 As domains are very closely tight to
authentication and authorization and they will be maintained by directory facilitators
we decided to make directory facilitators responsible even for the domain controller
functionality.16
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Basic requirements, presumptions, and effort to the achievement of FIPA agent
security, which are currently being implemented within our multi-agent infrastructure,
are discussed in the paper. To be honest, there are additional requirements concerning
the FIPA standard augmentation to support all features of the proposed architecture –
namely introduction of public-key infrastructure (PKI) interconnection, accounting
agent, trust forwarding, etc. - these are not discussed and exceeded the limited extend
of the paper.
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Agent Exchange – Virtual Trading Environment
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Abstract. Agent Exchange is a virtual trading environment serving as a
test bed for experiments with market simulations, trading strategies and
auctioning techniques. Agent Exchange is the distributed environment
implementing up-to-date knowledge from multi-agent systems and secure
communication. The developed agent community consists of independent
agents communicating via defined protocols and ontology. The secure
agent communication is an important part of this project. Roles that
agents can play in the Agent Exchange community are Trading-agent,
Bank-agent, Exchange-agent, Scenario-agent, User-agent, and Central
treading authority agent. This paper describes the design of the Agent
Exchange project, its functions and implementation details.

1 Introduction

Agent Exchange (AX) is a test-bed for experimenting with advanced trading
strategies in an Agentcities [1] distributed environment. By developing the pub-
licly available agent-based virtual market we aim to stimulate the research in the
area of distributed decision making for B2B and B2C, and increase exploitation
of the Agentcities environment for other than tourism-like services. The devel-
oped AX environment serves for experiments in electronic markets and as a tool
during courses at artificial intelligence that are given by Gerstner Laboratory,
Czech Technical University in Prague.

Provided infrastructure consists of six agent roles. Five of them (Trading-
agent, Bank-agent, Exchange-agent, Scenario-agent and User-agent) form busi-
ness community and participate on trading. The minimal number of agents act-
ing any role is one and maximum number is unlimited for any agent role in the
business community. The sixth one (Central treading authority agent) supports
the other agents by broadcasting information about existence of community
members. There is only one instance of this agent in the AX at this moment.
Each agent has unique certificate including agent’s role, and keys for encrypt-
ing or signing messages. The developed protocols and ontology allow start of
the community and its negotiation. Traders can control the accounts in banks,
get information from exchanges, and put the bid to sell/buy to the exchange.
Exchanges can check traders’ solvency and realize commodity transactions.

The AX environment applies security mechanisms of encryption and signing
provided by X-Security [2] package. Signing and encrypting of whole and part
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of message are used in the communication. The implemented auction model is
Continuous Double Auction. The defined communication protocols and ontology
are the only stuff that must be supported and utilized by the agents acting in
AX. Developers can the run pre-prepared agent community and are also encour-
aged to design and implement new ones. Both of adaptation and substitution of
existing agents are allowed in the AX virtual market environment.

This paper contains the following parts. Section 2 aims to definition of seller
and buyer, and their negotiation. Section 3 describes social model and their
advantages for agents acting on virtual markets. Section 4 aims new developed
virtual trading environment, its components and agent communication details.

2 Market Negotiation

The trade is usually based on the exchanging of commodities and services. The
one who produces any commodity is the producer of this commodity. Equally
the consumer is the one that consumes commodity. In this description we assume
one of the exchanged commodity being universal currency, e.g. money. Having
defined money we can describe seller as the one who owns commodity different
to money and wants to exchange this commodity to money. On the other hand
we are allowed to define buyer that has money and wants commodity. The seller
wants to gain as much money as possible and buyer wants to pay as little as
necessary to gain the commodity.

The seller and buyer are roles on the market and anyone is allowed to act both
roles in the same moment and resell bought commodity to others. Beside seller
and buyer there is a coordinator (manager) organizing the market negotiation.
Coordinator role can be played by anyone playing seller or buyer role, or by
another one subject, which is not interested in buying or selling commodity.
This subject provides services of coordinating the trade for buyers and sellers.

All sellers and buyers have set limit value of the commodity. Each seller has
minimum value he is compliant to get when selling one piece as well as each
buyer is compliant to pay for one piece only some maximum value. These is a
private value of a trader. In case of disclosure of this information other traders
can modify their prices offered to the one with tapped limit value. The result
of disclosure is reduction of a profit of handicapped trader. Beside the private
values of particular traders there is the common value. Common value is a result
of the negotiation mechanisms of traders and describes how the market valuates
the commodity. Taking common value into account traders can increase their
profit (e.g. sellers can asks higher price then his minimum one is if he assume to
get it - commodity is sold and profit increased).

Various mechanisms exist for finding a trade partner and accomplishing the
commodity and money exchange. To select a mechanism one must assume that
the trade is one-shot or repeat. Realizing the repeated long-term contract one
can get better conditions (e.g. price) from the seller or buyer than conditions
got if the trade negotiation is started every time from null. Even in long-time
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contract it could be possible to get temporary worse condition (e.g. pay more)
then actual one-shot market offers. It takes place if the contract provide better
conditions over whole period of the contract than finishing it because of tem-
porary conditions. For one-shot sale and purchase it is more effective to find
seller or buyer offering the actual best price. The last thing that trader must
realize is whether he knows the common value of the offered/required commod-
ity. Suitable mechanisms can reduce the lost and enlarge the profit. The main
mechanisms are Contract Net Protocol (CNP) and auctions. CNP was originally
described by Smith in [3]. It is based on calling others for proposals and selection
of the offer that best fits the requirements. Auctions collect offers of interested
sellers and buyers. Different auction mechanisms require different bidding and
can reach different results.

Auctions are supposed to be significant in the future of electronic trading
because auction is setting the price of goods according to the actual demand
and supply. Reynolds in [4] defines auction as a competitive method of allocation
limited commodity. There are more then one types of auction and not all of them
are based on ascending prices.

Reynolds [4], Sandholm [5] and others (e.g. [6]) divide auction into 4 basic
types depending on sealed or open bids and ascending or descending price. As
another auction type they consider Double Auction. Almost all various auctions
used in the world can be described as variants of the 4 basic and Double Auction.
Unfortunately this system of classification is not consolidated in names of types.
We use the same names for auction types like [4] and [5] do. The basic 4 auctions
are:

– English (ascending-price),
– Dutch (descending-price),
– First-Price sealed-bid (first-price),
– Vickrey (uniform second-price).

Another auction type is Double Auction widely used in the variant called
Continuous Double Auction (CDA). We decided to use CDA as a basic auc-
tion type for Agent Exchange. Other types of auctioning mechanisms are also
envisaged to be implemented.

3 Social Models

As mentioned before the trade is based on the commodity exchange. The con-
version rate (ratio of common values of exchanged commodities) mainly depends
on market demand and supply of particular commodities. The real price that
seller can get and buyer pays also depends on their knowledge about the market
and other traders. Not all traders know all the others, not all traders negoti-
ate about the price and try to pay as least as possible, and not all traders can
wait to expected seasonal price-cutting. Having knowledge about other traders’
desires, their private values, negotiation abilities, and seasonal trends can help
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trader considering this knowledge to increase the profit. Not only knowledge
about competitors but also about teammates sharing the same goal can improve
bargaining abilities.

The work [7] defines the concept of a social knowledge. Social knowledge
in a trading environment describes the others’ behaviors, offered and required
commodity, amount of commodity and private values. Teammates provide all
information accurately because they contribute to maximizing the profit of the
team. On the other the information the competitors announce is only the one
they suppose to increase their own profits. Information that the trader never says
to others is his private knowledge; the information given to the trade partners
(e.g. during market negotiation) is the semiprivate knowledge; and the informa-
tion accessible to everyone (e.g. trade’s communication address) is the public
knowledge. To get information about the others one can ask them or use sub-
scribe/advertise protocol if others are compliant to provide required information.
Everything else about other traders must be estimated from their announced re-
quests, responses to requests for offers in contract net protocol, and their bidding
on auction if bids are not sealed. In multi-agent systems there is an acquaintance
model serving as the tool for knowledge representation. Typical example of mod-
ern acquaintance model is the tri-base model [8].

4 Agent Exchange

AX business community roles (See figure 1) are Trading-agent, Bank-agent,
Exchange-agent, User-agents and Scenario-agent. Another agent is Central trad-
ing authority agent that does not participate on trading but is an important
member in open communities.

4.1 Agent Roles

– Trading-agent sells and buys commodities. Its aim is to make profit.
Trading-agents are allowed to cooperate.

– User-agent is an interface between a human user and the Trading-agents.
This agent manages the team of Trading-agents that a human user owns.
Each team has its own team-leader.

– Bank-agent organizes payments for the inter-agent trading. The Bank-
agent administers the money and commodity accounts for the agents that
ask Bank-agent to do it.

– Exchange-agent is responsible for organizing the trades among the
Trading-agents. This agent is envisaged as an open environment for imple-
menting various auctioning strategies.

– Scenario-agent influences the trading environment by shipping and deliv-
ering specific commodities into/from the market.

– Central trading authority agent informs Trading-agents about existing
Bank-agents and Exchange-agents. The other function of this agent is pro-
viding money and commodity to newborn Trading-agents to allow them deal
on the market.
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Fig. 1. Agent Exchange community structure

Trading-agent (TA). The Trading-agent is an agent that exploits its resources
and rationality in order to make profit on transforming different types of re-
sources by indirect interaction with the other Trading-agents. The interaction of
Trading-agents is made available by the Exchange-agent. Trading-agent operates
according the orders from User-agent. The easiest task for the Trading-agent is
to exchange specified commodity on specified auction. More difficult task is to
exchange defined amount and price of the good but the selection of the auction
is up to Trading-agent. The most difficult task is to cooperate in trading with
the teammates. It is most difficult but by the cooperation the team can get
higher profit. Cooperation of Trading-agents and the User-agent is described in
the following section.

User-agent (UA). The User-agent serves as an interface between team of
Trading-agents and a human user. The task of this agent is to manage the
Trading-agents that a particular user owns and to collect and show up-to-date
information about accounts and Trading-agents’ states. The team of the User-
agent and subordinate Trading-agents tries to reach the profit and satisfy the
human user owning the team. The team is required to contain intelligence allow-
ing trading and some graphic user interface (GUI) to present state of the team
to user.
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The easiest way how to create team of a User-agent and Trading-agents is
to create one agent compiling the features of both required agent types. This
new agent can be viewed as one-member team with implemented graphic user
interface. It does not need any social model of the teammates because of nonex-
istence of them. The social model that this agent and also agents using other
variants of cooperation needs is the model of competitors and Exchange-agents
and their exchanges on that Trading-agent trade. This variant is required in
some simulations of lone self-oriented investors without sharing resources. This
model is only one that is implemented in the AX project now.

For the further use by another developers we described protocols and ontology
used by Trading-agent to allow developers implement their own Trading-agents
and User-agents. Using these protocols and ontology developers are able to im-
plement an interface between the Agent Exchange community and their expert
and decision making systems. They do not need to implement their existing
software again to prove it in the Agent Exchange.

Bank-agent (BA). The Bank-agent is a registering agent that organizes pay-
ments for the inter-agent trading. The Bank-agent administers accounts for
subscribed agents. Besides money there are other commodities registered with
the Bank-agent. The Bank-agents serve as a virtual commodity storage. Thus
Bank-agent contains databases of agents’ accounts. Each record contains account
number, identification and communication address of owner, commodity that is
stored on this account, state (number of items or money), and a list of book-
ings. The booking is record about amount of commodity that account owner
trusted the Exchange-agent to manipulate with it. All the Bank-agents are re-
quired to act trustworthily. Contemporary Bank-agent cannot ask charges for
its services. The feature of service charges will be implemented if necessary in
any simulation.

Exchange-agent (EA). The Exchange-agent receives offers to buy or sell from
Trading-agents. All bids must contain offered commodity, requested commodity,
price, deadline till the offer is valid, and commodity or money booking certificate.
The Exchange-agent checks all necessary bank accounts whether the seller owns
enough commodity and buyer enough money. When conditions to satisfy new-
come offers can be accomplished the exchange is done by bank orders to exchange
the money and commodity. Then the seller and buyer are informed about the
executed transaction.

As a basic auction model we implemented Continuous Double Auction
(CDA). This one is also used in another virtual trading environments such as
TAC [9]. In the real financial world CDA is used in stock exchanges (e.g. NYSE
New York Stock Exchange [10]). The CDA is the auction that never stops and
sellers and buyers place they required and offered prices independently. At the
moment when the requirements of any seller and buyer meet, the exchange of
the commodity and money is executed.
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We decided to allow to exchange only money to commodity and commodity
to money on the auction. Barter is not allowed now and because the real trading
is based on money. We plan to use it only if simulation explicitly requires it.
Although barter is not used in the AX now it can be allowed anytime when a
simulation requires it. Amount of sold and bought commodity is allowed to be
bigger then 0. Commodity unit and virtual money unit are divisible.

Scenario-agent (SA). The Scenario-agent is the first producer and final con-
sumer of all commodities in the AX market environment. Scenario-agent sells
and buys the commodity according to orders from Power User (human user,
who controls the commodity flow to/from the Agent Exchange environment).
The Scenario-agent acts in causal manners that could be informally described
and publicly known in a possible combination with a random factor. Scenario-
agents act directly on exchanges. To control Scenario-agent Power User can use
predefined scenario file describing scenarios of periodic affecting or graphic user
interface for immediate affecting. Each record in the scenario file contains these
data:

– Probability of performing the action,
– Time of action that defines start-up of the action,
– Type of action defines if the commodity has to be sold or bought,
– Offered or requested commodity,
– Commodity amount,
– Commodity price,
– Exchange which will be asked to provide the action.

The loss making and ability to make money and commodities according the
orders is the reason why Bank-agents are required to receive commodity not only
from the other Bank-agents as usual in the ordinary transactions. They have to
receive commodity from Scenario-agents too to allow them create products for
selling. Thus the Scenario-agent is allowed to generate commodity for influencing
the market.

The procedure of influence is as follow. According to orders read from the
file, or received from the Power User via GUI, Scenario-agent orders Bank-agent
via Central trading authority agent to create both of source account and target
account if it is necessary. Next step is generating commodities that have to
be sold or money that have to be spent. Then the Scenario-agent sends relevant
requests to exchanges. Scenario-agent requests them to buy and sell commodities
at the amount defined in scenario file or by Power User. When matching bids
are found the Exchange-agent performs the trade via standard protocols for
commodities exchange.

4.2 Communication Ontology

We use three ontologies for messages construction: Management-ontology, Bank-
ontology and Exchange-ontology. Management-ontology provides messages con-
trolling the community. Bank-ontology is the main one for business communi-
cation and serves all messages that other agents send to (and receive from) the
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Bank Agent. Trading Agents communicate to the Exchange Agent via Exchange-
ontology. Bank-ontology and Exchange-ontology form group of inter-agent busi-
ness communication ontology.

4.3 Communication Security

The business communication messages are confidential and often contain the
orders to transfer money and other commodities. To secure the communication
within Agent Exchange we use the X-Security model [2]. This model provides
partial security for community members and is being tested on the Agent Ex-
change community.

X-Security model supports securing of whole message content by signing
and encrypting as well as securing a defined content part. When the complete
content is secured the message is extended with new slot called X-Security. This
slot contains identification of security method and used keys. When the content
is signed this slot also contain the signature. The information included to X-
Security slot is necessary for the receiver of the message to choose appropriate
method for decryption or signature check. When only part of message content is
secured the message content contains X-Security information beside the secured
part.

Signing specified part of message serves as an authorization of another agent
to perform some action. The authorized agent can copy the authorization and
send it to agent that has to perform this action, which originally could be re-
quested only by authorizing agent. The agent performing the requested action
has a glue that the action was really requested by agent who can do it or this
agent dedicated another one to request it.

Authorizing another agents in AX is necessary because exchanging is pro-
vided by sending orders to Exchange-agents. The Exchange-agent receives bids
and relevant authorization, which are signed by Trading-agents, for commodities
that have to be sold. After finding corresponding bids The Exchange-agent or-
ders Bank-agents, where commodities the goods and money to be exchanged are
stored, to transfer them to the buyer’s and seller’s accounts. Bank-agents can do
it only after previously receiving of correct authorizations that account owners
provide to the Exchange-agent. This one passes them to the Bank-agents to gain
access to the commodities and to give Bank-agents proofs that the commodity
owners really requested transfers of the commodity and money.

The basic communication security functions for AX business community are
provided by Security certification authority agent (SCA). Each agent is required
to register its security certificate at SCA to be allowed to use secure communi-
cation. The security certificate contains agent’s identification, time of certificate
validity, agent’s security level, public keys, keys identification and type (e.g.
RSA/1024 or SHA with DSA/1024). SCA maintains actual valid certificates of
all agents and provides them to every agent by request.
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When any agent receives a message and the agent does not have appropri-
ate certificate for its decryption or signature-check, the agent asks SCA for it.
After receiving the certificate the agent can decrypt message or check message
signature and continue in communication with the original message’s sender.

4.4 Implementation and Future Work

Agent Exchange is the new publicly available virtual multi-agent test-bed. The
aim of our research is to provide the virtual electronic market environment to
developers who want to test and prove their algorithms for real electronic trading.
For implementation we use Java 1.4 and Jade 2.61. The AX community contains
agents of six different roles. These agent roles allow implementing almost any
subject participating on trading in real business world.

The future work that has to be done is an improvement of Trading-agent
strategies to allow them cooperate and extending the Bank-agent by the service
charges collecting. Next step of our research we see in interconnection of the
Trading-agent and the Scenario-agent to allow any agent transform commodi-
ties.

5 Conclusion

E-business and virtual marketplaces become significant in these days. The AX
project aims to develop an agent-based virtual market infrastructure that can
be used as a test-bed for electronic software trading agents before their run
in the real competitive environment. The developed system does not contain
any central system that is necessary for trading. Any agent participating on
the commodity exchange is substitutable and can be removed and also added
to the market anytime during the run of the simulation. Publication of used
protocols and ontology allows developers to design new agents (acting defined
roles) and after implementing the interface connect and test existing system in
virtual market environment. As an example of multi-agent system the Agent
Exchange is used by students attending courses at artificial intelligence that are
given by Gerstner Laboratory, Czech Technical University in Prague.

Source codes of Agent Exchange project are available at the project official
web-page [11].

Acknowledgement. We thanks for funding the Agent Exchange project by
Agentcities.NET (IST-2000-28384) as a project ACNET.02.28.
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Abstract. Ontologies are needed for agent communication as they pro-
vide means for describing intended semantics of the language used for
expressing the content of messages. We show what types of ontologies
and their descriptions are used in the area of multi-agent systems for
manufacturing and compare them with the ontology modeling languages
in the semantic web area. We present a framework that enables adding
semantics of OWL ontologies used in the semantic web to the ontologies
without any formal explicit description used in the manufacturing do-
main (expressed usually in XML). The ontologies with explicitly defined
semantics can be used for purposes that require formal semantics such
as for automated reasoning over the source ontologies from the manu-
facturing domain or for integration of manufacturing and semantic web
agents. This integration is one of the key issues for successful development
of agent-based solutions for manufacturing as well as virtual enterprises.

1 Introduction

Communication in multi-agent systems is possible only in the case that the
communicating agents share their ontologies [6]. In other words, agents have
to understand the messages that they receive from other agents. Even when
a message is delivered over the network and syntactically understood (i.e. an
agent is able to recognize syntactical elements), there is one more step needed
— the agent has to understand the meaning of words and constructs used in the
message content.

The actual meaning of the message content is captured in a message ontology.
The possibilities of ontology description range from a simple vocabulary to a full
logical theory. The choice of ontology description then determines how much a
prospective ontology sharing or reuse will be possible. A better formal description
often means improved possibilities for automatic processing.

In this paper, we are particularly interested in ontologies that are currently
used in multi-agent systems for manufacturing [16]. As mentioned later in the
paper, these ontologies are explicitly described usually only informally. By in-
formal description we mean a description that is not directly processable by
computer agents, such as a general natural language description. Languages for
better description of ontologies that capture better the intended semantics are
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being developed in the semantic web area [8]. We take inspiration from the se-
mantic web ontology languages and propose methods for adding more semantics
to the ontologies used in multi-agent systems for manufacturing nowadays. We
present a proof-of-concept framework that enables to add semantics together
with the mapping from the original ontology to the new one. We build on our
previous work [12] where we explained the needs for adding semantics to ontolo-
gies as well as the need for integrating both the manufacturing and semantic
web agents.

Adding explicit formal semantics to ontologies without any explicit formal
description enables to use automated reasoning for ontology sharing and integra-
tion. The integration of ontologies used in the area of MAS for manufacturing
with those developed for the semantic web is one of the key issues for successful
development of many practical systems.

The paper is organized as follows: First we describe ontologies in general
and then briefly compare ontologies used in the manufacturing area with those
used in the semantic web field. From the semantic web area we focus on the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) that is supposed to become World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) recommendation for the semantic web. We give some reasons
for using OWL for ontology modeling. We show how the ontologies used in the
manufacturing area are insufficiently specified and thus we describe ways that
can be used for adding semantics to them. A proof-of-concept framework for
adding semantics to the ontologies in the manufacturing domain will be presented
as well. The work with the framework is illustrated on a simple example from
the transportation domain [16]. We conclude with a very brief discussion of how
the formal ontology can be used by an agent for reasoning purposes.

2 Ontologies in Agent Communication

The ontologies specify the conceptualization [6] of the domain. When agents
want to communicate, they have to share the ontology used for communication.
This means that they share the conceptualization of the domain, i.e. that they
primarily recognize the same objects and the same relations among the objects
in the domain they operate on. Also, they have to share the specification of this
conceptualization, i.e. they have to use the same language and the same words
for describing the same objects.

The ontologies capture the structure of the domain, i.e. they define how to
model the state of affairs in a domain together with possible restrictions. They
capture knowledge that is not changing (or that is changing very rarely), while
a particular knowledge base or a particular message captures a particular state
in the domain concerned.

The ontologies should be well designed and well defined. By a good design we
mean that they should adequately capture the modeled domain for the task at
hand. By a good definition we mean not only the syntax, but also the semantics.
The formal semantics is important if we want to use an automated reasoning
over ontologies, such as automatic ways of ontology integration and sharing
of different ontologies. To enable the sharing of ontologies, ontologies must be
explicitly described in a way understandable to agents.
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3 Ontologies Used in Manufacturing Domain

The design of multi-agent systems for manufacturing is influenced mainly by the
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [3] standards developed to
ensure agents’ compatibility at various levels. FIPA uses Open Knowledge Base
Connectivity (OKBC) as a base for expressing ontologies [4]. The advantage of
this approach is that a direct mapping from ontologies to an object-oriented
language is possible. For example, in the JADE package for construction of
the FIPA-compliant multi-agent systems, the recommended way of handling
ontologies is to create Java classes describing ontology classes and relations and
to register them as a part of the application ontology. This is a practical, fast
way of creating an ontology with an immediate underlying implementation.

A typical example of ontology specification used in this domain is the FIPA
Ontology specification itself [4], where the specification is provided in a tabular
form. The tables contain name of a term and its informal description in a natural
language. It is possible to use the predicates of FIPA-META-Ontology ontology
to specify the content of the ontology. These predicates are intended to provide
a way to exchange information about ontologies among agents, but they are not
used for a formal description of ontologies.

As also noted in [12], we can see that the ontologies currently used in the
manufacturing domain are driven mainly by the need for having something that
would work as soon as possible. The attention is focused on the task that a
particular multi-agent system should solve, not on the interoperability with other
agents from other communities. It is not expected that agents will need to be
able to communicate with agents from other communities, so no formal ontology
description is available.

These ontologies have their semantics explicitly described at best in a form
of a textual description of the intended use [4,16]. The description in the form of
textual description does not fulfill the requirement of having an explicit descrip-
tion understandable to agents. The semantics is described formally in agent’s
code, however this is an implicit description that cannot be used to reason over
ontologies. No explicit formal description of ontology is available. The need for
a formal ontology description is arising, for example, when an easier automated
integration with other agents, either with manufacturing agents that were not de-
signed to work together, or with other agents like semantic web agents is needed.
A typical example involves different agents from different companies that were
originally not designed to work together in one supply chain [12].

4 Semantic Web and Web Ontology Language (OWL)

The specification of ontologies as described in the previous section is in contrast
with the ontologies used in the semantic web area. The semantic web [8] is
a vision of extension of the current web in which the information would be
given well-defined meaning that would enable better processing by computers.
In addition to the current pages, machine understandable information in a form
of a formally defined content with formally defined ontologies for that content
should be provided in order to enable more intelligent automated processing. As
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it is necessary to enable semantic web agents to handle more ontologies and to
process them automatically, a formal specification of ontologies is needed.

There have been many proposals for languages that could be used for these
purposes. In this paper, we focus on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [7]
that is intended to provide a language that can be used to describe ontologies
(together with knowledge bases) in a form of classes and relations among them
together with further restrictions and intended use of them. It is designed pri-
marily for the WWW documents and applications, but it can be used for any
other domain as well. OWL is a language intended for knowledge and ontology
representation — it is not simply a language for a message or data format, as is
for example XML. OWL was designed by W3C based on the experience gained
with the DAML+OIL [1] language. OWL is intended to replace DAML+OIL.
Like DAML+OIL, OWL is built on RDF triples [10], and uses RDF/RDFS and
XML Schema [15] constructs.

4.1 Description of OWL

In OWL, the ontology is a set of definitions of classes, properties, and constraints
on the way those classes and properties can be employed. The OWL ontology
may include the following elements [7]:

• taxonomic relations between classes,
• datatype properties (descriptions of attributes of elements of classes),
• objects properties (descriptions of relations between elements of classes),
• instances of classes and properties.

There are three increasingly complex species of OWL. OWL Lite provides the
simplest constructs that allow for classification hierarchies and simple constraint
features. More powerful OWL DL includes the complete OWL. It is a language
that is in correspondence with the OWL description logic, that allows automated
reasoning. The most complex OWL Full includes also the complete OWL, and in
addition to OWL DL, it provides the freedom of RDF. For example, it is possible
to use individuals for a class definition (i.e. to define a class by its extension).
We will consider the OWL Full (i.e. the language with no restrictions) in this
paper.

OWL divides the universe into two disjoint parts. One part is the datatype
domain described by the XML Schema [15] datatypes. The other part is the
object domain that is described by the OWL classes.

All the class elements in OWL create a subclass of owl:Class (a subclass of
rdfs:Class). Two class names are predefined — owl:Thing and owl:Nothing.
Every object is a member of owl:Thing and no object is a member of owl:No-
thing. Classes can be refined by elements that include:

• rdfs:subClassOf asserting that a class is a subclass of a class expression
(which includes a simple class, see below)

• owl:disjointWith and owl:sameClassAs asserting that a class is disjoint
with or equivalent to a class expression
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• boolean combinations of class expressions — owl:intersectionOf assert-
ing conjunction, owl:unionOf asserting disjunction, and owl:complementOf
analogous to logical negation, but restricted on objects only

• objects properties (descriptions of relations between elements of classes)

The class expression is a class name, enumeration, property restriction on a
class, or a boolean combination of class expressions.

The other part of an ontology definition in OWL is the definition of properties
of classes. Properties can be either object properties (instances of owl:Object
Property) that relate objects to other objects, or datatype properties (instances
of owl:DatatypeProperty) that relate objects to datatype values. Datatype
values are defined by XML Schema definitions. Similarly as in the definition of
classes, a property can be refined by the following elements:

• rdfs:subPropertyOf asserting that it is a subproperty of another property
• rdfs:domain asserting that the property only applies to instances of the

specified class expression
• rdfs:range asserting that the values of the property are only instances of

the specified class expression
• owl:samePropertyAs asserting equivalence to other property
• owl:inverseOf, owl:TransitiveProperty, owl:SymetricProperty, owl:
FunctionalProperty and owl:InverseFunctionalProperty asserting ad-
ditional properties of properties

We can now return to property restrictions on classes. These restrictions are
a special kind of class expressions. They refine the classes by restricting possible
values of properties of these classes, but do not restrict properties themselves.
Restrictions on properties for classes can be described using the following ele-
ments:

• owl:allValuesFrom that is analogous to the universal quantifier of the
predicate logic and that defines the class of all objects for which the val-
ues of the property belong to the class expression. A similar construct,
owl:someValuesFrom, is analogous to the existential quantifier

• owl:hasValue that defines the class of all objects for which the property has
at least one value equal to the object or datatype value

• owl:cardinality, owl:maxCardinality, owl:minCardinality that all re-
strict the cardinality of the property, i.e. how many distinct values of the
given property is allowed for a class.

4.2 Reasons to Use OWL

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) that is going to be standardized by W3C
provides an ontology modeling language with defined formal semantics. XML
provides standard common syntax for parsing documents or messages. OWL
provides a standard way of expressing the semantics. XML itself does not provide
any explicit description of intended use of data. The semantics is expressed only
implicitly in the agent code and is thus bound to a specific agent. There are no
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means how to reuse the information about semantics for other agents. With this
approach, each agent has the semantics hard wired which leads to the necessity
of programming the understanding for each agent separately, may cause different
interpretation in different agents, and makes dynamic discovery and exploitation
impossible.

Expressing the semantics explicitly has advantages of separating the seman-
tics from the program code and thus leads to writing less code for implementing
mutual understanding for multiple agents. It also reduces the chances of misin-
terpretation in various implementations. OWL provides a common language to
define semantics so that anyone can understand it. OWL uses the XML syntax
and builds on RDF syntax and semantics, i.e. it builds on existing widely used
technologies so that common XML and RDF tools can work with OWL as well.

OWL is going to become the base ontology modeling language for the se-
mantic web. There are already tools available both for authoring and parsing
various forms of OWL documents as well as tools for reasoning over ontologies
expressed in OWL. An example of the usage of the OWL specified ontology is
provided in the section 8.

5 Semantics of XML Ontologies Used in Manufacturing
Domain

From the description of the OWL compared to the form of ontologies currently
typically used in the manufacturing domain, it is obvious that the manufacturing
ontologies lack explicit formal description in a form understandable to computer
agents. The syntax is usually described in a sufficient way — for example by
the DTD or XML Schema or at least by the ontology classes definition in a
particular implementation language. However, the semantics is at best expressed
only informally by a natural language description.

For specifying XML intended use, Document Type Definition (DTD) and
XML Schema Definition (XSD) are used today. These languages are capable
to express a structure of a document. However, the need for adding ontology
modeling capabilities to XML for better specification of intended use has been
already recognized and several proposals are available. These capabilities allow
representing semantics, not only the syntax of a document as pure XML and
DTD does.

These proposals can be divided into two groups. The first group contains
approaches that extend the XML definition (DTD or XSD) with extensions that
allow adding more semantics to XML. These approaches include the Schema for
Object Oriented XML (SOX) [2], XML++ [9]. They both allow using constructs
that are available in the object-oriented world, such as inheritance or polymor-
phism. However, the target is a proprietary language that is not widely used.
Another example can be found in [5] where a RDF-like constructs are introduced
into XML. The other group includes approaches that translate XML to other
languages (such as RDF) using a fixed translation algorithm [11] or that provide
formal semantics [14] based on some assumptions of the XML use.
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XML Message

OWL ontology and mapping
definition wizard

OWL
Ontology

OWL Message

XML to OWL
translation

OWL to XML
translation

XML to OWL
mapping

Fig. 1. Data flow diagram of translating XML to OWL with added semantics. The
ontology and mapping definition wizards enable to define the mapping that is used for
translation between OWL and XML.

6 Adding OWL Semantics to XML

We present an alternative approach to the proposals described in the previous
section. Our intention is to provide semantics in a form of OWL constructs and
define the semantics by providing a mapping from XML to OWL.

Instead of using proprietary extension, we use the emerging standard for the
semantic web, the Web Ontology Language. Instead of enabling a fixed transla-
tion, we provide more alternatives of translation. However, a human assistance is
required to select the alternative of intended semantics of given XML constructs.
Only XML documents or messages are required, no other definition is necessary.

The data flow diagram for our approach is shown in Figure 1. We present
an OWL ontology and a mapping definition wizard that enables to define the
OWL ontology and mapping between XML and OWL. Using this information,
messages can be translated between OWL and XML, either for communication
between manufacturing and semantic web agents, or for using better description
of XML messages and ontologies for enabling automated reasoning over them.

The intended application scenario is as follows. XML messages are taken
as the input for the wizard that helps the user to determine the target OWL
ontology and mapping between the original XML message and the target OWL
ontology. Both the ontology and the mapping are continuously refined with new
messages. The resulting mapping can be then used for translating messages in
both directions between the original XML form and the OWL form with the
specified ontology.

6.1 Example from the Transportation Domain

Let us describe the processes and data stores used in the data flow diagram in
Figure 1 on a sample XML message content from the transportation domain
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[16] shown in Figure 2. The semantics of the XML elements in the message is
typically described as a brief natural language explanation of meaning.

<component type="ConveyorBelt" name="b1">
<connection from="w1" to="d1" defaultCost="12.5">

</component>

Fig. 2. Example XML message content from the transportation domain [16].

This message is an input for the ontology and mapping definition wizard.
The wizard parses the message and suggests how to construct the OWL ontology
from it and how to translate from the XML content to the OWL content. The
target OWL content is based on the defined OWL ontology. Several heuristics
are provided that guide the translation. A default choice is always provided, but
the user can change the choice if necessary. This process has two outputs. The
first result is the OWL ontology describing the target ontology for translation.
This ontology can be further modified for better description of the semantics.
The other result is the mapping between the source XML format and the target
OWL format that is based on the designed OWL ontology.

The OWL ontology is described in the standard OWL, so that any OWL
enabled agent or tool can work with it. The mapping information is used for
translation from the XML message to the OWL message or in the opposite
direction. The full specification of the message in OWL is then the conjunction
of the OWL message and the OWL ontology that defines resources used in the
message.

6.2 Heuristics Used for Translation

There are several heuristics that are used by the wizard for determining the
mapping and the target ontology. We will briefly describe them now. The wizard
handles the XML elements, attributes, and texts included in the elements. Texts
are handled as special attributes of XML elements. Since there can be more texts
within an element, the wizard enables to attach a different OWL construct to
each of them. The correspondence is determined by their order, as ordering of
all the constructs is important in XML (in opposite to OWL, where the order
is not important). XML can be thought of as an ordered tree, while OWL is a
general directed graph.

The supported possibilities of mapping from the XML elements and at-
tributes with their relations expressed in the XML document into OWL con-
structs are the following ones. First of all, the XML element can be mapped into
the OWL class, and the XML attribute can be mapped into the OWL datatype
property. The names of the OWL classes or attributes can be copied from the
names used in XML. The attribute may also refer to an object in a domain, so
it is also possible to map an attribute to an object property with a particular
class having another datatype property. Another possibility is to map a pair of
an XML element and its attribute with particular value to a single OWL class.
This is useful when the attribute indicates further specialization of the element
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<transport:ConveyorBelt> a <owl:Class> ;
rdfs:label "ConveyorBelt" ;
rdfs:subClassOf <transport:TransportationEdge> .

<transport:targetNode> a <owl:ObjectProperty> ;
rdfs:label "targetNode" ;
rdf:type <owl:FunctionalProperty> ;
rdfs:subPropertyOf <transport:connectedTo> ;
rdfs:range <transport:TransportationNode> ;
rdfs:domain <transport:TransportationEdge> .

<transport:defaultCost> a <owl:DatatypeProperty> ;
rdfs:label "defaultCost" ;
rdf:type <owl:FunctionalProperty>
rdfs:range [ a <xsd:real> ] ;
rdfs:domain <transport:TransportationEdge> .

Fig. 3. Fragment of the extended OWL ontology (in the N3 notation that is shorter
than the XML serialization) definition for the XML message from the Figure 2.

in the intended model. Embedded elements can be handled in a similar way as
attributes — they can be mapped to classes that are connected by an object
property with parents or they can be handled directly as datatype properties.
Unlike with attributes, the object property is the default choice here. Another
possibility is to handle attributes of embedded elements directly as properties of
a class corresponding to the parent element.

<transport:ConveyorBelt rdf:ID="#b1">
<transport:name>

<xsd:string xsd:value="b1"/>
</transport:name>
<transport:sourceNode rdf:resource="#d1"/>
<transport:targetNode rdf:resource="#w1"/>
<transport:defaultCost>

<xsd:real xsd:value="12.5"/>
</transport:defaultCost>

</transport:ConveyorBelt>

Fig. 4. OWL message (in XML serialization) that was translated from the XML mes-
sage in Figure 2. Resources d1 and w1 are of type TransportationNode defined from
other parts of the original XML ontology. The namespace transport refers to the on-
tology in Figure 3. Note that the description is more understandable than the original
XML form — there is an individual b1 of type ConveyorBelt (which is the subclass of
TransportationEdge according to the ontology), and it is connected to its source and
target nodes (that are individuals defined elsewhere) by its properties. Also, it is clear
which individual the defaultCost property refers to.

The wizard parses the XML message, and offers the user to choose from
options based on the described heuristics or to accept the default pre-selected
choice. After the user selects from the offered heuristics, both the OWL ontology
and the mapping are updated. Figure 3 shows a fragment of the OWL ontology
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definition that is based on a result of accepting the choice selected in the wizard.
Using the mapping information, the sample message from Figure 2 is translated
into the OWL form that is shown in Figure 4. Note that the resulting message
together with its ontology is more clearly specified than the original XML mes-
sage (see the note in the description of Figure 4) and represents more natural
specification of domain conceptualization and the particular state concerned.

The resulting OWL ontology can be later enhanced by additional information
that would provide more semantics using any OWL enabled tool. In this way,
the target OWL ontology may be very different from the original XML ontology
structure, but it is still possible to translate between these two formats. The
only requirement is to preserve classes and properties generated by the wizard.

6.3 Implementation

The proof-of-concept framework is implemented as a standalone application in
Java using the Xerces2 XML parser1 and Jena Semantic Web Toolkit2 for pro-
cessing information based on RDF. The described wizard takes XML fragments
as input and allows the user to specify their meaning in OWL and thus also
add the semantics to the original XML fragments. The framework also allows
translating the XML fragments to OWL based on the mapping rules selected
by the user. The library for translating messages from XML to OWL based
on the ontology and mapping defined in the framework can be integrated into
multi-agent system for manufacturing. Such a system needs either to work with
better-defined semantics for e.g. interoperability purposes, or needs to commu-
nicate with OWL-enabled semantic web agents. Either a new dedicated agent
that would translate messages from XML to OWL and back can be introduced
or each agent can get this additional functionality provided by the library.

7 Usage of OWL Explicit Ontology Specification

Let us very briefly illustrate what an agent can derive from the knowledge ex-
pressed in the ontology specified in Figure 3. The owl:FunctionalProperty
type specifies that both targetNode and defaultCost properties are functional
properties, i.e. that there exists at most one value for that property. Note that
this does not say anything about specifying the value in a particular document
or message — as DTD or XML schema would do. It refers to the overall knowl-
edge about the domain (the value can be specified elsewhere and may be even
inaccessible for a particular agent). Let us suppose that there are several dif-
ferent kinds of identifications of a particular transportation node — one is by
its purchase identification number from a commercial department, another one
is the address used between transportation agents, and another one is its serial
number from the transportation node manufacturer. When an agent gets infor-
mation from several sources that these three transportation nodes are target
nodes of one transportation node, it can immediately derive from the functional
1 http://xml.apache.org/xerces2-j/
2 http://www.hpl.hp.com/semweb/
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property type that these three nodes are the same individuals that just have
different identifications for different communities.

In the specification in Figure 3 the targetNode is rdfs:subPropertyOf of
connectedTo. If the connectedTo property is declared to be owl:SymetricPro-
perty, and an agent knows that a particular transportation node is a target
node for a particular transportation edge, it can derive not only that the node is
connected to the edge, but also that the edge is connected to the node. Another
example is usage of owl:TransitiveProperty for e.g. accessibility property in
deriving what other nodes are accessible from a particular node.

Other examples include reasoning over taxonomies of classes as objects. OWL
provides many primitives for refining the details of taxonomies of classes. An im-
portant usage of the ontological knowledge is automated establishing of mapping
between ontologies for translation of information between different ontologies
[13].

All of the described information is hard wired in the agent that uses the XML
form. However, the formal ontological knowledge is expressed only implicitly and
its usage is limited to what was preprogrammed in the agent code. With OWL,
the ontological knowledge is available for reasoning to any agent.

8 Future Work and Conclusion

We have presented a workflow supported by a framework for adding the OWL
semantics in relatively easy way. The approach does not require any special
form of ontology and is not fixed in any way to provide the semantics. The
workflow has been illustrated on a particular example from the transportation
domain, but can be used also for any other ontology that needs to add the
OWL semantics. The wizard is currently not very user friendly, since it may
generate vast number of options if it gets a bit complicated message and does
not support checking the selected options against the already existing OWL
ontology. Also, the existing information about the OWL ontology and mapping
can be used to heuristically guess additional OWL semantics and offer it to a
user for confirmation. Future work includes improving the framework in this
way and the integration of the translation engine into a multi-agent system. The
need for adding semantics to the existing ontologies used in the manufacturing
domain is arising, as different multi-agent systems are needed to be integrated
together even when they were not originally designed to work together. Another
reason for specifying the semantics formally is the integration with the semantic
web and other agents to form agent-based virtual enterprises or to cross the
borders between different companies. The presented approach with the proposed
supporting framework enables easier integration of the current manufacturing
agent-based solutions.
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Abstract. The expansion of the WWW and the growth of data
sources lead to the proliferation of heterogeneous data (texts, images,
videos, sounds and relational views). We call these data ”complex
data”. In order to explore them, we need to carry out their integration
into a unified format. Collecting, structuring and storing constitute
the different tasks of complex data integration. There exists many
approaches for data integration like mediated schemes and wrappers,
or warehousing. In this paper, we propose a new approach for complex
data integration that uses both classical warehousing approach and
multi-agents systems (MAS) technology. We consider the different tasks
of the data integration process as services offered by actors called agents.
To validate this approach, we have implemented a multi-agent system
for complex data integration named SMAIDoC. One of the advantage
of The MAS technology is that it provides an evolutive structure to our
system.

Keywords: data integration, complex data, services, agents, Multi-
Agent System.

1 Introduction

The data warehouse and OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) techniques [1,
2] proved reliable in the field of data management, particularly for numerical
data. In a data warehousing process, the phase of data integration is crucial.
Many methods for data integration have been published in the literature.

The development of Internet increased the proliferation of different types of
data (images, texts, sounds, videos, databases. . . ) that we call complex data.
Exploiting these data requires the use of powerful tools to facilitate their inte-
gration: data acquisition, structuring and storage, etc.

In this context, we propose a new method for complex data integration, based
on a data warehousing approach associated with a Multi-Agent System (MAS).
Our objective is to take advantage of the MAS that are a set of agents to perform
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the phase of complex data integration. Indeed, we consider the different tasks of
the data integration process as services offered by agents.
Data extraction: This task is performed by the agent in charge to extract data
characteristics from complex data. The obtained characteristics are then trans-
mitted to the agent responsible for data structuring.
Data structuring : To perform this task, the responsible agent deals with the
organization of the data according to a well-defined data model. Then, the model
is transmitted to the agent responsible for data storage.
Data storage: This task is performed by the agent that feeds the database with
the data by using the model supplied by the data structuring agent.

In order to validate our complex data integration method, we have imple-
mented, SMAIDoC [3], a Multi-Agents System for Complex Data Integration.
This system is a set of intelligent agents offering the various services that are nec-
essary to the phase of integration of complex data. Moreover, allows to update
the existing services and to add/create new agents. SMAIDoC is based on an
evolutionary architecture that offers a great flexibility and a strong structuring.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents a state of the art con-
cerning the data integration approaches and agent technology. In section 3 we
expose the issue of complex data integration and our approach. We explain in
what the use of a MAS is adapted to carry out this approach and also present the
architecture of SMAIDoC . Its implementation is described in section 5. Finally,
we conclude this paper and we present research perspectives in section 6.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Data Integration

The nature of the web data is generally heterogeneous: relational or object
databases, tagged documents or plain texts, images, sounds, videos ... The com-
plexity and the proliferation of these data raise the problem of their integration.
Several approaches have been proposed.

In the mediators based approach [4], the proposed solution maintains the
data in their source and builds abstract views from which a mediator tries to
satisfy the user’s queries. The current architecture of this approach is based on a
mediators-wrappers system [5]. It allows the query of distributed and heteroge-
neous data sources. It operates like a centralized and homogeneous system. The
mediator performs the data integration by providing the user an homogeneous
and global view of the system. Its task is to reformulate the user’s queries ac-
cording to the various contents of the accessible data sources. Several wrappers
correspond to this mediator, one for each data source. Their role is to extract
the data selected by the query according to the type of the corresponding data
source. The major interest of this system is the query reformulation performed
by the mediator, provides the user some flexibility for query writing and for-
mulation. Furthermore, query approximation is integrated into the system to
help the mediator to refine the user’s query as well as the user always obtain an
answer.
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The data warehouse approach [1,2] consists in building a new database, called
data warehouse, from various data sources. In this case, integration corresponds
to the ETL process (Extracting, Transforming and Loading), which cleans and
transforms the heterogeneous data before they are loaded in the data ware-
house. The data warehouse is based on an analysis-oriented data model where
data represent indicators (measures) that can be observed according to axes of
analysis (dimensions). The model is multidimensional and characterizes a con-
text of analysis. Queries are generally complex [6]. They need data treatments
in order to summarize them and facilitate their interpretation. Moreover, they
require sophisticated data navigation methods through various dimensions with
OLAP operators [7]. The answers to the user’s queries are represented as data
cubes. The information on the indicators is aggregate and visualized according
to different points of view [8].

2.2 The Multi-agent Systems

An agent software is a classical program that is qualified as ”intelligent”. Intel-
ligent agents are used in many fields such as the networks (ANT [9]), on-board
technologies (LEAP: Lightweight Extensible Agent Platform [10,11]) or human
learning. An intelligent agent is supposed to have the following intrinsic char-
acteristics: intuitive - it must be ready to take initiatives and to achieve the
actions that are assigned to him; reactive - it must listen to the actions of its
environment and acts in consequence; sociable - it must be able to communicate
with other agents and/or users.

Moreover, agents may be mobile and can independently move through an
acceptor network in order to perform various tasks [12]. A Multi-Agent System
designates a collection of actors, called agents, that communicate with each other
[13]. The purpose of this collection is to perform a specific task. Each agent is
then able to offer specific services in an autonomous way and communicates the
results to a receiving agent (human or software) and has a well defined goal . The
MAS must respect the programming standards defined by the FIPA (Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents) [14].

3 Complex Data Integration

The exploration of complex data needs a pre-processing phase in order to ren-
der data available to classical storage and analysis tools. There are several ap-
proaches associating the data warehouses technology with the Web. One of them
is the data webhousing [15]. Other approaches hinge on distributed architectures
[16].

In our approach, the main data source for a system offering complex data
storage and exploitation services is the Web. We allow the user to target and
to retrieve his data in order to build up a local data source. Data complexity
is mainly due to type diversity. Data also enclose both structure and content
information.
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We have proposed in [17] a conceptual, logical and physical model for complex
data. It consists in a whole process that helps describing the complex data and
representing them with XML documents.

Complex data are defined as complex objects made up of one or several sub-
documents. These sub-documents may have different types. The complex objects
are represented by a UML class diagram (Fig 1). The UML model is a general
model containing low-level descriptors as meta data [18]. It may be supplemented
with a specific part containing semantic descriptors. All complex data collected
on the Web or coming from any other data source may be represented using this
conceptual model. Moreover, by using an XML DTD , the model is translated
into an XML document that can be stored in a relational data base [19]. To
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Fig. 1. Complex object conceptual model

validate this approach, we propose a MAS based system to integrate complex
data in a local data source, which constitutes a first stage of the data warehousing
process. The source code of this system we baptized SMAIDoC is available on-
line [3]

4 SMAIDoC’s Specifications

4.1 Motivation

Complex data integration is a succession of tasks . We can assimilate these tasks,
which are not necessarily sequential, to services offered by well-defined actors in
a system intended to achieve such an integration process. Therefore, it is natural
to introduce the concept of agent. Agent technology provides a clear and mod-
ular structuring, an easy re-use and an ideal maintenance. Consequently, this
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structuring allows to easily add services or agents to the system [20]. Further-
more, the agents communicate with each others without external intervention.
The information exchanges are then simplified and the tasks’execution is made
clear. Each agent performs a well defined task-set. Moreover, the concept of
mobility is very important. An agent can move to an information source’s loca-
tion, process data and returns at its owner’s location. It is able to independently
create distant databases, associated to other agents, and to provide consequent
services to the user. It is thus useful to collect relevant information from the
different data sources such as the Web or local area networks.

4.2 SMAIDoC’s Architecture

We present in this section the global architecture of the SMAIDoC system (Fig.
2), which is based on agents, services and products. Our system is based on a
platform of generic agents. We have instantiated five agents offering services,
allowing complex data integration. Each service generates products.

Fig. 2. SMAIDoC’s architecture
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Agents
MenuAgent pilots the system. It is the user interface. It supervises agent

migrations and indexes the accessible sites from the platform.
DataAgent collects the data concerning the documents.
WrapperAgent instantiates the UML structure based on the data supplied

by DataAgent.
XMLCreatorAgent builds valid XML documents from a DTD and the UML

structure.
XML2RDBAgent stores XML documents in a relational database.

Services
All the tasks of the complex data integration process can performed in four

steps.
Collecting : Build up a meta data collection from the documents containing

the complex data. Meta data are obtained by feature extraction. The features are
considered as attributes: e.g. text keywords, video sequence duration or image
compression ratio.

Structuring : From the previously collected data, the presented model (Fig.
1) is instantiated. This operation generates a conceptual model describing the
complex data.

Generating : From the instantiated model and by using an XML DTD, the
complex data are expressed as valid XML documents.

Storing : The valid XML documents are mapped into a relational database.

Products
When the SMAIDoC system is activated, it initializes the environment

(Fig. 3) where the agents evolve. The SMAIDoC agents operate on already
collected complex data. Feature extraction is performed by an agent. It is
used to instantiate the various classes of the UML model. The generated XML
documents are used to supply a relational database which is the end-product
provided by SMAIDoC.

4.3 Functional Structure of the Agents

In order to describe the structure and the behavior of a SMAIDoC agent, we
propose a grammar expressed with a predicate-based formalism. Each agent
has two components: the header and the body. The header identifies the agent
(line 2) by its name and the name of the platform it belongs to (line 3). The
agent’s body specifies the possible scenarios: first of all, the agent is recorded
into the platform (line 6) its behavior is defined (if it has a specific one) (line
7). Then, we define the the agent’s mobility, if necessary, its migration (lines
9,10,11) and the inter-agent communication (lines 12,13,14). These actions are
performed sequentially, in an iterative way.
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1. < Agent >::=< Agent Header >< Agent Body >
2. < Agent Header >::=< Agent ID >
3. < Agent ID >::=< Agent Name >< platform Name >
4. < Agent Body >::=< Agent Configuration >
5. < Agent Configuration >::=< Record >< Scenario Adding >

< Mobility >< Communication >< Agent Configuration >
6. < Record >::=Add < Agent ID > in < Platform Register >

If it is not already made
7. < Scenario Adding >::=Add < Scenario >to< Agent ID > |NoAction
8. < Scenario >::= specific task autonomously accomplished
9. < Mobility >::=< Mobility Ontology >< Migrate >
10. < Mobility Ontology >::=Add < Agent ID > to

< Plateform Mobile Agent Register >
11. < Migrate >::=Send < Agent ID > to < Host Address >
12. < Communication >::=< Message Receiving > | < Message Sending > |Active Waiting
13. < Message Receiving >::=< Message Waiting >< Message Content Reading >
14. < Message Sending >::= Send < Message >to< Agent ID Destination >
15. < Message Waiting >::= Wait < Message >
16. < Message Content Reading >::= Read < Message >

4.4 SMAIDoC Agents Behavior

To illustrate the behavior of SMAIDoC agents, we consider a site S containing
different complex data types.

Step 1: Until the last piece of complex data is read do: User selection of site
S and migration command for agents DataAgent and WrapperAgent.

Step 2: MenuAgent orders these two agents to migrate. Migration is per-
formed.

Step 3: Sequential collection of the meta data by DataAgent and instantiation
of the UML structure by WrapperAgent. According to the data type, DataAgent
retrieves the attributes and sequentially sends them to WrapperAgent for the
gradual development of the UML structure.

Step 4: The structure is sent to the XMLCreator agent.
Step 5: XMLCreator builds the XML document from the UML structure

and the associated DTD. It parses and stacks up the elements. According to the
structure form, it compares the stacked elements with the structure components.
It generates the corresponding XML code.

Step 6: Transmission of the XML document to XML2RDBAgent.
Step 7: XML2RDBAgent orders to map of the XML document in the

database.
Step 8: Go to Step 1.

5 Implementation

To validate our complex data integration method, we implemented a prototype
named SMAIDoC [3], a Multi-agent system for complex data integration, which
is in charge to achieve the necessary different tasks required in the process of the
complex data integration. Thus, we developed five JAVA classes that correspond
to the agents defined in the SMAIDOc architecture (Fig.2).

The specificities of our application implied the use of the Java language [21].
Java is portable across agent programming platforms. The only restriction is
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the presence of a virtual machine. We used JADE version 2.61 [22,23] which
respects the standard defined by the FIPA. JADE proposes to build reception
structures for agents: the containers. They are abstract elements located on any
machine, but always on the same instance of the JADE platform. There are two
default pilot agents. The ASM agent (Agent System Management) supervises
the management of the agents present on the platform: their state, their site,
their migrations, available sites of reception... The RMA agent (Remote Man-
agement Agent) provides an interface for JADE. Indeed, we have defined a new
pilot, MenuAgent, which allows the user to select a site (among the available
ones). This site contains complex data for integration. Once the site is selected,
MenuAgent orders the migration of the agents DataAgent and WrapperAgent
towards this site and the treatment can start.

The JADE agents communicate through a protocol called ACLMessage1[24].
The exchanged messages use an ontology in serializable format (text). In JADE,
an ontology is represented as an automatically generated class further to the
demand to send a message. This communication method is similar to the asso-
ciation of SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and RDF that is described
in [25]. In order to facilitate the system set-up, starting and initialization, we
created a ”launcher” which replaces the user for this tiresome task. The launcher
creates the JADE platform and the virtual containers for agents reception. It
also initializes the system pilot agents (RMA and DMS). Fig. 3 presents an
overview of the system. The SMAIDoC system allows the user to select the doc-

Fig. 3. Overview of the JADE platform

uments which will be integrated in a database. The following documents types
are proposed: simple text, tagged text (HTML, XML...), image, sound, video
and relational view. For each type, default attributes are proposed to the user:
keywords, word or line count for a text, duration for a sound or a video, resolu-
tion for an image... We used three ways to extract the actual data: (1) manual

1 to be standardized by the FIPA
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capture by the user, through graphical interfaces; (2) use of the standard Java
methods and packages; (3) use of ad-hoc automatic extraction algorithms. Our
objective is to progressively reduce the number of manually-captured attributes
and to add new semantic attributes that would be useful for later analysis and
that could be obtained with, for example, data mining techniques.

Fig. 4. SMAIDoC: Whole example of complex data integration process

The complex data collected from a given site are integrated into a database
according to the process we described before. The various tasks are performed
by the SMAIDoC’s agents. They evolve in JADE containers defined on the same
host machine. These containers can be implemented on different host machines.
Therefore they generate an inter-machine mobility of the SMAIDoC agents. We
show in Fig.4 how SMAIDoC integrates complex data from raw sources to rela-
tional databases. In this example, we only consider the complex object named
SMAIDoC Example composed of three documents that are image, video and
plain text, represented by Children.jpg, oneERIC.avi and AboutComputer.doc
files, respectively. Thanks to the different agents of SMAIDoC, these documents
are collected, structured in UML class diagram (Fig. 1), translated into XML
document (Fig. 1) and finally mapped into a relational database. We give in the
following the relational model of our obtained database of XML documents.
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<?xml versiobuffout; n =′ 1.0′? >
<!DOCT Y P E ComplexData SY ST EM ′c : /mlfd2.dtd′ >
< COMP LEX OBJECT >
< OBJ NAME > Exemple Smaidoc < /OBJ NAME >
< DAT E > W ed May 07 2003 10 : 08 : 02 < /DAT E >
< SOURCE > files < /SOURCE >
< SUBDOCUMENT >
< DOC NAME >About Computer.doc< /DOC NAME >
< T Y P E > T exte < /T Y P E >
< SIZE > 278016 < /SIZE >
< LOCAT ION > C : /About Computer.doc < /LOCAT ION >
< LANGUAGE > English < /LANGUAGE >
< KEY W ORD > Computer < /KEY W ORD >
< KEY W ORD > informatics < /KEY W ORD >
< T EXT >
< NB CHAR > 276281 < /NB CHAR >
< NB LINES > 1736 < /NB LINES >
< P LAIN T EXT > C : /About Computer.doc
< /P LAIN T EXT >
< /T EXT >
< /SUBDOCUMENT >
< SUBDOCUMENT >
< DOC NAME > oneERIC.avi < /DOC NAME >
< T Y P E > V ideo < /T Y P E >
< SIZE > 497152 < /SIZE >
< LOCAT ION > C : /oneERIC.avi < /LOCAT ION >
< LANGUAGE > fr < /LANGUAGE >
< KEY W ORD > labo < /KEY W ORD >
< KEY W ORD > logo < /KEY W ORD >
< T EMP ORAL >
< DURAT ION > 20 < /DURAT ION >
< SP EED > 5 < /SP EED >
< V IDEO >
< T HEME V > ANIMAT ION < /T HEME V >
< /V IDEO >
< /T EMP ORAL >
< /SUBDOCUMENT >
< SUBDOCUMENT >
< DOC NAME > Children.jpg < /DOC NAME >
< T Y P E > Image < /T Y P E >
< SIZE > 108191 < /SIZE >
< LOCAT ION > C : /ENF ANT S3.JP G < /LOCAT ION >
< LANGUAGE > fr < /LANGUAGE >
< KEY W ORD > family < /KEY W ORD >
< KEY W ORD > children < /KEY W ORD >
< IMAGE >
COMP RESSION > 122 < /COMP RESSION >
< F ORMAT > jpg < /F ORMAT >
< RESOLUT ION > 123 < /RESOLUT ION >
< LENGT H > 1178 < /LENGT H >
< W IDT H > 1738 < /W IDT H >
< /IMAGE >
< /SUBDOCUMENT >
< /COMP LEX OBJECT >

Fig. 5. SMAIDoC example : The sspecific UML Model and the XML document
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1. Complexobject db(OBJ NAME, DATE, SOURCE, COMPLEX OBJECT)
2. Temporal rel(SUBDOCUMENT PID, DURATION, SPEED, CHOICE, TEMPORAL)
3. Image rel(SUBDOCUMENT PID, COMPRESSION, FORMAT, RESOLUTION, LENGTH,

WIDTH, IMAGE)
4. Text rel(SUBDOCUMENT PID, NB CHAR, NB LINES, CHOICE, TEXT)

The instanciation of the database with the complex object SMAIDoC Example and its sub-
documents is given in the following.

1. Complexobject db(SMAIDoC Example, Wed May 07 2003 10:08:02, files, )
2. Temporal rel(1, 20, 5, ANIMATION, oneERIC.avi)
3. Image rel(1, 122, jpg, 123, 1179, 1739, Children.jpg)
4. Text rel(1, 276281, 1736, , About computer.doc )

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new approach for complex data integration based
on both data warehouse technology and multi-agent systems. Our proposed inte-
gration approach necessitates several tasks that must be assimilated to services
offered by well-defined agents in a system intended to achieve such an integra-
tion.

We developed then, SMAIDoC, the system that allows this integration, based
upon a flexible and evolutive architecture on which we can add, remove or modify
services, and even create new agents.

Two agents named respectively, DataAgent and WrapperAgent are charged to
model the input complex data into UML classes; the XMLCreator Agent trans-
lates UML classes into XML documents that are mapped in relational database
with the XML2RDB Agent. Moreover, the different agents that compose our
system are mobile and the services they propose coincide with the Extraction,
Transformation (ETL) and Loading tasks of the data warehousing process.

We plan to extend the services offered by SMAIDoC, especially extracting
data from their sources and analysing them. For example, the DataAgent agent
can converse with online search engines and exploit their answers. In the other
hand, we can create new agents in charge to model data in the multidimensional
way and apply analysis methods like OLAP [8] or data mining techniques.
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Abstract. Due to current trends in the design field towards virtual teams that
collaborate over computer networks to achieve global optima in design, there is
an increasing need for design teams to establish and maintain a cooperative
work through effective communication, co-location, coordination and
collaboration at the knowledge level. As problems become more complex,
teamwork is becoming increasingly important. This paper proposes a multi-
agent architecture to support multidisciplinary design teams that cooperate in a
distributed design environment. Using ontologies and multi-agent systems, the
proposed framework addresses resource allocation problems and aims to
optimise design process operation and management.

1   Introduction

New models of the enterprise (such as the extended enterprise) involve multiple
organisations cooperating together to design, manufacture and market products. In the
context of design, multiple users with concurrent access to multiple system resources
providing quick access to high quality information need to be supported. Distributed
design environments (DDE) represent an answer to market demands and also an
approach to a solution to specific design problems (see section two). One immediate
benefit of collaborative work is the coming together of participants with
heterogeneous skills [1], who, on sharing their skills, expertise and insight, create
what is known as distributed cognition. “Distributed cognition emphasizes that the
heart of intelligent human performance is not the individual human mind in isolation
but the interaction of the mind with tools and artifacts as well as groups of minds in
interaction with each other” [2]. DDE aims also include savings in project life-cycle
and costs, added value to team efforts, access to a comprehensive knowledge-based
system, reliable communication among design teams and members, flexible access
and retrieval of information and timely connectivity with global experts [3-5].
However, because of the distributed nature of users and information resources
involved in the design process, cooperative multidisciplinary design teams dispersed
across the enterprise have to be supported and, the management of distributed
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information and knowledge has to be facilitated. Current DDEs fall short of providing
an effective solution to distributed cognition.

This paper proposes a multi-agent architecture to address the problems that can
arise during the collaboration process between distributed individuals in a virtual
environment. Characterised by autonomy, pro-activeness and reactivity, software
agents and multi-agent systems represent a potential solution to these complex
distributed design problems. Using ontologies for knowledge sharing, reuse and
integration and multi-agent systems for enabling interoperation among distributed
resources, the proposed architecture is intended to facilitate the access, retrieval,
exchange and presentation of data, information, and knowledge (both visually and
aurally) to distributed design teams, in such a way that their collective conceptual
space is expanded, learning and creativity strategies are supported and design
solutions are optimised. Indeed, the agent and multi-agent system approach can deal
with complex problem solving processes and is appropriate for domains in which
data, control, expertise and/or resources are inherently distributed [6-8].

In this paper some major distributed design problems are identified; ontologies,
agents and multi-agent systems are reviewed and then applied in order to specify the
proposed multi-agent architecture. Finally, conclusions and future work are drawn at
the end of the paper.

2   Distributed Design Problems

Global competition is forcing manufacturers to develop increasingly complex
products in ever decreasing times [9-12]. Often it is beyond the scope of a department
to fully contribute to their design. While distributed teams and the availability and
communication of knowledge remain key success factors, they also represent one of
the biggest obstacles for design in the future [4, 13]. Any individual, or group of
individuals, involved in a product development process within the extended
enterprise, (e.g. designers, product manufacturers, suppliers and design information
providers) are participants in a DDE. The distribution of human and information
resources involved in a DDE can be geographical, temporal, functional (i.e. the users
are structured in clusters defined by specific perceptual, effectual and intellectual
capabilities) and/or semantic (i.e. the users are structured in clusters defined by
specific languages and conceptual realities). From a design perspective, “complex
design problems generally require more knowledge that any one single person
possesses because the knowledge relevant to a problem is usually distributed among
stakeholders” [2]. Furthermore, designers working on one specific area of a project
generally have a limited awareness of how the work of other designers working in the
same project impacts on their own work.

Because of the volume and dispersion of knowledge, it has become a challenge for
designers in traditional organizations to work together in teams in order to achieve a
consensus based optimality [4]. With dispersed design personnel increasingly coming
together to work collaboratively on design problems, major issues can arise. These
can include firstly, how to synthesis potentially disparate perspectives on a problem
and secondly how to manage large amounts of information [14]. With regard to the
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latter issue, designers are usually bombarded by the plentiful supply of readily
available information.  As a result, the increasingly critical problem for them is to find
that information which is relevant to the task at hand [15]. From a designer’
perspective, the support for information access is vital. Hence, designers need support
mechanisms to synthesise appropriate information from across the enterprise.

Furthermore, evolving information and knowledge residing within an enterprise is
typically captured in databases and case bases which have to be trawled regularly by
the designer, (research has shown that 47% of a designer’s time is spent retrieving and
managing information [16]). While this data is made accessible via a graphical user
interface, current user interfaces only respond to direct manipulation, i.e. the
computer is passive and always waits to execute highly specified instructions from the
user. It provides little or no proactive help for the complex task of carrying out actions
such as searches for information that may take an indefinite length of time.
Furthermore, descriptive models of the design process suggest that design engineers
are goal focused, tend to pursue a single design concept and attempt to optimise their
original idea rather than generate new ones [17, 18]. Additionally if information is not
easily accessible design engineers are unlikely to seek or share knowledge and
expertise and as a result, at best are likely to generate local rather than global optima
[17]. These problems have the potential to be particularly augmented in the extended
enterprise environment because of the distribution of information and knowledge, the
inherent dynamic nature of design information, the virtual communication processes
and the increased complexity of products [19]. Extensive work has been carried out
on passive information management systems for design, however, very little work has
been carried out in the much needed area of proactive, holistic information
management and presentation systems required by individuals within the extended
enterprise.

To summarize, the authors believe that while the data/information/knowledge
hierarchy is the main asset within a DDE, it also represents the most elusive resource
to manage. Playing a critical role within this hierarchy, knowledge must be organised
and managed so that human access to it is supported. Michael Polanyi and Ikijuro
Nonaka indicate that knowledge has two forms i.e. implicit knowledge and explicit
knowledge [20-22]. Implicit or tacit knowledge represents personal knowledge stored
in the bearer’s mental structures, having its roots in the private psychological baggage
of the individual (e.g. subjective insights, intuitions and hunches). This kind of
knowledge cannot be easily formalised, hence it cannot be straightforwardly
communicated (at least not by the means of a formal language) or shared. Explicit
knowledge is the knowledge codified and systematically expressed in formal
structures compatible with human language (e.g. libraries, archives, databases).
Hence, the explicit knowledge represents the kind of knowledge that is communicated
and shared. Indeed, these two types of knowledge are crucial to the design process as
a whole. Internalised knowledge is more likely to influence the designer subliminally
in making good design decisions [23] and is also involved in the learning process.
Research has shown that there are strong impacts of learning on the decisions made
by the designer [23]. It is widely believed that “we can know more than we can tell”
[22], and therefore a complete knowledge management system should aim to manage
effectively the explicit knowledge as well as to support, promote and enable human’s
implicit knowledge, as this will affect creativity.
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3   Multi-agent Systems and Ontologies

Started in the early eighties, software agents and multi-agent systems (MAS) research
is one of the most active and fast growing areas of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
more generally of Computer Science [24-28]. Jennings suggests the necessity of using
autonomous agents for developing robust and scalable software systems based on two
arguments i.e. the adequacy hypothesis and the establishment hypothesis [27]. Also,
Wooldridge and Ciancarini [28] indicate that intelligent agents and MAS systems
represent techniques to manage the complexity inherent in software systems and can
be considered an important new direction in software engineering [27, 28].

Although many and varied definitions for the notion of agency have been given [6,
24, 29-34], most researchers agree that a software agent is a computer system situated
in an environment (and able to perceive that environment) that autonomously acts on
behalf of its user, has a set of objectives and takes actions in order to accomplish these
objectives [24, 27, 32]. Autonomy is the most important property of an agent without
which the notion of agency would not exist. Autonomous agents can take decisions
without the intervention of humans or other systems based on the individual state and
goals of the agent. Furthermore, many researchers consider that an agent should also
be characterised by one or more of the following properties [24, 25, 30, 32]: reactivity
(an agent is situated in an environment and is able to perceive this environment and to
respond to changes that occur in it), pro-activeness (an agent should have the ability
to take the initiative in order to pursue its individual goals), cooperation (an agent
should have the capability of interacting with other agents and possibly humans via an
agent-communication language), learning (an agent should have the ability to learn
while acting and reacting in its environment), mobility (a mobile agent has the ability
to move around a network in a self-directed way) and temporal continuity (the actions
of an agent are performed through a continuous running process).

MAS researchers study the behavior of a group of autonomous agents which are
working together towards a common goal. Ideal for solving complex problems with
multiple solving methods, perspectives and/or problem solving entities, MAS systems
present many potential advantages including robustness, efficiency, flexibility,
adaptivity, scalability, inter-operation of multiple existing legacy systems, enhanced
speed, reliability and extensibility [6, 25, 26, 35, 36]. A MAS system can be defined
as a “loosely coupled network of problem solvers that work together to solve
problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each problem
solver” [6]. The problem solvers from this definition are autonomous and possibly
heterogeneous agents. Since agents in a MAS system have to exchange information
and knowledge in order to solve a problem coherently, coordination, negotiation and
communication areas have become of crucial importance in MAS research [26]. The
agents in a MAS system must coordinate their activities (to determine the
organisational structure in a group of agents and to allocate tasks and resources),
negotiate if a conflict occurs and be able to communicate with other agents. An agent
communication language (ACL) enables agents to collaborate with each other
providing them with the means of exchanging information and knowledge [37].
Besides an ACL, a common understanding of the concepts used among agents is
necessary for a meaningful agent communication. This is because agents may have
different terms for the same concept or identical terms for different concepts [38].
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Therefore, ontologies are used for representing the knowledge from various
application domains. The ACL remains just syntax without a shared common
ontology containing the terms used in agent communication and the knowledge (e.g.
definitions, attributes, relationships between terms and constraints) associated with
them [39].

The study of ontologies has developed gradually from specific needs associated
with the problem of knowledge management within a computational environment and
particularly from the problem of knowledge sharing and reuse. Ontologies overcome
the difficulties raised by “monolithic, isolated knowledge systems” [40], by
specifying content specific agreements to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse
among systems that submit to the same ontology/ontologies by the means of
ontological commitments [41, 42]. They describe concepts and relations assumed to
be always true independent from a particular domain by a community of humans
and/or agents that commit to that view of the world [43]. A merge of Gruber [44] and
Borst et al [45] definitions is generally accepted by researchers, as follows:
“Ontologies are explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization” [46],
where explicit means that “the type of concepts used, and the constraints on their use
are explicitly defined”, formal means that “the ontology should be machine readable,
which excludes natural language”, shared “reflects the notion that an ontology
captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to some individual, but
accepted by a group” and conceptualization emphasizes the “abstract model of some
phenomenon in the world by having identified the relevant concepts of that
phenomenon”. A detailed review of the different understandings for the concept of
ontology and explanations can be found in [47, 48].

Ontologies are currently very popular mainly within fields that require a
knowledge-intensive approach to their methodologies and system development, such
as knowledge engineering [44, 49-51], knowledge representation [50, 52], qualitative
modeling, language engineering, database design [53], information modeling [54],
information integration [50, 55, 56], knowledge management and organization and
agent-based design [38, 39, 57].

4   The Proposed Multi-agent Architecture

A multi-agent architecture called IDIMS (Intelligent Agent Based Collaborative
Design Information Management and Support Architecture) is proposed to support
the designer’s decision-making process, to facilitate the interoperation among DDE
participants during the various design activities and to manage design knowledge. The
goal of the IDIMS architecture is twofold as follows: (i) to minimise the effect of
users and resources dispersion (particularly the temporal and geographical) and of the
misunderstandings that might be generated by the (otherwise beneficial) functional
and semantic distribution, the time spent for searching and retrieval of information,
the effort of information translation between different tools and the administrational
and organisational efforts not directly related to the design process (e.g. revision
control) and (ii) to maximise the quality of information, knowledge sharing and reuse,
the flexibility of the user interfaces, designer’s learning curve and creativity, and the
openness to the adoption of new strategies (e.g. Design For Environment strategies).
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4.1   The Multi-agent Structure

Subsequent to the distributed design problems identified in section two, the MAS
solution has been adopted to achieve the proposed goals of the IDIMS architecture
(see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. An agent-based architecture for distributed design

Enabled by a MAS system, the IDIMS architecture supports distributed users
collocated within the Collaborative Virtual Environment and semantically integrated
through an agent-based system called the Information Management Center. The
structural strength of the proposed architecture relies upon six agent subsystems as
follows: (1) Application Interface System Agent, (2) User Interface System Agent, (3)
Case Base Agents, (4) Middle Agents, (5) Information Agents and (6) Information
Management Center.

The Application Interface System Agent (AISA) is a set of agents consisting of a
supervisory agent and a collection of highly autonomous agents that capture
application specific data (e.g. from CAD tools) and translate it to an internal format as
defined by the ontology library. The process can be reversed for third party tools that
allow this. The supervisory agent holds specific information about certain design tools
and applications and its main function is to initiate and coordinate AISA agents. The
AISA agents have to communicate with the supervisory agent in order to obtain
application specific information and therefore meet their design objectives.
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The User Interface System Agent (UISA) is similar to AISA but the UISA agents
deal with any user specific aspect within a DDE e.g. collaboration with other DDE
participants by providing an interface to the Collaborative Virtual Environment,
captures of/requests for case bases or knowledge. They are tailored (and able to model
themselves through learning) according to specific user needs and preferences and act
autonomously in DDE. Both AISA and UISA supervisory agents control the base
behaviour of their agents so that any required change of behaviour is made once and
inherited by all agents.

The Case Base Agents (CBA) are responsible for distributed case bases
management. They have the ability to store and retrieve case bases as well as to
perform consistency checking and revision control.

The Middle Agents (MA) manage the distributed data/information/knowledge
hierarchy e.g. storing, structuring (according to the ontology library), correcting,
updating, maintaining, retrieving and consistency checking of data, information
and/or knowledge. This management activity is a bi-directional one, i.e. MA can
extend the knowledge base from input data or information and can also identify and
extract appropriate data and information from knowledge.

The Information Agents (IA) exploit the vast amount of information available in
wide area networks e.g. Internet and retrieve specific required information. These
agents will reach their true potential when the web will be semantically enabled. The
current trend of research suggests that the World Wide Web will be upgraded to a
new environment i.e. Semantic Web where data will be defined and linked in such a
way that it can be used by people and processed by machines [58-64].

Staying at the core of the MAS architecture, the Information Management Center
(IMC) handles requests generated by different AISA and UISA agents and, in turn,
generates requests for CBA, MA and IA agents. It consists of a set of mobile agents
(i.e. agents that have the ability to move around a network in a self-directed way [24,
25]), supervised by one or more coordinator agents, that handle the request-response
process. These mobile agents travel through the DDE network to regularly check for
requests and forward them to a FIFO (First In First Out) structure. The coordinator
agent(s) will organise the requests on three categories aimed for the CBA, MA and IA
respectively. Once a response has been generated, the mobile agents will forward it
from CBA, MA or IA to the requester.

In summary, the MAS architecture within the IDIMS system consists of five
autonomous subsystems i.e. AISA, UISA, CBA, MA and IA, each of which dealing
with clearly defined aspects of DDE. A sixth agent subsystem i.e. IMC integrates
them by handling the intersystem agent communication and cooperation. All agents
are characterised by goal-directed behaviour but they have a local view of the
environment except for the IMC agents, which have a more holistic view over the
entire DDE. This is achieved through knowledge of all the communication protocols
used in the system, the capability of translation between these protocols (a global
inter-agent communication can be obtained in this way) and knowledge of the system
topology.
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4.2   Ontological Foundation

The interoperation of multiple agents within the IDIMS system is achieved through an
ACL and a common shared ontology library. Fig. 2 shows the ontological part of the
IDIMS architecture. The ontology library creates a common (i.e. design semantics are
the same for all agents that commit to the ontology library), formal (i.e. design
semantics are agent enabled) understanding of the design domain. This machine-
readable pool of data, information and knowledge represents the environment in
which multiple agents act within the IDIMS system.

Fig. 2. Example of ontologies within the IDIMS system

A Generic Design Ontology (currently evolving) resides at the top-level of the
ontology library. It introduces and defines the main concepts of the distributed design
domain e.g. space, time, activity, process and artefact. The other ontologies are
specializations of the Generic Design Ontology. Fig. 2 demonstrates some of the
ontologies used by the IDIMS system. The Detailed Design Ontology formalizes
general concepts specific to the detailed design phase. The Quality Standards
Ontology defines the various quality standards and techniques (e.g. ISO9000, FMEA
– Failure Mode Effect Analysis, TQM – Total Quality Management) that might be
used throughout the design process, so that the artefact will adhere to certain quality
standards. The Material Ontology defines concepts and relations about the material
properties relating to an artefact (e.g. material type, material ID, ductility,
malleability, thermal conductivity and density). The Structure Ontology describes the
relationships between the components of the artefact (e.g. fasteners,
assembly/disassembly times, routes and tools). Both the Material and Structure
Ontologies are specializations of the Detailed Design Ontology. The Design Artefact
Ontology is a further specialization of ontologies such as the Material Ontology and
the Structure Ontology and will describe the various design parameters of the artefact.

To exemplify some of the information contained in the Design Artefact Ontology
as a specialization of the Material and Structure Ontologies, Fig. 3 presents a simple
case study of a smoke alarm product. Represented in the figure by shadowed boxes,
the Product, Subassembly, Part and Fastener classes are defined within the Structure
Ontology while the Material class is defined in the Material Ontology. Being a
specialization of the concepts, relationships and rules defined in the Structure
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Ontology, the smoke alarm product is represented using instantiated properties such
as isPartOf, usesFastener and hasMaterial.
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Fig. 3. Design artefact ontology for the smoke alarm (io stands for “instance of”). For
simplicity reasons, only one fastener (i.e. Adhesive between the diffuser cover and the piezeo)
within the smoke alarm and two part properties (i.e. mass and material) for one of the parts (i.e.
cover) are represented.

Ongoing research and development work focuses on formalising the distributed
design process by developing design specific ontology modules for the Process
Specification Language (PSL –see http://ats.nist.gov/psl/). Having the functionality of
the different IDIMS components identified, the proposed multi-agent architecture is
currently designed and implemented using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) or
possible UML agent extensions and the Java programming language.

5   Conclusions and Future Work

Being highly knowledge-oriented, distributed design environments require complex
decision making processes. Therefore, the need for appropriate knowledge
management tools is imperative. The proposed multi-agent architecture is intended to
facilitate the management of the data-information-knowledge value chain efficiently
in order to meet design organizational and operational goals (i.e. the global optimum).

The distributed design problems identified earlier in this paper are summarised
under three interrelated headings, i.e. knowledge, user and infrastructure. The
knowledge aspect is addressed by the AISA, CBA, MA and IA modules within the
IDIMS multi-agent architecture. The user aspect (e.g. human-computer interaction,
collocation within DDE, creativity enhancing, learning) is primarily managed by the
UISA while the infrastructure aspect (e.g. heterogeneous platforms, applications and
tools, user distribution) is tackled by the AISA, UISA and IMC modules.

Future work focuses on three main directions: (i) the testing, validation and
improvement of the proposed multi-agent system for identifying the most suitable
agent architecture and multi-agent communication, coordination and negotiation
strategies, (ii) ontological alignment to current design standards (standards will more
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than likely be proposed), (iii) research into human-computer interaction, collaborative
virtual environments, information visualisation and particularly the user interface
design.

While standard technologies usually offer pinpoint solutions (because they are
dealing with data and rarely with information), ontologies and MAS systems
represent a novel approach to address the problems created by highly knowledge-
oriented environments such as distributed design. Capable of managing and
processing not only data and information but also knowledge, the multi-agent solution
takes a more holistic approach to the design environment supporting the designer’s
decision making process towards a global optima.
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Abstract. The multi-agent systems in Artificial Intelligence very often include
task allocation problems. These problems are arduous to be modelled; therefore
it is also difficult to end up with an optimal allocation plan. AgentAllocator is
an easy to use, platform independent application, which implements a multi-
criteria method to support the decision of Task Allocation. The decision maker
is able to model the problem (according to his policy) through its inputs dialogs
and employ the final solution proposed by the system. In this paper, both the
theoretical background of AgentAllocator and the DSS itself are presented.

1   Introduction

The task allocation problem occurs very often in multiplex environments. This
problem is considered as one of the most classical problems in the operational
research, where the allocation is decided by validating a single optimization criterion
(mono-criterion problem) or multiple optimization criteria (multi-criteria problem)
[4],[5]. This paper attends to face the problem of task allocation in a multi-agent
system. The allocation is based on the agent’s attributes and on its ability to execute a
specific task. The final decision comes upon the evaluation criteria used by the
decision maker. A really significant feature of this model is the reevaluation of
agents’ attributes each time a task is assigned.

The method used by AgentAllocator is delineated in section 3, while in section 2
we refer to four different approaches for task allocation in multi-agent systems and we
try to underline their basic differences from the proposed model. In Section 4,
illustrative examples as well as a few screenshots of AgentAllocator are attached.
Finally, in the last section we try to criticise both the method and the DSS, revealing
our feature goals.

2   Background

The task allocation in multi-agent systems has occupied to a large extend the
scientists of Decision Science and Artificial Intelligence.

Smith [12] proposed a “Contract Net Protocol” that agents can adopt.  According
to this approach, the agents negotiate during run time and come to a decision for the
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task allocation. Since agents are autonomous, the negotiation breadth can be really
huge and the time needed until the agents come to decision may not be available. In
addition, negotiations themselves demand continuous communication among the
agents, and that means great cost.

In order to reduce the negotiation’s breadth that is demanded from the “Contract
Net Protocol”, Tidhar, Rao and Sonneberg [13] proposed a more guided process of
selecting a team of agents with complementary skills to achieve a goal. The instructor
is the developer of the multi-agent system, because he/she knows a priori all the
alternative agents and their attributes. Each time that a goal is to be achieved the
instructor split it to sub-goals and for each sub-goal he/she specifies the attributes that
an agent or a group of agents must have in order to bring it successfully to an end. In
other words the instructor determines agents’ types that could be candidate for a task
allocation. If an agent does not belong to the definite for a task “type”, he cannot
participate in the negotiation that will take place for the assignment of this specific
task. Consequently, the number of the candidates for a task allocation is significantly
reduced and the allocation process is less time-consuming. Of course, since an agent
or a group of agents is considered as a candidate for a specific task allocation and
takes part in the negotiation procedure, he acts autonomously.

The total autonomy that Smith [12] as well as Tidhar et al. [13] assigned to agents
causes in several occasions serious problems. Such an occasion is presented and faced
by Walsh and Wellman [14]. In that case, the various agents can perform as suppliers
of primitive goods or as producers of output goods and the goal is a consumer-agent
to acquire the goods he desires. Each agent regularly sends bid messages for some of
the goods that he wishes to buy or sell, specifying also the price below/above which
the agent is willing to buy/sell. Each time that a new bid arises, the rest of the agents
may choose to revise their own bids. Agents can respond only to the most recent bid
sent to the system. Bidding continuous until a state where all messages have been
received and no agent chooses to revise his bids. The problem that arises and that
obviously the “Contract Net Protocol” approach can not face is that the bid messages,
that agents send, have to be valid. For instance, a producer should not be able to claim
that he will sell an output product if he has not ensured the purchase of the necessary
primitive goods. Additionally, the bids have to follow a specific economy policy. To
ensure these, it is necessary for the system to include several bidding policies, so that
every agent adopts his favorite. This means that agents partially loose their autonomy
and follow strictly several main rules.

In the above approaches, task allocation is brought into effect after a process of
negotiation among the candidate agents themselves. A different approach is the one
that indicates the existence of a “master-agent” who will be responsible for the
allocation of the tasks to several other agents (slave agents). Such an approach is
presented by Fujita and Lesser [2]. In that case there is a goal to achieve until a
deadline and with a standard quality level. Firstly, the master-agent splits this goal to
two or more sub-goals that must be achieved. There is the possibility that several sub-
goals might need to be executed sequentially, meaning that the one’s results are
essential for the execution of the rest. Using heuristics algorithms the authors
determine the order according to which the sub-goals will be allocated and executed.
The sub-goals assignment to the slave-agents is based to a single criterion, the
minimization of the central goal’s execution duration. Specifically a slave-agent will
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undertake the execution of a sub-goal if and only if he is the most immediate available
among the other agents. In case that the execution of a sub-goal prerequisite for more
than one other sub-goals, both of them will be assigned to the same slave-agent. Of
course if a sub-goal is prerequisite for more than one of the other sub-goals, then the
agent who has undertake it, will also undertake and one of the other sub-goals, while
the rest will be allocated to agents who will be available by the time that their
execution will be feasible (that is by the time that the prerequisite sub-goal will be
completed). Finally, Fujita and Lesser [2] provide to the master agent the possibility
to evaluate periodically the initial plan of tasks allocation, to ensure that the time and
quality limits of the central goal are satisfied.

Some important works study the principles of an agent decision making function in
a range of disciplines including economics, sociology and time restrictions.
Traditionally this function has been based in the optimization of a single criterion.
Thus the Agents Decision Makers (ADM) choice was based on the minimization of
the performance time or the results accuracy. Another approach (Parsons and
Jennings [8]) makes a more social confrontation. The candidate agents are ranked not
only in the base of their individual skills, but also according to their social behavior
(past cooperations). Moraitis and Tsoukias [7] propose a multicriteria approach,
which considers a set of criteria of each candidate agent, and through direct pairwise
comparisons establish a graph representation of the candidate agents’ behavior. The
above multicriteria approaches are based on value focused procedures and aim to
construct a unique function, aggregating the partial preferences on multiple criteria. In
that case the ADM is directed by this value system to its final decision. Shehory et al.
[10] mention the problem of task allocation to a group of agents in order to attain
tasks execution and to improve tasks efficiency. We will confront the problem from a
different point of view.

In this paper a new method for task allocation is presented. There are no more
master and slave agents or negotiation among candidate agents. The multi-agent
system itself is responsible for the task allocation. The candidate agents are
predefined. Each of them has attributes – capabilities while each task is described by
specific attributes – demands. The system counts all the possible assignments and
evaluates them all through a multi-criteria method described below. As a result the
final allocation plan is as much as possible consistent with the decision maker’s
preferences.

3   The Multi-criteria Method

AgentAllocator uses the method proposed by Matsatsinis et al. [6]. This is about a
value-focused approach established in three main functions:
1.�Modeling a consistent family of measurable and/or ordinal criteria to evaluate the

performances of every possible task assignment to agents.
2.�Assessing an additive value function aggregating the evaluation criteria in order to

provide a ranking of alternative assignments.
3.� Implementing an allocation mechanism which finally assigns the task to agents

according to their value collected and which reviews agents’ attributes.
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3.1   Defining the Method and Making the Concessions

The focus of the method is to assign k tasks to m agents while the loads of tasks may
be smaller, equal or even greater of the crowd of agents. Obviously, every agent is
eligible to undertake more than one task. The method declares that each task can be
executed just by one agent and that since the allocation is decided the agent has no
right to negotiate this decision. Moreover, agents do not advance any of the tasks.

At this point it is necessary to employ the following notations and definitions:
Let:
T be the set of tasks
A set of agents
k number of the tasks
m number of the agents
ti the i-th task in T
aj the j-th agent in A
(ti,aj)  assignment action of ti to aj

v(T)  set of demands describing T
v(A)  set of attributes describing A

F a consistent family of criteria
N number of these criteria
gj the j-th criterion in F
gj(ti,al) the performance of (ti,al) assignment on the j-th criterion
G(ti,al)  vector of performances of (ti,al) assignment on the N criteria
gj* worst level of criterion gj

gj
* best level of criterion gj

uj(gj) a non decreasing marginal value function on [gj*, gj
*] varying from 0

to 1
pj weighting factor of criterion gj (the sum of N weights equals 1)
U(G) the global value of the performance vector G, varying from 0 to 1.

3.2   The Task Allocation Process

The various tasks are not identical but all can be described through a common set of
demands. The same stands for the agents. They are also distinct and can be described
by a common set of attributes. The agents’ attributes may change dynamically during
the allocation process. They may be improving, reducing or even remain constant.
Both these demands and attributes varying between several rating levels. These levels
are preferably descriptive. All these sets are formulated by the decision maker and
entered in the system as input files. The next critical step is to shape the evaluation
criteria. The evaluation criteria have to be modeled in such a way that they compose a
consistent family of criteria and (as knowing from the multi-criteria analysis theory)
have to fulfill three fundamental conditions: monotony, exhaustively and non-
pleonasm [10]. Each criterion is modeled by a set of sub-criteria, defining hereby a
sub-criterion as a combination of task’s demands and agent’s attributes. Those sub-
criteria have also rating levels varying from 0 to 1(a numerical correspondence is
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attached to every descriptive level of the sub-criterion). Rating the sub-criteria, we
have to ponder that:
•� High performance agents should not be wasted in tasks with low demands.
•� No sub-criterion should be advanced, unless it is a completely satisfactory one.
•� All not workable assignments should be rated with a 0.

This is going to be more clear in the example that follows. Modeling the criteria
may be the most critical step in this method as it incorporates the decision’s maker
logic and experience.

With a view to evaluate each assignment’s performance the following heuristic
process is executed:
1.�Divide each criterion gi to several level-characterizations and correspond each level

with a numerical interval
2.�For each assignment (ti,aj):

−� According to the content of each sub-criterion find the relevance between task’s
demands and agent’s attributes and value (ti,aj) to the specific sub-criterion

−� For each criterion gi sum up the values that (ti,aj) has achieved in the
corresponding set of sub-criteria and calculate the average value

3.�For each criterion gi, give to each assignment the appropriate characterization
based on the interval that the calculated average value belongs to.

Keeping on with the method, the decision maker is asked to rank a set of reference
assignments, in such a way that the ranking reveals preference or indifference among
the alternatives assignments. This ranking is used by the UTA [3], [11] method when
assessing the criteria weights. UTA method is explained in section 3.3.

Applying this global utility function all assignments are being evaluated and given
a score. The assignment that achieved the highest score is selected and the allocation
is considered to be done. The task component of this assignment is removed from the
set of task and the agents’ attributes are reviewed according to the following single
rule: Let q be the total of tasks that this specific agent has undertaken and let s be the
total of the rating levels of each attribute. Then, for each attribute:
•� If  ��4 P/s , the attribute switch upwards or downwards its rating level
•� If  q < P/s, the attribute’s rating level stands still, where P is a percentage defined

by the decision maker.
The method acts exactly the same, in an iterating way, until the set of tasks is

empty. Of course the assignments’ scores are reevaluated in each step, since agents
modify their attributes.

3.3   The UTA Method

UTA (UTilité Additive) method proposed by Siskos [11] tries to analyze the decision
maker’s preferences in a multicriteria environment while the alternatives decisions are
predefined and finite. UTA provides a global additive utility function that represents
the decision maker’s preferences following the next steps:

Step 1: Give a demonstrative ranking of some reference alternatives

Step 2: Express the global values of the reference assignments in terms of weights:
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The purpose and the significance of these errors is to represent the distance of each
ranking preference given by the decision maker from the global utility function U.

Step5: Solve the linear program:
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Step 6:  (Stability Analysis) Test the existence of multiple optimal or near optimal
solutions of the linear program (1)-(7); in case of non uniqueness, find the
mean weights of those (near) optimal solutions which maximize the
objective functions zj = pj for all j = 1,2,…,n on the polyhedron (4)-(7)
bounded by the new constraint:
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4   Applying AgentAllocator in an Illustrative Example

Let us monitor AgentAllocator during the following example. Consider an employer
trying to manage his enterprise’s executive officers-agents. For the purpose of this
article, let three be the total number of these officers (we call them agents from now
on). Agents have a certain profile, composed by the following attributes:

Table 1.  Agents’ Profiles.

Agent’s
name

Technical
Knowledge

Problem
Solving Ability

Reliability Management
Skills

Availability

a1 Basic Undistinguished Trustworthy Clement High

a2 Expert Satisfactory Unproved Poor Medium

a3 None Satisfactory Unproved Expert Medium

At this point, we should remind that agents have the ability to adjust dynamically
their performances in certain attributes. So, in this case agents’ Availability decreases
and their Management Skills are worked up during run time. Let us also suppose that
the tasks that occur in the enterprise environment can be described by the demands of:
Immediacy, Importance, Technical Demands and their Social Minded aspect. All
these demands have their own rating levels as shown in table 2.

Table 2. Tasks’ requirements.

Task name
Technical
Demands

Immediacy Importance Social Minded

t1 Basic Normal Normal Normal

t2 Expert Urgent Normal Normal

t3 Average Urgent High Normal

t4 None Urgent High Critical

t5 Basic Low High Critical

The goal is to figure out the best allocation plan. For this reason, three evaluation
criteria are employed: the speediness of the task’s execution, the risk undertaken by
each allocation decision and the functionality of the assignments. These criteria are
modeled as declared in table 3:
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Table 3.  Modeling the Criteria.

Speediness Risk Functionality
Availability –
Immediacy

Problem Solving Ability -
Importance

Technical Knowledge-
Technical Demands

Problem Solving
Ability

Management Skills-
Social Minded

Management Skills-Social
Minded

Reliability

You may have noticed that the components of the sub-criteria are either agents’
attributes or tasks’ demands or both. For each sub-criterion, the decision maker has to
correspond a numerical value at every possible combination of its components rating
levels. Criteria, as mentioned in section 3, have their own rating levels. Table 4 gives
an example of this sub-criteria rating procedure.

Table 4. Rating Sub-Criteria of Speediness Criterion.

Availability

Low Medium High

Low 1 0.6 0.4

Medium 0.4 1 0.6Im
m

ed
ia

cy

Urgent 0 0.6 1

Problem Solving Ability

Non Satisfactory Undistinguished Satisfactory

Sp
ee

di
ne

ss
 C

ri
te

ri
on

0 0.4 1

All this data can be inserted in the system using its input dialogs. In figure 1, the
input dialog for the agents’ data is presented.

AgentAllocator includes four types of input dialogs. In Task Dialog, the user
inserts the data needed to model the tasks, such us task’s demands and its rating
levels. In Agent Dialog, the decision maker should insert agent’s attributes, attributes’
cases (improving, reducing or constant) and their rating levels. Criteria Dialog is used
to insert the data for the evaluation criteria, which means: criteria’s intervals, sub-
criteria and sub-criteria’s rating levels. Finally, in Assignments Dialog, the user can
watch the performance of all assignments in the evaluation criteria and insert the
ranking for the set of a few reference assignments.

In order to define the global utility function, UTA method is implemented. UTA
assesses the criteria weights analyzing a reference set of alternatives. In a reference
set, ranking has the following meaning:

ranking(Assignmenti) > ranking(Assignmentj) indicates preference,
ranking (Assignmenti) = ranking(Assignmentj) indicates indifference.

The reference set used in this example is figured out in table 5.
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Table 5. Ranking of Reference  Alternatives.

Preference Assignment Rank Risk Speediness Functionality

This is a Real Good Case! 1 Certainty Big Normal

Just Good 2 Admissible Acceptable Efficient

Not Satisfactory 3 Admissible Big Bad

Not Satisfactory too 3 Risky Small Normal

A Bad One 4 Risky Acceptable Bad

Given the above reference set, UTA assess Functionality a weight of 61.8% while
Speediness achieved a 26.7% and Risk a 11.5%. AgentAllocator calculates the scores
of all possible assignments and ends up with an optimal allocation plan. The scores of
the remaining possible assignments are recalculated each time a task is allocated.
These scores may differ from step to step because agents’ attributes change

Fig. 1 Agent’s Data Input Dialog.
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dynamically during the process. The user is able to watch the entire allocation process
in the “task allocation board” which is attached to the system as represented below:

More specifically, the evolution of the task allocation process took place as follows:
Step1: The task called t4 is assigned to agent a3. The a3’s attributes are reviewed

and his Availability is reduced from Medium to Low. t4 is being removed
from the set of tasks. The scores of the rest of the assignments are
recalculated.

Step 2:t5 is allocated to a3.
Step3: t2 is allocated to a2. His Management Skills are shifted up to Clement.
Step 4:a2 undertakes t3. His Management Skills augments once more. a2’s current

Management Skills are rating with an Expert value. This double
augmentation of a2’s Management Skills can be avoided by increasing the
Percentage P mentioned in section 3.2. But as long as this example is being
used just for demonstration’s reasons we shall allow to a2 this impressive
evaluation in his Management Skills!

Step 5:One task has remained. That is t3 and it is assigned to a1. Now it is a1’s
turn to improve his attributes, so his Management Skills shift up to Expert.

5   Conclusions

The approach for task allocation proposed in this paper includes a multi-criteria
methodology. That guides the final solution to be as possible consistent with the

Fig. 2. Task Allocation’s Board.
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decision maker’s preferences. Therefore, the final solution depends in a very direct
way on the decision maker’s policy. This infuses the system with an impressive
flexibility but also with a disagreeable subjectivity. To prevent this subjectivity from
leading to dissatisfactory decisions, this approach should employ a way to measure
the final allocation plan’s effectiveness. There should be a feedback reporting the
results of the selected allocation plan, so that the method could evaluate its own
techniques. This feedback information would help even if it was implemented through
every step of the allocation process, so the DSS could decide whether to improve
more agents’ attributes or to detract their improvement. A researching focus of this
method is to model group allocation and some constraints that may task impose, such
as precedence constraints. In addition, a future ambition is this DSS to include more
allocation methods to support more efficiently the decision maker.

Concluding, AgentAllocator may subsist a compact and useful tool to model and
analyze the task allocation decision in complex environments, which is hard to be
modeled and analyzed otherwise.
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Abstract.  An approach to extend process automation systems with cooperating
subprocess agents is presented in this paper. According to this approach a
society of subprocess agents supervises an ordinary process automation system.
The functionality of this agent layer includes supervising the lower-level
automation system, semi-autonomous reconfiguration of its control logic when
needed and query processing for external systems. In this way the approach
aims for enhancing the operational flexibility of the automation system. The
subprocess agents utilize several agent-based cooperation mechanisms in order
to be able to perform their tasks. The approach is demonstrated with a
laboratory test process where process startup and fault-recovery scenarios have
been imitated. Experiences from initial test runs are described, too.

1 Introduction

This study is motivated by a potential match between the increasing requirements of
process automation and the development of agent-based cooperation mechanisms.
Although traditionally reliability, efficiency and quality have been the major
requirements in process automation [15], recently also flexibility of operations and
easiness of system maintenance have been emphasized [21]. Cooperation mechanisms
developed in multi-agent systems (MAS) research [3], [23] have been assessed as
potentially useful for this kind of requirements as indicated by research in other
application domains, e.g. discrete manufacturing [12] and communication systems
[7], [9]. Our long-term research objective is to specify a reasonable way to utilize
MAS technology in order to improve process automation systems with the desired
properties of enhanced operational flexibility and easiness of system maintenance.

The purpose of this paper is to present an approach to extend process automation
systems with cooperating subprocess agents. Particularly, our aim is to specify the
architecture and cooperation methods of a society of subprocess agents. The paper is
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outlined as follows. Chapter 2 will discuss cooperation requirements and MAS
cooperation methods in the context of process automation. The architecture of the
subprocess agent society is presented in Chapter 3. The cooperation mechanisms of
the subprocess agents are described in Chapter 4. Our test environment and
experiments with it are depicted in Chapter 5 followed by conclusions in Chapter 6.

2 Cooperation in Process Automation

Process automation systems have several functions with different characteristics
including continuous, sequential and batch control, status and performance
monitoring, and abnormal situation handling. Process automation systems are
typically built as distributed systems that are integrated to external systems. There is
both an internal and external need for cooperation between systems units in several
functions. If MAS technology is going to be applied to the development of process of
process automation systems, the distinct characteristics of cooperation in the different
functions need to be taken into account.

Some researches have already studied the application of MAS technology to
process automation systems [1], [16]. Agents have been used as modules of an
automation system [22] and as an integration mechanism [2]. They have also been
used for planning of batch control operations via Contract Net type of negotiation
[11]. Recently also an approach using agent-based planning techniques for run-time
specification of control sequences have been reported [13], [20]. This approach has
been based on planning with centralized coordination and request-response type of
communication. Also market-based negotiation has been studied in the context of
closed loop control [24]. However, none of the mentioned studies has presented a
comprehensive set of cooperation mechanisms needed for various functions of
process automation.

Our approach introduces a few additions to the previous approaches. We
emphasize the combination of several cooperation schemes with both deliberative and
reactive behavior and utilization of several FIPA interaction protocols. Also in our
cooperation models peer-to-peer coordination has more usage than in the mentioned
approaches. Again, the cooperation mechanisms of MAS are applied not only to the
control operations of subprocess agents but also to their information processing
activities like query processing.

3 Architecture of the Subprocess Agent Society

According to our concept an extended process automation system consists of two
layers as illustrated in Fig. 1 [17], [18]. A higher-level layer of subprocess agents
supervises a lower-level, ordinary real-time process automation system. Both of these
may be distributed systems. The agent layer is designed as a society of supervisory
subprocess agents whose primary purpose is to monitor the lower-level automation
system and reconfigure its operation logic cooperatively during run-time when
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needed. An additional purpose of the agent layer is to cooperatively provide data from
the process and automation system to external clients.

The agent layer consists of subprocess agents that communicate to each other
according to the agent communication mechanisms, i.e. FIPA-standard [5]. They can
also communicate this way with external systems, e.g. operator displays, MES
(manufacturing execution system), ERP (enterprise resource planning) and remote
monitoring systems, provided that these also have agent communication capabilities.
The agents form a hierarchy based on authority relations. The leaf agents supervise
some part of the controlled process and its related automation system as their areas of
responsibility. The areas of responsibility may map either to the physical or functional
division of the process. Higher-level agents supervise larger subprocesses via their
subordinates.

The subprocess agents cooperate via both vertical and horizontal channels. The
purpose of the vertical channel is to decompose operations into parts, like control
actions on a certain subprocess. The horizontal channel is for resolving possible
conflicts and synchronizing the suboperations, e.g. checking a condition on a process
measurement before a certain action may be performed. Each agent performs its
operations combining local actions and cooperation with other agents via both of
these axes. How the cooperation actually takes place depends on the type of operation
as will be explained in chapter 4.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a process automation system extended with subprocess agents. Acronym
DF denotes Directory Facilitator defined in FIPA.

The subprocess agents are all based on similar architecture as illustrated in Fig. 2.
A subprocess agent has communication capabilities for exchanging messages with the
underlying automation system and other agents. It also has data models of process
instrumentation and the agent society. For its main operations the agent has modules
for cooperative situation monitoring, action planning, plan execution and query
processing. The action planning can be performed both in a deliberative or reactive
fashion. The agent can be configured for a specific process and for a particular
application with a set of configuration, rule and plan files. The overall operation of an
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agent is managed by an underlying agent platform, which runs agents as multi-
threaded applications.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of a subprocess agent.

4 Cooperation Methods for Subprocess Agents

The subprocess agents need several different MAS-based cooperation mechanisms in
order to be able to perform their tasks. This is due to the different characteristics of
the tasks agents need to perform. Currently, we have specified cooperation models for
distributed planning and execution of goal-oriented control sequences, market-based
negotiation in controller tuning and cooperative query processing for external
systems. However, this list of cooperation models is not intended to be exhaustive.
Particularly cooperation models for monitoring and diagnostics need to be added.

The subprocess agents create plans of control sequences during run-time in order to
reach given goals concerning the status of the controlled process, e.g. startup or fill
tank. The planning process can be characterized as distributed and cooperative
planning. Each agent creates locally its part of the overall plan and adapts it to other
agents’ plans via a. FIPA Contract Net [5], [19] based negotiation process.

The negotiation process is carried out via both the vertical and horizontal
cooperation channels. On one hand, supervisor agents assign subgoals to their
subordinates, e.g. startup of the tank is a subgoal of the startup of the whole process.
On the other hand, peer agents request goals from their peers in order to handle
interrelations between their plans, e.g. tank has to be filled before pump is started.
The local planning processes of the agents create plans that fulfill goals originating
from both of these negotiations. The plans can contain both local actions and goals to
be assigned to subordinate or peer agents. For each of the assigned goals a separate
negotiation process is initiated. At first, successful negotiations lead to tentative
contracts with other agents. Later, if the agent who started the planning process
observes that it can fulfill all of its goals, it commits to its contracts and passes the
commitments to other agents with accept messages. The distributed planning process
between the subprocess agents is illustrated in Fig. 3 and described with more details
in another publication [18].
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Fig. 3. Example of the distributed planning process among the process automation agents.

During the execution process subprocess agents execute those plans, to which they
have committed in the planning process, in a distributed and a cooperative manner.
After planning each agent has plans and contracts that specify the needed process
control and communication actions. Process control actions are executed locally,
while communication actions are used to coordinate and schedule actions between the
agents. An agent can request its subordinate or peer agents to execute plans in order to
achieve a certain process state related goal. The executing agent informs the
requesting agent when this goal is achieved. During the execution process agents use
FIPA Request interaction protocol as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Example of the distributed execution process of a process control plan.

Market-based negotiation can be used in situations where subprocess agents have
competing goals that need to balanced, e.g. when tuning several controllers.  The
cooperation protocol in our approach to market-based negotiation is the FIPA
Contract Net as illustrated in Fig. 4. First, the agent who observes a need for adjusting
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a control parameter can check if it can do it with those actuators it controls itself. In
addition to this, it can initiate bargaining with those subprocess agents that have
registered a capability to somehow affect the control parameter. The negotiation can
take place both among peers and between a supervisor and subordinate agents. Each
agent can assign a cost to its operations depending on its control objectives. Based on
the received proposals the initiator agent can calculate to which extent it should
accept help from other agents and to which extent it should rely on its own control
actions in order to minimize the total cost. Finally, all the agents carry out the agreed
control actions in a parallel manner. The negotiation process may also be repeated
iteratively if an acceptable result is not gained at once.
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Fig. 5. Example of the iterative market-based negotiation process between the subprocess
agents.

In query processing the hierarchical organization of the subprocess agent society
can be utilized. Several FIPA interaction protocol may also be used. The FIPA Query
interaction protocol can be used to query information from an agent, e.g. about the
status of the controlled process or the underlying automation system. A query can be
started by sending a message, e.g. to a supervisor agent. The supervisor agents
decompose queries to their subordinates while leaf agents retrieve the actual data
from the automation system. The query result is formed in the opposite direction. The
FIPA Subscribe interaction protocol can be used for being informed about changes in
the controlled process or the automation system. The subscription message is
decomposed similarly to the query message using the subprocess agent hierarchy. The
logical condition describing the subscription is stored in the agents that evaluate it
periodically. Possible changes are then communicated upwards in the agent hierarchy
or they can be sent directly to the client. The utilization of the hierarchy in query
processing can also be combined with usage of a directory facilitator defined in FIPA.
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Fig. 6. Example of the cooperative hierarchical query processing among the subprocess agents.

5 Test Scenarios

A laboratory test environment has been used to experiment with the subprocess agents
based process automation approach in order to test the cooperation methods. The test
environment consists of a test process, an automation system and a prototype agent
layer implementation [18], [17].

The test process is a small-scale water temperature control process illustrated in
Fig. 7. The water level and temperature in the tank are controlled with five control
valves. Process flow is imitated by circulating water with the help of a pump. The
instrumentation of the process also includes several temperature sensors and a
pressure and a flow sensor. At the moment the control system runs three control
loops: one for water level control and two for temperature control at the upper and
lower levels of the tank. The automation system of the test environment utilizes
Foundation Fieldbus technology [4]. The agent layer implemented with open source
software tools FIPA-OS [6], JAM [8] and Jess [10] runs on a PC with an OPC
connection [14] to the automation system.

Two different scenarios, process startup and fault-recovery, with different
cooperation and decision-making mechanisms have been studied with the test
environment. A prototype agent layer implementation consisting of five agents (see
Fig. 7) were used in these experiments. For the experiments the agents were
configured by defining their areas of responsibility, rule bases and plans.

The goal of the process startup scenario is to run the process from a shutdown state
into a normal operation state. The task of the agents is to create a feasible and
synchronized shared startup sequence for the current initial state using their local
startup plans and then run the sequence. This scenario demonstrates the cooperation in
distributed planning and execution of goal-oriented control sequences.
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Fig. 7. Areas of responsibility for the subprocess agents supervising the test process.

The planning process starts from the Process Agent, which passes a startup goal to
its direct subordinates, the Pump Agent and the Tank Agent. The Pump Agent has a
startup plan with an initial condition requiring the tank to be full before water
circulation is turned on. So it passes a goal fill tank to the Tank Agent. This agent uses
its startup plan illustrated in Fig. 8, agrees to fill the tank and passes the startup goal
to its subordinates. The planning process is repeated similarly between the Tank
Agent and its subordinates. At the end of the planning process both the Tank Agent
and the Pump Agent pass their commitment to the process startup goals to the Process
Agent. After successful planning the Process Agent can request plan execution.
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Fig. 8. Simplified version of the process startup plan template of the Tank Agent.

The objective of the fault recovery scenario is to partially compensate the effects of
a fault in the automation system. The task of the agents is to find out new setpoints to
the control vales and the pump so that the influence of one broken control valve is
balanced between both controlled temperatures. This scenario demonstrates market-
based negotiation in controller tuning.

The three subprocess agents who react to the fault situation with the market-based
negotiation scheme are the Lower and Higher Level Agents and the Pump Agent.
First, the Lower Level Agent detects the fault, makes an inference that it cannot
control the temperature T2 (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 9) any more and requests help from
the other two agents with a call-for-proposal message describing the problem. Both
the Higher Level Agent and the Pump Agent offer to change their set-points in order
to reduce the problem. The Lower Level Agent accepts both proposals and also
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decides to close its other control valve and start its magnetic valves, M1 and M2.
These are reserve valves that are not used for control, but which can be utilized e.g. in
fault situations. The negotiation process is repeated until the control error of T2
decreases below suitable limits (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Example test run with iterative negotiation. The setpoints of the temperature T1 and the
water flow are adjusted iteratively.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an approach to extend a process automation system
with cooperative subprocess agents. The approach is based on a subprocess agent
layer, which acts on top of an ordinary automation system. The operation of this layer
is designed with the techniques of cooperative MAS. The agents utilize several
different cooperation mechanisms via both vertical and horizontal coordination axes.
However, the current set of cooperation mechanisms is still not complete and need to
be extended, e.g. with appropriate methods for cooperation in monitoring and
diagnostics.
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Abstract. Nowadays there is a proliferation of research into multi-agent and
holonic systems. These systems are being applied to environments including
production, supply chain and warehousing to increase the flexibility, openness
and mass-customisation of e-manufacturing operations. One such example is
the Holonic Packing Cell demonstrator at Cambridge University’s Institute for
Manufacturing. However, there is very little basis for evaluating how well such
systems have been built or how they will operate once they are deployed into
pragmatic shop-floor settings. This paper is an initial step in filling this void by
proposing a framework to evaluate holonic systems with respect to: (i) the
performance of their controlled operations, (ii) the applicability of the software
and control systems, and (iii) the methodology used.

1� Introduction

Over the past decade, a number of academic and industrial research organisations
have been investigating the issues associated with the development of holonic systems
and how they can be effectively deployed into manufacturing and supply chain
management environments [1-3]. The driving forces behind these studies are mainly
commercial [4]. Market forces are pushing manufacturing businesses to provide mass-
customisation of their product families and react more quickly to consumer demands.
Meanwhile, these companies do not wish to discard their existing investment in
hardware or brand marketing. Hence a new technological approach is needed to make,
handle and transport products in a flexible manner to cope with these ‘short
production run’ demands in a ‘business as usual’ way [5]. There are very few holonic
systems deployed in factories making real products. One of the main reasons for this
lack of uptake [14] is that a number of research issues remain that have yet to be
resolved. One such issue is how to evaluate the design, construction and operation of
a holonic system. As engineers, we believe that the holonic system that we will
describe in the paper is better, as judged on several criteria, than other systems. Yet at
present there is no coherent mechanism to evaluate a holonic system. This paper is an
initial step in addressing this topic, and presents an evaluation framework for holonic
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systems’ performance, applicability and methodology. To highlight some aspects of
the framework and how it can be used to assess holonic systems, we refer to a holonic
packing cell implemented at Cambridge University’s Institute for Manufacturing.

2� A Worked Example: The Cambridge Holonic Packing Cell

A driving force behind the construction of the Cambridge holonic packing cell has
been the requirement to have a test bed upon which experiments relating to agile and
intelligent manufacturing [15] can be conducted and measured. This test bed now
provides us with the opportunity to evaluate different design, development and
integration strategies with a view towards formulating a methodology that can be used
repeatedly to build high-performance holonic systems [16]. The layout of the cell is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Layout of the Cambridge holonic packing cell.

Physically, the packing cell has three conveyor loops to transport batches of
Gillette™ personal grooming products (razors, shaving gel, deodorant and shaving
foam) and gift boxes into which these items will be packed. This Montech track has
independently-controlled gates that navigate shuttles into and out of loops. There are
also two docking stations where shuttles (carrying boxes) are held so that a Fanuc
M6i anthropomorphic robot can pick and place items into the boxes. The system also
comprises a storage unit to hold items using a first-come-first-served discipline.
Sensors and actuators within the cell (apart from the Fanuc robot) are connected to an
Omron SYSMAC CV500-V1 Programmable Controller, which in turn is attached to a
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Personal Computer via Ethernet, in order to support a blackboard. This blackboard
maintains a copy of the data registers held by the controller relating to the status of
sensors and actuator parameters that the control system can read from and write to in
order to get the physical hardware to perform desired actions. The aim of the packing
cell, as a whole, is to pack items into boxes in a flexible way to meet specific retail
needs that vary over time. The system (see Fig.2) is an example of mass-
customisation by letting the customer select (via a web interface) any three of the four
Gillette product item types, and pack them into one of two box styles.

Fig. 2. The holonic cell packing Gillette items after an order has been issued over the Internet.

Holons have been introduced to better utilise factory resources, make products more
efficiently and thereby improve the reaction of manufacturing businesses to changing
market requirements. For our purposes, we define a holon [17] as containing either
physical hardware or some information services coupled with an intelligent agent
[18,19]. A holon can then provide both autonomous actions and support cooperative
interactions. The agent elements of the holons in the cell have been encoded using
JACK Intelligent Agents™ platform from Agent Oriented Software Limited.
There are the following resource holon classes in the system, with the number of
instances shown in brackets: Robot (1), Docking Station (2), Gate (2), Reader (7),
Track (1), Box Manager (1), Storage (1), and Production Manager (1). There are also
order holons, with one being spawned for each gift box, in order to orchestrate how
that box must be manufactured via collaboration with the various resource holons.
Manufacturing scenarios that the cell, and its intelligent holons, can demonstrate are:
−� Batch Orders: Introduce batch orders so individual orders manage their packing

(e.g. acquire a suitable box, shuttle and items). Also included is negotiating with
resources (including docking stations and the robot) to achieve processing goals.

−� Unpacking: Unpack completed boxes so urgent orders can be satisfied quickly.
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−� Reconfigure Docking Station Processing: Disable a docking station (i.e. mimic a
failure) and so cause the holons to reconfigure themselves to process work
elsewhere. The holons can also handle rush orders that must be packed quickly.

−� Storage Handling: Handle storage of item in a reactive manner by bringing new
shipments into the cell, hold them in storage chutes and handle them correctly.

Using a methodology to introduce holons into such a cell may have important benefits
in terms of development costs, flexibility and robustness of the resulting system. Yet
there may be drawbacks in comparison to traditional approaches, for example the
performance of the resulting system may not be as good as a system dedicated to low-
variety high-volume production. Therefore a framework to evaluate and compare
holonic systems is clearly needed.

3� Framework for Evaluating Holonic Systems

Clearly the desired responsive behaviour of an enterprise that supports mass-
customisation can be viewed from two perspectives. For the client, it is to pack boxes
to meet their requirements and do so promptly within a budget that they set. For the
manufacturing business, it is to maximise the cell’s resource utilisation and hence
make a profit. For the adoption of holons within the enterprise to be considered a
success, we need to show that the added responsiveness that the system offers is
achieved in a cost effective and practical manner. There is little benefit in having a
flexible factory if the algorithms that holons must run to make products are so slow
that the throughput is merely a fraction of what it would be if a mass production
model was in place. As part of a quantitative evaluation, criteria such as performance
must be measurable to asses how well the system is operating, yet many criteria
cannot be easily measured on some scale and so qualitative evaluations must suffice.
Both qualitative and quantitative measures are incorporated within our evaluation
framework to help judge the relative merits of some holonic feature.

For example, if the customer’s perspective is focused on having their orders fulfilled
by requested deadlines (rather than on cost or quality say) then the cell’s throughput
may be analysed by computing the mean time between an order entering the system
and shipment of all boxes out of the factory. Alternatively from the business’s
viewpoint, other sophisticated measures can be constructed to take into account how
the throughout of orders with differing levels of urgency or pay-off is managed. At
present in our holonic packing cell, the customer sets a single price per box for the
entire batch. Yet in subsequent phases of the cell’s implementation, it is assumed that
there is some measure of financial cost associated with both the time taken for certain
boxes to be shipped and the value of items in those boxes. This measure of cost is
linked to the client’s willingness to pay more for quicker delivery of varying amounts
of high-value or scarce goods.

To evaluate how well a holonic system operates in a scientific and repeatable manner,
we need a framework. This framework is characterised by the following guidelines:
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−� Develop manufacturing systems that handle a dynamically changing environment
without having to centralise all the control.

−� Keep knowledge on what the product (e.g. a packed box) should ‘look like’
separate from the machine instructions used to achieve these features (ie the
actions of the docking station, robot and so forth to pack items into the box). This
improves the potential for allocating a packing job to several heterogeneous cells.

The evaluation framework’s central proposition is the creation of a uniform model for
assessing and judging the relative merits of holonic systems’ design and operation.
This goal is underpinned by two inter-related factors:
−� The need to overcome the fragmented perspectives of experts who are working

on various aspects of the holonic system research spectrum. Lacking a single
vision of how to assess a holonic system (i.e. not having a level playing field) can
distort experimental practice and may introduce duplications of effort, which
could continue to hamper the quick deployment of holons into today’s industry.

−� The design and operational inefficiencies in many holonic concepts have given
rise to a range of problems and can adversely impact the quality of the resultant
manufacturing control system. These problems mean that it is often unclear how
the merits of one concept in one system relate to other ideas or to the same
principle as adopted in other systems.

To satisfy these goals a unified evaluation framework is required. Our proposed
evaluation framework uses a spidergram. This graphically representation helps us to
assess the design and operation of one or more holonic systems. The inspiration for
this paper is Miles and Baldwin’s article [23] where quantitative and qualitative
criteria, such as clear-up rates and crime prevention activities, of 50 UK Police Forces
were mapped onto spidergrams to display and contrast their relative performance. A
good overview of how to represent complex data using spidergrams is given in [22].
Our holonic system evaluation spidergram shows percentages along each edge so that
a perfect holonic system would score 100% based on some quantification.
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Fig. 3. Spidergram to illustrate the evaluation of a holonic system from multiple viewpoints.
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A spidergram has been selected as a suitable presentation format because it has
facilities, based on relative performance of observable measures, to: (i) contrast
different facets of a single system, and (ii) compare multiple implemented holonic
systems. The authors reviewed several schemes to evaluate holonic systems including
reviews of a person’s employment [25] or approaches similar to how a reviewer may
asses the merits of an EU project proposal [26]. These techniques have their merits
including being to measure advances in a person’s employment skills or estimate a
project’s outcomes respectively. Progress in these areas is gauged by experienced
people carrying out specific tests, manipulating the data using weights and thresholds
to form a single score, and judging this result against established benchmarks. They
also have disadvantages, e.g. an assesment’s stakeholder can misinterpret a single
figure because they do not view all information in the proper context.

In terms of our packing cell, stakeholders such as production managers, academics
and decision-makers in manufacturing businesses may fail to take into account factors
such as how the system is very good in some respects but is poor in three other areas.
They would also fail to take into account the reasons why the results were obtained
such as the holons’ diverse architectures and capacity for intelligent reasoning. Hence
we argue that a balanced judgement cannot be made using such solitary scores.
Therefore the authors selected spidergrams as a suitable scheme to evaluate a holonic
system, noting that spidergrams could be used in conjunction with other graphical and
statistical models depending on the nature of the evaluation to be undertaken. One of
the merits of using a spidergram is that by computing the area occupied by a holonic
system’s spidergram, the diagram provides an overall system score. This number can
then be used to rank various holonic designs or implemented systems, and carry out
competitor analysis. For example, the spidergram in Figure 3 shows an evaluation of
our holonic packing cell with good robustness and reusability but poor simplicity.

The clockwise sequence of metrics is not fixed and can be arranged to graphically
illustrate the features of holonic system to reflect the evaluator’s opinion. This lack of
restriction can, of course, be viewed as a weakness or a strength of the framework.
For instance, arranging a spidergram’s metrics to alternatively display high and low
score gives the impression of a ‘star’ that may be visually less criticised than a cam-
shaped spidergram when the metrics are re-sequenced. The number of metrics can be
increased and the percentages altered to reflect a revised quantitative assessment
strategy and so the evaluation framework is sufficiently flexible to cope with any
holonic system and any set of benchmarks. The metrics to measure a holonic system
can be categorised into three evaluation groups: (i) performance of controlled
operations (throughput and robustness); (ii) applicability of software / control system
(real-time, reconfigurable, extendable); and (iii) methodology used (reusable, simple,
generalised). The groups are discussed in subsequent sections of this document. There
are no strong rules for placing metrics into particular groups, nor are there rigid
guidelines for arranging groups in any given sequence clockwise around the
spidergram. This lack of guidance and being deficient in stringent techniques to
generate a quantitative value for how well a holonic system performs in some metric
are key drawbacks to the evaluation framework. These are topics for further research.
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4� Evaluation Group 1: Performance of Controlled Operations

This group measures the performance of the controlled operations in the packing cell
with regard to the overall throughput of goods in some time period, and how robust
the holons are to changes of how, where and when packing operations are performed.
This group is geared towards satisfying the commercial goals of the manufacturing
business. Yet a customer-oriented perspective is of equal benefit because we might
want to evaluate other metrics depending on the customer, production environment
and so on. For example, the holons may need to reconfigure themselves in order to
minimise the average lateness so that the highest degree of customer satisfaction is
achieved. Here we concentrate on robustness because a system that is reliable is of
key importance to factory managers, since a major factor impinging on manufacturing
volume is the mean time between failures and the limited opportunities a control
system has to recover. A primary goal of holonics is to alleviate this problem.

To best ensure efficiency in the case of failures, holons may need to perform some
degree of contingency planning. This is a complex task. It includes taking into
account task deadlines, the inter-connectivity between subtasks, availability of other
resource holons that could adopt the role of executing that task, and other criteria
imposed by the order holon (e.g. overall completion cost for the task, quality of
service requirements etc.). One option is for the cell, via all of the holons interacting
among themselves, to generate and execute a high-level control policy that determines
the best course of action for every resource holon to achieve the cell’s production
goals in terms of optimising business criteria and resource allocation parameters. Yet
the resource holons in our current cell do not generate or maintain such meta-level
policies due to the communicational overheads. Hence we argue that individual
holons should reliably execute their autonomous actions so global reliability emerges.

A key advantage of using JACK is that the agent-based holons are constructed using a
solid Belief Desire Intention (BDI) execution engine. This helps model the holon’s
desires in terms of goals, binds these goals to plans at runtime, and can easily handle
failure of agents’ plans by re-issuing the goal and binding a different plan to it. Let us
consider a theoretical example: the order holon’s recipe to pack a given box specifies
that the box should be processed on a docking station within a fixed deadline. If the
nominated docking station fails then the station holon informs the order holon. The
order holon then creates a set of alternative stations and times that satisfy this high-
level goal. The best candidates are determined using some statistical evaluation of the
recipe’s criteria, e.g. candidate docking stations offering early time slots may be
preferred. In terms of our evaluation framework, we argue that a holonic system is
awarded points if it satisfies certain robustness criteria and looses points if it performs
badly. For instance, if a customer-oriented approach is used then the system deserves
up to 30% higher than system solely using a business-oriented approach. If
contingency planning and a solid BDI model are used during implementation then the
system should be rewarded up to 20% and 25% respectively. If re-assignment of work
is done using a dynamic set of candidates then this should be reflected with an
assessment of up to 25%. This list of ways to convert qualitatively arguments into
percentages is not exhaustive, and the percentages are open to revision.
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5� Evaluation Group 2: Applicability of Software/Control System

The applicability of a software / control system group examines how well holons
handle real-time decision-making as well as their agent-based deliberation and
collaboration techniques. Real-time decision-making is critical in dynamic
environments where it is not appropriate to perform a fixed sequence of
predetermined actions. Therefore a system’s ability to make real-time decisions based
on sensing the environmental state is an important factor in whether or not holons can
successfully be applied in a particular manufacturing situation. The group also
measures how reconfigurable the holons are, in terms of having their control
structures and decision-making processes changed at runtime and being re-deployed
into different operational circumstances with limited ‘swap over’ time. Again the
extent of the support for run-time reconfiguration is a key factor in determining the
range of applications that the system can be put to. The third metric in this group is
how extendable the holons. Extensibility relates to how well holons cope with new
knowledge and new autonomous skills, making new products with the existing
hardware and cooperating with new holons. Since, an extendible holon system can be
readily expanded to cope with additional robots and other manufacturing resources,
extendibility tends to lead to systems with greater applicability. The focus is on
extendibility, because this metric is critical if holons are to be introduced seamlessly
into factories and interact effectively with legacy systems such as Manufacturing
Execution Systems (MES). It should be clearly noted that the approach described
below is used just to illustrate one way to get applicability from the holonic system.

In the Cambridge packing cell, neither rigid nor hierarchical inter-holon organisations
are defined. Each holon begins with some knowledge concerning which other holons
(peers) it should talk in order to achieve some task. This talking is implemented using
message events that are passed between agents. An arguably better approach is to
replace holons implemented with autonomous agents with an implementation using
JACK Teams™ [27] because team-oriented computing provides a rich set of
constructs and would support multi-holon cooperation through holarchies. A paper
explaining the relationship between JACK Teams™ and holonic principles is being
written [24]. With JACK Teams™, interaction among holons is via built-in constructs
(roles, named roles, teamplans and teams). These constructs are used to encapsulate
the exchange of task requests and knowledge, and provide a clean interface between
holons without having to pre-define which holon instance takes on a particular job at
execution time. This is as extensible approach that allows reconfiguration at runtime.
For example, it can be used to ensure effective and fair allocations of resource holons’
valuable commodities (e.g. time slots) across the order holons that need them.

Another argument in favour of using roles as a means of increasing extensibility is
that social relationships among holons built upon roles provide a conceptual
framework in which each holon either: (i) plays its role as a resource producer or
resource consumer, or (ii) occupies a well-defined position in the society. For
example, the Fanuc M6i robot holon may take on the role of material handler inside
the cell, yet this role may later be filled by a Fanuc A520 or Mitsubishi RV-1A/2AJ
robot – the identified roles are static but the specific holon occupying the role is
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dynamic. Moreover, a production manager holon or a track holon occupies a critical
position in the organisation to orchestrate the sequence order holons are spawned or
monitor where shuttles are currently located. These knowledge server types of holon
roles can be taken only by a specific class of software holon, but they can be re-
started at any time if failure occurs. Such a role-based approach allows us to:
−� Re-structure and revise holon interactions. This is within the control system, and

between the control system and existing business information systems.
−� Re-assign capabilities. Encapsulate knowledge and functionality within different

holons without having the stop execution, edit, re-compile and run the software.
The role that a holon adopts determines how extensible its is in terms of:
−� Skills. Skills represent the functions, services and knowledge processing needed

by the holon to assume the desired role. Each resource holon is characterised by
the set of abilities that are needed to manage that hardware. For example, an
extendible docking station holon should have the facilities to: (i) determine if and
when it should process a shuttle, (ii) interact with the hardware to grab and
release shuttles, and (iii) cooperate with order holons to allocate timeslots in the
schedule and inform them once jobs are completed. Extendible order holons are
characterised by the range of skills they need to get themselves manufactured.
For example, cooperating with resource holons (according to a production recipe)
and cooperating with other orders to buy and sell their partially-completed boxes
so urgent orders can be delivered on time. By designing the resource and order
holons’ skills in a sufficiently general way, the system is made more extensible.

−� Responsibilities. When a holon assumes a role at execution time, the holon
becomes responsible for the successful completion of the tasks associated with
that role. For example, when the Fanuc M6i robot holon accepts the role of
material handler it becomes obliged to pack boxes, unpack boxes, or sort the
storage chutes until that role gets re-assigned. One mechanism to ensure that a
responsibility is successfully completed is to issue request messages to the
resource holons for each goal in the order holon’s recipe. If a resource holon
becomes unable to complete its responsibilities during execution of the job, it
informs the order holon, which is then required to find another resource that can
offer the affected role and negotiate with that holon to maintain the processing.

−� Knowledge Sharing. Data is requested and provided between order and resource
holons so that the resource holon assuming a role can fulfil its responsibilities.
This exchange is achieved, over Ethernet with guaranteed delivery, by attaching
strictly-typed data and objects onto the messages that are passed among holons.

When comparing two holonic systems, then we would expect the role-based system to
achieve better scores along the extendibility metric. Therefore the packing cell
deserves a relatively high extendibility score (at least 50%) because it uses simple
resource request/response messages within roles and it enable resource holons to
dynamic adopt their responsibilities. The packing cell is not idle because it does not
let new resource holons be added dynamically to fill each role, or let the system
expand at runtime without the need for re-engineering.
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6� Evaluation Group 3: Methodology Used

This group evaluates the methodology utilised to develop the packing cell in terms of
how reusable, simple, and generalised this philosophy and its methods are. Simplicity
in a methodology results in implemented holons that have both simple interactions
and autonomous decision-making. To achieve such simplicity, the methodology
supports the decomposition of the control system into well-defined units and provides
design guidelines. These guidelines are often the first concern in modern software
engineering models, like object-oriented analysis, and the development of holonic
systems is no exception. However, the main difference is the dynamism that a holonic
system exhibits. So the methodology’s guidelines should compensate for this dynamic
behaviour, and be easy to comprehend. We propose that a suitable methodology will
use a spiral approach with each cycle having the subsequent phases and models:
−� System Design Model. An anthropomorphic model of the holonic system’s

requirements and purpose is established. This leads to identifying holon types,
their private actions, interactions and the interfaces to the legacy factory and
business systems. Developing this model involves creating a functional
description of the system using UML concepts, and exploring each holon’s
responsibilities and collaboration metaphors through role-specific scenarios.

−� Holonic Society Model. An infrastructure for the interactions and dependencies
among holons is then constructed via two steps. First, holon roles are described
using class diagrams to isolate distinct roles adopted by holon types, the tasks
involved when a holon takes on that role and the communication metaphors used
to accomplish the role. Second, the conversation protocols, grammar and
pragmatic knowledge structures used by holons are designed.

−� Implementation Model. Holons are encoded as a solution architecture using the
JACK Agent Language constructs (i.e. agents, capabilities, events, plans, and
belief structures). Source Java code is produced and executed on a suitable
platform using the Java virtual machine and the JACK runtime libraries.

−� Test and Refinement Model. Individual holon, multi-holon interactions in the
society and overall holonic system behaviours are verified against requirements.
If problem solving is not validated then refinements are identified for next cycle.

By applying this methodology, we make the following proposition: a simple
methodology constructs an efficient holon society so that each holon acts and
interacts in a comprehendible manner, and that can be easily changed or reconfigured.
The methodology used to build the packing cell did not satisfy this proposition and so
it deserves a relatively low score on the simplicity metric.

7� Concluding Remarks

From a software engineering perspective, this paper has presented research on
constructing a framework to evaluate the design and operation of holonic systems.
Compared with current literature [6-12], the paper’s work has some unique features.
−� Application-Oriented Features. The work in this paper is geared towards direct

applicability in real production and logistic environments. The mechanisms in [6]
and [7] also present approaches to developing a methodology for constructing
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holonic systems, but the main purpose of that formalism is not for creating real
holonic implementations. Rather, it is geared to providing a migration strategy to
move from traditional hierarchical control towards a potential framework for
holonic control based upon aggregating components in a bottom-up manner. An
orthogonal (top-down) approach has been described in [8] where manufacturing
orders are decomposed with the aid of production knowledge and then jobs are
dynamically assigned to machine resources.

−� Wide Applicability. The models presented in [9-11] cover only a small range of
issues with regard to measuring a control system’s operational performance, and
each does so from a rather narrow perspective. The flexibility of the approach
outlined in this paper implies that it has a wide applicability across a number of
agile manufacturing and supply chain domains. Unlike the agent-based models
proposed in [12] and [13], this paper’s spidergram model is designed to support a
plethora of metrics (for re-usability etc.) that can express the system’s operations.
It can be directly used to integrate various evaluation criteria, in the form of
metric groups, for judging the relative merits of one design against another. Even
the types and number of instances for each holon class can be changed in order
that the framework be embedded into different applications, e.g. to measure how
close the integration is with legacy e-business solutions or to test how
interoperable the holonic system is with Auto-ID data (an emerging standard for
product tracking and identification in a supply chain) [20,21].

It could be argued that we have not made a framework to evaluate holonic systems.
Rather we have postulated a quantitative spidergram and a number of qualitative
metrics which we believe adequately span stakeholder viewpoints. To answer this
criticism, we have tried to give some reasons why we mapped the qualitative metrics
of the Cambridge cell onto the values presented in Figure 3. Another deficiency is that
there is no discussion as to the adequacy of these metrics, how values are determined
for the packing cell and how meaningful comparisons of these values between
systems will be. To counter this argument, our future work will concentrate on
collecting empirical evidence to conclusively demonstrate that the systems we build
are better than legacy control systems or diverse implementations of a holonic design.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present results on designing the architecture of an
agent-based system for production control of semiconductor wafer fabrication
facilities (wafer fabs). These manufacturing systems are characterized by reen-
trant product flows, sequence dependant setup-times, inhomogenous parallel
machines, a diverse product mix, a mix of different process types, prescribed
due dates of the orders and preventive maintenance due to difficult technologi-
cal processes. Hence, coordination issues have to be considered during the de-
sign of a production control system for such type of manufacturing processes.
We suggest a hierarchical production control scheme. We use the PROSA ref-
erence architecture in order to form the proper agency. We describe the devel-
opment of a system prototype using the C++ and C# programming language
and the .NET middleware. In order to allow the investigation of dynamic sce-
narios by emulation of the production process we suggest the use of the discrete
event simulator AutoSched AP and a blackboard type data layer as a coupling
component between the production control system and the simulator.

1   Introduction

Recently, the electronics industry has become the largest industry in the world. The
most important area in this industry is the manufacturing of integrated circuits. In the
past, sources of reducing costs were decreasing the size of the chips, increasing the
wafer sizes and improving the yield, simultaneously with efforts to improve opera-
tional processes inside the wafer fabrication facilities.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the manufacturing
domain that is relevant for our research. We give a short outline to the hierarchical
production control approach in section 3. Then we continue with an agentification
based on the PROSA reference architecture. We describe the architecture of the re-
sulting multi-agent-system in section 5. Section 6 provides information on the cou-
pling of FABMAS with a discrete event simulator.

2  Production Control Problems for Wafer Fabs
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3   Hierarchical Production Control Approach
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4   Agentification of the Production Control Problem
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Table 1. Functionality of the Members of the Agency (Fab, Work Area, Work Center Level)

Layer of the
Hierarchy

Corresponding
Member of the
Agency

Task Description

Entire Fab Fab Agent - coordination of the work of the fab scheduling
  agent, the monitoring agent and the work area
  agents
- decision-making in form of sequencing the lots for
  applying the beam-search algorithm

Fab Scheduling
Agent

- preparation of running the beam-search algorithm
- running the algorithm
- providing scheduling information

Work Area Work Area
Agent

- coordination of the work of the corresponding
  work area scheduling and monitoring agent
- decision-making in form of choosing the proper
   machine criticality measure for ABSBH
- information providing services

Work Area Sche-
duling Agent

- preparation of running the ABSBH
- running the heuristic
- providing scheduling information

Work Cen-
ter

Work Center
Agent

- implementing the work area schedules in a dispat-
  ching manner
- mediator in case of the contract-net-type allocation
  algorithm

5   Architecture of the Multi-agent-System FABMAS

In the next section, we describe the basic architecture of our multi-agent-system
FABMAS. During the course of designing the system we used the FIPA Standard and
the FIPA Abstract Architecture [2] as an orientation for our own development in
order to ensure compatibility to other FIPA compliant multi agent platforms. How-
ever, in some cases we deviate from the standard.

5.1  Agent Runtime Environment

According to the FIPA Abstract Architecture for agent systems we developed our
own agent runtime environment. The runtime environments consist of an agent di-
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rectory service, an agent management system, an agent container and an agent com-
municator. These parts of the system provide services that are used by the agents to
get information about other agents and to communicate and interact with them.

For communication purpose the agent communicator encapsulates communication
capabilities. Each communication act between agents is handled by the agent com-
municator.

The agent directory service is the location where agents register their specification
as a service-entry. Agents can ask the local directory service for finding information
about other agents they want to interact with. If the information is not available, the
directory service tries to find the information by contacting other directory services
within the whole multi-agent-system. Hence, it is not necessary to establish a global
directory service as a centralized information point in a distributed system.

Each agent runtime environment needs an agent management system that admin-
istrates the life cycle of each agent. As a result the management system is responsible
for creating the agents, provides potentially mobility services and removes an agent if
it is not any longer needed.

The last component of the agent runtime environment is the agent container as a
collection of all active agents inside the environment. Figure 1 provides a UML dia-
gram of the runtime environment and its components.
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Fig. 1. Agent Runtime Environment of FABMAS

5.2   Generic Architecture for the Agents

Design Approach.  From a design point of view we use a role based approach to
design different types of agent characteristics. As two basic abstract roles we
distinguish between decision-making agents and staff agents as PROSA describes it.

Decision-Making Agents.  A decision-making agent is an active part with different
decision-making capabilities. We distinguish between resource agents, lot agents,
technology agents, and agents for preventive maintenance (cf. Figure 2). The lot
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agent is similar to the order holon described in PROSA as well as the technology
agent to the product holon. The preventive maintenance agent is specific and provides
ongoing maintenance that can be planned.

The resource agent role is the basic role for the fab agent, the work area agent, the
work center agent, and the tool agent. The resource agents are the starting point to
model the hierarchical control approach described earlier. Each multi-agent-system
for production control following our approach has only one fab agent at the highest
hierarchy level, one or more work area agents handled by the fab agent at the next
level and one or more work center agents within each work area agent.

The hierarchy is modelled by using an agent identifier which is a kind of pointer to
the agents. An agent identifier encapsulates information like the agent name, the
address where the agent is located and the services provided by the agent. Every
agent on a higher level stores the agent identifier of the agents on the next hierarchy
level. That means that the fab agent has all agent identifiers of the work area agents to
provide them with the necessary information and every work area agent knows the
identifiers of the work center agents they are directly responsible for. The way button
up works similar, i.e, each work center agent knows his work area agent. Thus, a
structure exists that allows for communication and cooperation within the same hier-
archy level and between adjacent levels.

Fig. 2. Agent Hierarchy of the FABMAS Multi-Agent-System

Staff Agents.  A staff agent is a special agent that has to support and improve by
design the decision-making capabilities of the decision-making agents. Therefore, a
staff agent typically encapsulates scheduling and monitoring algorithms.

The architecture of a staff agent should support the following requirements:
•� maintaining of a (dynamic) model of the corresponding parts of the hierarchy,

i.e., a model of the machines and its capacities and a model of the status of the
lots,

•� maintaining the storage of at least one (fixed) reference schedule,
•� maintaining time issues with respect to scheduling or monitoring, i.e., setting

scheduling horizons and time windows for future lot arrivals,
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•� maintaining and implementing a set of performance measures that fit to the
proper model of the corresponding part of the hierarchy,

•� maintaining time issues with respect to the (allowed) running time of the solu-
tion algorithm,

•� maintaining a set of alternative solution methods depending on the problem
size and the allowed running time of the algorithm.

5.3   Implementing Communication Abilities of the Agents by Using .NET

By choosing the Microsoft .NET Platform for the development of the agent system
various opportunities for implementing communication abilities are given. A similar
recent approach using another technology is presented in [9].

An agent communicator is part of every runtime environment and provides two
capabilities for communication. The multicast communication is used for announce-
ment of new active runtimes and by the agent directory service to keep their agent list
up to date. The direct communication is used for communication purpose between
single agents and is implemented by using the .NET remoting framework.

The .NET remoting is a framework for distributed computing. It is ideal for the
implementation of communication capabilities of multi-agent systems.

The agent communicator hides all the communication capabilities from the agents
and can be used as an interface. An agent that wishes to send a message to an other
agent transfers the message to the agent communicator. The communicator deter-
mines the location of the agent and if the other agent is on a remote host, the .NET
remoting is used for sending the message, if the agent is in the same runtime the mes-
sage is directly putted into the mailbox of the receiver agent.

The agent communicator is implemented as client and server at the same time and
the use of threads makes it concurrently run able. If the agent communicator becomes
to be a bottleneck within the communication process because the number of agents
rises to a certain level during run time, it is possible to run more than one communi-
cator.

6   Performance Assessment of the Production Control Approach

We suggest a discrete event simulation approach in order to assess the performance of
the production control approach. We use simulation models of wafer fabs to mimic
the behavior of the shop-floor of wafer fabs. We extend the generic assessment ar-
chitecture suggested in [8] to the present situation. We use the discrete event simula-
tor AutoSched AP 7.1 that is widely accepted in the semiconductor manufacturing
domain. This simulator allows for an easy application of notification/subscription
mechanism, i.e., we can react to certain classes of events on the shop-floor. The use
of a discrete event simulator as a tool for performance assessment of multi-agent-
systems in manufacturing is described in [1]. However, our approach has the advan-
tage that we can replace, in principle, the simulation tool by other information sys-
tems on the shop-floor that generates the required information for running the control
application, i.e., FABMAS.
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6.1   Blackboard Type Data Layer
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Table 2. Content of the Blackboard

Type of Data Example
Static Data - Information about process flows

- Setup information
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- Information on the physical decomposition of the
  shop-floor
- Processing times

Dynamic Data - Lot release information
- Lot states
- Machine states
- Setup states of the machines
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6.2   Communication between Discrete Event Simulator, Blackboard, and MAS

The simulator and the blackboard are implemented in the C++ programming lan-
guage, whereas FABMAS is implemented using .NET and the C# programming lan-
guage. The blackboard is encapsulated into a dynamic link library (DLL) that is
called by the AutoSched AP simulation engine during the runtime of the simulator.

The communication between the simulator and the blackboard is simple, because
the simulator simply calls methods and sends data by using parameters. A direct
communication between FABMAS and simulator is impossible and not necessary.
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We implemented an interfacing component in order to connect FABMAS with the
blackboard. The .NET system supports the encapsulation process and also registers
the component into the Windows Registry. The .NET framework creates a special
class during run time, the COM callable wrapper. This wrapper offers user specific
interfaces to the component and also the typical interfaces of COM. Now, the black-
board can call methods of the interface and transfer data via parameters to the
FABMAS multi-agent-system. This data is forwarded by the .NET remoting compo-
nent to the agent runtime environment. On the other hand, data is transported back
from the MAS to the blackboard via method calls using reference parameters. The
communication between the described components is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Overall Architecture of FABMAS and Architecture for Performance Assessment

7   Conclusions

In this paper, we present results on the architecture of an agent-based system for
production control of semiconductor wafer fabs. After a brief description of the con-
sidered manufacturing process we suggest a hierarchical production control algo-
rithm. We explain why software agents are the proper software artifacts in order to
implement the (distributed) production control algorithms. Then we describe the
architecture of FABMAS in detail. We demonstrate that it is possible to use the C++
and C# programming language together with the .NET framework in order to imple-
ment a hierarchically organized multi-agent-system. We describe how FABMAS
interacts with the discrete event simulator AutoSched AP.

In the future, we want to use simulation models from different types of wafer fabs
in order to assess the performance of the hierarchical production control approach.
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Abstract. This paper reports on an engineering approach to address the grow-
ing need for managing highly modular plants. An implemented agent-based
manufacturing controller, inspired by ant social behavior, is presented and dis-
cussed. The work aims to provide the key engineering concerns on how the im-
pact of variations in production resources, factory organization and planning
processes can be smoothly tackled in respect of plant performance criteria. The
insights are drawn along our experience carried out in the MPA (Modular Plant
Architecture) project, which is part of the 5th EU framework program.

1   Introduction

The future competitiveness of enterprises depends heavily on their ability to react
swiftly to product, process and capacity changes. It will be imperative for them to
achieve rapid planning and ramp-up of production structures. This endeavor should
be evaluated not merely in aggregated business metrics, but in operational conditions
too. To efficiently and constantly take on the manufacturing control aspects, the con-
troller should exhibit self-organizing capabilities in order to face the changes of the
production system over its life cycle.

Decentralized control has been already proposed as a feasible way to overcome the
limitations that hierarchical and centralized control shows in a highly dynamic envi-
ronment [1, 2]. Most of the work concerning manufacturing control focuses either on
the control algorithms’ optimality [3], but using predefined plant configurations, or
on the architectural features that enable the required agility in facing the integration
aspects [4]. To effectively control a manufacturing plant, both dimensions must be
considered orthogonal in evaluating any design approach. Our contribution is not
focused on the integration aspects to attain enterprise planning, but on the controller
capability to expand over the physical resources as an intrinsic reflection upon the
plant modularity. From operative reasons, this capability proved to be an essential
requirement to accurately assess any optimization approach.  

After a brief introduction of the explored case, the key issues of the implemented
agent-based manufacturing controller are subsequently enlightened. The discussion
follows the wide-accepted phases in developing an agents-based manufacturing con-
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se Study

y concerns the “long parts” department of PICANOL factory, an open
t for weaving machines components (Fig. 1). The production is organ-
n automatic storage and retrieval system (ASRS) that acts as a tempo-
or pallets shaped as containers. A Tram system is used for stor-
 the containers into/from the ASRS and changing the containers at the
 Each container contains a variable number of identical parts traveling
he completion of their processing plan. The machines are grouped in
 with a variable number of container docks and with different processing
ically, a workstation holds two containers: an empty container to be

e finished parts, and a full container with parts to be worked on. Inside
on a part is taken by the machine operator from the full container and
e processing machines, processed and then unloaded and stored in the

pty container. When this last container is full, the ASRS is prompted to
Because the Tram has two containers docks, prior to pick up the finished
travels to the ASRS to bring the next container that is going to be proc-
requesting workstation.  Therefore, once the Tram took the container
hed parts it unloads the next container without an additional movement.
es are stored in the ASRS and retrieved in a given number on a daily
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ording to the assembly orders. There are also some trolleys that can take
transportation effort as required. The machine operators are assigned to
ons and not to a single machine on the basis of their skills, shifts and prefer-
verall, the plant holds the characteristics of a classical open job-shop, with
alternatives to carry out an operation, either processing or transportation.

General Architecture

e unfeasibility to perform exhaustive and cost-effective investigations on the
ts, most of the experiments in manufacturing control field are studied in a
 world [6]. To facilitate a smooth integration of the controller (or parts of it)
eal plant, and to preserve the experimental accuracy, the simulation software
 into two distinct subsystems: the emulation (ES) - mirroring the functional-
 real plant, and the controller (CS) - managing the internal logistics in the
n system (Fig. 2).  The ES provides to the CS the state of the emulated fac-
the control sends the appropriate commands in order to control its state.
nchronously connected to the ES, the CS cannot distinguish this from being

d to the real world. The interaction mechanism between the ES and the CS is
 a predefined communication and synchronization protocol (i.e. event notifi-
d command invocation). In this way, the controller can manage any emula-
complies with this protocol. Furthermore, as a replacement of the real plant,
ation supports, through the user interface, any feasible manipulation that is
cted by the physical reality (e.g. the movement of a transportation utility,
he work in-process products into a processing machine, halt of a workstation
r-driven disturbances give the opportunity to get insights on how the system

t to changes that are context dependent and cannot be efficiently captured in
ation model. Moreover, it gives the users the opportunity to enhance their
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Fig. 3. The basic ontology diagram of the system
g circumstances that are emerging from particular settings and
n the real plant. Because this functionally is accessible in real
ould be able to deal not only with disturbances that affect its
del (e.g. availability of a resource, introduction of a rush order),
ility issues, which usually is considered to be a stable model

y and configuration.

gents

 common understanding on the manufacturing planning materi-
attempts [7,8] to extract the key issues that are effectively em-
gistic optimization problem. In line with most of these general-
e system design reflects the defined entities at both levels of
 commands or activities) and CS level (i.e. resources, products,
). The simulation as a whole shares a unified ontology for the
dynamic behavior of their components is managed disjointedly
stem. As part of any manufacturing control, the basic ontology
ge about the inquiring orders, products as subject of orders
s manufacturing steps to deliver a product, resources that sup-
and the related activities required to achieve an operation.
OSA multi-agent reference architecture [2] for manufacturing
 the entities described in all the ontologies for factory planning.

covers all the particularities for controlling the plant at the op-
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Product. The product entity represents the good or service that can be supplied by
the plant. It is embodied in the Product Agent who manages the “product model” of
the product type. The product model depends on the�#���.
/� )0��
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� *��#4� Pp = (O, Rp), where p stands for each product type of the plant’s
concern. A vertex from the operations set O, describes an atomic operation owned by
the product’s recipe. An edge connects an operation to the following one if after its
completion the operation outcome corresponds to its assigned tag. In our
implementation the Product Agent firstly �
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Order. An order is a request for a product that the system can provide. It encloses the
customer preferences that drive the system behavior in respect to the factory
constraints (i.e. the requested quantity for a deliverable product, release and due date,
and priority). Given the customer preferences, an order holds the product state model
of the work-in-progress product together with the solution to achieve the desired
product type. As an extension to other ontologies, we introduce the order type to
distinguish between the customer’ orders and intra-logistic orders. Intra-logistic
orders denote activities that are driven by the current state of the plant with the aim to
change it into a usable/desirable state for the other agents. They include mainly
material or facility handling processes, which at their turn need to allocate resources
to reach the desired state (i.e. if no empty container or palette is available in the
workstation, an intra-logistic order is created by the resource agent attached to that
workstation to fulfill these task). 74��8������*��/� ��0�
/�� )�� �.�� �1�/�5� /4�� �����
��/)/1��  /� )�� ��*������ ��� /4�� 3���� #)�
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Resource. A resource represents the most abstract class to which an operation could
be assigned. It corresponds to a physical part of the manufacturing system (e.g. tram,
workstations, ASRS, trolley and machine operators) that exhibits functional
capabilities. They are characterized by a predefined operational capacity together
with their own constraints and preferences in delivering an operation. Since in
manufacturing control the order’s decision is strongly affected by the resource type,
the ontology was extended to discriminate among processing stations, storage devices
and transportation equipment. The resources are represented in the CS by the
Resource Agents who take over the responsibility to rule its own allocation
procedure. The internal state of a resource is maintained at the ES level but is
managed by the Resource Agent by sending the appropriate sequence of commands
to the corresponding emulation entity when a certain operation is carried out.
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Fig. 4. A sketch of the artificial ants environment data structure
An operation represents a various set of commands accepted by an
tity to realize one operation. Because each command sensibly reflects the

the real action (e.g. for the workstation - set-up, load, process, unload,
r the tram – move, load, unload) in simulation time, a probabilistic
is employed by the ES to emulate every activity. The cumulative of all
ons represents the probabilistic duration of any operation. The ontology
tion is also extended to account for the internal operations that transform
s state as part of the product-processing plan, and external operations that
 in-working product from one resource to another. Each operation is
 in atomic actions that correspond to the physical activities required to
operation. Only the internal operations belong to the process plan, the
spond to the intra-logistic process. The system operator as well could
ctions through the user interface.

ination Behavior

oordination between any entities can be done in two ways: coordination
mmunication and indirect coordination within dissipative fields. Because
sed to describe the ontology of the PICANOL plant reflects real things in

most appropriate way was to use an indirect coordination method coined
s stigmergy [9]. It is a form of asynchronous interaction and information

ong insects mediated by an “active” environment. The coordination
is based on a smelling chemical substance called pheromone. It supports
perations mediated by the environment in which the insects are situated:
 (the cumulative function for the information dropt into the pheromone)
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and evaporation (the contraction function for obsolete data). Thus, the pheromone
concept equally emphasizes reinforcement and forgetting concerns, as mandatory
means to achieve system adaptability.

A significant amount of research results already exist in the area of software in-
spired by the food foraging behavior of ants. These are mainly ant algorithms for
discrete optimization [10]. Most of the work in manufacturing deals with a static
environment, where the plant topology and its capabilities are considered to be stable
during the optimization process. On the other hand, comparing with the real ants,
manufacturing control poses dissimilar constraints. Firstly, there are conflicting ob-
jectives in allocating the existing agents. Secondly, in manufacturing control we have
to carry out multiple goals simultaneously, which often are not even stable in a given
time frame. Thirdly, the individual goal may differ from the society goal; the collabo-
ration terms are agreed upon and not predefined in advance. All of these conduct us
to a significant refinement of the underlying principles. Contrasting with the ap-
proaches where the ants’ behavior is seen as an inspiration source to optimize the
system performance criteria, the paper highlight the engineering aspects on how the
ants’ behavior can inform the engineering practice in building a manufacturing con-
trol systems.

Pheromone environment. Generally, ant algorithms �#���/��)����*��#4���2)���5��/�
���� �.�� 
���� /4�� *��#4�����/��� /4��plant topology which is formalized as a tagged
directed cyclic graph T = (R, C), where a node R stands for a manufacturing resource
and an edge C for a feasible connection between two of them in terms of transferable
items (e.g. container, palettes, machine operator) represented as the edge’s tag. The
CS discovers this topology in the initialization phase by acquiring from the ES the
entrances into the plant. Following their connections to the next resources an internal
representation of the plant topology is constructed without a prior knowledge upon
the plant. For each encountered emulated resource during the plant detection process,
the CS creates its counterpart Resource Agent. The agent will generate the local
blackboard where the pheromone information will be dropped later. The pheromone
environment is constructed around two types of data structure (Fig. 4): resource
specific (i.e. resource capabilities, resource schedule) and connection specific (i.e.
subnet capabilities). The resource capabilities consist of the operations set which can
be performed by the resource. For the machine operator, the structure is extended
with their skill level for each operation. The subnet capabilities are attached to every
resource’s connection and they contains the set of operations which can be processed
following that link. These data structures will make possible to have a global
overview rooted in the locally available information that will be later used in the
agents’ decision-making.

Artificial ants. For this case, the ants are implemented as light software agents that
are virtually traveling in the navigation graph to accomplish a well-defined task on
behalf of its parent agent. The ants are able to sense only the pheromones from the
local blackboard attached to the node where they are residing. They also allow for
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memorizing the past actions. A number of parameters have been identified as
fundamental tuning clues for dealing with loop-detection and preservation of accurate
data. These are categorized in (Fig. 3): safety parameters (e.g. the maximum number
of nodes an ant can pass and the maximum number of clones an ant can be replicated)
and spatial-temporal parameters (e.g. the ant generation and local node of the
navigation graph). In each node, the behavior of an ant consists in two subsequent
steps. Sensing the locally available information, it firstly tries to interpret/modify it,
and secondly to decide where to further clone or not. Because of their simplicity
(even the programmer doesn’t need to have an overall overview on the problem to
implement a new ant), with minimal effort a large space of the desired functionality
can be explored in straightforward way [12].

3.3   Decision Making

The decision algorithm take advantage of three ant species created either by the Prod-
uct Agent who send Feasibility Ants to discover and propagate the feasibility con-
straints, or by the Order Agent who send Survey Ants to evaluate the processing
opportunities as they emerge and Intention Ants to impose the constraints which
derives from the short term forecasting of future actions as revealed before by the
Survey Ants.

Ants’ behavior. The Feasibility Ants are created at each possible exit of the plant and
for every type of product. They are traveling upstream with an adjustable frequency
in order to refresh the feasibility information residing in the subnet capability
pheromone. Roughly, this information locally reflects the global ironware constraints
(i.e. machines breakdown, availability of the machine operator, introduction of a new
product, machine or connection to a new department). Following the feasibility trace,
the Order Agent creates Survey Ants to discover the best routing alternative to get its
product processed. The Survey Ants are traveling downstream from the resource
where the Order Agent is currently standing to the next ones in order to evaluate the
alternative solution for the remaining recipe. If in the current product state an Order
Agent can follow different processing plans, various generations of ants are sent
downstream for a selection of the possible recipes. In every node of its journey, the
Survey Ant will virtually execute the intended operation to be processed in the
Resource Agent. The result of this execution accounts for the current reservation state
of the order. Once there are sufficient complete solutions, the Order Agent will send
downstream Intention Ants to book the resources belonging to the chosen plan
amongst the know solutions from the exploration. They are traveling from one
resource to another to allocate the resource‘s schedule. The allocation result is
reflected in the availability pheromone, which is updated in conformity. To avoid
complexity, the stop condition for any ant resides in the pheromones’ updating
policy. It accounts for the ant generation (preventing pheromone alteration with
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obsolete data) and for the work done by the other ants (if one ant with the same goal
already found a better solution there is no need to further explore).

Resource’s scheduling. The correct choice of scheduling techniques and rules is
highly sensitive to the factory’s performance criteria, the particular configuration of
the plant as well as to particular knowledge residing in the factory culture. Moreover
these rules could vary across different resources and orders. The performance criteria
delineated by PICANOL are the increase of throughput, the lead-time minimization
and the improvement of labor and resource utilization. The first step was to reflect the
heuristic used nowadays in the real plant. These are static rules for the orders as well
for the resources. For the orders it is the E��)��/� 	.�� 	�/� �)�#�/
4)�*� �.�� that
initially schedule the operations for its process plan and �)��/�  �� �)��/� 8./ for the
resources��	.��/��/4���
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�.���/4�1�����/he most volatile and plant-specific decisions, the dispatching rules
are built in the top of the decision mechanism (no s/w maintenance cascade).
Moreover, they are assigned to the real entities in the system with no need to keep
homogeneity in employing them (each resource may be governed by its own rules).

4   Benchmarking Concerns

So far the paper described how the social insects behavior could inform the engi-
neering practice in building a flexible manufacturing control system. Their behavior
turns the controller into an open to inspection system for optimization purpose.  Be-
sides local availability of general control data, the artificial ants emergently build up a
short term forecasting of the whole plant based on the agents’ intentional state. This
chapter will highlight some implications on the benchmarking concerns. In order to
understand the consequences of different optimization techniques – either local, at the
resource level, or general, at the factory level - the development process follows three
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distinct stages, namely verification, validation and simulation campaign. They are
close related to the work practice (what people actually do) in the real plant, as a
holistic reflection of the whole plant.

Verification refers to the process where the implemented model of the plant is per-
forming as it was designed. The main role of this phase is to check if the computer
model complies with the assumptions made over its conceptual model. As a result of
the propagation of agent’s intentions, the designer may get an immediate and overall
picture if the conceptual model is comprehensive enough to capture all the required
data for controlling propose. All the intra-logistic processes, usually hidden and im-
plicit in a descriptive explanation, are closely disclosed (e.g. supplying an worksta-
tion with an empty container, palette’s availability for trolleys). In this way the
strength and accuracy of the conceptual model is thoroughly tested, with no analysis
cascade.

How precisely the model is representing the real plant is carried out during the
validation phase. The rationale of this stage is to prove if the plan simulation is valid
enough to use it in making real decisions. It entails a tight cooperation with the client
in order to gain his confidence in your optimization techniques. For the controller this
step has two main outcomes. It firstly preserves the tacit optimization knowledge
already available in the factory (e.g. the opportunity to share a machine operator
among multiple workstations or the use of topological data when storing the contain-
ers based on the workstations’ proximity) that are at least time-consuming to be dis-
covered during the simulation runs. Secondly, because the experts in the plant opti-
mization find difficult to identify and communicate their knowledge (they are experts
in their domain and not in their expertise), the simulation provides a sensible commu-
nication means to elicit these knowledge (e.g. why a container will necessarily pass
through the ASRS and not directly move to the next workstation). The ant-like engi-

Fig. 5. Solution evolution for an Order Agent and a Resource Agent
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neering approach implicitly brings the dynamic issues of the plant control and not
merely the static ones.

After the completion of these steps, an evaluation of any high-level controlling al-
gorithm might be relevant for the targeted case. The simulation campaign implies a
through investigation of the correlations between different control variables (from the
dispatching rules to the nervousness of the system in propagating its processing in-
tentions) and their influence on the plant performance criteria (resource’s productiv-
ity, orders’ lead time, plant’s throughput). For the presented engineering approach,
this step requires changes at the top level of the system without any danger to under-
mine its core functionality. It concerns only the system tuning  (e.g. criteria to weight
the available solutions for a given order, the complexity of exploration space versus
awareness and consideration of new alternative solutions) with no cross-alteration of
agents’ capabilities. The presented case is currently in benchmarking phase, and its
evaluation is out of the scope of this paper.

5   Conclusions and Further Work

Continuing our work in holonic manufacturing systems [13], the paper introduced the
basic ideas behind the MPA project on how an agent-based manufacturing controller
can preserve its functionality against highly customizable modular plants architecture.

Starting from the automatic synthesis of the plant emulation, and continuously un-
covering the changes in the plant, the controller is auto-organizing its internal struc-
ture (e.g. number of agents, relationship between the agents, communication pattern)
in order to cope with these transformations. Following the wide-accepted phases in
developing an agents-based manufacturing controller - ontologies, agent types and
their behaviour - have been described and explained. The system was fully imple-
mented in Java and proves its ability to cope with disturbances in production re-
sources, factory organization and planning process. From the work practices stance,
where the optimality is defined and performance criteria are embedded, the aim of the
paper is not strictly focused on the optimisation aspects but merely on how to openly
support and maintain a satisfactory performance level. Contrasting with the approaches
where the ants’ behavior is seen as an inspiration source to optimize the system per-
formance criteria, the paper highlight the engineering aspects on how the ants’ be-
havior can inform the engineering practice in implementing a flexible and robust
manufacturing control systems

74��#�����/����##���
4��#������2����������
4�#���#�
/)2���/4�/�����
.����/1�#.��.��
-1�/4���./4�����The described short-term forecasting mechanism allows system trace-
ability, giving the opportunity to introduce learning algorithms for advanced deci-
sion-making. At the resource level, the forecast accuracy can be improved by en-
hancing the prediction of the execution time of an operation in the specific circum-
stances. Since the environment is essentially considered part of the solution, the con-
textual data are automatically captured in the pheromone data structures for further
interpretation. Together with the heuristics employed for the resource scheduling,
they are the most sensitive and plant-specific decisions that are built in the top of the
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system. In this way preserving the system reusability during its life cycle, m������+
#4)�/)
�/�������-�//��+#��0��5)�*�#��/�/1#�� are subsequently deployed. At the sys-
tem level, a series of tuning parameters, like the frequency of ant propagation, evapo-
ration rate and level of commitment in assigning a resource, are at this time manipu-
lated from the user interface. We are currently considering an auto-tuning mechanism
that will enable an as optimal as possible setting for these parameters in order to at-
tain the global equilibrium in the specified context.
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Abstract. As electricity markets evolve, there is a need for new modelling ap-
proaches that simulate how electric power markets could evolve over time and
how participants in these markets may act and react to the changing economic,
financial and regulatory environment in which they operate. To study electricity
markets behaviour and evolution we propose a multi-agent simulator where
agents represent several entities that can be found in electricity markets, such as
generators, consumers, market operators and network operators, but also enti-
ties that are emerging with the advent of liberalization, such as traders. The
simulator probes the possible effects of market rules and conditions by simu-
lating the strategic behaviour of participants. In this paper a special attention is
devoted to the behaviour and characteristics of Seller, Buyer and Trader agents,
highlighting their strategies and decision processes in order to gain advantage
facing the new emerging competitive market.

1   Introduction

Many electricity markets are undergoing a transition from centrally regulated systems
to decentralized markets. The unbundling of the generation, transmission and distri-
bution functions that is part of this evolution creates opportunities for many new
players or agents to enter the market, such as power brokers, traders and load aggre-
gators. As electric utility systems around the world continue to move towards open,
competitive markets, the need for new modelling techniques will become more obvi-
ous.

The main advantage of Multi-Agent Simulation is to allow the modelling of deci-
sion processes and actions of individual agents (e.g. consumers, generators, regula-
tors), rather than the aggregate system behaviour patterns and trends, as in traditional
approaches. To gain insights into decentralized electricity markets, we developed a
Multi-Agent Simulator. Unlike traditional tools, our Agent-based Simulator does not
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postulate a single decision maker with a single objective for the entire system. Rather,
agents, representing the different independent entities in Electricity Markets, are
allowed to establish their own objectives and decision rules. Moreover, as the simu-
lation progresses, agents can adapt their strategies, based on the success or failure of
previous efforts.

Some agent-based simulators have been constructed for Electricity Markets: Pow-
erWeb [1], where demand is always fixed and just single uniform auctions are stud-
ied; the Auction Agents for the Electric Power Industry [2], which only implements a
Dutch Auction; the Simulator for Electric Power Industry Agents (SEPIA) [3], which
only implements a bilateral contracts market. Very relevant is the work of John
Bower [4], Monclar [5], and Nicolaisen [6] however they are interested in studying
only a particular market, the England and Wales market.  These models have hinted
at the potential of agent-based models for the analysis of Electricity Markets. Another
important application of Simulation is presented in [7], where the authors focus spe-
cially on the hydroelectric power stations parameters. In [8] an interesting lab experi-
ence shows the practical utility of Electricity Market Simulators.

Our simulator has some different and relevant characteristics: it is intended as a
Decision Support Tool, so it includes several types of negotiation mechanisms usu-
ally found in Electricity Markets, such as Bilateral Contracts, Symmetric and Asym-
metric Pools, and Mixed Markets, to let the user test them and obtain sensibility about
the best way to negotiate in each one. It includes agents representing several entities:
ongoing entities and emerging ones, such as traders. The different agents have their
own objectives and strategic behaviour. Particularly important is the strategic behav-
iour of agents representing suppliers, consumers and traders. To obtain an efficient
decision support, agents have the capability of using an algorithm that analyses dif-
ferent bids under several scenarios (we call a pair bid-scenario a play). These ideas
originate the development of a prototype of the proposed Multi-Agent Simulator [9].

This paper starts by a description of the general features of the Multi-Agent Simu-
lator and then a special attention is devoted to some of the agents: Seller, Buyer and
Trader agents, highlighting their strategies and decision processes.

2   Overview of the Multi-agent Simulator

The market simulator we propose is related to the electricity spot market, with 24
negotiation periods each day. The simulator is flexible, the user defines completely
the model he wants to simulate: how many agents are in the model, the type and
strategies of each one and the type of market. Three types of markets are simulated:
Bilateral Contracts, Pool Market and Mixed Market, where both types of negotiations
are possible. There are different types of agents in our model: Market Facilitator,
Sellers, Buyers, Traders, Market Operator and Network Operator Agent. In this sec-
tion we will describe their roles, functionalities and the interactions between them. A
special highlight will be given to Seller, Buyer and Trader agents in sections 3 and 4.

The Market Facilitator plays the role of market coordinator of the Electricity Mar-
ket and its main goal is the correct functioning of the market. It knows the identities
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of all the agents present in the market, regulates the negotiation process and assures
the market is functioning according to the established rules. Agents before entering
the market must first carry out the registration with the Market Facilitator, specifying
their market role and services. This approach is also a first step to support a future
architecture for an electronic marketplace where agents will negotiate with each other
substituting the real entities involved in electricity markets.

Seller and Buyer agents are the two key players in the market, so a special atten-
tion is devoted to them, and particularly to their objectives and strategies they can use
to reach them. Seller agents represent entities able to sell electricity in the market, e.g.
companies holding electricity production units. Buyer agents represent electricity
customers and electricity distribution companies. The number of Seller and Buyer
Agents in each scenario is completely defined by the user, who must also specify
their intrinsic and strategic characteristics. By intrinsic characteristics we mean the
individual knowledge related to reservation and preferred prices, and also to the
available capacity (or power needs if it is a Buyer agent). By strategic characteristics
we mean the type of strategies the agent will employ to reach the objective of selling
the available capacity at the best price, if the agent is a Seller, or to buy the needed
power if the agent is a Buyer. Seller Agents will compete with each other, since they
are interested in selling all their available capacity and in obtaining the highest possi-
ble market quote. On the other hand Seller Agents will cooperate with Buyer Agents
while trying to establish some agreement that is profitable for both. This is a rich
domain where it is possible to develop and test several algorithms and negotiation
mechanisms for both cooperation and competition.

The increase in competitiveness creates opportunities for many new players or
agents to enter the market; one of these players is the trader. The introduction of this
new entity, with well-defined responsibilities, allows liberalization and competition in
the electricity industry to be developed and simplifies the way the whole process
works with producers and customers on the market and the relationship with the mar-
ket operator. This entity participates in the market on behalf of customers. It is an
intermediary between them, who delegate on the trader the purchasing of their needs,
and the suppliers. Its behaviour, and interactions with other agents, is described in
detail in section 4. One important feature of our simulator is the inclusion of this type
of agent, usually not considered in related works.

Bilateral contracts are agreements between a single Seller and a single demand
agent, either a Buyer or a Trader. The establishment of this type of contracts is made
through a series of requests for proposals that are initiated by demand agents. If a
demand agent chooses to participate in the bilateral market it will start by sending a
request for electricity, exposing its price expectations. This request triggers the nego-
tiation process and is delivered to all Sellers in the simulated market. In response, a
Seller Agent will analyse its own capabilities, current availability, past experience,
and checks its technical feasibility, through the Network Operator Agent feedback.
Then, it formulates a proposal, if it is able to make an offer to the requested parame-
ters, and sends a message to the source agent, specifying its proposal. Demand agents
evaluate the received proposals and either accept or reject the offers. Details about
message handling can be found in [10]. On the basis of the results obtained in a ne-
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gotiation period Seller, Buyer and Trader agents revise their strategies for the next
period.

The Market Operator is responsible for the power exchange (Pool) mechanism.
This agent is only present in simulations of Pool or Mixed Markets. It will send a
request for proposals, organize the received bids, determine the market price and
select the accepted and rejected bids. After the processing of all bids, and market
price established, the results are communicated to each pool participant. Bids match-
ing process is done with the technical approval of the Network Operator Agent.

In Pool markets the most common type of negotiation is a standard uniform auc-
tion [11][12]. If only suppliers are able to compete in the Pool, it is called an Asym-
metric Market.  If both suppliers and buyers are able to compete, elastic demand, it is
called a Symmetric Market, also known as Double Auction in the auction theory.
Both of these types of pool mechanisms are included in our simulator. In mixed mar-
kets agents must decide whether to establish a bilateral contract before trying the
pool, or just after Pool results if bids were not accepted. To make this type of decision
agents use their past experiences and market strategies (see details in section 3.1 and
3.2).

The Network Operator Agent represents the transmission grid and all the involved
technical constraints. One Network Operator Agent is present in every simulation and
every contract established, either through bilateral contracts or through the pool must
be communicated to it, which analyse its technical viability. In Pool Markets the
Market Operator is the agent responsible for dealing with the Network Operator
Agent, in order to obtain technical approval for the bids matching process. In a bilat-
eral contract, the Seller Agent must be sure of the technical possibility of delivering
energy to the Buyer Agent localisation, so it is responsible for talking with the Net-
work Operator agent before an agreement is reached.

3   Seller and Buyer Agents

The development of a strategic offer that ensures high profitability is a fundamental
issue for the market participants, so the policies implemented by each agent must be
analysed carefully. Both Seller and Buyer Agents have strategies to define the price at
which they are willing to sell (buy). To obtain an efficient decision support, these
agents have the capability of using an algorithm that analyses different bids under
several scenarios, we call a pair bid-scenario a play. The analysis of several plays
permits the construction of a matrix with possible results, and then, after a decision
method is applied, the agent can select the bid to propose, having an idea of the ex-
pected payoff. This will increase its performance and improve their negotiation capa-
bilities.

The strategies and the algorithm for agents Decision Support will be detailed in
this section. These agents have similar structure and a kind of symmetrical (due to
their antagonistic objectives) behaviour, for this reason they are both treated in this
section, however, whenever necessary the differences between them will be pointed
out.
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3.1   Strategies

Strategies to change the price under a negotiation period, also referred as time-
dependent strategies, are called: Determined, Anxious, Moderate and Gluttonous. The
difference between these strategies is the time instant at which the agent starts to
modify the price and the amount it changes. Determined agents will maintain their
prices constant during the negotiation period. Anxious agents will start modifying the
prices early in the negotiation period but by a small amount. Moderate agents will
start changing the prices in the middle of the period by a small amount, and Glutton-
ous agents will only start changing the prices at the end of the negotiation period but
by a major amount.

To adjust price between negotiation periods, also referred as behaviour-dependent
strategies, two different strategies were implemented: one called Composed Goal
Directed and another called Adapted Derivative Following. The Composed Goal
Directed strategy is based on two consecutive objectives, the first one is selling (or
buying) all the available capacity (power needed) and then increase the profit (reduce
the payoff). Seller agents that use this strategy will decrease price if in the previous
period the available capacity, the first objective, was not completely sold and will
increase price when all the available capacity was sold in the previous period, trying
to maintain satisfied the first objective while trying to obtain a higher profit. For
Buyer agents the strategy is symmetrical: a Buyer will increase price if in the previ-
ous period the power needed was not completely bought and will decrease price when
all the power needed was obtained, trying to maintain satisfied the first objective
while trying to decrease market price in order to spent less money.

The Adapted Derivative Following strategy is based on a Derivative Following
strategy proposed by Greenwald [13]. The Adapted Derivative-Following strategy
adjusts its price by looking to the amount of revenue earned in the previous period as
a result of the previous period’s price change. If last period’s price change produced
more revenue per good than previous period, then the strategy makes a similar change
in price. If the previous change produced less revenue per good, then the strategy
makes a different price change.

The price adjustment is based on the same calculation for both strategies and takes
into account the difference between the desired results and the obtained results in the
previous period. The calculation will be exemplified for a Seller, however for Buyer
agents the calculations are identical but with different parameters, regarding Buyers
objective of buying all the needed power at the lower expensive price. The price for
the next period (1) will be the previous period price adjusted by some amount (2),
that will increase or decrease the previous price according to the strategy used.
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These strategies were implemented and some results were already obtained. To
explain the differences between the two behaviour-dependent strategies we will de-
scribe a short example.

Example. This example concerns a small scenario with few Buyers and Sellers that is
simple but adequate to illustrate some conclusions about the behaviour of the imple-
mented behaviour-dependent strategies. The scenario has one Seller more competitive
than the others and two Sellers with very similar prices. So, it is possible to analyse
the behaviour of a kind of monopoly situation, in periods of less demand, where the
only Seller able to sell is the most competitive one, and a competition situation, in
periods of higher demand. 24 periods were simulated, so it was possible to analyse
the effect of demand fluctuations during a day.
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Fig. 1. Asymmetric Pool.
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Fig. 2. Symmetric Pool with non-strategic Buyers.
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About the behaviour of the two strategies, as we can see in Figures 1 and 2, the
Adapted Derivative Following strategy obtained higher market prices than the Com-
posed Goal Directed strategy. After a careful analysis of the results we can conclude
that when demand is less than the total available capacity of the most competitive
Seller, it will be losing money when using the Composed Goal Directed strategy,
since with this strategy it will be decreasing price, trying to sell more, which is not
possible because demand is not enough. However, the Composed Goal Directed
strategy can be important, particularly to obtain more market share when two or more
Sellers compete directly, because of their similar proposed prices, since with a slight
price modification one Seller agent can have the chance to sell more. It seems inter-
esting to develop another strategy that combines the two described. The idea of com-
bining the two strategies is to give an agent the possibility of selecting the most suit-
able strategy for each period, based on market conditions. For example, if a Seller
concludes that demand is lower than its available capacity, it will use the Adapted
Derivative Following strategy. On the other hand, if it concludes that there is a com-
petitor with similar prices then it will use the Composed Goal Directed strategy.

3.2   Decision Support Algorithm

This algorithm is particularly suitable for markets based on a Pool or for Mixed mar-
kets, to support Seller and Buyer agents’ decisions for proposing bids to the Pool and
accepting or not a bilateral agreement.

To assure an efficient Decision Support, Seller and Buyer agents can analyse dif-
ferent probable scenarios and evaluate the expected returns. Sellers and Buyers are
like players in a game, and this algorithm will analyse the possible scenarios resultant
from other agents’ reactions. Then, a decision evaluation method will be applied in
order to decide what to propose in a Pool, and how to negotiate in mixed markets,
i.e., what to bid in the Pool and whether a bilateral contract should be accepted or not.
Each agent has historical information about other agents in the market and demand
forecasts. Agents build a profile of other agents containing the probable proposed
prices, limit prices and capacities. With this information, several scenarios may be
analysed to obtain conclusions about the best way to deal with competitors and how
to bid to obtain a good, or the most reliable, payoff. The definition of the proposed
bids and scenarios to be analysed is important.

For each market player there will be two prices {limit_price, probable_price},
where limit_price will be the minimum price, if the player is a Seller, and maximum
price, if a Buyer, and probable_price will be the previewed proposed price. The
number of scenarios, which result from the different arrangements that it is possible
to establish considering the two prices for each agent, is given by formula (4), where
n is the number of other agents in the model.

�� (4)

On the other hand it is necessary to define which bids, or which move, should an
agent, or player, analyse. The agent should analyse the incomes it is capable of ob-
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taining by bidding its limit and desired prices and by bidding prices, higher (or lesser,
if it is a Buyer) than its limit, that are nearby other agents’ proposals, but are a lit bit
smaller (or higher, if a Buyer). So, the agent will try to compete with others by pro-
posing prices that are closer to their proposed and limit prices, but are sufficiently
smaller to overcome them.

The algorithm will be detailed for an agent that represents a Seller agent. The
analysis for a Buyer agent is symmetrical, since the limit price is a maximum price,
and not a minimum, and the objective is to buy at the slightest price, while a Seller
objective is to sell at the highest possible price.

Let j be the agent that is doing the analysis, capj its available capacity, limit_pricej

its minimum acceptable price and desired_pricej its desired price. Let P denote the set
of all the players, Sellers and Buyers, in the market. Lets say ε is the smallest positive
number allowed as a bidding increment. The bids agent j must analyse are:
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, ∀  i ∈  P, i ≠  j (5)

subject to:

limit_pricei - ε > limit_pricej  AND probable_pricei - ε > limit_pricej

The maximum number of bids to analyse happens when limit_pricej is smaller than
every other agent probable or limit price and is given by 2∗n+1. We will call a play to
a pair bid–scenario, so, the total number of plays to analyse is
bids_number*scenarios_number, and the maximum value it can achieve is:

( ) �&� �� ∗+∗ (6)

In a model with few players the number of plays can be high, for example with 6
players, to do this analysis a maximum of 275 plays needs to be analysed! But, is it
important to analyse every possible scenario or just the most disadvantageous and the
most probable ones? Since our Multi-Agent Simulator is intended as a Decision Sup-
port tool, the user should have the flexibility to decide which scenarios, and how
many, are important to analyse. To do so, the user must define the scenarios to be
simulated by specifying the price that other agents will propose. That price is given
by:

Pricei = λ*Probable_Pricei + ϕ*Limit_Pricei
(7)

where λ and ϕ are scaling factors that can be different for each agent.
Suppose that the user selects λ=0 and ϕ=1 for every Seller and λ=1 and ϕ=0 for

every Buyer, this means she/he is interested in analysing a pessimistic scenario. But,
if she/he selects λ=1 and ϕ=0 for every Seller and Buyer, she/he is interested in ana-
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lysing the most probable scenario! With this formula the user can define for each
agent the proposed prices for every scenario she/he wants to be considered.

A table, similar to the one presented, will be constructed with the results obtained
for each play.

Table 1. Results of the analysed plays.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2
bid 1 23 45
bid 2 14 50

Suppose Table 1 represents the results obtained for two possible bids through the
analysis of two scenarios, where Scenario 1 can be, for example, a pessimistic one,
and Scenario 2 a probable one. The decision method that a Seller agent uses to decide
which bid to propose is the MaxiMin method (Buyer agents use MiniMax method).
With this method the selected bid will be the one with the highest minimum value, in
the table given the chosen bid will be bid1. This method gives a “pessimistic” view;
however, it is the most safe, particularly when there are some uncertainties. This
analysis gives the agent not only decision support about the best bid to propose in a
Pool but also makes possible the improvement of the negotiation mechanism for
establishing bilateral contracts, because based on it counter-proposals between Seller
and Buyer agents can be included.

4   Trader Agents

Traders are emerging in the context of liberalization as intermediaries between con-
sumers and suppliers. Consumers have incentives to become members of an alliance
guided by a Trader. One of them is the fact that consumers can gain market power by
grouping their purchases; another one is that some skills and market knowledge are
required to be an efficient player in the market, and not all consumers will have the
ability or interest in dominating those issues, while Traders will necessarily be spe-
cialized in the field. Particularly, domestic consumers will be, at least in an initial
phase of market liberalization, interested in being represented by Traders, since they
will not be experts in dealing with the new market rules and behaviour, and probably
will not have enough time or interest to become specialized in the Market.

These entities are included in our model as Trader Agents, who establish Bilateral
Contracts, by dialoguing with Sellers, and/or participate in the Pool, representing
several Buyer Agents. The inclusion of this entity is an important research topic in
studying the evolution of electricity markets. Figure 3 illustrates message exchanged
between Trader agents and the other agents in the model. The protocol for establish-
ing Trader set of clients, at the right part of the figure, will be detailed in this section,
the protocol for establishing Bilateral Contracts and for trading in the Pool is similar
to the defined for Buyers and detailed in [10].
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Fig. 3. Trader agents message exchange.

The simple negotiation protocol for establishing a Trader set of clients, involves
the Trader (T) and a set of Buyers, possible customers of the Trader, B={b1, b2, …bn}.

1.� First T advertises B to represent them on the market. T → B
“calls_for_clients” message.

2.� Each bi ∈ B considers whether to make a contract with the T and defines its
parameters. bi → T “contract_params” message.

3.� T evaluates parameters and replies to every bi who answered its request. Usu-
ally T accepts every client, unless its parameters are unrealistic. T → B “re-
ply_contract_params” message.

Steps 2 and 3 may have several iterations, until the agents reach an agreement or
one of them gives up.

When the time limit of a contract is approaching, the Trader contacts its clients in
order to negotiate its renewal. If a client, from the set of clients C={c1, c2,…ck}, is
interested in the renewal it will send a message to the Trader specifying the parame-
ters of the contract renewal, such as the contract duration and other updates such as
new consumption needs.

1.� First T advertises cj ∈ C to renew the contract that is finishing. T → cj “con-
tract_renewal” message.

2.� Then, cj ∈ C, if interested in renewing the contract, will contact T to update
the previous established parameters. cj → T “update_params” message.
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3.� T replies to cj acknowledging the contract prolongation with the updated pa-
rameters.  T → cj “reply_update_params” message.

Steps 2 and 3 may have several iterations, until the agents reach an agreement or
one of them gives up. Modifications on Traders set of clients, such as ceased con-
tracts or renewals and increase on the number of clients, usually take place during a
negotiation period, however these modifications are only put into practice on the
subsequent negotiation period.

Traders negotiate on the market, either through Bilateral Contracts or in the Pool
using the same message exchange as defined between Buyers - Sellers and Buyers -
Market Operator, described in Figure 3 and detailed in [10]. However, Traders
evaluation function and decision analysis process is different and takes into account
the contract parameters established with its clients to fulfil them while trying to ob-
tain some profit. An important distinction is that Traders are forced to assure the total
demand of their clients is satisfied, even if for that they loose money. Traders also
have strategies and a decision support algorithm similar to the defined in section 3 for
Sellers and Buyers.

5   Conclusions

We propose an agent-based simulator that can be a valuable framework to study new
electricity market rules and behaviours and to analyse their possible evolution.

The agent-based simulator permits combinations of bilateral trading and power
pool markets. In fact, the possibility of simulating several types of markets, and not
just a particular one, is an important feature of our simulator. Another important as-
pect is the strategic behaviour of Seller and Buyer agents. It is not common to find
applications that consider Buyers with strategic behaviour and that can be a drawback
in obtaining warrantable results, particularly in markets with Symmetric Pools. The
strategies for bid definition are another contribution of our work, although other
strategies including learning and adaptive behaviours of agents are currently under
study. The agents’ strategies were analysed and detailed, particularly the Decision
Support Algorithm based on Game Theory for analysis and bid selection. This algo-
rithm seems to be very promising. The inclusion in the model of entities that are
emerging in decentralized electricity markets, such as Traders, is another important
feature of our simulator, since it permits to gain insights into the evolution of the
market and behaviour of these new entities.

This simulator is also a first step to support a future architecture for an electronic
marketplace where agents will negotiate with each other substituting the real entities
involved in this kind of electricity markets. The electric power industry provides a
very rich domain for illustration, but there are many other areas where these ideas
could also be fruitfully applied.
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Abstract. This paper presents approaches and solutions for agent-based
manufacturing systems developed within the AgenTec project. The developed
technologies, methods and tools for automation systems will realise “plug and
produce”.

1   Introduction

Automation systems are characterized by a high degree of heterogeneity and the
requirement for easy engineering as well as robust operation.  Heterogeneity is
defined by different types of machines (such as assembly robots, mobile
manipulators, autonomous mobile robots, robot assistants, AGVs, conveyor belt
systems etc.), by different control systems (e.g. PLC - IEC 61131-3 or robot control
systems), and by different communication systems (e.g. field bus or ethernet).
In order to manage this heterogeneity and the arising challenges of new markets,
technologies and processes, several agent-based manufacturing paradigms have been
developed in the past ten years. Examples for these paradigms are Holonic
Manufacturing Systems, Random Manufacturing Systems and Bionic or Genetic
Manufacturing Systems [5,6,14]. Even approaches like Fractal Factory or Mass
Customization can be seen in the context of agent-based systems. Much more integral
approaches like Transformable Enterprise Structures [15] can also be performed by
agent technology.
The latest achievements of agent technology for manufacturing systems have reached
some respectable degree: First agent-based industrial applications have already been
installed and run successfully, e.g. an agent-based control system of Schneider
Automation for motor engine assembling at DaimlerChrysler [6]. Furthermore, agent
based robotic systems have been developed in the academic sector, e.g. within the
AgenTec, DIAMOND and PABADIS project [1,2,7]. An experiment for the
combination of different Multi Agent Systems (MAS) consisting of mobile and
industrial robots was realized by Schneider Automation and Fraunhofer IPA in
Stuttgart, Germany. It showed that the integration effort for implementing control
systems was lower compared to traditional approaches. These results were presented
on Hanover Fair 2001 [10].
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The main advantages for  manufacturing systems provided by agent technology are
expected by “plug and produce”. This means easier engineering (planning,
development, implementation, ramp up, customization, maintenance, de-construction
etc.) and more robust operation with high flexibility in terms of changes such as
disturbances, integration of new systems and subsystems. Indeed, these intended
achievements are correct and challenging, but the reality of today’s development
processes and life cycle of agent-based manufacturing systems is somehow different
from theses goals and demands. The reasons are as widespread as the specific
requirements for agents [12]: There is no well-suited integral approach for developing
agent-based automation systems.
Our intention is to identify these gaps and to offer some solutions for the development
process of technical agents. In the next chapter we will give an overview of
development process for technical agents. In chapter 3 and 4, we consider the main
development steps – agentification, detailed design and implementation including a
material flow scenario - ending with a short summary in chapter 5.

2   Process for Developing Technical Agents

Most approaches in this area are focused on the operation of agents or on
development processes. This can cover a wide range of activities starting from layout
planning of factories, over material flow planning and construction to design of
control systems. The know-how of engineering and computer sciences can be applied
on this problem. Taking these aspects into account, an approach for the development
process considers the phases showed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Development process for agent-based automation systems

The development process is based on development methods, tools, relevant standards
and specification as well as technologies such as agent platforms including agent
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management services, interaction protocols, agent languages etc. [3,4,5,8,9,16]. In
addition, each step of the development process offers its own specialized methods,
standards and technologies (Fig. 1).
We assume that the development of agent-based control for manufacturing systems is
very similar to software-engineering, because the same technologies and methods are
partially used. Thus the development process starts with finding the functional and
non-functional requirements. This could be done by sharing workshops with system-
users and customers. In this context, the agentification is a special step of developing
technical agents. Based on an agent model with certain properties, parts of an existing
or planed manufacturing systems are grouped as the physical part of an agent (e.g.
Production Agent Method [10,11]). With the help of this top-level agent model,
functional requirements and a simple description of the manufacturing process can be
transformed into an integrated model (e.g. Unified Modeling Language UML, [16]).
Furthermore, the design phase is based on agent models in terms of decomposition by
these top-level agent models down to control-units (e.g. Function Blocks). Typically,
the design phase is iterative and has different levels of details [12]. In the case of
using a formal agent model a verification based on mathematical principles can be
applied after designing.
Finally, the technical agents, existing so far as software models, have to be realized
with those hardware parts found during agentification. Because agents have in
principle a non deterministic behavior, testing strategies and methods (e.g. test cases,
simulation) known from software engineering are not sufficient.
Because of these requirements, some new approaches are proposed. These are:
•� Agentification (identification and modelling) of subsystems and components as

agents, e.g. industrial robots or mobile robots as technical agents;
•� Modelling of processes, e.g. assembling as MAS interactions;
•� Choice of a suited agent specification (agent language, agent platform) or software

modelling paradigm;
•� Agent models;
•� Technical concepts for an agent platform and the integral MAS;
As figure 1 shows, we have focussed on the phases agentification to implementation.
Some points are still open and need to be researched in the future. These are integral
approaches for the verification of distributed, decentralized systems, the ramp-up
phase, the maintenance phase or the de-construction phase of agents.

3   First Step: Agentification Based on Production Agent (PA)

The agentification is the process of identification and modelling of systems working
in a plant e.g. robot systems, machining center, conveyer belts etc. [11].  The
objective of such a process or method is it to find logically and physically
independent sub-systems and components (Agent Body). That means their mechanical
parts and low-level control-software (logic- and motion control, user interfaces etc.)
have to be found and grouped as an agent body that can be controlled by an agent-
based control, so called Agent Head. It is assumed that such a method of
agentification leads to an agent-based software architecture, which enables the
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implementation of a robust and flexible control system (High-Level Design).
Generally there are several possibilities to cluster autonomous and cooperative
systems and components as agents. Mobile (autonomous and cooperative) robots such
as KURT or Care-O-Bot are able to be very easily defined as agents considering their
characteristics [13]. From this point of view also mechanically not coupled systems
(milling stations, machining center etc.) can be treated as agents. Because this
approach is not systematic, a new concept for a agentification had to be created within
the AgenTec project.
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Fig. 2. Agentification of a plant (layout: motor engine assembly)
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human itself is playing different roles within the production, e.g. as „server“ or
„client“. He is the one who is making decisions, developing and working on the
production. His role differs from the roles he is playing when he is using simple
software agents for example for internet searches. Therefore, the human itself is
regarded and modelled as an agent: the so-called human based agent. The human
based agent consists of humans as well as of user interfaces and co-operates with
other human based agents, software agents or technical agents within manufacturing
processes. The agents themselves are symmetrically structured by agent head and
agent body. A Multi Agent System is consisting of agents and the agent platform. The
agent platform is the required agent infrastructure for communication control etc.

4   Second Step: Detailed Design and Agent Implementation

In the following, a short overview for the design and implementation with the
AgenTec project is given. This is based on the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents) specifications [3] because FIPA has been identified as the most
suited agent specification. In this analysis it has been shown that FIPA standard
originally developed for pure software agent systems can be transferred to
manufacturing systems and applications. Developing tools, FIPA compliant agent
platforms [8], FIPA Agent Communication Language and several interaction
protocols [3] such as FIPA contract net interaction protocol can be applied on
production and manufacturing. With regards to the analysis of FIPA and existing
physical MAS, some problems have been identified and further requirements, which
are different or additional to the requirements of pure software MAS, have been taken
into account within AgenTec.
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The FIPA compliant interaction protocols have to be modified for new application
cases. Several protocols, e.g. for mobile transport robots, have been developed.  In
addition, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) as well as the Agent Unified
Modeling Language (AUML) have been used as a semi-formal notation [9].
Furthermore, the ODEMA method (Object oriented Method for Developing Technical
Multi Agent Systems), which is developed by the Institute of Industrial
Manufacturing and Management, Stuttgart, has been partially used within the analysis
and the design phase [16].
Apart from the infrastructure for agent management, i.e. the agent platform, this work
was also devoted to develop co-operation processes. Therefore, the mediated package
negotiation has been developed (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Mediated Package Negotiation (e.g. on base of  mobile transport agents)

The package negotiation is based on a mediator which is initialising a new negotiation
phase and which is active participant within the negotiation, i.e. the mediator is
making proposals by itself and in the case of winning the competition it executes the
corresponding tasks. Furthermore, the role and position of the mediator is given
dynamically and not restricted on special agents. In addition, the mediator can use its
knowledge of several tasks and offers (proposals) to optimise the distribution of tasks
to negotiation participants. The package negotiation is not limited to transport tasks; it
can be transferred to other tasks and even to conflicts such as resource conflicts. As a
special case, the iterative learning has been considered to optimise the distribution of
free, i.e. available, transport agents, on the base of package negotiation [9].
Within AgenTec several prototypes of agent platforms have been developed
consisting of at least two mobile robots of Care-O-bot type, two industrial robots
Stäubli RX90 and two mobile KURT robots. Furthermore, the first generation of
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MAS was combined with the FactoryBrokerTM [6,10]. Our new agent platform is
based on JINITM because of increasing requirements. Another focus is the
development of hybrid robot architectures (reactive, deliberative and planning
systems) [13].  The different software applications (services, agent platforms, agents,
simulators, virtual reality applications, hybrid robot architectures etc.) are developed
with object oriented languages such as C++ or Java.
�/� /-�� 0�0��/� 4�� ���� ��5��#'�(� ���� '0#�0��/'�(� �� #-1�'
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��������/���(���The newest generation of AgenTec
systems is planned to be presented during SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2003 in Nuremberg,
Germany.

Fig. 4. AgenTec scenario

5    Summary and Conclusion

An approach for the development of agent technology – applied within the AgenTec
project for the development of agent technology - was presented. This approach can
be transferred to other technical applications on the area of  manufacturing systems. It
is based on processes and methods, e.g. for the agentification of systems as agents, on
physical and software systems and tools. The integral view of processes, methods,
tools, data, experts and systems will lead to “plug and produce” and enable
developers and other participants of the product development and production
development process to improve their work in terms of quality for engineering.
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